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CHAPTER 1

Media Logic or Media Logics?
An Introduction to the Field
Caja Thimm, Mario Anastasiadis
and Jessica Einspdnner-Pfloc/2

In 1979, David Altheide and Robert Snow developed the concept of
media logic. Originally following the idea of creating a theoretical framework to better understand mass meclia formats and the meclia's impact
on institutions and social behavior, the focus was on the mass media system of television, radio , and newspapers and its power to influence and
even transform society. Although the authors primarily concentrated on
the functionalities and implications of media logic in the political sphere,
their overaJI objective was an analysis on how "social institutions are
infused ·w ith media considerations" (Altheide, 2011, 122 ). From a critical
perspective on mass media, their main argument was about an "underlying media logic that dominates our increasingly mediated ( or mecliatized )
C. Thimm (~ ). M. Anastasiadis • J. Einspanner-Pflock
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social order" (ibid., 119). In this sense the original media logic concept
can be understood as a term for media-infused formal and informal rules
entailing multiple transformations in the social world. On that basis, the
interrelation of technology, institutions, actors, and formats of media was
at the core of media logic and its formative impact on society.
As the media landscape as such has changed dramatically since the
early days of research on media logic, the concept has become an impor tant approach in communication and media studies and has just recently
evoked new research activities. Its strength lies in the combined assess ment of theorizing and empirically analyzing the features of media and
media formats in their consequences for both individual and institutional
contexts. For this reason, a large part of research resting on the media
logic framework addresses the core question if, and how far, different
societal fields change due to the formal and informal rules of a media
logic, which also can set the direction of social behavior and perceptions.
While the more traditional perspective focuses on the influence of
media institutions and the respective media logic on other systems and
societal fields, a socio-constructivist approach discusses the role media
logic plays for social interaction, media appropriation, and media usage.
On both levels, extensive theoretical and empirical research deals with
the interplay between media and other social domains, such as politics
(Esser & Stromback, 2014; Klinger & Svensson, 2015; Landerer, 2013;
Meyen, Thieroff, & Strenger, 2014), culture (Siapera, 2010), journalism
(Dahlgren, 1996; Korthagen, 2016), or sports (Duncan & Brummett,
~987). In European communication science, the media logics approach
is also being discussed within the framework of mediatization ( Krotz
& H_epp, 2011; Hepp, 2012; Couldry & Hepp, 2013). In this respect,
media are regarded as 'modifiers of communication' (Krotz & Hepp,
2011, 137), while the model of media logics is seen as a concept which
helps to understand how mediatization processes come into place .

1.1

MEDIA LOGICS IN A DIGITIZED WORLD:

A

NEW PLURALITI OF LOGICS

The advent of new technologies, the rise of the networked media, and
a constant emergence of new media applications and platforms call for
a reconsideration of the media logic concept . Nowadays, in an increas ingly digitized, globalized, and networked world, powerful media struc tures and technologies influence people's daily routines in many respects.
Digital media have become embedded into many human activities.
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This multi facete d medi a environment calls for a new and critical reflection on the media logic approach in order to include the paradigm shift
from curated media to use r-generated media content, just to name one
of the most decisive parameters of technology change. In an era of
technology as "disruption," we need to ask more precisely where these
disruptions occur and how the subsequent changes can be described .
Regarding the present media landscape , we can see the integration of
media in vario us social contexts and an increasing complexity of the
resu lting consequences . So more than ever, this development calls for
critical reflections on the idea of a single mass medi a logic . One major
challenge, both for theoretical and empirical perspectives on the concept, is to refl ec t on the diversity of seve ral media logics at play instead
of focusing on one single, mass media-related logic . Overall, a variety of
(partly overlapping) media logics seem to be in effect-especially against
the backdrop of digitalization and the "power of the internet."
The ubiquity of the internet and netwo rked media does not only influence people's communicative practices in their private and professional
lives, but media environments themselves are changed, transformed, and
further developed by their appropriation in va1ious social and cultural
contexts: Human actions redefine and reconfigure the media themselves,
another unprecedented technological development. Particularly, social
media pose questions as to what the formal and informal rules of digital
media formats will develop into (Van Dijck & Poe!!, 2013) . While the
internet can empower users to connect with peers and engage as critical
consumers or politically active citizens, they also, to some extent, change
the media environment by means of their individual actions and interests.
At the same time digital media can have critical implicatio ns for the formation of a public sphere, as discussed in the course of the filter bubble
( Pariser, 2011) or echo chamber effects ( Sunstein, 2001; Vaccari, 2012).
Furthermore, the internet brings the logics of algorithms and filters into
play (Klinger & Svensson, 2015 ), which are mainly programmed and
controlled by commercial organizations and institutions .
Not only the growing importance of platform and networked media,
but also the partial loss of relevance of curated mass media content in
favor of personalized content, calls for a reflection . The challenge is to
describe more precisely what and how the media logic concept can contribute to the understanding of mediatization processes with numero us media technologies, formats and actors blending into one another.
R.emodeling, adapting, and maybe deepening the concept media logic
for the digital age consequently poses an important challenge, in order
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~o ?ett_er understand the interplay between media and media related
l11Stl~ut.1ons. Hence, one of the aims must be a better understanding of
mediated social control means in a digital environment of ubiquitous
connectivity, all-embracing digital networks and more and more frag mented forms of media usage.
This challenge was taken up by the con1:.1·ibutors of this book, who
all reflect on the concept of media logics from their specific perspective.
~me employ a very critical position; others regard in more detail how
e concept should be developed and changed in order to grasp the nevv
role that digital networked media play in people's lives all over the globe.

1.2

CONTENT OF THE BOOK

The_ :'olume presents findings from the conference "Media Logic(s)
Revisited: Modeling the Interplay between Media Institutions, Media
Technology and Societal Change," which took place at the University
of Bonn (Germany, Department of Media Studies) in September 2015.
Res~archers from various disciplines, such as media and communication
st u~ies, sociology, political science, and philosophy provide insights into
th eir theoretical and empirical perspectives on the media logic approach.
Consequently, the aim of the book is to contribute to the ongoing
?ebate ~bout media logic in the light of current developments at the
mtersec?o~ of traditional media, digital media, and its different forms of
appropnat:1on .
!he fir st part of tl1e book focuses on theoretical perspectives on media
lo~c. After having conceptually refined his original approach of media
logJC, J:?avid L. Altheide opens the discussion in part one of the book by
presenting the concept of the Media Syndrome. He emphasizes the prevalence of media logic in our social life and argues that global political events
today become mediated and are shaped by media formats. By that, they
are a resource for another level of mediated experience, through which our
sense of reality is altered as we become oriented to the mediated.
The strong influence of the media logic concept especially applies to
th e context of mediatization related research because it draws attention
to_ the actual modalities by which a certain social domain becomes mediattzed. In Chap. 3, Friedrich Krotz draws a theoretical line between
~edia logic and mediatization by discussing and systematically analyz mg the relation between both approaches. In this course, he argues that
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both approaches share some similarities, but are very different regarding their conceptual starting points and facets of medi a. The media logic
approach originally focused on the influence of TV on the mediation of
political communication, which is one of communication studies' most
central concerns, while the mediatization approach focuses on media
change and its consequences for everyday life, culture, and society in a
much broader sense. Even though Krotz emphasizes how helpful the
media logic approach can be to analyze how TV and mass media tt·ansform political communication, he also raises the question whetl1er and
how far the term logic might be misleading.
From an institutionalist perspective on mediatization, Stig Hjarvard
discusses in Chap. 4 how various forms of media logics contribute to
social interaction and how the logics of social network media can be
conceptuali zed as a part of mediatization allm\~ng a further integration of system world and life world. He underscores his position by an
empirical analysis of social network media and their role in face-to -face
interactions.
In Chap. 5, Mikkel Fugl Eskj.er proposes a re-interpretation of
the concepts of media logic and mediatization based on systems theory. His focus in particularly is on the notion of stt·uctural coupling. It
is argued that mediatization as structural coupling allows for a plurality
of media logics. This is also being applied to a case study of the mediatization of six Scandinavian NGOs. On the basis of six in -depth interviews with communication directors of Danish NGOs it is discussed in
what ways organizations adjust to media demands or ratl1er strategically
integrate media logics into their communication plans.
Caja Thimm discusses in Chap. 6 tl1e interconnectedness of technol ogy, user behavior, and culture based on a critical assessment of tl1e con·
cept of "technological determinism." She redefines tl1e concept of media
logic within the context of interactive media and offers a systematic
approach for the analysis of media logic and media usage. Thimm's con cept of "media grammar" is based on the idea iliat media form their own
grammar in a specific environment witl1 tl1eir own affordances iliat relate
to certain usage patterns. By dra,ving on the example of Twitter, it is
shown that an approach to new media logics needs to take into consideration users' creative appropriations of technology. Thimm thus concludes
that the pragmatics of technology can be seen as a baseline in order to
understand the character of tl1e digital society.
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In Chap. 7, Katrin Doveling and Charlotte Knorr focus on a metaanalysis perspective on merua logic. They ruscuss how the interdependencies
between rufferent systems and corresponrung structures, logics, and actors,
can be conceptualized and which theoretical and empirical consequences
~esult. Further developing the concept of merua logic, a systematic approach
is conceptualized which outlines the interdependencies of producers,
users, and consumers as networked transactions in a network society. The
~hapter elaborates different concepts of merua logics focusing on interactivity as a central category to integrate various merua logics perspectives.
The second part of the book deals with theoretical as well as empirical _approaches to media logics in different societal contexts such as institutions, politics, and news media . Firstly, Jens Schroter emphasizes in
Ch~p. 8 the importance of the concept of mediality for analyzing media
logics. According to Schroter, one should not conceptualize media as a
sys:em of its own, as proposed by a systems theoretical perspective, in
~hich mass media form a subsystem of society. Rather, it has to be talcen
mto account that all institutions are fundamentally based on media infra~tructures. The chapter draws on the example of nations, their medial
mfrastructure of identity documents, and the historical development of
defense policy as the media monopoly of the state.
In Chap. 9, Evelien D'heer conceptualizes social media logics as netwo~k media logic by empirically analyzing politicians' presentations on
soci~ media platforms in tl1e run-up to tl1e 2014 federal elections in
Belgium. Drawing on an analysis of 19 electoral candidates' Facebook
and Twitter accounts, as well as on in-depth interviews with them, she
~nds that politicians not only adapt their messages to appeal to journalI~ts but also try to negotiate between online popularity and the presentation of their political views. This means that the presentation of a more
"human" self and rual9gue with citizens is balanced with the instrumental usage of social media in favor of politicians' candidacy.
In Chap. 10, Daniel Nolleke and Andreas M. Scheu introduce and
disc~ss_ the concept of perceived media logic against the background of
~1e~at1zation theory. The autl1ors argue that, in order to analyze mediatlzation_ as a facet of social change, it is necessary to focus on peoples'
pe~ceptions of what constitutes media logic. After developing their theoretical perspective of mediatization as a pull process, tl1e chapter demo~strates, based on qualitative data gathered in 36 in -depth interviews
with experts from politics, science, and health, how various perceptions
of media logic are in effect.
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Chapter 11 deals with the question of news media logic and its different characteristics . Maria Karidi examines the development of media
reality constructions as they appear over time, as well as between online
and offline channels . Based on theoretical concepts of actor-structure
dynamics and drawing from a quantitative content analysis of German
newspapers and TV programs, as well as online ne\\·s \\·ebsites, Karidi
finds that German ne,,·s media tend to be more commercially oriented
in 2014 compared to 1984- 1989 as they integrate more aspects of con flicts, celebrities, scand,1ls, negativity, and personalization within tl1eir
reportage. The author concludes that the altered ( media) structures
and constellations might have significant consequences for the opinion forming process in Germanv.
Based on the theoreticai background of the sti·uctural change of tl1e
public media sphere, Mirco Liefke in Chap. 12 analyzes German TV
news coverage during the Ukraine conflict in 2013- 2014 arguing that
mass media's monopoly of coverage has begun to sway and its inherent
logic has changed and adopts to new circumstances. He demonstrates
how established mass media face new challenges caused by an ongoing
structural change of the public sphere by applying Harvey Sack's appara tus of Membership Categorization Ana~11sis (MCA) to the analysis of TV
news coverage.
In Chap . 13, Tales Tomaz uses a techno -philosophical approach to
discuss digital media logics . It is argued that not onl y our comprehen sion of human life nowadays has been simplified to algorithmic processes
due to the emergence of big data but that algorithms are becoming "the
real". The discussion draws on a review of Heidegger's and other phi losophers' \-vork on the logic of tl1e being and the logic of tl1e real, both
based on the matl1ematical. Main argument of tl1e author is the idea that
the mathematical is at the core of Western thought .
In the course of these thirteen chapters various theoretical and empirical perspectives on media logic are being discussed, showing that the
concept is a vital part of media and communication research .
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PART I

Theorizing Media Logics

CHAPTER 2

The Media Syndrome and Reflexive
Mediation
David L. Altheide

2 .1

INTRODUCTION

Contemporary life has been transformed by the media and its embedded
logic, rhythms, and content. We are caught in a perpetual and rapidly
evolving media wave breaking toward the edge, a vortex that is guiding
and defining our experiences and changing how we think of ourselves
and others. It is a crisis of order and meaning fueled by media logic,
expansive information visual technology, and fear that has taken us to the
edge of what is familiar and is eroding trust and social order. During an
appearance on a US "fake news show," The Daily Show (July 21, 2015),
President Obama got serious about the role of the media in our time:
I think that what is understated is the balkanization, tl1e splintering of tl1e
media generally, so it is hard for us to get one conversation, you 've got
folks who are constantly looking for facts to enforce tl1eir existing point of
view as opposed to having a common conversation, and I tl1ink tlrnt one of
the things we have to tl1ink about is how do we join in a common conversation about sometl1ing otl1er tlrnn the Super Bowl. (cc.com)
D.L. Altheide ( rgJ )
Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ, USA
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Increasingly, we are not just programmed, but are a program- or at
least parts of one or more-and guide and evaluate our social performances in popular culture terms and criteria, most of which, reflect the
mass media as well as social media. I call this the "media syndrome": The

m:edia syndrome (MS) refers to the prevalence of media logic, communica~ion fo rmats, and media content in social life. The media syndr01ne might
inclitde individital personas and identities, social issites, and political
actions that are modeled on media personalities and characters that are sititated in entertainment oriented pitblic and popular culture scenarios that
are depicted and constituted through media logic, including information
t~chn:ology and communication formats (Altheide, 2016 ). The cumula tive impact of more than fifty years of massive communicative changes is
that our media have become more instant, visual, and personal. This is a
change in our world, and it has fundamentally changed the global order.
Modern living is situated in mediated contexts of communicated experience that conveys emotionally-charged meanings of relationships, con tested desirability, personal and social crises, and conventional narratives.
Consider individual identities: A Twitter app, "Live On," promises that
"When your heart stops beating, you '11 keep tweeting" (liveson .org ) .
. The app operates by mining one's tweets and then applying an algo rithm. It is not only individuals who can gain immortality through the
media syndrome, but entire countries, like Kosovo, can gain legitimacy, if not official existence, through digital communication formats.
Despite Kosovo's five-year struggle for independence, neither the United
Nations nor the European Union would recognize its sovereignty. But
F_a~ebook did when its software permitted users to identify themselves as
c1t1zens of Kosovo. Deputy Prime Minister, Petrit Selimi, stated, "Being
recognized on the soccer pitch and online has far greater resonance than
so me back room in Brussels." And Kosovo is not alone: other regions
seeking independence and recognition, such as Catalonia and the Basque
region in Spain, and Palestine, have their own Facebook domain names:
The Palestinian president, Mahmoud Abbas, lauded the move, through
a spokesman, telling Wafa, the Palesti nian news agency, that Google 'put
Palestine on the Internet map, making it a geographical reality.' (Biletsky,
2013 )
Socia] realities are bound up with the communication order operating
at the time. Events are defined culturally through a process of symbolic
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construction, including putting parameters or brackets around various
actions, deci sio ns , policies, th at constitute an "event. " But more importantl y for o ur purposes, events are given meaning through symbolic
communication to audiences, who, in turn, interpret and selectively
edit certain features, aspects, and nuances of the eve nt . Consider a few
examples.
In November 2014, the Sony Corporation was hacked by an organization "Guardians of Peace ," a North Korean pseudonym, which
revealed internal emai ls, released trailers of movies in production, and
threatened more damage and even violence if a comedic movie, "The
Interview," about a plot by the CIA and a journalism team to assassinate
the President of North Korea, was shown . One character stated, "It's the
first rule of journalism: give the people what they want." Sony pulled the
movie from theaters, despite President Obama's caution against giving
into international censorship and blackmail. The movie was shown a few
days later to large audiences, including a substantial Video On Demand
audience.
Popular culture entertainment logic has sustained tl1e Discovery
Investigation Network as it slides into low-budget reenactments of horrific crimes slathered in sexual goo, a kind of "murder porn," being
shown in 100 million hom es in 15 7 countries. Such programming builds
on the popularity of a host of crime shmvs in the USA, such as NCIS,
CSI, Law and Order, etc., but at a fraction of the cost. So weird is the
audience receptivity to murder porn, that a Southpark episode had its
miscreants concerned about parental viewing: "the vile and despicable
trash that our parents are watching on cable television." The network
president claimed that this brand is well on its way: "if we can be a place
,vhere viewers can consistently know that regardless of the hours , regard less of the day, that they will always be able to flip to this network and
know that they are going to get a story of the mystery, crime, suspense
genre." (Emily Steel , January. 4 , 2015 ).
Horrific diseases in other countries are seldom seen on American
news reports, but Ebola was different. Devastatingly lethal in several
west African countries (e.g., Liberia, Sierra Leone), Ebola had claimed
only one US citizen, whose symptoms were misdiagnosed during a visit
to an emergency room, and who was sent home. But this got a lot of
media play. Despite clear statements that it could only be transmitted
through exchange of bodily fluids , hundreds of images of dead Africans
led some politicians to quarantine US medical workers, who returned
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from treating patients abroad. Ebola virtually disappeared from US
news reports by the end of November 2014, despite its expansion in

Experience is located in a cultural ecologt' of communication
(Altheide, 1994). 1 stress cultural, because different communication

West Africa.

cultures—which may differ from even national contexts—are organized
according to patterned principles of engaging in meaningful interactions
shaped bv the time, place, and manner of social actiNaties. These, in turn,
increasinglv are reflexi\'e or the information technologies and formats
that have been incorporated into activities, if not shaping the activities
themselves. The guiding rules of thumb ttpically involve formats for the

Analysis of the coverage of Ebola and other probiems suggests that
more Information has produced litde understanding. While die emphasis is on American culture, the arguments about entertainment and the
implosion of our information Order seem to be globally appropriate. We
have a lot of news, but litde understanding of the world and each other.
Indeed, I suggest that our social condition reflects our media condidon. I argue that this is because of the organization, structure, and use

of the mass media and media logic. Information technology has greatly
changed, but so has the culture that embraces and reflects it. The foun-

dation of media logic, mediation, and mediatization has taken center
stage. As communication scholar Marian Adolf stated:
Society, then, exists mainly as a mediatized representation er itself (if
it ever was something else)...it is the media that offer us nevv ways and
means and new Spaces and temporalities of communicating. We cannot
theorize mediatization without the media, and a notion of what is they are
doing to communication action. (Adolf, 2013, 160-161)

The mass media and the information technologies and formats that
transport and emphasize images, sounds, narradves, and meanings are

crucial components of this meaning-making process. The mediation process involves the construcdon and use of media logic to provide order
and meaning in the mass communication process that will be anticipated,

understood, and shared by various audiences. As many scholars have
noted, "effective communication" is a bit circular, where the messen-

gers—such as journalists or policy makers—take into account the audience members' awareness, familiarity, sophistication, and preferences for
certain kinds of messages over certain media. The trick, then, is essen-

recognition, anticipation, presentation, and use of information.
A reflexive mediated culture refers to a second-order experience and

familiarity with media and information technolog}'. A first-order or pnmary involvement occurs when we anticipate and approach events as
though they are governed and produced by media logic that is appro

priate for the time, place, and manner in a particular cultural context.
Familiarity with the interaction of media principles in everyday matters
provides a baseline of a mediated "natural attitude" experience (Schutz,

1967). Now the content reflects the process or the production of the
new experience and expectations.

The media edge has emerged from the way in which the media logic,

formats and "entertaining grab" have evolved on a platform of fear, dan
ger, excitement, and risk. Visual experience and expectations are key,
especially of events and activities associated with fear. This also makes us

more vulnerable to Propaganda and manipulations. Our sense of realit}
is altered as we become more oriented to the visual, which, in the case

of crime and crisis reporting, becomes all too familiar, anticipated, an
quickly merged with hundreds of other images intertwäned from mo\
ies, news reports, and documentaries, as well as numerous urban legen s
stressing mayhem, conflict, and danger. And fear. Fear about the poten
tial risks that engulf our personal and social horizons. But it is entertain
ing, fun, adventuresome, and, if the TV and movie producers are coirect,

tially to give the audience a wholesome batch of what they expect, along
with sprinklings of something new—the "newsworthy" event in ques-

audiences crave it.

tion. And once the new combinations are set forth, widely accepted, and

screen:

even institutionalized in fiiture practices for journalists, on the one hand,
and audiences, on the other hand, they basically become a kind of a gateway for how later events and issues will be set forth. Increasingly, certain
events flinneled through media logic (new technologies and formats)
become gateways to other mediated events. Thus, communication and
meanings become reflexive.

The Visual has been altered to fit the parameters and format o t e
As a consequence of the screen's influence, we internalize a new expen

ence of space and time. The screen alters tlie communication matrix, not

by changing die structure of or reinventing the physiolog)' ot the ear but
by providing a different sensory experience. The screen links visual, audi
tory, and kinestlietic elements, altering one's experience ol time,space, and
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duration in the process. One is both physically grounded with a particu-

lar horizon and yet not grounded. The consequence is a deep contradiction. With the advent of the screen, it is possibie to e.xperience a duration
that is nothing like one's ordinary experience. To the extent that such an

altered duration is internalized, the world is in us—is influencing us—in a
very different way.(Waite, 2003, 159)

well personal media use. The fundamental media and Information tech'^hanges are responsible for the craziness that now defines mach

o g o al politics, including American politics, our major institutions, and

everyday life as it has been essentially organized since WWII. The fi'agile commurucations-audience relationship that had existed since WWII
^ Information technologies
smashed
window
that hasaudiences.
long presented
and constructed
social the
reality
for American
r Starters, e nature of the relationship between media, messages and
changed. Digital media, especially the widespread use of
cancelled the audience; rather, the whole def-

^

has changed: Major networks scramble

mis

to attract audiences, and they are failing

peotile

contested demographic of young

r2m5

fi^bhshed TV networks in the USA afe losing viewers.

DeaH"

° ^^ f

that ciiflnffpH
reflexive nf a

opined-

^^

^^ows was AMC's "The Walking

about zombies. Ironically, the TV Format
expectations is being challenged to be more

^ lences attuned to social media. One industry observer
'^"SSeration at all to say this season was a tipping

pomt...If I were a network executive right now, I'd be very nervous

cffiTcv ^f t 1" '

construction of our communication Order that has changed our social
World. The only world that counts to mediated users is the one they

communicate about and share, particularly the way in which this sharing
and constructing is done. A smaller share of the USA and the globe—especially those younger than 50—is only situationally interested in the

narratives and images of the world being presented x'ia the mass media by

Profound changes in technology, regulations, Formats, and the ecolog)'
of communication have taken media to the edge of our expectations,
Standards of journalism, impact on events, issues, and social realit}', as

p
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2013) audiences, which

is really
Social media enabled everyone to be their own media performer, producer, and audience. We are experiencing a seismic shift in the social

conventional mass media organizations and the governments that they

represent and, by and large, support. Notwithstanding the efforts of the
major news networks in the USA to co-opt and use examples of social
media programming in their entertaining news programs (e.g., numerOLis stories from YouTube about dogs), the social media generation
coLild care less.

The connections between emotions, emergent media Formats and the
Visual in this new communication ecologx' are driwng tlie all-important
marketing efforts to colonize and shape desires and new experiences.
More people use social media devices that heighten interactive Visual and
Video Formats that share personal experiences with others. This is very
important in changing tlie nature and importance of the tradiüonal audi
ence for the mass media. For what governs this mediated existence—
and it is heavily mediated, marketed, and commodified—are not facts,
historical encounters with context, but rather, emotional attachments,

opportunities to express feelings, personal views, and experiences and
to share them with ffiends, who hopefully will not "unffiend" us too
many times on Facebook accounts of more than half tlie world's population. Emotional energy propels this wave. The current dominant emotion governing the social media marketplace in this postmodern era is
"delight:" the watchword and organizational and orienting principle

powering the social media industry. The emphasis on "delightfül" media
and experiences is credited to Apple Computers Wunderkind, Steve Jobs,
but it is grounded, like the old time ratings of the TV industry, in the
desire to keep the customer happy, but even more so, happily directed
along a continuum that is tracked by two generations of personal and
portable media: delightfül. Apple co-founder Marissa Mayer put it this
way in 2010: "We want to put our users first and make their daily routines truly delightfül". An industry analyst noted the transformative con
sensus that quickly followed Apple's success: Now, tlie focus shitfed to
the emotional enjoyment of people who would use the devices:
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'You want to make a product that goes beyond its basic functions to creatc

2.2

an emodonal connection with the user,' said Bill Burnett, executive direc-

tor of the product design program at Stanford University, which teaches
students how to humanize products and Services. 'You can't understand

19

The Media Spiral

The role of information technology suggests a media spiral, the pattern
of messages informed by information technolog\' that affects the work

how to create those moments unless you have that deep connection with

by joLirnalists, on the one hand, and how these are related to the work

users.'(O'Brien, 2013)

and perspective of people involved in planning events. These build on
each other over time, and one implication is that coverage of events at
Time I will be implicated in how events are organized and carried out—

Propagandists can skillfülly delight potential recruits with praise, promises and gifts. Consider how ISIS recruiters pursue novitiates. One
recruit—"Alex" —was pursued with Twitter, Skype, and email, and the

US mail. She received hundreds of messages, including ideological teachings, books, as well as gifts of chocolate, money, and online relationships,
\vith promises of marriage. When ffiends and other online detractors
cautioned against conversion to this brand ofIslam,"Alex" replied:
Can I just ignore them?' Alex asked, 'I swear I have, like since last
night, cutting off ties is hard and they gave me stuff.' On Feb. 13,
©KindLadyAdilah advised her to stop accepting their gifts. Alex promised
she would teil Faisal to stop sending them. But a few days later another
envelope arrived at her cousin's house, containing more chocolate and a

Hallmark card decorated with a cutout of a kitten. When she opened it,
two $20 hüls feil out. 'Please go out and enjoy a Pizza TOGETHER,' it
says, signed,'Twitter fHends'.(Callimachijune, 2015)

The seismic shift in appreciation of technological props that we put
on like clothing shifts have been critical for cultural changes through-

and communicated at Time 2. Tliis is a view of history as reflected in

not only mass media coverage, but also the advent of new information

technologies that have prox'ided new formats of information, which also
serve to promote more social control and surveillance. This can be illustrated with US indulgence of crime and fear.

Cultural and individual identities are demonsmated and repeated in

populär culture tales about overcoming fear and adversit)'. Our cultural
stories teem with heroic accounts of justified violent action against tar-

gets of fear, including the settling and "taming" the United States, over
coming threats from abroad, and even individual heroics oyer tyianny

and evil. Fear supports guns, which are a symbolic protection against

numerous real and perceived threats. Mass media and social media pio
ducers feed the appetite to embrace and repel numerous threats. ^\o
decades of research on news reports show tliat fear has become a stap e
of populär culture, ranging ffom fun to dread. This narrative is repeate
as the discourse of fear, or the pervasive communication, symbolic a\\ are
ness, and expectation that danger and risk are a central feature o ever)

out much the world as most groups, often split by their differences, are
united in their efforts to use the technology, the formats as well as the
surveillance capabilities for their divergent—and often conflictual and
deadly purposes, including generating massive mistrust, suspicion, terrorism, and above all, nascent fear. Digitally speaking, nearly everyone

day life. News agencies report it, produce entertainment messages (e.g.,
movies) and promote it; police and other formal agencies ofsoci

is inventing the future within the expansive communication ecology.
However, our understanding is limited of the media environment that
breathes our psychological wellbeing and constructs the parameters of

tainment spokespersons, demand it. In a New York Times artic e a

trol market it. Crime news dominates press reports, despite deca es o

declining crime rates, as are warnings about potential terrorist attac s.
And audiences watch it, read it, and according to numerous mass enter

network programs involving guns and violence, tlie piesident o
addressed the relevance of life-or-death drama in TV shows, adding.

social experiences.

'We're mammals', he said. 'Our greatest fear is death, and if you want to

rivet people, you're going to tend to hover around questions of life and
death because that's the thing that rivets our attention most naturally.
(Carter, 2013)
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The foundation of mass communication is the relationship between the
messenger and the audience. The media edge fundamentally altered this
relationship. Social life in the United States and many other countries

is governed increasingly by populär culture, which is rapidly becoming
transformed through information technologies. The major impact of dig
ital media is in the communication process that underlies social interaction and the ways in which identity at multiple political and mundane
levels is established. The sheer increase in the availability and use of digi
tal media is unmistakable throughout the world, albeit this will have different consequences because of cultural contexts. Research indicates tliat

adults in 2013 spent more than 4.5 hours with digital media, nearly two
hours more than in 2010. Moreover, since 2011, the amount of time
with television, newspapers, radio, and print media has decreased (Delo,
2013).

When Robert Snow and I first identified the relationship between
media logic and the communicated identity (Altheide & Snow, 1979;
Altheide, 2015), we did not imagine that some 35 years later NBC
Nighdy News would proclaim 2013 as the "year of the 'selfie'" (selfphotos taken with a smart phone) (NBC, December. 29, 2013).
President Obama told a crowd in May, 2015, "1 want to waim in
advance, 1 can't do a selfie with everybody." Presidential candidates
in 2015 adjusted to "selfie time" as potential voters wanted photo
ops, even more than hearing the candidate's message. Hillary Clinton
instructed one novice smart phone user how to take a selfie:
'Press that white Button! This right here', the formet secretary of State
instructed a technologically deficient fan in New Hampshire who was fumbling to work an iPhone camera. Her patience thinning, Hillary Rodham
Clinton took matters into her own hands and jabbed the Button herseif.
And with the sound of an electronic shutter snap, another selfie—the
must-have political Souvenir of 2016—went up into the cloud for campaign posterity.(Peters & Parker, 2015)

Apparentiy, even the divine would welcome digital communication, with
Pope Francis calling the Internet a "gift from God," adding that salvation could be found through Twitter. Acknowledging that the Internet
can isolate people, Pope Francis saw good things Coming out of proper
digital communication: The Vatican has entered the world of social
media with gusto, launching a Facebook page and a news portal that can
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be downloaded as an app. The papal Twitter account, begun by Benedict
XVI, now has more than 3.5 million followers. Last year, tlie Vatican

even offered indulgences—which cut time fi'om the period Catholics
believe they will spend in purgatory after they have confessed and been
absolved of their sins—to those who followed its World Youth Day in

Rio de Janeiro via Twitter. The "digital highway" is just another "street

teeming with people who are often hurting, men and women looking for
salvation or hope"(Kington, 2014).

Newer technologies (e.g., social media) fi'ee audiences from being
merely recipients of information fi^om one source (e.g., a TV news-

cast); just as Citizens are now both objects and agents of surveillance,
the mediated Citizen sends and receives images formatted and fi'amed by

entertainment, brevity, \'isual interest, and fleeting temporal and spatial
relevance. Second, we are wedded to a theory of organizational truth
groLinded in immediate visual imagery. Third, most media users are

groLinded in entertainment logic that promotes idealized world
compatible with a variet}' of cultural narratives and ideologies, even i
information sources include "fake news" or other sources (Wonneberger,

Schoenbach, & Meurs, 2013). These considerations must be included as
part of any tlieory of social change.

The role of the media in public perceptions of problems and majoi
social issues continues to baffle social scientists, who are not attuned to
the role of media logic in changing social institutions, group alignments,
and individual action. For example, a sociological study of public atti
tudes and preferences for more governmental progranis and interven
tion in the wake of the massive recession in 2008 (Brooks & Manza ,

2013) reveals that, contrary to previous economic downturns, tlieie vas
not an overwhelming preference for more governmental assistance

regulation. This was most significant for sociological theory tliat a
long predicted that economic issues would galvanize public opiniori.
The researchers found that perceptions of tlie source of tlie pioblem an
desired intervention were quite different for Republicans and Democrats.

The former were opposed to more social policy assistance, while the at
ter preferred it. Clearly, fundamental changes had occurred in the body
politic at the beginning of the twenty-first Century. Actually, this was
not a surprise for mediation theory informed by ecology of communi
cation perspective, which suggests that information use, manipulation,
and interpretation in a digital age are consequential in constructing social
reality. What matters is the meaning of events when viewed through
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background assumptions, on the one band, and personal information
sources, on the other hand.

A significant change in the communication order that expanded
the power of digital media, started in the 1990s wi± the rise of the
"E Audience."

The E Audience refers to those individuals who dwell partially in Cyber
space and engage in substantial amounts of electronic interaction and com

munication (e.g., email, net surfing and specific interner use, pagers, cell
phones, etc.). A distinctive feature of this audience is a sense of control

and entitlement to communicate, whereby the communicative act is demonstrated and displayed to seif and others through electronic technolog)'.
This audience is constantly interactive, but does not exist in relation to

a fixed medium, e.g., television. Rather, this audience is very active and
reflexive, meaning that it takes into account otlier communication experiences, and renderings of them in other mass media and populär culture.

The E Audience is an elusive membership that is controlled by a meaningful interaction process involving audience expectations, anticipated audi
ence responses, and identity formation in everyday life contexts that extend
increasingly to familiarity, ownership, and use of information technology.
(Altheide, 2002,41)

The biggest changes in media coverage have been in mediated immediacy, accessibility, visualization, entertainment orientation, and emotional

appeal. Moreover, changes in the information technology and commu
nication formats shape different kinds of public awareness and knowledge. The E Audience and the information technology that powers more
personal and instant communication have produced profound social,
economic, and political changes. Astute observers have discussed this

process of personally digitized social and political networking as "Logic
of Connective Action."

The kind of personalization of politics we are interested in has to do with
Citizens seeking more flexible association with causes, ideas, and political
organizations. It is ironic that the very globalization processes that have
become targets of so much political activism have also created the social
conditions and global communication technologies largely responsible
for expanding the available forms of that action. Our empirical analyses
show, however, that personal action frames that emerge from connective
networks often satisfy mass media demands for a simple angle to make it
possible to intensify networking within various organizationally enabled or
crowd-enabled organizations.(Bennett & Segerberg, 2013, 7)
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Effective communication is trustworthy and rests on perceived individual
initiative in seeking, affirming, and maintaining a meaningflil relationship
that is appropriate for a desired time, place, and manner. New informa
tion technologies open up new contexts for interaction along the lines
provided—and limited—by the communication formats.
In its introductory stage, a medium is just a too! for specific tasks witliin
an environment created by other media and cultural practices. So, for

example, that was the case for mobile phones in the early 1990s and
smartphones around 2005. If diffusion accelerates enough, however, the
medium reaches Saturation and a tipping point and moves from being a

tool vtithin an entironment to helping create the entironments witliin
which we operate. Cell phones have reached that tipping point and now
smartphones are reaching it. With the spread of smartphones, space
and time cease to be barriers to liting in a mediated world all the ome.
(DeLuca, Lawson, & Sun, 2012,486)

Social media have changed social interaction and even self-confidence as
people post self-promoting opinions with little factual basis. With sm
talk in everyday affairs, such as parenting problems and skills, fiequent
often habitual—participation on social media has some uninten e
consequences.

The media logic underlying the ecolog)' of communication continues
to shape everyday living that occurs in an institutional context °
ated communication. This is tlie mai'k of the media edge. While di

cultures and situated action precludes law-like global generalities, c eat }
the wave is breaking; there are enough specific instances of the sap
pearing mass audience to warrant informed speculation about tlie nature,
process, and consequences of living in a digital age marked by massive
surveillance, as well as the E Audience and communicative performance.
A few examples fi-om American political life can illustrate this pro
cess of reflexive mediation. The Watergate drama very likely wou

played out differently decades later, after the development of
servative FOX News. The impeachment of President Nixon would have
been far more complex with daily sniping from a divided congress fue e
by numerous partisan blogs chdlenging the patriotism of vaiious pai
ticipants. The news reporting would have been different, partly because
there would have been a context and history of"Watergate" and numer

ous "other

Gates," and also because of encrypted and deciphering
technologies. Revelations about widespread governmental surveillance
suggest that more technology can have mixed results. We learned about
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things after the 9/11 attacks that are features of changes and wlde-

The publication of many embarrassing and classified materials led to
the condemnation and criminal pursuit of Julian Assange and his col-

spread availability and knowledge regarding information bases, satellite
communication, surveillance, and global electronic networks. As Carey

leagues. Assange, a renowned hacket, who headed an organization dedicated to exposing governmental and organizational secrets, was held to
be responsible for publicizing thousands of classified governmental documents from the US and other diplomatic exchanges related to some

(1989, 123) and others note, the expansion of electronics into everyday life, or what they term the "electrical sublime" did not produce the
utopia sought and predicted by many, bat it has had consequences for
adding machinery, Formats, and logic for getting things done, for communicating; in our age, one's competence is often judged by communicative Performance, but this Performance increasingly involves the direct

countries. He, along with a young military intelligence worker (Bradley
Manning, AKA Chelsea), who copied the materials, were charged Math
divulging classified information, etc., and some people wanted them

or indirect manipulation of information technology and communication
Formats. This is the nexus of the media syndrome.

especially Bradley Manning—charged with treason.

Information management is more complex in the digital age. Many
military operations in Afghanistan and Iraq were recorded via gun

The Formats of fear that capture our attention through both mass

sight Cameras," but were not meant to be viewed by "unauthorized" persons. Previous claims about "surgical military strikes were
called into question when Julian Assange and colleagues woiking at

and social media are now endemic to a communication order that is

largely instantaneous, visual, and personal. Phenomena are transformed

into events and issues with seeming ease, with little critical qualification of significance, other than that we learn about them in digital form.
This can be illustrated with some examples of massive surveillance,

WikiLeaks provided media outlets with explosive video footage of in
2010—complete with pilots' audio commentary—showing military
operations targeting noncombatants in 2007. WikiLeaks would
tually provide tens of thousands of reports, emails, and con en

misunderstood illnesses of Ebola and measles, and ISIS's use of social
media to murder, recruit, and threaten. These materials illustrate chal-

lenges to how news organizations cover an increasing number of digi
tal topics and events that are often screened and framed by government

tial cables relevant to diplomatic, military, and political opeiations.

WikiLeaks offered a kind of digital drop box for journalists and ot er
whistle-blowers to provide information about governmental an cor
porate operations and policies, "to bring important news and in
tion to the public. One of our most important activities is
original source material alongside our news stories so readers an isw

agencies.
2.3
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WikiLeaks, National Security Agency,
AND Edward Snowden

rians alike can see evidence of tlie truth" (wikileaks.org). Muct o t is
information was made available to selected mass media, inclu mg

The US government's efforts to prevent another 9/11 attack led to a
massive surveillance program, and the inevitable blowback ignited by
revelations of deceit and lying at the highest levels. Crime, fear, and ter-

Guardian and the New York Times.

In addition to the US government's drastic actions of blocking
WikiLealc's bank Funds and prohibiting future contiibutions via tae
internet—thereby crippling the organization WikiLeaks encountere

rorism have been closely linked, and largely aided by the mass media
which relied on media logic and the entertainment Format to attract

audiences and increase ratings and profits. This is most typical of crime
and deviance, which set the tone for the war on terror that was pros-

other difficulties. Assange was also a suspect in Sweden for forced sex

ecuted though governmental actions, including secrecy and surveillance.

but he remained in Ecuador's Embassy in London. BracUey Manning,
on the otlier hand, even though not formally charged, had been in custody since his arrest in May 2010. Yet, many world leaders supported
WikiLeaks actions, even inviting Assange to address the United Nations,

ual relations with two Swedish women. Sweden wanted him extia ite ,

Governmental Information was secure, and in a sense, in control of mass
communication. But, as it is now widely known, electronic information is
retrievable or "hackable."

L
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within a few days of President Obama's repeated call for tolerance of free
Speech, in the wake of world-wide outrage against an amateur's video
profaning the Prophet Mohamed (Goodman,2012).

Notwithstanding wide support for Assange's—and WikiLeak's—right
to puhlish information even though it may be embarrassing to US policies, President Obama expressed his concern about the leaking of classified information, and virtually all officials acknowledged that their acts
were illegal, that they could not be tolerated, and tliat strong measures
must be taken to prevent the leaking of classified information. As one
observer stated, "the administration's war on leaks and other efforts to

control information are the most aggressive I've seen since the Nixon
administration"(Simon, 2015).
Manning was sentenced to 35 years in prison on August 21, 2013.
It also sent a strong message of criminal prosecution to the press about

Publishing materials ffom whistleblowers, a threat that hung over the
head of New York Times correspondent, James Risen, for over two years,
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cell phone. Subsequent investigation revealed that botli US and British
agents routinely mine Citizens' cell communications:
In tlieir globe-spanning surveillance for terrorism suspects and other tar-

gets, the National Securitv^ Agency and its British counterpart have been

trying to exploit a basic byproduct of modern telecommunications; With
each new generation of mobile phone technologt', ever greater amoiints of
personal data pour onto netcvorks where spies can pick it up. The N.S.A.
and Britain's Government Communications Headquarters were working
together on how to collect and störe data trom dozens ot smartphone apps

by 2007, according to tlie doctiments, provided by Edward J. Snowden,
the formet N.S.A. contractor. Since then, the agencies have traded recipes

for grabbing location and planning data when a target uses Google Maps,

and for vacuuming up address books, buddy lists, telephone logs and the
geographic data embedded in photographs when someone sends a post to
the mobile versions of Facebook, Flickt, Linkedln, TMtter and odier inter
ner Services. (Glanz, Larson & Lehrenjan, 2014)

if he did not divulge the source of classified information about American

foreign policy. As an official for the American Civil Liberties Union put
it, "this is a sad day for Bradley Manning, but it's also a sad day for all
Americans who depend on brave whistleblowers and a free press for a
fiilly informed public debate" (Täte, 2013).
At issue, of course, was whether WikiLeaks, Assange, and Bradley
Manning were whistleblowers or something eise more sinister. The battle
over who would get to be called a whistleblower or be tagged as a leaker
or even a traitor continued to play out.
2.4

Edward Snowden

Many governments have expanded surveillance efforts to combat real

Partly inspired by WikiLeaks, Edward Snowden captured NSA docu
ments detailing the nature and extent of "big data" mining ofelectionic
communications that could be tised to monitor and track communica

tions of suspicioLis exchanges. He passed digital information along to a
Guardian journalist after fleeing the United States—first to Hong Kong,
then Russia. This journey was captured by a well-received documentary,
"Citizen Pour."

Edward Snowden was castigated by government officials and
stream mass media as a traitor, spy, and international criminal when e
released information about the National Security Agency (NSA) secret

and massive surveillance of virtually all US electronic communic^on.

and imagined terrorist threats as well as keep up witli allies' espionage

More than wiretapping was involved in the spin being put on Snow en s
revelations. A lot of institutional duplicity has been revealed. The reac

of each other. Some of the electronic surveillance was revealed (Isikoff,
2008; Priest & Arkin, 2010). The impact of digital media on commu-

demonstrate tlieir moral resolve and complete power (even as Snow en

tion of United States officials can be seen as a dramatic perfoimance to

nication, social policies, and journalism was further illustrated over the

challenged it) in order to dissuade other whistleblowers fi'om followmg

next few years. Manning's whistleblowing was relatively minor com-

suit, as well as maintain authority and a discourse of fear about teiionsm
that justifies surveillance and other forms ofsocial control.

pared to the revelations of Edward Snowden in June 2013. This came

to a head in 2013 when whistle-blower Edward Snowden, an analyst for

The intrigue over die information released by National Security

a contractor with ±e National Security Agency (NSA), released documents showing that the NSA had eaves-dropped on allies' telephone

Analyst Edward Snowden illustrates how information conti'ol is incieas-

messages, including materials from German Chancellor Angela Markel's

ingly difficult, yet dramatic, in an era of expanding electronic and digi
tal media. The politics of fear and the terrorism tlireat justifies obtaining
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more digital information about us all. However, Mr. Snowden could digitally capture and release selected information about the latest campaign
(e.g., PRISM) but was then pursued by agents following bis ovvn digi
tal trail (Lee, 2013). None of it would have mattered if Americans were
not constantly reminded that only governmental scrutiny is protecting us

from terrorism. Other events would support this view.
2.5

ISIS AND Charlie Hebdo

A cataclysmic blowback of US failed foreign policy in tlie aftermath of

the wars with Afghanistan and Iraq contributed to the emergence of the
so-called Islamic State of Iraq (ISIS) in June 2014. This hodgepodge
fighting force, staffed by many former military Commanders of Saddam
Hussein, with the goal of establishing a Caliphate to rule Muslims globally, cut ties with the better known terrorist organization al-Qaeda and
Struck out on its own Crusade of murder and pillage that was feit in Syria,
Iraq, Lebanon, Yemen, and parts of Africa.
ISIS Propaganda program is a good example of reflexive mediation. It
was powered by sophisticated social media and Propaganda techniques,

in addition to commandeering untold US military equipment that was
left by disbanded Iraqi army units. In addition to committing mass mur
der of heretics—including Shiites, and several varieties of Christians—it
also kidnapped and held for ransom many foreign aid workers and jour-

nalists. ISIS became a global scourge when it posted graphic beheadings of several of these victims via YouTube and Twitter, along with
other Videos. The main executioner was profiled as a British Citizen, who

was soon referred to by bis media name, "Jihadi John" (Mohammed
Emwazi). His family and school mates would be interviewed and featured in numerous reports. The theater caught the attention of numerous World leaders, including Middle Lastern heads of State. Indeed, the
Jordanian government launched an all-out assault on ISIS when a cap-
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Their skilled use of digital media and recruitment of hundreds of converts
world-wide posed a counter-propaganda challenge for various countries.

So skilled were they with the global outreach, that they were able to hack
military data bases and posted a list of names and addresses of "wanted"
US military personnel, much like the USA had done after the 9/11
attacks. The postings urged jihadists world-wide to kill tliese people.
Clearly, die media genie was out of the box; die major industrial powers
were no longer the sole propaganda agents. The US media acted in convendonal ways, sharing the horror, denouncing the brutality, and occa-

sionally carrying interviews with officials, who urged stronger military
action. Very few comments, save an occasional comment online, discussed
how the ecologi' of communicadon had produced diis horrific Situation.
ISIS hate, fear, and recruitiiig successes ai'e due to "digital booty,"

which refers to the theft or appropriadon of digital technology—such
as social media—and accompanying forniats for goal achievement and
profit. ISIS coniniunicadons basically rely on Western innovations (e.g.,
YouTube, Facebook, Twitter, etc.) to stage and deliver their messages.

ISIS basically replays many populär culture thenies by copying Western

traditions and relying on them to carry global messages. Ironically,
media logic driven entertainment genres, programs, and formats that
the West—especially the United States—developed and ti'ansformed to
attract audiences and profits with tantalizing self-enhancing products,

fear-generating scenarios (especially crime shows and TV newscasts), and
emodonally inspiring narradves of conquest in contrived fictional worlds
(including video games) have been appropriated by ISIS to draniatically
present real-life, deadly theater of individual and mass execudons. Even
here, they are playing off populär culture.

ISIS has siniply adopted well-established formats for a version of hor
rific murder.

A basic production model of ISIS is to borrow entertainment pro-

gramming and movie Scripts, such as demanding outrageous ransoms of

tured pilot was burned alive—on camera. The symbolic power of this

tens of millions of dollars from kidnapped vicdnis' families. Reminiscent

organization touched would-be jihadists world-wide, leading several to
avenge profane Cartoons of the Prophet Mohammed, by killing journal-

of Batman's nemesis, The Joker, or Superman's arch-enemy, Lex Luthoi,
ISIS plagiarizes fiction with their own versions of clock-dcking-uiitildeadi. As Lex Luthor observed,"The more fear you make, the more loot

ists in Paris at ±e office of Charlie Hebdo.

The instantaneous, personal, and visual Statements presented challenges to news organizations that did not want to actually show the
beheadings, but would show the dramatic moments just prior. Tens
of thousands of viewers would view the complete images online.

you take." Even the horror of execudons has been dulled for Amencan
audiences accustomed to seeing "good guys" combating evil such as Jack
Bauer ("24") and Ray Reddington ("The Blacklist") roudnely erase despicable characters without benefit of law.
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Such Programming has been profitable for some media companies as
they continue to show the ISIS propaganda vignettes, while millions of
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videophiles scan the latest ISIS horror online. These formats provided

to get online to monitor the news. "What was urgent is tliat bis footage
was expected to be uploaded while he was in the störe to incite other
attacks in Paris." The killer barked, "Connect me to the news desk."

ISIS with tens of millions of dollars in ransom fees, short-lived bru

Once in touch with news people, bis less sophisticated French changed

tal Video Stars such as "Jihadi John"—who was killed in a drone strike

to "a more academic French, as if he had been tutored with a formal
Script." This was a mediated production of terror; carnage was a mere

in January 2016—and occasional recruits seeking mediated danger. Of
course, since Western audiences tend to be familiar with these formats

prop to comply with an entertainment format of fear and urgency that

and can easily critique simplistic propaganda, they have little effect,
except on those persons seeking more immediate meaning and excitement of basking in the glory of a forlorn religious empire. As a writer for
Politico, Amil Kahn, explained about the recruitment of "Jihadi John"
(Mohammed Emwazi)ffom a London Islamic neighborhood;

guides much public information in our time.
The reflexive mediation did not end wth the killing of all the gun

The result is that if you have a problem with the Status quo—with the
World you see around you—al Qaeda, and now Islamic State, provide you
with a ready-made practical ideology, supported by soldiers confident in
their ability to scare their enemy. Other anti-establishment forces such as
the anri-globalization movement are unable to match the broad-based
appeal or die batdefield-earned credentials—and for many youth, the
thrill—of Islamist extremism.(Kahn, 2015)

And the entertainment formats of Western media culture are certainly
thrilling. The importance ofsocial media for changing global conflict was
apparent with the attack on Charlie Hebdo offices in Paris on January
7, 2015. Three gunmen stormed the satirical cartoon offices, which
had earned the ire of jihadists by publishing cartoon caricatures of the
Prophet Mohammed (as well as other satirical representations of other
religions, Christianity, Judaism, etc.), and killed 12 people, including
seven journalists. "Hey! We avenged the prophet Muhammad! We killed
Charlie Hebdo," one of the gunmen could be heard shouting in French

in the televised video (Vinograd, Jamieston, Viala, & Smith, 2015).
At another Paris location, a lone gunman, a 32-year-old terrorist,

Amedy Coulibaly, who had been in dose contact with the Hebdo killers,
took hostages in a kosher grocery störe, killing four. He wore a GoPro
Camera to record the slaughter that he aimed to upload to news stations

in Order to complete a scripted program, although he neglected to bring
cquipment that would work with aid of WiPi (bis program was a very old

Adobe Flash Player). According to a man pressured to help him in the
Cafe, "He needed it for instant replay on jihadi sites". Coulibaly wanted

men. But the subsequent shows of unit\', with a million people in
Paris—and many others throughout the world—carrying signs "Je Suis
Charlie" ("1 am Charlie") showed strong integration against terrorism,

but it also sparked strong protests from the Arab world about defiling
their prophet, and sparking anti-France slogans, burning flags, and so on.

A few days later, on January II, at the Golden Globe Awards, several
actors, including George Clooney, wore buttons "Je Suis Charlie , but
Iranian officials shut down a montli-old newspaper, Mardom-e-Etmonz,

for Publishing a photo of Clooney sporting bis button. The pap^ s
director stated, "The court in charge of cultural affairs and the me a
imposed the ban on the newspaper for publishing a headline and a pic
ture which it deemed insulting" (Tartaglione, 2015).

Despite denouncing tlie terrorist attacks, Iranian officials were

theless angered by the January 14, 2015 publication of Charlie He c)
featuring a sketch of the Prophet under a banner "All is forgiven, car

rying a sign "Je Suis Charlie". Millions of copies sold out. The recruit
ment of the killers, along with the reactions for and against tlre
was promoted through social media. The visuals used in recruiting
ers follow along the same lines of recruitment as any other piopagai

efforts: appealing to identity related sacred symbols, especially
youth and dispossessed, who have few positive identit}' anchors. le
role of fear is important because youth fear not being liked,
having a future, and above all, fear about their salvation aftei i e.

promotes participation in sure-fire entry to the paradise/heaven/prom
ised land of jihad, joining the military, becoming a martv'i, and emg
somebody." Their families may also be honored. A Belgian resident, i.
Abaaoud, who was killed fighting in Syria had made several video State
ments promoting a better life and hereafter: "While living in Europe,
I never ate food like I have eaten here," he said, speaking against the

crackle of gunfire as he crouched behind sandbags. "I have entered
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into villas and palaces that, praise be to God, have, through the will of
God, been provided for us here." Appealing to widespread dissatisfac-

tion with their lives, he added: "You will find this only in your religion,
only in jihad," he said. "Is there anything better than jihad er a martx'r?"
(Higgins, 2015).
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Other terrorist attacks in Paris (November 13, 2015), as well as the
domestic terrorist killings in San Bernardino, California (December 2,
2015), reinforced the reflexive media syndrome to elevate fear and sus-

picions of immigrants, especially Muslims, as well as more social control
efforts. The politics of fear was rampant in the United States. A NYT/

The murderers' claims of avenging the Prophet were used by sev-

CBS (December 10, 2015) poll indicated that Americans were more

eral European right-wing parties to attack Islamic residents in France
and Germany, suggesting that immigration be curtailed and that stricter

fearful of a terrorist attack than any time since the 9/11 attacks. Social
media and entertaining Formats account for much the widespread fear
and Vitriol. Decades of sensationalized crime reporting set the baseline
for the last two decades' emphasis on imminent dangers fi-om immi

surveillance of Islamic communities should follow. Politicians, in turn,

reacted to several of these Statements, issuing their own theatrical denunciations. Not to be outdone, ISIS showed its skill with "digital booty"

and conveyed its own message to be carried by Western media. Several
months later (April 9, 2015), hackers claiming to be affiliated with ISIS,
took control of France's TV 5 Station for three hours, including its Web
site and Facebook, and other social media, where they substituted the
phrase "I am ISIS" for "1 am Charlie". Also posted were identifying
materials of French soldiers serving with coalition Forces, with the mes
sage: "Soldiers of France, stay away ffom the Islamic State!" a message
on the network's Facebook page read overnight. "You have the chance
to save your families, take advantage ofit" (Williams, 2015).
Populär culture reactions accompanied various reactions and interpretations of terrorism and Islam in view of the Paris killings. Populär
culture messages of hostility and fear toward Muslims were recast in
audience reactions to early screenings of a movie—American Sniper—

grants and terrorism. These reports, along witli countless populär culture
Images about dread and suffering, flieled the politics of fear that pervades
both mass and social media today. The significant impact of reflexive
mediation on national institutions was apparent in tlie 2016 American

presidential campaigns. The Republican Party fl'onti'unner, Donald
Trump, usurped the conventional part}' structure by running a vicious
provocative campaign during primary elections.

When the cartoon character Pogo said "We have met tlie enemy,

and he is us," he could have had Donald Trump in mind, when the

Republican ffont-runner cranked up fear and gave terrorism a symbolic
victory on December 7 by calling for a bau on Muslims entering the
United States. But the real culprit is the entertainment media tliat thrives
on fear and conffontation. The politics of fear fit well wtli communication Formats that are personal, instantaneous, and visual, and piovide

about a Special Forces soldier credited with some 160 confirmed "kills."

dramatic and evocative messages tliat danger and threat are immment.

With record breaking attendance—and earnings—during the initial
week, American viewers reacted very favorably to the mixture of patriotism, heroics, and violence. According to the American Arab Anti-

Contrary to the numerous news reports about terror attacks, many stud-

Discrimination Committee, the rhetoric about the movie seemed to

foreshadow actual threats that were made against it, prompting them to
request that the actor, Bradley Cooper, and Director Clint Eastwood,
offer supporting Statements:
We want Mr. Eastwood or Mr. Cooper to say, 'Don't use our film to
promulgate hatred or bigotry. Don't use our film to push hate and bigotry, and use it as a platform for these racist views.' If they want to go fur
ther, they can say Arabs in America are just as American as the next person.
(Woo!f,2015)

ies show that Americans are comparatively safer from terrorist attacks
and most other deadly maladies—than otlier countries. Politicos like
Donald Trump have skillfully combined die politics of fear with personal
attacks blaming opponents for permitting the danger, such as restrictmg
gun sales and not restricting immigrants. The bombastic realit)' TV star
clearly understands that the reaction and meaning of an event is often as
significant as the event itself. My study of the mass media s promotion of
fear certainly bears this out. This presidential wannabe's hysterical bombshell went global and validated the murderers' claims about the hatred of
the USA against all Muslims. Many Americans agreed with Trump. The
governors ofsome 16 states say they will reftise to permit Syrian refugees
from entering their states. And Americans did what they often do when
fear increases: They buy guns, lots of guns. Several national gun retailers
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txipled their sales within tvvo weeks of the San Bernardino killings. It is
the rise and escalation ofthe politics of fear that draw our attention now.
This fear was being promoted by the same media dynamic that nurtured Donald Trump's harsh and derogatory comments about bis
Republican and Democratic opponents—impugning their integrit)', intel-

candidates repeatedly called opponents liars and even impugned and
boasted about sexual prowess and physical characteristics.
Fear, anger, and Support for Trump were intensified with social media,

iigence, gender, and physical appearance—as well as minority groups,

cally attack them, promising to cover any legal costs. Trump attracted
voters who were angry with politicians because bis attacks resonated
what many people feel—angry and neglected—and enabled die bulk of
bis less educated supporters to bask in the oumage against conventional

women, and even a disabled political reporter. Trump's diatribes played
especially well with audiences that have long avoided conventional news
sources such as the major American TV networks and established newspapers in favor of internet blogs, social media, and alternative news
sources with political and ideological agendas. Many of these were rife

with reports about fear and impending danger, even governmental
threats to personal and family security. Many Americans, who relied on
such sources, believe that the 9/11 attacks were an "inside job," meaning that the US government was actually behind the catastrophe. Other
sites make similar allegations about the murder of children at Sandy
Hook Elementary School. Thus, when mass shootings occur, whether
at Sandy Hook, or in San Bernardino, a substantial baseline of mistrust,
fear, and anti-government sentiment is activated for many Americans.
Social media formats provoked an increasingly harsh and conflictual
media culture. Civility suffered as crude and personal attacks became
commonplace. The entertainment format of news, as well as reality TV

shows such as Trump's show "The Apprentice," promoted conflict,
shock, and harsh language and treatment to attract audiences. As New
York Times (January 9, 2016) columnist Frank Bruni stated, "obnoxiousness is the new charisma." Congressional representatives have routinely attacked President Obama with nasty, personal, and often false
(e.g., "birther," not a Christian) Statements in order to get elected and
assure these constituents that they were representing their interests and

would keep them safe. Uncivil discourse was promoted and used for
entertainment and effect throughout American history, but it reached
a new low in modern times with the attacks on President Obama.

Republican Joe Wilson called President Obama a liar ("you lie") during
an address to Congress on Sept 9, 2009. Indeed, several of the current
Republican candidates for president used the discourse of fear to their
benefit in local and congressional campaigns. Such inflammatory State
ments and crude language were acceptable to voters in State and regional
contests. Incivility went viral as the load of Republican presidential

especially brief tweets that affirmed emotional positions and relationships. He reacted to protesters, implicitly urging bis supporters to physi-

politicians. Bigotry, racism, and economic backsliding fueled the search
for blame. Many Trump supporters were on the underdog's side in a
moral Crusade to affirm their identity and pain. Thus, voting for Trump
enabled them to fight back and win the day, regardless of the outcome of

the general election. An article in The Washington Post pointed out that
Republican media consultant Frank Luntz was blown away by the results
of a focus group of people who had voted for Mitt Romney in die last
election (Weigel, 2015). He found that Trump's exaggerations, Insults,
and false Statements actually made him a more attractive candidate.

Luntz told reporters, "Normally, if 1 did this for a campaign, Td have
destroyed the candidate by this point." That hateful and distorted rhetoric would work on some audiences should not have surprised Luntz, who
was the architect behind the evocative language and "talking points' for

Republican Opposition to many issues over the last several years, including substituting "death tax," for "estate tax."
2.6

CONCLUSION

Mediated information processed through entertaining and evocative foimats may get our attention, but does litde for understanding. It is not
only the case tliat "celebrity is everything"—as right- wing media Pro
moter Andrew Breitbart stated in 2011—but also that actors like Donald

Trump build on audience awareness and expectations tliat have been
cultivated by decades of media logic. Breitbart added, "If these guys
[Republican Party] don't learn how to play the media...we're going to
probably get a celebrity candidate." (Pearce, 2016). Trump's ability to
garner free media exposure and dominate media coverage with visually
evocative threats and attacks of opponents illustrates reflexive mediation.
The expansive information technolog}' and entertainment formats that
define much public discussion challenges us to first, reflect on the nature
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of^ese communications formats and understand their impacts, and sec-

on ,provide public awareness of their Operation vvith each new issue that
been my aim and hope for four decades of modest efforts

to

c anfy how the media syndrome affects what we take for granted.
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CHAPTER 3

Media Logic and the Mediatization
Approach: A Good Partnership, a
Mesalliance, or a Misunderstanding?

Friedrich Krotz

3.1

Media Logic; A Congept of the 1970s and 1980s

TO UnDERSTAND the InFLUENCE of TV ON POLITICAL
COMMUNICATION

An academic discipline usually creates new concepts, in pardcular
the field of observed objects is changing. Today tliis is also the case or
Communicaüon Studies, when most researchers study what is frequent)
called digitalization (for a critique of this label, see below). It v\as so
the case in the 1970s and 1980s, when Altheide and Snow came up

with the concept of media logic (Altheide & Snow, 1979). In

torical phase, TV technolog)' and TV markets remarkably chairge
the
Northen! hemisphere: It was the time when cable and sa^ ite^
became common,so that shortages in the supply of radio and
users ended. As a direct consequence, the traditional public sei\ice la lo
and TV broadcasters in most European countries lost tlieir monopo les.
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which was als O th
CBS in th
e case for the big commercial channels ABC, NBC and
Pi.irer
e Us market, as a lot of new stations e m erged n at io m\ ·id e ( cf.
, 200 3 , 220).
at ~:; ~f th e great public, political, and especially academic discussions
und
tihme was concerned with the question whether a nd h o w m edia
er t ese new
d. .
still abl
. con 1t1ons and the power of the medi a markets \\·e re
provid.e or eve~ m_terested in fulfilling their core democratic task, namel y
will h mg quality Journalism while honoring its rules and et hic s. \N hat
fund appen to political communication and democracy, which are in a
1
~~~ntal ~e_ed of a more or less critical public sphere (Ha bermas,
990
med· · n addition, of course, another question was what these emerging
1
do. wi· th th e people, especially th ose growing up in these
new a would
di
dem me a environments, developing an understanding of politics and
ocracy.
This was th h.
.
.
.
ea
. e istoncal situation when Altheide and Snow ( 1979 )
me up with th ·
·
. eir ~ew ideas about media logic and created what is
called th
tion th e me~ia logic approach. Their starting point was the assump(Alth -~t media should be understood to be a "social force in society ... "
_ei ~ & Snow, 1979, 9) as they established a specific form of comm urucat:J.on "th h
.
show thi
at as a particular logic of its own" ( ibid. ) . In order to
th
. d 1...: s, e authors referred to Marshall McLuhan ( 1964 ), but criticize ius core p
.
d
.
erspect:J.ve, that the reason for the power of media \Vas
ete~mmed by their materiality. Instead they argued: "In general terms
media logic cons. t
f c
'
.
.
'
h' h
IS s o a 1orm of commumcat101r the process through
~ td media present and transmit information . Elements of this form
me u_ e the various media and the formats used by these media. Format
consists ' in part , of h ow matena
· 1 1s
· orgamze
· d , t I1e sty Ie 1n
· w I11c
· I1 1t
· 1s
·
presented, the focus or emphasis on particular characteristics of behavior,
and the grammar of media communication." (Altheide & Snow 1979
10, italics by the authors).
'
'
Following this idea and with references to Symbolic Interactionisn1
a_n? the German Sociologist Georg Simmel, they developed a construc~1v1st c~ncept: "Media logic becomes a way of 'seeing' and of interpret mg social ~ffairs" (Altheide & Snow, 1979, 9). This not only refers to a
way of seeing and interpreting by media professionals, but also by the
p~ople who use media and in doing so again and again learn how to deal
with these media related forms. To make this plausible, Altheide and
Snow described what they called the "grammar" of TV and broadcasting
and tried to show how this "grammar" is transferred to the recipients:
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"Grammar, as a framework through which we interpret phenomena, will
influence how pheno mena are perceived and understood." (Altheide
& Snow, 1979, 23). Such an approach belongs to social co nstructivism
(Be rger & Luckmann, 1980 ), because it describes political comm unica tion as socially constructed by the people on the base of media forms.
Without any doubt, at the time of its inve ntion , the concept of media
logic grasped one of the central problems of a new development: Already
in the preceding decades , 1V was of growing relevance for people as well
as political communication and democracy (Schiller, 1989 ). With cable
and satellite technologies, new multi -c hannel TV environments came
into existence, strongly directed by commercial interests. It was one of
the central questions of that time, what consequences this might have for
the power of TV and its important task to create and to distribute political information for democracy (Schul z, 2008; Pi.irer, 2003). The concept
of media logic gave an answer to that.
The media logic approach created a lot of interest and positive reso nance, not least because it took McLuhan 's idea, that media should not
so much be studied alongside causal effects, but as social actors and general sources of meaning. Altheide and Snow tried to overcome one of
the main criticisms of McLuhan's work, namely his technological and
material bias (Altheide & Snow, 1979, 16), as already mentioned above.
The authors developed their concept further in numerous publications.
Altheide for example emphasized the important topic of media power
( 1985) .
Today's ongoing process of media change is even more important and
influential for all areas of life than it was the case vvith cable and satellite
TV. This process-frequently called digitalization-started already in tl1e
1940s with the first computer game "pong" and became broadly visible
with the first office and home computers respectively in the 1970s and
1980s. This process has been going on to these days, with internet and
smartphone applications, social software, and virtual realities, "~tl1 the
internet of tl1ings, robots, and "Big Data," and it is far from ending any
time soon . Its characteristics are not defined by tl1e digital, but by the
central role of the computer as a "universal machine", which is program mable and which as a stand-alone device or as part of huge networks is
the main instrument which makes tl1e ongoing changes in everyday life,
culture and society possible .
One of the rare concepts which try to grasp this ongoing development as a whole is the so called meta-process of mediatization, which
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3

understands th
media d
e current development in its relation to th e hi sto rical
I
since its :ve opm~nt,_ which has accompanied the hi story of humankind
new te h eri b~gmrungs-through pictures an d writings, print and in th e
In ~ no ogical and electrical forms ( Krotz 2014a ).
experi·e e wdalce of the mediatization concept, the m edia logic approach
nee a re . 1 d
.
.
changin
. viva an was used as a way to explam h ow media are
Bjavardg ;~cial and cultural fields, especially politics a nd dem ocracy ( cf.
betwe '
O~, 2 013; Stromback & Esser, 2014 ). T h erefo re , the r e latio n
(cf. L:::edia logic and Mediatization research was repeatedly di sc u ssed
Krotz & BY, 2 009a, 2009b; Lundby 2014a, 2014b; Al theide, 2013 ;
Thi
epp, 2013) .
appro:chasks for a systematic analysis of th e relations between both
the s
eds and defines the topic with which this article is concerned. In
econ part O f hi
tizatio
t s paper, we will give a short overview of the medi aconcl n_ approach and in the third part we will draw so me first evident
usions abo t th
.
discusse th
u . e ~elation between both approaches. Part 4 then
resear hs _e media logic approach in the p erspective of m e diati za tion
of thi c ' wi th some additional conclusions and remarks in t he final part
s paper.

3 .2

MEDIATIZATION :

A

SHORT I NTRODUCT ION

Mediatization re searc h unti.1 today more or less is the only conceptual
approach which tr·
d
•
. .
.
di
'
ies to escnbe empmcally and grasp theoreucally the
med a c~ange of today and its consequences for evervday life culture
an SOCiety Thi ·
•
.
.
J
'
.
·
s IS achieved by 111tegrat1ng the changes and tra nsfor;:uons of to~ay_int_o a current, an historical and a critical perspective.
. us, the mediatization approach does not start with an explicit assumption _or theory,_ but follows Stuart Ball's well-known argument: "I am
not mterested 111 theory, I'm interested in going on theorizing" ( Hall,
quo~e~ from Ang, 1989, llO). Thus, mediatization research aims at
empmc~ly and theoretically reconstructing the current developments
of media a~d the resulting transformations of human forms of living,
also by setting them into relation with human history on the one hand
and other long term developments like globalization, individualization,
and commercialization on the other. The aim of this approach thus is to
understand these developments and transformations in a practical inten tion, in order to contribute to more freedom and justice ( Hall, 1989,
173 ), w hich includes a critical perspective on mediatization .
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In ge neral, the main qu estio n of mediatization researc h is the
following: HoH1 are everyday life, social relations, and the identity ofpeople,
hoJP are m;ganizations and imtittttions, and hoJP are w lture and society as
a Jllhole changing in the contex t of the media development? This includes
the analysis of medi a and medi a change on the one hand , and th e study
of the menti o ned changes in eve ryday life, culture, and society o n th e
oth er. Of course, it also takes into account that these chances of everyday life, culture, and society are beco ming relevant for media change.
In this sense, the medi ati zatio n approach is a rathe r broad and ge neral
but also a rath er concrete concept. The empirical and th eoretical questions an d resulting insights can be linked to the common concepts of
Communication and Media Studies of the pre-digital era, but also may
serve as a framework for empirical resea rch including other disciplines,
which are concerned with the growing relevance of the media.
"Mediati zation" is a descripti ve term with a long tradition in
Communication and Media Studies (Averbeck-Lietz, 2014) but has
never been systematically developed . The approach is inspired by ideas of
th e so-called medium theory following Harold Innis ( 1951 , 2007) and
Marshall McLuhan ( 1964) but is trying to avoid the one-sided technological orientation and other problems of that approach (Krotz 2001,
2007 ). It has continuously been refined since the 1990s (Kro tz, 1995,
2001; Mazzoleni & Schulz, 1999; Lundby, 2014a, 20146). The main
reason, however, why mediatization is an apt concept for the developments in question is a different one: People experience the current
changes of new and media old media and speak about the mediati zation of their social relations, of job and leisure, of politics and economy,
which is why it malces sense to adapt this label as an academic one on the
base of an exact definition.
Far from being able to report all theoretical ideas or the whole academic discussion about the mediatization ( cf. here Lundby 2009a,
·'
2014a, 20146; Krotz & Hepp, 2012; Hepp & Krotz, 2014 ), we here
,viii sketch some special features of Mediatization Studies.
First of all, mediatization research is not rnedia-centered, but demands
a social and cultural perspective on what is happening. The aim of
research and theoretical development is to understand changing everyday life, culture and society in the context of media development. Thus,
not the technological, economic or organizational conditions of media
are of primary interest, but the way in which people, social actors, and
society as a whole contextually define upcoming new or changi ng old
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m~dia by using them for specific goals and interests, and in addition,
; eh societal meanings frame the concrete forms of use by the people.
Je obse~vation ( cf._ e_.g., Bakardijeva, 2005) and by pr-ior research ( cf.
h yrow~tz, 1990) 1t 1s well known that developments like these do not
app~n m a linear and continuous fashion but take place intermittently
a~d 10 varying steps in different areas of social life. The mediatization
a ~ousehold is unlike the mediatization of a fan group, and media for
earrung are used differently compared to the use of media in entertainment or interpersonal communication. Thus, we must study the various areas of social life ( called "social worlds," Krotz, 20 14c ) i.n different
ways, describing and reconstructing the culturally specific paths of dev elopment of the current mediatization process. Of course, besides these local
processes, one must take into consideration further conditions and conS~aints for media and media institutions-for example, today the questions whether and how net neutrality and data privacy exist. Referring
~o such conditions in a social perspective, we are able to systematically
r~velop an overview of tl1e consequences of media change in ever-yday
l~~sculture and soci~ty, by describing 0e incl~de~ possibilities and ~rob. _A~ ~ese quest:J.ons today are bemg studied rn qune a lot of drffer~nt disciplines and with very diverse questions and methodologies, this
is what Communication and Media Studies could contribute to a better
understanding of the transformations of today.
Secondly, the mediatization approach uses process- oriented research and
th eo:J, as one wants to describe media developments and social transformation~ and to understand them theoretically. The reason for this is that
we are m the middle of ongoing long term processes of media and social
chang~s, and because media themselves must be thought of as changing
over time. As a consequence, we cannot assume that everyday life, society, or culture are stable entities and it is also not known whether the
media development of today will finally lead to either an information, a
network, or a media society. In contrast to such unclear views oriented
on stable conditions, the mediatization approach intends to reconstruct
the process of changing media, changing communication and changing
culture and society. Mediatization research thus follows the historical and
current developments, whereas assumptions about the future are only
conjectures, which may be plausible, but not more.
Thirdly, we understand mediatization as a long- term process in history
happening in different forms alt over the world. This is why it should be
seen as a so called meta-process, similar to globalization, individualization,

f
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or commercialization, \\'hich are studied for example in sociology: They
are all nonlinear, cannot be reduced to simple causal dependencies, may
happen intermittently, culturally specific, but nevertheless share certain
tendencies in the whole world. Of course, there may be resistance, perseverance and reductions of the developments, but tl1ese are generally speaking characteristic of tl1e mediatization process, which basically takes place
by complex negotiation on different levels (Grenz & Pfadenhauer, 2017) .
Media developments are not new. Examples from tl1e past include
written language and books, me printing press, the invention of photography, film, radio, and so on. Togetl1er with all these technical developments, new institutions, and new aestl1etics in culture and society, new
knowledge and new experiences came into existence or old ones are
changing, as with relation to these developments communication and
relevant conditions of life have been changing. By reconstructing the
past, we can try to learn from history in order better to understand the
current developments better, as prior experiences about media developments might exist, which can be helpful to avoid mistakes today. For
example, in Germany, 100 years ago, radio was used in ,var, but also
to announce revolutions, and the working class t:J.-ied to produce their
own broadcasts. But kings and emperors, governments, bureaucracy,
and companies everywhere in the world managed to establish a broad casting system, driven by governments or corporations, and tlrns also in
Germany t1·ade unions were not allmved to have an own radio. We could
learn from that, in order to avoid tl1e same from happening today with
the internet .
Fourthly, the mediatization approach may and must serve critical
resea1'ch: Learning from history and learning from empirical work also
means that we can find out what may happen with democracy if media
are controlled by governments and secret services or are economically
dominated by huge corporate giants such as Google, Apple, Facebook,
and Amazon, without any cont:J.·ol and influence by civil society. In the
perspective of the Frankfurt School, critical research consists in confronting the actual developments with the possible ones-not in an abstract
way, but basically founded in empirical research and tl1eoretical analysis.
This is what a mediatization approach can help doing by analyzing devel opments in detail and compare tl1e results with what could be possible
under different conditions or in case of other decisions. For example, in
a mediatization approach we can compare me role of the internet under
the conditions of net neutrality wim an internet wim a lot of privileges
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for the commercial transport of data-this is not only a question of what
works better but also touches on questions of power and hegcmon~•. 1
These particular features of the mediatization approach may be helpful
to understand its relation to the media logic concept. Further details may
be found in (Krotz, 2017a).

3.3

SOME EVlDENT CONCLUSIO N S ABOUT M E DIA LOGI C
AND MEDIATIZATION THEORY

With the above characterization of the media logic concept and the
mediatization approach, one can draw the following cone! usions:
(1) It is evident that the mediatization approach, introduced and
elaborated mainly in this century, is much broader then the media
logic concept, as it combines historical, critical, and current perspectives and is concerned with the two transformations "media
development" and "resulting changes of everyday life, culture
and society." At the same time, it is evident, that the media logic
approach as introduced by Altheide and Snow in 1979 is concerned with changing conditions of political communication and
?:e mass media of the 1970s and a specific resulting change of politics of _everyday life and culture. Media logic studies the changing
~onstraints and conditions of how political communication especially
in
~o~ks and what this may mean for people)s perception and
their thinking and understanding of politics and thus for democracy.
(2) 1:-s shown above, media logic in the sense of Altheide and Snov.r
IS a concept that refers to the classical mass media and is elabo~ated by its authors as a "grammar," how information is presented
111 TV and broadcasting. It is evident that these concepts do not
apply to mediated interpersonal and interactive communication
which today also belong to the studied areas in Communicatio1~
and Media Studies and thus also are relevant for the mediatization
approach. Thus, the media logic approach is not concerned with a
logic of media, but at best with a logic of mass media or even only
of TV, with a strong focus on political communication.

!'V

1

Fo r results, compare Lundby (2014a, 20146 ) and also www.mediatizedwolds.net
further references.
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( 3) It is also not clear whether the media logic approach today is still
applicable to all mass media, as a lot of new forms of mass com munication have emerged, e.g., in the frameworks of social software, by Twitter or ,,~th biogs. In addition, it must be noted, that
Altheide's and Snow's take on media logic was not conceived as a
process. Instead , it was meant to serve as an instrument to understand and describe media power in a clearly defined new stage of
the development of TV and broadcasting. Already in the 1980s
it was discussed whether media logic in the sense of Altheide and
Snow is changing over time or not, and thus whether the description of "logic" makes sense at all (cf. Altheide & Snow, 1992 for
further literature ).
( 4) It must be doubted that the concept of media logic and the
,vay it is described and analyzed really depends only on TV as a
medium and at the same time is independent from other cultural
conditions. If one compares, for example, TV in societies which
are dominated by religion such as Saudi Arabia or Iran with the
commercial TV in the USA or the public broadcasters in some
countries of Europe, there are great differences in what may be
called "grammar" of representation of the political. For example,
the public service stations in the USA are independent of rat ings, while the private stations offer incentives and gratifications
to make people watch more and more TV due to their economic
interests. Against these capitalist goals, the motivation to watch
TV in Saudi Arabia probably is a religious one, as TV is not interested in the wishes of the people and gives them only religious
gratification.
·
( 5) The media logic approach mainly asks for the constraints and conditions set by economic and technological frameworks, by content, forms and aesthetics, under which mass media work. This is
what is called media logic and may produce specific forms of perception and thinking. However, if one asks for these constraints
and conditions in particular, it is well known that they must earn
money or at least reduce costs-thus they depend on a logic of
capitalism (Schiller, 1989). These market-related conditions and
constraints are not really talcen into consideration by the approach
of media logic-in which dimension is media logic a logic of
capitalism?
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(6) To sum up: what Altheide and Snow 2 developed and what people
working on media logic topics in principal are using, is a concept

of conditions and constraints for mass media and mass ,nedia institutions and its consequences for political communication and thus
democracy. It is relevant for an analysis of the power and influence
of TV in the existing societies and also for the ana(vsis of how people are perceiving politics and of hoiv they are thin/2ing and a rguing about politics with reference to TV based information. Thus, this
concept may be relevant for changing democracy and peopli:: 's living
conditions. Therefore, it may also be relevant for mediati zation
research, which will be discussed in the next chapter. But before
that, four questions must be considered: Does empirical work
acknowledge that the assumption of Altheide and Snow about the
role of TV presentation for politics is relevant? We will make some
comments on that below, but this is not the main focus of this
paper. Should the relation, which Altheide and Snow promote,
really be called media logic, as it is only defined for formerly
called mass media and probably will not hold for all media? And
is the implicit assumption realistic, that this media logic is to the
same degree independent from the specific culture and the media
system of a society? And should it really be called media logic,
becau~e the constraints and conditions of presenting politics in
TV might change over time and may be different in different soci~ties, e.g., in Saudi Arabia compared with California, while logic
111 the classical sense does not depend on time and culture, as it is
well known? The last three questions will be discussed below.
Based on these conclusions and questions, in the next chapter we will
analyse the media logic approach from the perspective of mediatization
t?eory in more detail. Our intention here is to answer the above question, whether and in which way the media logic concept by Altheide and
Snow-understood as constraints and conditions of media institutions
and the mentioned conjectures about knowledge and perception-may
be relevant for the mediatization approach.
2

Here and in the whole paper we are concerned with the initial co ncept of Altheide and
Snow, and not with the empirical and theoretical work that is based on it. A short ove1-Yiew
of th e papers in Lundby (20 14a, 20146), which refer to media logic, already shows rather
broad and fundamental differences amo ng those.
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MEDlA LOGI C FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF MEDIATIZATION

RESEARCH: CO::---JDITIONS AND CONSTRAINTS FOR
AND

MAss

MAss

MEDIA

MEDL-\ I NSTITUT IO NS

Media logic understood as constraints and conditions for mass media and
media institutions constitutes a framework for the activities of these media
and the related media institutions as social actors in culture and society.
In the case of TV, this is a well-known model in Communication Studies
( cf. McQuail, 1996; Purer, 2003; Schiller, 1989). New media and changing old media, the phenomena mediati zation research is concerned with,
may change these constraints or conditions. TV for example, is becoming
more and more closel y related to the internet by the use of second screens
( cf. Gottlieb, Heinz, & Herberfs, 2017), which includes other constraints, but also other conditions for TV and possibilities for the people.
This means, that tl1e former results and ideas of the media logic approach
may either still apply or have proved to be wrong or different today-an
uncertainty which makes the case for empirical research. Assuming that
the model was accurate in the 1970s, the media logic concept mi ght even
have described a mechanism of mediatization at that time. This, however,
does not mean that this still ,vorks today, as the presentation of politics in
TV and tl1e perception and mind-set of the viewers may have changed.
In order to understand this potential of the media logic approach for
mediati zatio n research, in the following we will describe more systematically, how mediatization works and then discuss the possible relation
between the mediatization approach and the media logic approach ~~th
reference to that. Identifying and analyzing mechanisms and ways of how
mediatization works is a core activity of mediatization researcl~ and the ory. Only based on this one can argue that the forms of living togetl1er are
changing in the context of changing media. In a systematic view, today
there are at least five known ways of how changing old media or emerging
new media and/or changing media systems may become relevant for people's everyday lives or culture and society in general. To describe these, we
first must define some concepts: what do we understand to be a medium,
what is the media system of a culture and a society, and how may actors
adapt to media change (cf. Krotz, 20146, 20176, 2017c).
In general, a medium is defined here as an apparatus for comrnunica-

tion (and more generally, for the organization of specific forms of human
actions) (cf. here Krotz, 2011, 20146, 2014c) . With reference to
Raymond Williams ( 1990) a medium can be considered both a technology
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and a
· l
g
socia form: a technology, in capitali sm u s ually o rga ni zed b y a
. ro~p ~f enterprises and organizations, and a socia l fo rm g ive n b y social
mstttutton
pe
s as part of society, related with rule s, la \\"S, expectations of the
1
fo~~: :d the medium makers, and so on, ,,·hich se rve as a framework
foll . se of the technology. Both aspects are meant when we in the
0
so . ;ing refer to media as an economically organized t echnical a nd a
cia ~ constructed entity.
u :esides this structure of a medium, we of course ne e d a situational
; ;.rst~nding of media, as it is an ongoing machine of pro ducing and/
0 1st
s
nbuting and transporting content in specific forms. This content
tierves as a space of experience of the users: producti o n and distribu0fn (together with the storing and possible analysis and reproduction)
m ~ontent and the use by the people are taking place in a situatioual
e. fu a consequence, a medium is at the same time a slo1v~v changing
s :ure, and a situational actor, operating technical(y in time, similar to
pe ng or understanding in a human language as a given structure and
para
. F erdmand
.
a 1e.' foll
. owmg
de Saussure ( 1998). -fo sum up, we he1-e use
~emiotically based Cultural Studies oriented definition of a medium as
~ ourfold apparatus for communication and social action, consisting of
our related "d"1mens1ons":
·
·
· d tee 11orgarnze
a structure (as economically
10
~o
a_nd socially embedded), and a situational process of production,
iir~ utton and experiencing content in specific aesthetic forms ( Krotz,
2
6 ).

st:

1;'

(Kt

further necessary definition is the concept of media system
em steuber, 2005; Thomas, 2007): This usually desnibes the whole
setd of media
and me di a groups at a certam
· time
·
· 11111
· a given
·
wit
cu Iture
.
an s?ciety. With these two definitions, we now can give a systematic
over_view of mechanisms describing how mediatization may work.
Firstly, we look at single medium. Mediatization theory implies that
;,: old medium is constantly changing or a new medium is emerging.
c
old medium may change in line with each of the above-mentioned
iour "d 1' mens1ons,
·
,, as e.g., historical research has shown. Also new media
°:ay come into existence or be 'invented' in any of these for "dimenSIOns"-for which only a few examples can be mentioned here ( Krotz,
2 012, 20146, 2014c). Structurally a new medium may come into existence by the invention and distribution of a new technology ( e.g ., the
s~artphone), or by the emergence or disappearance of social institutions, norms and rules ( e.g., if censorship is abolished or nev,, rules for
advertising are introduced) . Situationa.lly a medium may change because
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the users may develop new interests and demands ( cf. Illich, 2010 for an
example of how books changed in the eleventh and twelfth century AD)
or by changing content and aesthetics (e.g., in the case of the inve ntion
of 3D movies ). Furthe r examples may be found in eac h media history
( cf. Horisch, 2004; Bosc h, 2011; McNeely & Wolverton, 2008; Krotz,
Despotovic & Kruse 2014; Lundby, 2014a, 20146, Krotz, 2017b,
2017c ). It should in addition be mentioned that the change of a single
medium may start on one of these "dimensions," but on the long run all
four dimensions will eventually change . Such a conclusion can be drawn
for example from the work of Jonatl1a.i1 Sterne ( 2003) on the advent of
auditive media and the growing importance of these technologies. 3
Of course, what concretely happens in the context of a.i1 emerging or
a changing medium in a particular culture or society, depends on its specific history and cultural conditions. It is for example well known that
the introduction of the telephone at the end of the nineteenth century
(Degele, 2002) took place at a much faster pace in the more open US
society than it did in the more hierarchically structured society of Great
Britain, where people felt frequently disturbed at home by the sudden
symbolic presence of a caller. Witl1 this, it becomes obvious again that
the relevant conditions and habits of people's lives may be of high relevance for their personal fears and expectations. It should be noted that
with a new medium or the alteration of an old medium, of course the
whole media system is changing.
Secondly, there may be changes of the media system, which do not
depend on one single medium . This for example is tl1e case if media are
suddenly subjected to wide-ranging censorship, as it is the case in Turkey
today. Or if a media system loses its capitalistic character a.i1d becomes
integrated into a religious society, as it happened in Ira.i1 decades ago.
A further example is what today is called digitalization, but should be

3 It

should be mentioned here that in the early discussions o f the relations betwee n the
media logic approach and mediatization approach, Hepp (2012) named two mec hanisms
of how mediatization works-a constructivist one which more generally can be called an
actiun-1·elated mechanism of how medi atization works, and a media logic approfl.ch, which
more genera ll y may be called institutional. Hepp's description was subsequently broadened
by Lundby (2014a) and Janson (2014) by th e introduction of the above- mentioned mate1·ifl.l mechfl.nism. As we have shown here with reference to the underlying fourfold media
co ncept, there is a fourth mechanism, based on content and aesthetic factors.
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~~~erst ~od more precisely as the introduction of a computer - controlled
(1;gital infrastructure for all symbolic operations of the people of a societ:,i
otz, 20176, 2017c), as the emergence of the internet of things virtua~ realities, the smartphone, the new forms of participation enable'd by
soci~l software, or the comprehensive control of private data bv secret
s%vices and companies cannot simply be called digitalization. They are
0
Y 1:1ade possible by computer technologies.
Thirdly, there are many further mechanisms how mediatization works
nd
a
produces changes in everyday life, culture and society as a conse quence of me d'1a ch ange. In the current development of the
· media,
. for
~xample, we can observe that economic bureaucratic or democratic
111stituti
lik
••
.
.'
. .
.
.
.
. ons
e political parties are changing their internal orga111zauon
t
JUS
·
·
h ow peop 1e ' s commun1cat1on
·
·
·
h 111. order to t ake mto
cons1'd eration
1s
111
cl ang g, and sometimes even change their aims or their business modes. Another example is the business model of Amazon as a distributing
warehouse-su c h a b usmess
.
. not new· w h at 1s
. new however 1s
.
mo d e1 1s
th at Am
•
'
'
'
azon massively takes into account that more and more people
Worldw·d
·
1 e use th e mternet
.
and thus develop new forms to acquire and
61nd st
h cu omers. In addition, the secret services with their data collection
sc
with th eir
· did actic
· models and other enterpnses
·
•'
and bureaucratic
. ools
.
111st1tutio
fi
h
. .
ns re er to t e fact that more and more people can be addressed
via
·
· networ ks and thus proact1vely
·
smartp h ones or social
d mternet se rvices,
a apt to the development.
11
a more sophisticated way, further mechanisms of how mediatization works are described for example by Moll and Hitzler (2017)
and ~renz and Pfadenhauer (2017) . They elaborate on what they call
r:fiexive mediatization, which means that they analyzed specific comparnes and their business models such as sports betting centers or fitness
cent~rs. These types of companies must adapt their business models
continuall~ to the rapidly changing conditions of communication by
technolog1eal and organizational developments and media practices,
because otherwise they would ruin their own business models. Another
approach is taken by Knorr-Cetina et al . (2017), who studied the soc~lled "scopic media." These are media, which make things visible in
given situations-especially net-related screens like for example in the
case of financial ti·ading in stock markets. They showed that such media
may change the basic social concept of human interaction, the situation,
~nd thus may become relevant for our understanding of society and what
1s "the social," in more general terms.
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Finally, to give an historical example, we want to mention the literacy rate
in Europe (or at least of great parts of the people living in Emope in the
nineteenth century, cf Osterhammel, 2011 ). This was a process of mediati zation, as the national governments mainly due to the demand of the industry and the military (Stein, 2010 ) arranged that the people learn (and must
learn ) how to read and \nite, in order to use these abilities in everyday life
and at the workplace: For this, schools, libraries, publishers, book stores,
reading circles, and a lot of further institutions and related rules and values
came into existence in that time. Thus also a transformation of culture and
society took place, which became relevant for all conditions of lite, half a
millennium after the inYention of the p1inting press by Gutenberg,
With this overview of mechanisms of mediatization we now come
back to the concept of media logic . It is evident that Altheide and Snow
discovered and described one of these mechanisms: Their media logic
approach is eJJident(v concerned with the change of mass media, especial~,,
TY, and )l)ith its consequences for political communication-for institutions
and the people. Their media logic approach in more detail empirically
describes and theoretically reconstructs:
• a content related and aesthetic influence of (mass) media change,
as the political knowledge of the people may become more profound or at least different,
• an action related or co1ninunication-based influence of (mass) niedia
change, as people may perceive and evaluate differently what is
taking place in the field of political communication and thus may
understand the political reality in a different way,
·
• a material influence of (mass) media change, as the technology of
mass media may be relevant for people's understanding of politicsfor example, if TV become more relevant in the sense of used by tl1e
people than printed media,
• an institutional influence of (mass) media change, as in such devel opments new or changing social institutions, norms and rules rel evant for the political field may come into existence.

Thus, it is evident, that the concept of media logic can be helpful for
the mediatization approach, as it might shmv a way how (mass) media
change in order to become relevant for everyday life, culture and society.
Of course, some restrictions must also be mentioned here: it is, as argued
above, an empirical question whether and in which cases the specific
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mechanisms of Altheide's and Snow's model really work, and for which
media, for which content and under which conditions changes ::ire taking
place. Their ideas of course may work only for political communication
and for changing mass media or only for TV. And even, if the ideas of
Altheide and Snow will find empirical support for the 1970s and 1980s,
it is necessary to find out whether they are still applicable today under
the conditions of a computer-controlled digital infrastructure. The gate
keeping function of the professional mass media, for example, is at least
in part disappearing, as more and more institutions dealing with political information emerge and may try to reach and inform people djreccly.
Thus it must also be studied, which role cultural contexts play for the
presentation of politics in the media and for the ways in which these representations are interpreted, and also whether new habits like the use of a
second screen may become relevant.
Based on these descriptions and arguments, we can now draw some
additional and final conclusions.

3.5

CONCLUSION

A more recent definition of media logic is given by Altheide in t11e following way: "Media logic is defined as a form of communication, and
the process through which media transmit and communicate information. [ ... ] The key element of a thoroughgoing theory of mediation built
on media logic is that the institutional media forms not only help shape
and guide content and numerous everyday life activities, but also that
audiences-as-actors normalize these forms and use them as reality maintenance tools" (Altheide, 2013, 225).
We can refer to this updated definition to sum up our conclusions.
The given analysis and comparison of the two approaches show t11at
there are common ideas. Thus, the two concepts are in some sense
related, but are at the same time incommensurable, as already shown
above: The concept of media logic started in a different historical setting, with different questions, specifically referring to the mass media
of the second half of the last century and with the aim to describe how
political communication may develop. It has thus had a long career in
Communication Studies, but has also become rather questionable under
the present conditions, majnJy because of two reasons: on the one hand,
there are no longer only the mass media, which are relevant for political communication. Instead, also the different and often more complex
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forms of media use today mu st be taken into consideration; there are
new forms of po litical communication in the nets, e.g., via weblogs and
Twitter, there is personalization of political information by Google,
Faceboo k, and others, and there are changing media habits. Thus, also
it is necessary to rake interpersonal and interactive communication into
consideration. On the other hand, the organizational, economic, social,
content -driven, and aesthetic constraints of media and the forms of
media-related political communication today take place under the conditions of rapid change- most forms of information and communication which are relevant today did not exist even a decade before. Thus,
a process -oriented perspectiYe is necessary, which is not included in the
media logic approach . The lack of this aspect may also be a reason , why
empirical research from the perspective of the media logic approach often
seems to be rather problematic . It refers to quite different conditions of
communication and defines media logic in a quite different way, as Hepp
argued in 2012 (cf. e.g ., Stromback & Esser, 2014; Hjavard, 2008; and
other empirical work in Lundby, 2014a, 20146) .
A relevant background for the increasing relevance of these problems
is of course the different historical and cultural situation, in which the
media logic approach was developed compared with the broader mediatization approach. However, the Altheide ' s and Snow's main idea, that
researchers looking into media change and mediatization must take the
existing and changing constraints and conditions of media and media
institutions into consideration, is still valid. It is also true that the resulting perception and political orientation of the people may change in the
context of media change. Nevertheless, it must be analyzed in a broader
mediatization framework . In addition, cultural conditions must be taken
into account. It still remains an open question how one can generalize
the empirical and theoretical insights of the media logic approach for the
core questions of the mediatization approach.
Thus, mediatization research can learn from media logic, in a positive sense to include it as a special case of relevant mechanisms of trans forming political communication for mass media based on media change.
The whole discussion makes also clear, that the processual perspective of
mediatization research is of high importance and should be taken into
account in each empirical research project or theoretical argumentation,
as prior results may lose relevance and validity over time. Otherwise, the
mediatization approach will in the long term also run the risk of losing
its ability to reconstruct developments of media and society.
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In addition, it is important to keep in mind that it is not helpful to
speak of a media logic, as the media change of the last decades has shown
that the ongoing differentiation of what is understood to be a medium
does not allow to speak of a common or general media logic. The reason
for ~at is that such a media logic cannot be applied for all media and all
media related activities and therefore is unable to hold universal validity
?ver all cultures and historical periods, of course in contrast to mathematical or philosophical logic. Even the assumption that all media are defined
by ~ universal capitalistic logic is problematic, as it is especially the media,
which allow other organizational forms, even in a capitalistic society or
world order. But whatever will happen to the media logic approach in the
future-it should neither be called media logic nor media logic, as this
creates ideas which cannot persevere. Another name is needed.
In each case, mediatization research can learn to take the role and
1
i~ portance of such framing conditions in a broader way into considerat:J.on, which are studied by the media logic approach. But they should
not be understood as invariable over time and media and social change,
and researchers should care for sense making conceptions and empirical
research. Then, we can assume the use of media logic does not reduce
existing processes to specific ones and all media to mass media. Thus,
a good partnership which is aware of the clear differences may become
possible and helpful, between the media logic and the mediat.ization
approach.
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C HAPT E R 4

The Logics of the Media and the Mediatized
Conditions of Social Interaction
Stig Hfarvard

4.1

I NT RODU CTIO N

Mobile and interactive media have already exerted significant influence on culture and society. In a relativel y short period of time , mobile
phones, social media, and the internet in general have not only become
widespread, but have also been integrated into many different aspects of
culture and society, including politics, business, education, and family
life. One consequence of this massive media presence is that we have all
begun to take for granted the fact that other people also use the internet
and mobile pho nes and, as such, they are available to us, anytime and
anywhere ( Ling, 2012 ). These newer forms of media have no·t replaced
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mass media, but rather added to the complexity of the overall media
environment. The increased media presence also has wider implications
for the ways in which both big societal institutions (e.g., the political system) and smaller contexts of civil society work. There has been a
gro"'.ing_acknowledgement that the various media not only change corn ~u~cat1on, but also change the relationships between people and organizat1?ns and come to condition the ways people usually communicate
and mteract with each other in different contexts.
. In this light, one important contribution from mediatization theory
IS to create a conceptual framework for understanding how media, culture, and society interact with each other, and how-because of this-the
media come _to co-structure the ways in which people, both in society
at l:irge and 111 everyday local contexts, communicate, act, and strike up
soc~al relationships. In this chapter I will develop the notion of media
log'.cs and discuss how various forms of media logics-always in combinat1on
with oth er Iog1cs-come
·
· · soC1a
· I and communicative
·
.
to con d ition
mter~cti?n. The various forms of media logics do not determine commu~cat1on and interaction; to the extent that "determine" is a useful
not1on to describe the influence of media logics, it is-to paraphrase
:~an_ H~l-rather a "determination i_n tl:e fi_rst instance" ( e.g ., a contlonmg mfluence) and not a "determ111at1on 111 the last instance" ( Hall
_1983 ). Furthermore, because various logics are simultaneously at work
111 actual social and cultural life, we should make a distinction between
th e_various logics of the media and how these logics together with other
social 3:11d_ cultural logics at an aggregate level come to insert particular
dynamics mto communication and interaction. Put otherwise we cannot make direct inferences from the level of individual media' logics to
th e level of recurrent patterns of communication and interaction within
a particular field. For instance, a media logic as "journalistic news value"
does not exert influence on politics by itself alone. We need to construct
our analytical object of media's influence on social and cultural affairs at
~n aggregate level at which both social structure and cultural norms of
mter~ctio~ ar~ d~pendent on a variety of operating logics. It is tl1rough
the mter-~nst1tu_t1onal configuration of various forms of political and
news me?1a _logics (as wel1 as others) that particular patterns of political
co~mu111_cat1on and interaction occur. Media logic-as any other type of
social logIC-does rarely condition human interaction by itself. This does
not make "medja logic" less important as an analytical concept, but it
sug_gest that we need a wider theoretical framework to specify how media
logics come to malce a difference.

-i
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FRO i\l i\lEDIATIO:---: TO ll\EDIATIZATION

In order to understand the special perspective that mediatization theory
applies to the influence of media logics, it is important to distinguisi1
between the concepts of "mediation " ~md "mediatization" (Hj,u·vard,
2013 ). "Mediation" is the use of media for communication and interac tion, e.g., a politician choosing to mediate his or her communication via
a press conference or a tweet. The choice of the form of mediation has
a direct impact on the form ;rnd content of the message, as well as on
who is capable of taking part in the act of communication. However, the
way in which the individual political message is mediated has no effect
on the modus operandi of the political institution or the relationship of
politics to media, culture, and society in general. The mediatization of
politics, on the other hand, is about the long-term, structural changes in
the relationship between politics and the media through which the relations between the institutions involved are changed and new conditions
for communication and interaction emerge. Mediation is a communicative action; mediatization rebtes to structural changes between different
cultural and social dom~1ins.
A considerable amount of research into media and communication has
unsurprisingly, focused on the use of media for communication and con-'
centrated on the three basic elements of the communication processsender, content and recipient-and their interrelationships. Lasswell's
( 1948, 37) classic model of communication has traditionally formed the
basis for the questions posed in media research: "Who says what, in which
channel, to whom, with what effect?" Analyses of mediation processes
have, of course, become increasingly sophisticated and evolved in many
different ways- e.g., by incorporating tl1e context for reception in order
to understand how recipients interpret messages. Nevertheless, a significant proportion of media research has continued to focus on the actual
mediation, and has localized the influence of the media on tI1is level. It is
still important to study how the mediation of messages influences form,
content, and reception. However, if the objective is to understand t11e
influence of media on modern society, it is not enough to focus 011 mediation alone- processes of mediatization also need to be analyzed.
"Mediation" and "mediatization" are two . different concepts and,
as such, they should be kept apart. However, 1t is also worth stressing
that the processes that these concepts cover are mutually interrelated.
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Mediatization:
Structural
changes making
various
institutions and
domains
dependent on
the media

ins titut ions creat e ne w
cond itions fo r med iat ion

Mediation:
Communication
and interaction
through media
in specific
situations

Accumulated chan ges In
mediat ion practices may
contribute to mediatization

Fig. 4 .1 The reciprocal relationship between mediati zation and mediation.
Source Hjarvard (2016, 21)

~irstly, tl1e cumulative change in mediation practices over time may in
itself contribute to the mediatization of a given institutional domain . For
example, politicians turning more readily to Twitter to communicate
ab~ut politics, or sports clubs using social media to communicate with
their members to a greater extent, could lead to a gradual mediatization
of their social practices. Secondly, mediatization has consequences for the
mediation. The conditions for communication and interaction change as
media become integrated into more and more areas of culture and society. The media become therefore an important resource, and the steering logics of the media are both influenced by the media themselves and
by the institutional logics in the area concerned ( e.g., politics or sport).
This, in turn, changes the conditions for how messages are mediated in
this particular context (see Fig. 4 .1).
Before expanding on the notion of media logics, it is important to
clarify precisely what is meant by "media" in this context. Given that
mediatization theory stems from a media studies research tradition, the definition of "media" is also underpinned by a media studies understanding.
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In short, media are defined as technologies that make it possible to
extend human communication in time, space and modality. Media make
it possible to communicate in text, sound and images (different modalities) over lo ng distances (space), and to store communication for futw·e
use (ti m e). However, a medium does not have to fulfil all three functions. Historic all y, m any m edia have initially only extended human communication in one dimension; the telephone made it possible for people
to speak over distance, for example, but the conversation could not be
·
' ·
stored or supplemented by other commu111cative
mo dal 1t.1es,
sue I1 .as text
and images . Over time, the media have become increasingly mulo -f~mc tional, which affords users greater flexibility with w hich to cono·ol ome,
space and m o d alities.
The presentation of mediatization theory in this chapter adopts a
. which
•
broad view of the m edia,
encompasses mass me d.1a ( e.g., books
.
'
radio and television ), interpersonal media (e.g., telephone, e-mail a11~
SMS/texting) and social media ( e.g., biogs, Face book, Twitter),_ all 0
which meet the criteria in the definition of media . According to this definition, a technol ogical component is a necessary part of a medium but
it does not suffice to describe a medium only by way of technology. The
ways in which media work are not determined by the teclmol~g)' alone.
They are also characterized by symbolic and aesthetic pracoces (~.g.,
genre and stylistic conventions) and institutionally embedded regulaoons
( e.g., legisl ation, market mechanisms, and organizational struct_ures). 11~
order to shed light on the ways in which the media interact wi~ othet
cultural and social phenomena, our understanding of media logi~s mu st
incorporate all three dimensions-material-technological, aestheoc-symbolic, and institutional.

4.3

MEDIATIZATION

Drawing on existing theory in the field (Esser & Strom back, 2014;
Hjarvard, 2013; Lundby, 2014 ), we will define mediatization as the ~rocesses through which the importance of the media in culture, society
and different social institutions is changed and intensified, and through
which cultural domains become dependent on the media and their log ics. It is also characteristic of the impact of mediatization on modern
societies like those in Scandinavia that it embodies two related developments. on the one hand, the media have become more independentin some respects, they have become an independent social institution;
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on the other, they have become increasingly integrated into more and
more cultural and social contexts. As a consequence of this dualitv, the
media are both "out there" in wider society as an institution that ~xerts
influence on the public agenda, and they have become an important factor "in here," in the multiple local contexts of everyday life, as a set of
institutionalized tools for communication and interaction in the family,
at work, etc. In both cases, they constitute a resource (material and symbolic) for social action and a set of ru.les ( formal and informal) for meaningful interaction with each other. In both of these roles, the media are
integrated into the wider society "out there" and into the smaller community "in here" and, as such, their logics co-structure how culture and
society develop.
Mediatization must be understood as a general process of high
modernity, on a par with other comparable processes such as urbanization, globalization, and individualization. How exactly mediatization
plays out beyond this must be seen in relation to the specific historical
contexts and institutional domains into which the media a.re integrated.
Mediatization is not a uniform process that reshapes all parts of culture
and society in the same way in every country. A more in-depth analysis of
forms of mediatization must therefore take into account how the media
and otl1er institutions operate in specific contexts. An analysis of the
mediatization of politics in China, the USA, and Denmark must therefore take into account the differences in media systems ( e.g., in terms
of the dominance of state, public, and private media) and differences in
political systems (e.g., one-party, two-party, multi-party).
Mediatization has two important dimensions: It designates a process
in which relations between media and other cultural and social domains
are changed, and-by extension-it engenders new conditions for communication and interaction. In analyzing these two dimensions, tl1is article sheds theoretical light on how (and to some extent, why) the media
come to exert influence in other areas of culture and society-and are
influenced by them. It then addresses how mediatization makes certain
media logics and dynamics predominant in the ways in which communication and interaction occur.

4.4

MEDIA LOGIC

As mentioned previously, mediatization needs to be understood as
a series of processes that not only leads to a greater media presence in
culture and society, but also makes other institutions and domains
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dependent on the media and their logics. This suggests that the "logic"
concept plays a key role and needs to be carefu.lly defined. In the context of institutional theory (Hjarvard, 2014a; Thornton, Ocasio, &
Lounsbury, 2012), the concept of "logic" is seen as the conventionalized
ways offunctioning that characterize the media, e.g., the use of certain
news criteria in journalistic media and the use of genre-specific narrative
forms in audiovisual fiction. These two examples suffice to illustrate the
fact that different media are not epitomized by the same logics and the
differences can be quite significant. The network logics that characterize social media, e .g ., Facebook, differ somewhat from the logics that
characterize SMS traffic from mobile phones. A national public-service
organization like the Danish Broadcasting Corporation operates according to different logics than a commercial and global media conglomerate
like Google.
The concept of "media logic" was introduced by Altheide and Snow
( 1979), who understood it as a "form of communication" that creates a special interpretation of the world; specifically, it is about the fact
that the media exert influence on "how material is organized, the style
in which it is presented, the focus or emphasis on particular characteristics of behavior, and the grammar of media commw1ication" (Altheide
& Snow, 1979, 10 ). As source of inspiration for their understanding of
media logic, they point to the sociologist Georg Simmel 's ( 1971 [ 1920])
concept of "social form," but do not expand upon this (Lundby, 2009).
Instead, the concept of "format" ( which also encompasses the verb "to
format") is central to their perception of what constitutes the core of
media logic, i.e ., it formats the world in a certain way. Media logic is,
however, also influenced by organizational and institutional factors. One
finding of their study of American media was that the commercial factor was a key driver in the media logic. This media logic is key to their
"analysis of social institutions' transformation through media" (Altheide
& Snow, 1979, 7).
The concept of "media logic" has since been refined and honed,
especially in relation to an understanding of the logic of the nev,,s
media. Esser (2013) identified the necessity of a multifaceted concept of
media logic, which takes into account the differences between the various media. He distinguishes between three aspects of the news media's
logic-professional, commercial and technological-together these com prise the concrete figuration of news media logic. In the light of this,
he points out that public-service media and serious broadsheet newspapers usually bear the hallmarks of professional journalism more than
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commercial broadcasters and tabloid newspapers, whose media logic
tends to be primarily influenced by commercial concerns. In Altheide
and Snow (1979), and in Stri:imback's (2008) theory of the mediatization of politics, media logic is described as being in opposition to other
logics: in the process of adapting to the media's logic, the political system must, for example, give up some of its own logic and thus a utonomy. In this way, mediatization appears to be a zero-sum game: If the
logic of the media gains ground, then the logic of politics, for example,
loses ground.
Faced with this assertion, Aelst, Thesen, Walgrave, & Vliegentha.rt
(2014) and Donges and Jarren (2014) point out that media logic is not
necessarily inconsistent with other institutional logics-indeed, there
may be some degree of similarity-and that the influence goes both
ways; it is not just the outside world that adapts to the media, the media
also adapts to the outside world (see also Stri:imback & Esser, 2014).
For example, any attempt to understand the correlation between TV and
football over the last half-century reveals that the TV companies and the
football authorities have a clear range of interests in common . In particu lar, both have been driven by a desire to maximize audience interest in
television and football, and they have adapted to each other to achieve
this (Frandsen, 2014).
Seen in relation to the general sociological and institutional perspective adopted in this article, all institutional contexts have a set of logics
that, together, create the typical modus operandi for how things work,
e.g., in sports, politics, or the family. When formulated in a sociological
vocabulary, media logics a.re quite simply the governance principles that
apply in the media's area, in the same way as other logics apply in other
areas (see Table 4.1 ). More specifically, media logic is another term for
the institutional rules and resources that characterize the different media.
In principle, the concept of "media logic" is not actually needed. The
sociological concepts of "rules" and "resources" could be used instead
(Giddens, 1984). However, the term "media logic" has gained a certain foothold in media studies. In a communicative sense, it is a more
intuitive term than the more precise but cumbersome formulation "insti tutional rules (formal and informal) and resources (material and authori tative )." In social media, for example, formal rules consist of the laws
regulating the use of such media (e.g., copyright), while informal rules
are the social norms for posting and "liking" messages . The user's profile
represents a symbolic resource qua the reputation that the user has built

.;
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Table 4.1 The logics o f the medi a expressed in a general sociologic~ voca?ularv and understoo d as the totality of institutional rules and resources, 111duding
bo~h cultural and so cietal aspects of rules and resources
-----------------~ Resources

Rules

Ct1lture

Society

Sy111bo!ic: authority, reputation ,
information
Inf on11n.l: norm s, habits , ruk s of
thumb

M n.tcr i n./: Buildings, technolo gy,
111oney
Form~!: L aw s, co de:: o f conduc t ,
o rders

So u rce Hj an ·ard , J\·l o rtemen a nd E skja: r ( 2015 , I 0 )

up over time . The information-technology infrastructure that underpins
the social networking medium constitutes a material resource ~or the
user- one that facilitates interaction but also places some constramts on
what is possible.
.
Media logics involve technical, aesthetic, and institutional dimensions
·
·
Ive all. three
and any understanding
of how a me d'1un1 wark-s n1ust 1nvo
.
dimensions . As mentioned above, it colt.Id just be referred to as 111sntutional rules and resources (leaving out "technical" and "aesthetic"), as
"institutions" in principle also cove'.· technological res'?urce~ and_ c~n~f
municative rules. However, as media are defined precisely 111 term
.
. 1s
. parttcLuar
. · 1 Iy re Ievant to 1.d e ntify tbe
communication techno 1og1es,
rt
technological modus operandi and the aesthetic forms that regulate t 11 e
· rt
· 1s
· possr· bi e, on a gen eral Jeve 1'
. h t o f tl11s,
media's communications. In 1rg
to describe the different dimensions of media logic as follows:
5

• Technology: typical modus operandi for specific media techn°l?gie '.
0 1
· ·
· ·
e.g., mass commumcattons,
netv.,or I< con1mumcauons,
1nobrle
stationary, online or offline, etc. . .
. .
. e e.g.,
• Aesthetics: typical modus operandi 111 commumcattve pracnc ' . g
. .
. (text, sound, images
.
) , fram1n ,
dramaturgy, performattv1ty,
modality
style, etc.
• Institutional: typical modus operandi as a result of legisla~on,
organizational form, financing, historical experience, rep utaoon,
etc.
.
. .
. functions,
It is also important to stress that the media, 111 terms of their
tion
· · tu tlons-t
·
l1e way 111
· w 111c
· h tl1e)' func
are also influenced by other mstt
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is not just determined by a "pure" media logic. Just as the media,
through integration into politics and family life, have left their mark on
these institutions, so other institutions have left their mark on the media.
For example, broadcasting media (radio and TV ) have always taken into
acc?unt other cultural and social institutions, e.g ., the fam il y, politics, the
nation, and the market. So, for example, children's programs are influenced by the particular needs of this target group. The rules for political
de?1ocracy influence the radio and television coverage of election cam?a1gns. Advertising is regulated in various ways, including to protect the
mterests of consumers, but also to ensure fair competition rules for all
advertisers. Radio and television also have to adapt to a national frame~:vork, e.g., in relation to language. Figure 4.2 exemplifies this mutual
mterdependence between media and other institutions in an inter-institutional system (Thornton et al., 2012) for radio and television. As discussed in more detail later in this article, developments in recent decades
have ten?ed to make the media more market-dependent but they have
also attamed greater autonomy vis-a-vis other institutions. The modus
operandi of radio and television have therefore not only been governed
~y the media's own professional ( technical or organizational) considera t!Ons or the interests of users, but also by the demands other institutions
place_ ?n the media. This also applies to other media, not just radio and
telev1s1on.
In this light, mediatization can be described as a process created by
the_ overlap and reciprocal adaptation between media logics and the
logics of institutions, as illustrated in Fig. 4.3. The figure shows that
the res~t of this clash is not necessarily simply a mediatization of the
mst1tut1on concerned-change also works the other way. For example,
when media are integrated into political life, to some extent they can be
mfluenced by a political logic, making it legitimate to talk of a politicization of the media. The news services run by political parties and interest
groups may appear to be driven by journalistic concerns, but they are
larg~ly _governed by political considerations. Similarly, the integration of
media mto the education institution contains elements of both a mediatiza~on of education and an "educationalization" of the media, i.e., the
media are adapted to serve educational purposes. Both processes can take
place at the same time. The use of computer games for educational purposes (e.g., the Danish game Global Conflicts: Palestine) involves both a
"gamification" of teaching, in which computer game dramaturgy is used
as a motivating factor, and an educational and knowledge-based instru mentalization of the computer game genre.
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Markel:

Family :

Con s1derat1 ons
concerning !he dai ly
rytm of fami ly life ,
appropria te con te nt for
child re n. e tc .

N ati on state :
Con sidera tion s
concernin g use of
la nguage. a udi e nce
reach (tra nsna tion al/
na tiona l/regional), e tc .

Consideratio ns conce rning ma rket competition ,
a ppropria te content in
adve rti sing, sponsorship
regu lation. etc.

Politics:
Considerations
concern ing pol itical
balance , coverage of
e lections , debate s, e tc.

Fig. 4.2 Media as part of an inter-institutional system: Broadcasting as an insti tutionalized practice influenced by the logics of od1er institutions, d1e family, the
market, the nation-state, and politics. Source Hjarva.rd (2016, 51)

4.5

MAss

MEDIA AND NETIVORKS: DIFFERENT LOGICS

It is possible to distinguish between media logics on a more general
level, as well as at the level of the specific medium ( e.g., TV) or the individual genre (e .g., news media). Klinger and Svensson (2014) point out
the distinction between a mass media logic and a networlz media logic.
The former is epitomized by a high degree of professional and costly
content production by a mass media organization and tl1e content is distributed to a big, usually anonymo us, audience. The mass media logic
has been crucial to the creation of a public sphere in which tl1e experience of participating in collective communication is essential. Network
media logic is usually epitomized by tl1e production and distribution
of cheap content by amateurs . Here, there is no centralized gatekeeper
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The logics of the media

The logics of a particular
institutional domain
(e.g. politics or education)

· Technology
· Hardware - infrastructure
· Aesthetics

. Resources
• Mate ri al and symbo lic
• Rul es
• Form al and informal

· Genres - modes of narration
· Institutional
· Regulatory frameworkorganization

Outcome:
The mediatization of politics
The politicisation of th e media
The mediatization of education
The ed ucationalization of media

Fig. 4.3 Mediatization as interaction between media logics and the logics of
other social and cultural domains. Source Hjarvard (2016, 58)

function, rather the distribution depends on individual recommendations, sometimes in a similar manner to the circulation of chain letters.
Network media can establish both public and private fora, but they are
not characterized by establishing collective communication for the whole
of society. Rather they create an association of people who share common interests or attitudes. However, it is important to stress that these
descriptions of the logics behind the mass media and net\vork media are
of ideal-typical characteristics. In practice, actual media like YouTube can
function according to both mass-media and network-media logics, while
some media companies like Google are involved in activities that have
the character of mass communication (e.g., an online library like Google
Books), social network communication ( e.g., Google+) and individual
communication (e.g., Gmail) (Hjarvard, 20146).
The rise of network media has led several social scientists to point to a
number of far-reaching changes in social organization, not just in terms
of the media itself, but in society as a whole, both on an overlapping
structural level and on the level of individual practice. This influence of
the media's network logic can be viewed as a more general mediatization
that not only affects individual areas of society and culture, but-at least
in principle-society as a whole. Castells (2001, 2011) and Dijk (2012)
consider the network society to be a distinct social formation that differs from the nation-based mass and industrial society. In the network
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society, social a nd digital net\vorks play a crucial role in val ue generation
and the exercise of powe r. The network society is not only created by the
network media and their logic, but is the result of a complex interaction
between forms of social organization and new technological media. For
both Castells (2001 ) and Dijk (20 12 ), digital media (internet, social networking media, etc.) play an important role as part of the infrastructure
of the net\vork society. Access to, and manage ment of, networks have
therefore become crucial to und erstanding the exercise of power in modern society ( Castells, 2011 ).
On an individual level, Rainie and ·wellman (2014) point out that
digital media have facilitated changes to social relations and new ways
of interacting . Rainie and \,Vellman (2014) even speak of a ne\.v "social
operating system" that creates the basis for a "net\vorked individualism,"
in which the single individual is no longer so dependent on close social
ties in groups or collectives (family, company, organization), but is able
to communicate and act more flexibly and take advantage of the numerous, but weaker, social bonds afforded by digital media. This provides
new opportunities for activities such as learning, political activism and
product development. Rainie and ·wellman (2014) have, however, a ten dency to identify only the many opportunities available to the individual
but take little account of the fact that the rules that characterize net\vork
media are also a product of collective norms, which can set limits and
involve a range of controlling factors that are both ideological and economic in nature.
Dijck (2013) provides a more critical representation of how the democratic and collective potential of network media have been "co-opted
by the logic of connectivity imbued in the commercial drives and coercive formats of many platforms", e.g., Facebook (Dijck, 2013, 155).
Network media have a number of built-in preferences or logics in the
algorithms (codes) that form the basis for digital interaction. For example, Dijck (2013, 157) points out that "Contacting a friend you have
not seen since high school may be a thoroughly human act but, if performed online, a People You May Know algorithm typicaHy prompts
this deed. A teenager who never considered following her favorite singer
may be pushed by cross-linked microsystems connecting viral videos via
YouTube, Twitter, and Facebook ." Dijck's (2013) general intention is to
show how social networking medi a's technology, politics, and econom ics-in interaction with social norms of human behavior-have established a series of normative steering principles over a number of years ( or
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~edi_a logics in the terminology of this article) for interpersonal comm unICa~ons using these media, e.g., popularity, quick turnover, hierarchical
ranking, personalized recommendations, and so on.
It is important to make a distinction between the logics of mass media
and network media in order to understand the different ways in which
the media exert influence on culture and society. It is also important to
emphasize that network media have not replaced mass media, but rather
supplement them, and that there is a significant convergence and interaction between the two. When content is shared on social media, it often
stems from the mass media (e.g., the news), while the news media are
increasingly using social media to expand contact and interaction with
users (Kammer, 2013). A more complex media ecology is therefore
emerging, one in which both mass media logics and net\vork logics apply
and interact within different cultural and social contexts.
In this context, it is also relevant to consider Webster's (2014) observation that there are also similarities between the modus operandi of
mass media and network media. Network media do not just encourage users to consume very different and individualized media products (referred to as the "long tail" on the internet), nor do mass media
only concentrate on a few popular products. Neither is it the case that
network media only bring users into contact with like-minded people
(referred to as the "filter bubble"), while mass media create a general
public . Network media are also driven by popularity parameters, which
encourage users to click on the same content and discuss the same topics, while mass media (e.g., television) increasingly have opted for a
more content-and consumer-segmented path. Overall, Webster (2014,
160) thinlcs that the forces capable of attracting the attention of the general public are undervalued:
If I'm right, media will continue to provide a unifying function , although
it will result less from the work of a few outlets and more from the ways in
which people use the resources now at their disposal. The outcome will be
a massively overlapping culture. (Webster, 2014, 160)

The distinction between mass media logic and network media logic is
still relevant in this light. However, any analysis of which logics are at
play must take into account that the answer may be both at the same
time.

-t
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CHAi"-IGED CONDITIONS FOR COMMUNICATION
AN D INTERACTION

As mentioned previously, mediatization has changed the conditions
for mediation, i.e ., communication and interaction through the media.
These changes assume, of course, many different forms, depending
on the types of communication and interaction. Bank customers now
have, via online banking, new opportunities to communicate witl1 t_he
bank and to perform transactions, while the bank has new tools with
which to manage its customers through tl1e digital interface's templates
and options. The advent of a range of social nenvorking media affords
opportunities for sustained contact with an expanded group of 'friends'
and contacts . However, the interaction witl1 those in tl1is extended
network is subject, as previously mentioned, to a range of logics, _such
as popularity, quick turnover and personalized recommen~aoo~~Politicians have at their disposal new tools for communication w 1~1 otlzens and the general public. Hmvever, these tools also have thei'.· own
dynamics, ,vhich politicians must take into account when attempting to
optimize contact with potential supporters. In tl1e light of thes~ many
differences, the changed conditions for communication and mte_raction must primarily be studied empirically, and tl1is includes takii:g mto
account specific media and their respective logics, as well as their real world cultural and social contexts.
While individual media may have their own specific logics, tl~y
may together-at an aggregate level-constitute a repertoire of 111 ~ a
·
nmuruca-.
COI . .
( Hase brink & Dom eyer, 2012) that makes them con di non
·
·
·
· certa.in
· ways w1·t11111
· a given
·
d on1.,;n
0011
an d 111teract1011
111
ru · Tlus. 1s ' fo1
instance, tl1e case in relation to various forms of political and so~ial co'.\
flicts. Here the media, understood as a repertoire of news media, soci~
network media and interpersonal media, each of which may be mobi lized by involv;d actors for various purposes during a conflict, come to
influence the ways that conflicts emerge, become critical and perhaps
are resolved. At this aggregate level of repertories it is not useful to
talk about media "logics," since logics relate to the rules and _resources
of particular types of media. Instead we may discern certa111 ove'.·all
media dynamics that become prevalent during the course of a conflict .
The stalceholders concerned can botl1 benefit from these and are also
more or less forced to take them into account when they use media.
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Table ~-2 ~ediatized conditions of interaction: Media d ynamics following
~ree dimensions or metaphors of media: Amplification, framing and performat:lve agency, and co-structuring
Metaphor of media Dynamics

Influence

------------------Conduits
Language
Environment

Amplification

Volume, speed , reach, level of
in vo lvement
Framing and performative agency Representation, performance,
and dramaturgy
Co-structuring
Medi a practices both embedded
in and constituti ve of str uctu ral
rel ation s of power

Sottrce Hj arvard et al . (20 15 , 10 )

These dynamics are particularly evident when the media are used to
influe_n~e public opinion in conflict situations, but are also present, albeit
less V!Slbly so, under less conflict-ridden circumstances. In conflict situations, :"'hich usually involve power struggles, it can be seen very clearly
ho':'' different stakeholders try to use the media to their own advantage,
while at _the sam~ time their actions are to some extent influenced by
the media. Drawmg on Meyrowitz's (1993) metaphorical distinctions
bet\vee~ vari?us dimensions of media, Hjarvard, Mortensen and Eskjxr
(2015) identify a typology for media dynamics that represents conditions
for c~mm~nication and interaction in a mediatized society in general:
amplification, framing and performative agency and co-structuring (see
Table 4.2).
The role of media as conduits is primarily to ti·ansport the communication content, i.e., messages from sender to recipient. The focus is on
the medium's technical ability to spread a message through both time
and space. Based on this understanding of the media, it can be said that
the ~edia have an intrinsic dynamic as amplifiers, which are capable of
t~rrnng up a conflict's "volume"-e.g., how fast and how far the conflict spreads to other groups in society or across national borders. As a
co:1se_quence, the media can increase the level of involvement and, by
bnng~ng new actors into a conflict, they can help to intensify and prolong 1t. The presence of global television channels-such as CNN and Al
Ja~eera-and social media means that conflicts in one location are very
qrnckly known in other parts of the world. When journalists' and amateurs' messages are circulated globally, and live, the ability to control and
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reS t rict conflict becomes more difficult. In Denmark, the autl1orities, and
~ecially the foreign ministrv, found this out the hard way dw-ing the
. uhammad Cartoon Crisis ~f 2005-2006, when it became clear that,
111 add 1"ti on to the usual diplomacy
.
between states there was a need for
a" pu bi.IC diplomacy" aimed at exerting influence through
'
a more active
uHse_ of various media targetin g different countries and social groups
( Jarvard, 2010 ).
.~1th regard to the second metaphor, media as lano-uao-e,
the media 's
O
O
b1htY to sI1ape messages and sta?e e_vents_in certain _ways comes t~ t1
afore
_1e
ben~ One. of the central dynamics_ 1_11. this _contex~ 1s :11e compeouon
een different stakeholders (pol1t1c1ans JOurnal1sts mterest groups)
to "firame " events 111
• certam
. ways, 1.e.,
·
· frame 0 f
place' tl1em into 'a certain
referen ce, ,-v I11ch
· Journalists
·
·
refer to as the "angle" on a story. Accor d"mg
t? _Entman ( 1993 ), framing essentially consists of selecting and emphas~zmg elements from shared experience. The framing triggers four functions associated with the creation of mea.iung: a specific definition of
th e problem; an interpretation of tl1e causes; a moral evaluation; a nd
a recommendation for a solution to the problem (Entman 1993, 52).
F
.
'
_rammg depends on tl1e language chosen to present the events in question. For example, a fall in car sales may be presented as a crisis for the
a~tomotive industry or as a step forward for the environment. In con~ict situations, there is usually competition-in terms of both text a nd
images-to define reality in certain ways in order to win public opinion
?ver_ to cer_tain points of view. Tlus is encapsulated by tl1e maxim "nammg is frammg," in other ,vords, tl1e way in which you name a phenomenon has an impact on how it is interpreted and evaluated morally.
The media contribute not only to an interpretative dynamic, but also
a performative, staging dynamic that embeds events within a certain
dramaturgy. Communication via media consists not only of statements
about the world, but also of speech acts intended to influence others .
The Danish Prime Minister's New Year address on television is not juS t
a review of the state of the nation, it is also a ritualized event that means
the speech has a special form, and greater impact and a larger audience
than the content might ot11erwise justify. Public scandals, usually politi cal ones, are good examples of tl1e media's ability to stage events in a
particular dramaturgy. Thompson (2000) identified t11at, because of the
media, political scandals often follow a fixed sequence of events, from
the pre-scandal phase to tl1e actual scandal and climax to tl1e aftermath.
This process includes a number of important language actions: For a
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scandal to become a public scandal, it must be designated as such by the
news media and be recognized as a scandal by important stakeholders in
society.
The third metaphor, media as environment, places th e media in a
relational perspective, in which the media themselves constitute an environment, i.e., a configuration of media with different properties. At the
same time, they are embedded in culture and society, and thus form part
of the social environment in which people live and act. From this per~pective, the media, as an environment or system, co -structure the ways
111 which people interact with each other, partly because access to tl1e
media is characterized by unequal relationships: The medi a are not only
embedded in existing social power relationships but also play a role in
~onstituting those power relations. For example, elite sources in politics,
rndustry, and academia usually have easier access to journalists, as they
represent important interests in terms of holding political, economic, and
knowledge power. The news media help to reproduce these sources' discursive power by treating them as authoritative and making it easy for
th em to make their voices heard. The rise of social media has challenged
centralized power in politics and journalism in some ways, and has the
potential to bring about a more pluralistic communication system with a
lower access threshold. The new media environment tl1us affects the balance of power in the social environment .
. The notion of "media logics" is useful for sensitizing us to the particular rules and resources that characterize a particular medium's modus
op~randi. In actual social practices such media logics rarely operate on
~err own, because media have adjusted to their institutional surroundmgs in various ways-and vice versa. Furthermore, as tl1e media systems
becomes still more diverse, communication and interaction will take
place through a variety of media, making their influence more varied and
conditional due to contextual factors. We may, however, as suggested
above, discern particular overall patterns of influence or media dynamics
at an aggregate level.
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in which the interaction between media, culture and society takes place.
As argued elsewhere ( Hjarvard, 2014a ), it is an advantage to conduct
analyses ofmediatization at m iddle-range level (Boudon, 1991; Merton,
1968 ). This is defined as a level of generalization that lies between the
macro and micro levels. It is characterized by, on the one hand, the
desire to generalize beyond purely local and particular contexts and to
develop models and concepts for features tl1at transcend different local
contexts . On the other hand, it entails a commitment to ground theo retical concepts and models by empirical evidence and retain a degree of
skepticism regarding excessively generalizing claims about developments
in society as a whole. At the middle-range level, it is possible to be theoretically ambitious in terms of devising models for tr·ends in a given area
and to conduct an empirical anal ysis of tl1e actual conditions in the specific area. This also includes the identification of particular media logics,
understood as rules and resources of the media, that in combination with
other social logics may evoke social and cultural change as well as new
conditions for communication and interaction.
Analyses of the mediatization of culture and society must, therefore,
be historicall y sensitive and take into account the cultural and social con text of a given area, e .g ., politics, family, education. Existing analyses
have largely been dominated by European and Scandinavian perspectives.
Thus, there is a real need to evaluate tl1e role of the media in social and
cultural change in other contexts, such as in Latin America and Asia. A
number of media have now a global presence but there are significant
variations in the ways in which they influence culture and society-and
are themselves affected by this process. As emphasized in this chapter,
media logics also become influenced by the particular inter-institutional
context in question. Comparative analyses of mediatization in different
countries and social systems would help to identify similarities and differences in the media's role in cultural and social change and huw media
come to condition social interaction.
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CHAPTER 5

Mediatization as Structural Couplings:
Adapting to Media Logic( s)
Mikliel Fugl Eskj£r

In recent years, the concept of mediatization has reinvigorated a traditional media sociological question about the interactions between the
media system and non -media institutions. A key concern is how social
systems adapt to the media and thus: "how the media exert power
over and in other social spheres" (Schillemans, 2012, 15). In order
to describe this process the notion of media logic has been influential
(Altheide, 2004; Altheide & Snow, 1979). Originally designed as a
"media centric" approach (Altheide & Snow, 1979, 12), the concept of
media logic opposed the view that media represents just another variable
in processes of social change (the traditional sociological understanding of media). Rather, the concept proposed that the formal operations
of the media system were increasingly shaping public definitions, negotiations and perceptions of social problems and values. This idea became
influential in early rnediatization studies (Hjarvard, 2008). It offered
a means to capture processes of rnediatization, that is to say, how the
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?Yn~mics and inner workings of the media system have been integrated
? different social systems, e.g., the political system, public administrauon, religion etc. Thus, mediatization has been defined as "the process
whereby culture and society to an increasing degree become dependent
on the media and their logic" (Hjarvard, 2010, 17, my emphasis).
However, the integration of media logic in mediatization studies has
been the subject of substantial debate. First of all, the applicability of the
concept has been contested o n the grounds that media logic is ad~ancing
a linear conceptualization of mediatization. In addition, discussions of
how social systems adapt to media logic have resulted in rather ambivalent notions of autonomy and functional differentiation . Consequently,
mediatization studies have been divided in two opposite views regarding the relevance and applicability of media logic in studying processes of
mediatization; one camp generally rejects the notion, whi le another has
accepted the concept cautiously.
This paper intends to bridge some of tl1ese divisions by acknowledging botl1 the pitfalls and potentials of the concept of media logic . Based
on the systems theoretical notion of structural coupling, it proposes a reinterpretation of the concept of media logic, \.Vhich describes how social
systems are increasingly becoming structurally tied to the media system
while upholding their operational autonomy. Thus mediatization designates a process of structural adaptation to the logic of the media systems
that is always context and systems specific, determined by the self-sustained structures of a given social system.
The argument proceeds by Sect ( 5 . 1) discussing both the resemblances and differences between mediatization and media logic as wel l
as looking into some of the critique raised against the use of media logic
in mediatization studies. Following this review, the paper proposes Sect
( 5 .2) an alternative approach to studying media logic based on the systems theoretical notion of structural coupling. The paper then goes on
to show how such a model implies Sect (5.3) a change in perspectives
on media logic, from a conceptualization of media adaptation as a zerosum game to a more complex notion of structural interaction. This, in
turn, implies an analytical re -orientation away from questions of pmver
and dominance towards questions of co-evolution . Based on these propositions, the paper argues Sect (5 .4 ) that the no~on of mediatization
as structural coupling allows for a plurality of media logics, opening up
for an understanding of media logic as a more diverse concept . In the
final sections, these mainly theoretical arguments will be illustrated by
1
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Sect ( 5 .5 ) a case study of organizational adaptation to mediatization,
which also serves to demonstrate tl1e analytical potential of systems
thinking in media studies. The case study is followed by Sect ( 5 .6 ) a
discussion that links the theoretical arguments witl1 tl1e empirical findings arguing for a dvnamic and evolutionary conceptualization of
mediatization .

5 .1

MEDL'\TlZATION AND MEDIA LOGIC

As a theoretical concept, mediatization suggests tl1at the spread of com munication technology to almost all parts of public and social life has
resulted in increasing interconnections between the media system and
other social svstems ( Hjarvard, 2013 ; Lundby, 2009b). This integration
takes place 01~ a systemic as well as a social level resulting in new types of
social interactions. As such mediatization can be regarded as: "a category
designed to describe change" ( Couldry & Hepp, 2013, 197), reflecting how media has become: "an irreducible dimension of all social processes" (Couldry, 2012, 137). It is this basic proposition that has been
informing studies of particular processes of mediatization in relation to
such divers fields as politics (Asp & Esaiasson, 1996; Kepplinger, 2002;
Stromback, 2008), religion ( Hjarvard & Lowheim, 2012), corporations
(Ihlen & Pallas, 2014 ), organizations (Schillemans, 2012; Thorbjornsrud,
Figenshou, & Ihlen, 2014) and conflicts (Eskjrer, Hjarvard, &
Mortensen, 2015 ). This diversity reflects how mediatization is concerned
with mediated interactions "within tl1e respective institutions, between
institutions, and in society at large" (Hjarvard, 2008, 113).
This rather broad notion of mediatization as processes of media
induced change has come under critique of being theoretically and ana lytically unclear. For instance, it has been suggested that mediatization
represents a sensitizing ratl1er tl1an defining concept (Jensen, 2013 ).
Mediatization has also been criticized for relying on an overtly media centric notion of causation resulting in: "a tendency to see the media
(however defined) as causal historical agents" (Deacon & Stanyer, 2014,
1034 ). Such a tendency risk obscuring relations between media and non media factors in explaining processes of mediatization.
In spite of this critique, the concept of mediatization has gained
noticeably analytical attention in recent years, resulting in a steadily
growing body of research literature on mediatization. As a consequence,
attempts to systematize and assess the cono·ibutions of mediatization
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5.1.1

Media logic

~he. assumption behind the concept of media logic is that "social reality is constituted, recognized, and celebrated with media" ( Al theide &
Snow, 1979, 12, italics in original). Media then has become "the dominant force to which other institutions conform" (ibid., 15). Th is force
emerges from a particular formal logic of the media:
The _prese1_1t-day dominance of media has been achieved through a pro·
cess 111 which the general form and specific formats of media have become
adopted throughout society ( ... ) In this interaction, the form of media logic
has come to be accepted as the perspective through which va1ious institutional problems are interpreted and solved. (Altheide & Snow, 1979, 15)

As this quote indicates, there are obvious affinities between the concepts
of media logic and mediatization, not least the shared focus on interactions between media and non-media actors as well as the question ofho,v
tl1e latter adapts to the former. The main differences concern the scope
and units of analysis. Whereas media logic is particular concerned witl1
questions of perceptions and the spread of media formats, mediatization
studies emphasizes a broader technological influence (reflecting how digital media has changed the interactions between media and media users)
as well as institutional and cultural changes which goes beyond questions
of format. Moreover, media logic is founded on a qualitative methodology rooted in symbolic interactionism (ibid., 7), whereas mediatization
studies draw on a wider methodological repertoire .
Altheide and Snow emphasis how media formats influence institutional behavior and how media culture has shaped a particular media
consciousness.
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through adopting a media logic people have, in eflect, developed a
consciousness that affects ho"· they perceive, define, and deal with their
environment. \,Vhat emerges as knowledges in contemporary society is,
to a significant extent , the result of this media consciousness. (Altheide &
Snow, 1979 , 16 )

Media consciousness is the product of people and institutions following
"a media logic in the definition and solution of problems" (Altheide &
Snow, 1979, 236 ), thereby adopting "a means-end type of communication" (ibid., p. 15 ) . Thus, media logic points towards questions of repre sentation and forma l properties of mass communication.
Mediatization studies comprise a broader research field reflecting both
historical and sociological ambitions. Thus, one branch of mediatization
studies considers mediatization a so-called meta-processes on par with
globalization, individualization and urb,mization (Krotz, 2007), whereas
another branch primarily regards mediatization as an epochal concept of
media integration in late modernity (Hjarvard, 2013).
vVhile there are differences in aims and scopes, the concepts of media
logic and mediatization nevertheless share some striking analytical simi larities. Both concepts have been zooming in on such areas as poli tics, religion, and sport. These overlapping research areas also point to
another conceptual affinity, namely the potentially isomorphic nature of
both media logic and mediatization. Both concepts are concerned with
similar structural transformations taking place across different social
systems and institutions. And this is where the concept of media logic
becomes a useful concept to mediatization studies as it suggests a homol ogous pattern in how social fields and institutions are adapting to the
same formal structures of the media system.

5.1.2

Critique of media logic within mediatization studies

Despite these shared concerns and analytical an1bitions, the concept of
media logic has been somewhat controversial within mediatization stud ies. There are at least two lines of contestation. The first criticizes media
logic of being "linear", implying that adaptation to media logic is uni directional. Some mediatization studies find that media logic represents
a "linear nature" and a "narrative of linearity" comparable with classical
modernization theory (Hepp, 2012, 7), whereas others seem more con cerned with the singular conceptualization of media logic, arguing that
it prevents mediatization studies from encompassing "different types of
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processes across different sites" (Couldry, 2012, 137 ). However, given
that A.ltheide and Snow have stressed that: "It is not a case of media
dictating terms to the rest of society, but an interaction between organized institutional behavior and media" (1979, 15 ), it is not quite clear
whether this critique is directed towards the concept of media logic or its
application within mediatization studies.
Another more substantial line of criticism has been t hat media logic
is fundamentally a technological concept about the influence of media
formats. Rather than grasping proper sociological interactions between
media and extra-media processes, the concept of media logic reduces
these complex interactions to technological questions of formats and
media platforms (Lundby, 2009a).
This paper argues that both lines of critique are flawed on two
accounts. Firstly, they point the critique in the wrong direction ; by focusing on questions of linearity or soft technological ?et~rm!nism, this criticism fails to address more fundamental issues of 111stituuonal autonomy
and systemic interactions. Secondly they draw t_he _wrong conclusi?ns
by abandoning rather than modifying tl1e descnpuon of how instJt~tions adjust to media logic(s), thereby losing a valuab le analytical too l 10
empirical studies of mediatization.

5.1.3

Media logic and autonomy

Within mediatization studies, the criticism of media l?gic as being linnd technologically overdetermined is far from umversally accepted.
ear
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autonomy" ( 1999 , 250 ), Stromback argues that political communication
is governed "by either media logic or political logic" (2008, 233 ) . In
both cases, the interaction between the logic of the political system and
the media system becomes a question of either/or; in effect a zero-sum
game .
These assessm e nts of the political system as losing its autonomy, or
being governed by media logic, are bordering the prospect of functional
de-differentiation or a least some sort of "temporary dedifferentiation"
(Habermas, 2006, 421 ). Traditionally, de-differentiation of the media
system has been discussed in relation to increasing commercialization of
news media and its adverse effects on journalism (Bourdieu, 1998), or
the pressure of finance and economy on different types of western media
systems (Hallin & Mancini, 2004).
In mediatization studies, the direction of de-differentiation has been
reversed; it is less the media system that is under attack from economic
and financial imperatives but ratl1er the political surroundings of the
media system, which are becoming increasingly dominated by media
logic. Social systems are apparently running the danger of losing autonomy in the process of adapting to media logic by adhering to communicative formats and perceptions which in principle are "strange" to, or
incompatible with, the systems' own principles and logic.
In reality, however, neither Mazzoleni and Schulz nor Stomback
seem ready to draw the logical conclusions of their own assessments.
Instead they maintain that "'media politics' does not mean 'politics by
the media"' (Mazzoleni & Schulz, 1999, 260). And Stromback and
Dimitrova, in a similar fashion, contend that "the degree of mediatization may be moderated by journalism cultures" (2011, 44). This modification suggests that, after all, political communication is not entirely at
the mercy of media logic, although it is a bit unclear hmv mediatization
and journalism cultures differ in relation to media logic.
I believe this ambivalence results from a too narrmv conceptualization
of media logic, in which adjustment to media logic is taken as evidence
of a rather one -directional systemic influence. In the following I will
suggest a different strategy that reinterprets the notion of media logic
by translating it into the systems theoretical concept of structural coupling. Such an analytical operation offers a more fruitful description of
how social systems adapt to media logic(s) by avoiding ideas of linearit)',
causal determinism, and de -differentiation..
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5 .2

STRUCTURAL COUPLING S

In systems theory the concept of structural couplings d escribes the interactions between operationally closed systems and their surroundings.
The concept comes from biology where it was design e d to ex plain the
relations between living organisms and their environment ( Maturana &
yarela, 1980). Later it has been applied to other areas of syste ms thinking, including the structural connections betwee n b o dy ( biological
system) and mind (psychic system) as well as the inte ractions and interdependence of (closed ) social systems. Luhmann rightly obse rves that
the notion of structural coupling is a "difficu lt" concept ( 1997, 100).
Not only does it originate outside the social sciences, it also replaces a
number of traditional concepts and ideas within social sciences.
The concept of structural coupling is closel y related to the notion of
autopoiesis, which refers to systems that are self-regulated a nd self-sustained. However, all systems, including closed autopoietic systems, are
defined by the distinction benveen system and surroundings. T hus, the
surroundings are a constitutive part of the system; only it d oes not determine the conditions of an autopoietic system. Rather, it is the identity of
the system itself that defines the system's surrounding, in the sense that
it is the internal structures and organization of the syste m that determines how the system interacts with the environment, and, in a wider
sense, specifies which aspects and dimensions of the environment that
has any relevance to the self-preservation of the system:
The living system not only specifies its structural changes; it also specifies JPhich disturbances from the environment trigge1' them. In other words,
a living system has the autonomy to decide what to notice and what will
disturb it ( ... ) By specifying which perturbations from the environment
trigger changes, the system ( ... ) 'brings forth a world ' . (Capra & Lujsi
2014 , 256 )

According to Maturana and Varela living organisms interact "in a manner
determined by their organization and structure" (Maturana & Varela,
1980: xx). Such a relationship defines a structural coupling between
"independent systems ( .. . ) by triggering in each other a structural
change" (i bid ., xx). Thus, the interaction between autopoietic systems
and their environment is never forced upon the system from the outside, but consist of triggering reactions/irritations in the system that are
dependent on its own structures and organization.
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It is this basic id ea, \\'hich has been transposed from living organisms to social orga ni zatio n. In hi s theory of social systems Luhman n has
adopted both the co ncept of autopoiesis a nd structural couplings. Th_ey
substitute the traditi o nal soc iolog ica l distinction benvee n diffe renti ation/integration by insi stin g that social sys tem s are closed and self-r~g u !ated ( autopoietic ) syste m s "·hile also interacting with their surroundmgs
111 systems specific mann e rs ( through structural couplings).
Whereas there see m s to be some disagreements as to whether the
no tion of autopoiesis can be transferred from livi ng to social sy_s tems
(Knee r & Nasse hi , 199 7, 59 ), the notion of structural coupling 1s less
controve rsial. Maturana and Varela, for instance, claim that "structural
coupling ( ... ) is n ot pecu li ar to living systems. It is a phenomenon that
takes place whenever a plastic composite unity undergoes recurrent
interactions with structural change but without loss of organization "
(Maturana & Varela 1980, xxi ). Thus, in general, there seems to be a
growing recogniti o 1i'that: "social networks exhibit the same general principles as biol ogical n envo rks" (Capra & Luisi, 2014, 137).
In the following the notion of st1·uctura1 coupling refers to the int~raction betwee n autonomous social systems. On a structural leve l, social
systems are mutuallv d ependent on each other; they are co-constitutive
and therefore open ·.~vstems. On an operational level, however, the systems remain independent, autonomous and self-regulated . At this informational level sys tem s are a closed systems. As such a structural coupling
describes h ow ~he boundary of one system is included in another systems structure, but without interfering ,vith its operational autonomy
(Luhmann, 2000, 261 ).
Typical structural couplings include the constitution as a structural
coupling between politics and the juridical system; the expert as a stn~ctural coupling between politics and science; and the art gallery which oes
the art system with the economic system (Luhmann, 1997, 781-788).
Examples of media specific st1T1ctural couplings might include the box
office and copyright as examples of structural interactions between the
media and the economic and legal system respectively.

5.2.1

Mediatization as structu·r al coupling

This paper argues that mediatization can be considered a so·uctura1
coupling between the media system and other social systems in which
the operations (or the logic) of the media system is observed and
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the bounded svstem. As Luhmann points out: "Str uctural couplings
can be fo rm ed ·in all sorts of ways, as long as they are compatible with
the autopoiesis of the svste m. The emphasis lies on compatibility"
(Luhmann, 2002, 116 ).

5.3

Bounded system
Autopoietic
system

t\ lE!)! :\ T IZ:\TION AS STRUCTURAL COUP LI NGS: ADAPT!

FROM COLONIZATION TO CO-EVOLUTION

The advantage of s u c h a perspective is that it substitutes ideas of mediati zatio n as d o min atio n, s ubmission or colonization with notions of
structural inte racti o n s, syste mic adaptation and systen1 deve lopment. It
recogni zes the increasin g influence of the media system while acknowledging the autonom y of mediatized social systems, thereby o verco ming the dil em m a of medi a-ce nu-ic/ non -media-centric approaches to
mediatization .
Thinking of rn e diatization and media logics as structural couplings
therefore impli es a change of perspective. Media integration is not a
so·uggle in which the fundamental operations and values of the media
system usurp the constitutive features of other systems. Understandi~g
mediatization "from the inside" of mediatized systems shows that social
systems are in a perpe tual dialogue with new media technologies; tl1ey
are part of th e technological environment in which social systems constantly operate. Thus, mediatiza tion should be considered in conjunction with broade r media ecology in which mediatization as sti·uctural
couplings designates a sort of co -evolution. The 1nedia system develops,
expands and b eco me integrated in other systems in tandem \.Vith th e
development of thi s external environment.
This perspective allows us to consider mediatization from both inside
and outside social systems. Firstly, from the perspective of social systems,
mediatization is a sort of random change in the surroundings, to which
the systems have to respond (by adapting to or ignoring the changes).
As such we may consider mediatization a sort of evolutionary process
in which some social systems are better equipped to tackle and respond
to mediatizati o n, due to the nature of their own internal structures and
organization.
.
Secondly, thinking of mediatization from the perspective of the entire
social system (society) we may consider mediatization as a sort of .rtruc titral drift ( Luhmann, 1997, 862 ), in which most, or many, social systems adapt to media logic and media practices. This structural drift bas
been observed for quite some time and found different articulations such
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In~ormation society, Network society, media sa turated society, or
ed,apohs (Castells, 2000a, 20006; Silverstone, 2007 ). Mediatization
1:1ay be considered the most recent description in a row of succes~ive_ co~cepts concerned with the intrusion of media and ICT in social
mst1tut1ons.
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qualif)· as an in stituti o n " ·ith stable and homogenous rules. ( ... ) \,Ve there fore resn-ict the definiti o n of rnedja institutions to the mode rn news merua .
(Figenshou & Ihlen, Thorbjornsrud, 2014 , 5)

Thus, processes of mediatization in relation to the political sys tem,
including political bureaucracy and administration, gravitate around the
formats and routines of the news institution rather than some vague
notion of general media logic.
This suggests that the media system is governed by several logics. In
Die R ealitat dcr Masscninedien, Luhmann ( 1996) argues that the code of
the media system is divided into three different programs belonging to
the news media, entertainment media and advertisement. Consequently,
social systems a re structurally coupled to different domruns of tl1e media
system. For instance, the political system is primarily orientated towards
the logic of news media ( news logic), whjle otl1er systems (e.g., the religious system) interact with the logic pertaining to entertainment.
In some cases, social systems orientate tl1emselves to all tl1ree media
programs. When presenting political messages, tl1e political system is
guided by the logic of the news. ·when politicians partake in talk shows
they follow the logic of entertainment focusing on identification, coherent narratives and what Luhmann would caII resolutions of "self-generated surprises" ( 1996, 102 ), for instance by telling jokes or narrating
personal experiences, and so on. Finally, in branding political parties or
platforms, political communication resembles commercials and tl1e logic
of advertisement.
Adding to these institutional logics of tl1e mass media system we will
have to include the logics pertaining to a new media environment such
as tl1e "culture of connectivity" (Dijck, 2013) or tl1e "logic of connective
action" (Bennett & Segerberg, 2013).
Thus, conceptualizing media logic as structural coupling offers amble
room for empirical investigations of how diverse social systems interact
with tl1e many logics of the (old and new) media system. It also illustrates the isomorphic potential of mediatization studjes. Concepts like
media logic, structural coupling and structural drift allow mediatization
studies to investigate ho"v tl1e same st1·uctural conditions and changes
trigger different reactions across different social systems. Or, alternatively, provides an opportunity to explore how particular social systems
respond to the multiple media logics inherent in tl1e media system.

. _Finally, we may note that there are both optimistic and pessimistic
v1s1ons of sue h a structural dnft:
.
• ~he optimistic version is the one previously mentioned in relation to Stromback and Dimitrova as well as Mazzoleni and Schulz.
They suggest that mediatization does not lead to a media "takeover" (Mazzoleni and Schulz, 1999, 3, 14 ). Rather, the influence of
the media will be counterbalanced by political logic and regulated
by traditional journalistic virtues. This is a so rt of negative feedbacli
mechanism that prevents a run -away mediatization.
• The pessimistic version has been envisioned by Asp and Esaiasson
( 1996 ), who suggest that we might end up with a son of vicious
spiral of mediatization, in which the professionalization of political
communication is confronted with journalists who deliberately tries
t? expose this professionalization; this only leads to new manipulative means by political actors which in turn causes further populist
practices by journaljsts etc. This is a sort of positive feedback without
any checks and balances of the mediatization process.

5.4

1\IEJ)l :\ T I ZATI0 1' AS STRUCTURAL COUP LINGS: ADAPT!

FROM MEDIA LOGIC TO MEDIA LOGI CS

The. final proposition put forward by thjs paper is that the concept of
media logic as structural coupling is compatible with a conceptualization
of media logic as a plural phenomenon.
. Institutional approaches to the mediatization of politics has convincingly demonstrated that when it comes to political institutions we should
r~place the idea of an overarching media logic with the notion of a particular news logic :
New institutional theory defines an institution as a relatively stable collec tion of rules and practices ( ... ). The rules or logic ofan institution can be
formalized, explicit and procedural, or they can be of an implicit and customary nature based on conventions. The media, in a broad sense, do not
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5.5

CASE STUDY: THE MEDIATIZATION OF

5

NGOs

In order to illustrate the conceptualization of mediatization as structural couplings the paper presents a case study of the mediatization of
Scandinavian NGOs. Recently, the mediatization of organizations has
received increasing attention (Pallas & Fredriksson, 2013; Schillemans,
2012; Thorbjornsrud et al., 2014). Whereas early mediatization studies
~er~ predominantly preoccupied with the mediatization of large scale
Inst:J.tutions and social systems like politics or the family, recent rnediatization studies have increasingly been interested in how· processes of
mediatization influences particular institutions, for instance political parties (Donges & Jarren, 2014) or public service providers ( Schillemans,
2012) operating within tl1e political system .
These studies frequently draw on the notion of media logic, as well as
theories belonging to new institutionalism. Hjarvard, for instance, argues
for "the advantage of an institutional perspective on mediatization when
it comes to grasping the changing structural relationship between media
and different spheres of society" (2014, 201-202 ). Such an approach is
aimed at studying: "processes of mediatization at a level that is at once
analytically ambitious in terms of conceptualizing patterns of systematic
change and sensitive to empirical circumstances within particular social
and cultural domains" (ibid., 202).
Consequently, the institutional approach to mediatization has increasingly been associated with empirical studies of organizational adaptions
to media logics and media routines . It includes historical overviews of
how corporations have become increasingly aware of managing issues
and stakeholder relations through PR departments and corporate communication (Ihlen & Pallas, 2014; Pallas & Fredriksson, 2013). Recent
studies suggest that these mechanisms are now also affecting public
administration and civil society. Employing a basic distinction between
input-throughput-output, Schillemans (2012) shows how public sector
organizations are increasingly monitoring news media in order to learn
about a complex and unpredictable political environment (input); how
organizational processes have increasingly become attuned to external
media pressure and media demands (throughput); how media and news
strategies have become incorporated in tl1e actual activities of most public service organizations (output).
Turning from public organizations to social movements and nongovernmental organizations a similar development has taken place,
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although research in this area is sporadic (Vestergaard, 2014; Waisbord,
2011 ). vVaisbord (2011 ) has pointed out tl1at even though the interaction between media, social movements, and civil society is a key question
in media studies and political communication, few studies have actually
been devoted to the relations between media and NGOs. Drawing on
research into South American non -governmental organizations (NGOs),
Waisbord argues that NGOs have skillfully and successfully adapted to
what is termed "journalistic logic" thereby creating attention from both
newsrooms and politicians . Thus, NGOs are neither in opposition to nor
synonymous with so -called "contentious politics" (Tilly, 2007) often
associ;ted \Yith social movements . Rather, NGOs are pursuing a "politi cal pragmatism" in which they recognize the importance of news media
by adjusting to the conventions of mainstream news as well as cooperating with influential politicians (Waisbord, 2011 ).
.
Thus, one of the interesting aspects of research into the mediatizaoon
of organizations is that mediatization not only refers to adaptive strategies, that is, reactive processes of adjusting to a changing media environment. The mediatization of organizations also points to tl1e various ways
that corporations, public administration and NGOs are contribu~ng
to or accelerating processes of mediatization, by turning mediatizaoon
into a strategic resource that can be skillfully exploited by media savvy
organizations.

5.5.1

Data and methodology

This case study builds on in-depth and semi-structured interviews wi th
the communication directors of six Danish NGOs. The selected NGOs
all belong to a sub -population of voluntary organizations. While '.·un
on a daily basis by both professional and voluntary staff these or~~mzations all dependent on private donations mainly from ordinary citizens .
It is assumed that this financial condition makes the organizations more
attuned to media representations and other processes of mediatization.
Apart from being major national NGOs, most of them are also
internationally organized, either as national chapters of INGOs, or_ as
associated members in transnational networks. The sample consi st s
of six NGOs; tl1e Danish branches of Greenpeace, Action Aid, Save
the Children, Medecins Sans Frontieres as well as nvo national NGOs
called The Danish Cancer Society and The Danish Society for Nature
Conservation. The interviews took place in July and August 2013 and
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were mainly conducted by a research assistant based on a thoroughly
~evel?ped interview guide. Each interview lasted between approximately
::,0 mmutes and a little more than an hour.
The sample is based on a principle of variation, aiming at capturing
so1:1e of the major fault lines within the population of voluntary organizat:J.ons. Thus, it comprises organization within aid, environment and
~ealth, which are further divided by their national/international orientat:J.on, traditional/new organizational structures, young/old member base
as well as their approach to media. Whereas some organizations have
developed close links to the media and adapting to new media platforms
( e.g., Greenpeace), others have been less active in that respect.
. Data analysis has been inspired by two strategies normall y associated
with grounded theory. First, it employs a strategy of open coding (Glaser
& Strauss, 2008), rather tl1an being guided by pre-established categories
such as e.g., an input-throughput-output model (Schillemans, 2012)
or other fixed dimensions of institutional forms ( Pallas & Fredriksson,
2013, 423). Second, it follows a suggestion of coding for processes
rather than just themes as a means to reach a more sensitive analysis
focused on intra- and extra-organizational dynamics and relationships
(Charmaz, 2014, 246).
Following this coding strategy, and based on the principle of constant
comparison, six core categories emerged that reflects the increasing influence of the media system on voluntary organizations: reflexive information systems; media monitoring; internationalization; professionalization;
organizational change; and strategies of visibility (Eskj~r, 2016) . The
present presentation will only refer to two categories (professionalization
and organizational change), which are considered particular relevant for
illustrating mediatization as structural coupling.
5.5.2

Professionalization of communication

A recurrent finding across all interviews was the professionalization of
communication. All organizations, except one, had a former journalist or
PR officer as director of communication. The only organization lacking a
clear media strategy, especially in relation to social media, was the organization without a professional expert in charge of communication.
Most communication directors have implemented different measures to streamline and professionalize organizational communication . It mainly consists in shortening press releases, producing clear-cut
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summaries of policy papers and substituting academic language with
journalistic approaches. One communication director puts it this way: "It
was simply about breaking the code where too much stuff where ta.king
up too much space, being too boring and difficult for anyone to understand, and then breal,ing it up into segments that could be communicated". Such a strategy represents a clear case of adjusting to the norms
and formats of new logic.
Since (academic) experts have typically staffed voluntar y organizations
there has been a tendency to focus on technical explanations and details
rather than adjusting messages to news values and journalistic routines.
Thus, tl1e general perception among communication directors seems
to be that NGOs used not to be "so professional in communication"·
Another director explains:
What I feel good about in m y job is that fundamentall y I have ( ... ) professionalised something that was not quite professional before ( . . . ) \Ve add
some tools ( ... ) which from a protessional perspective are correct even
though it is a humanitarian organisation . And I know this is considered
somewhat shameful because some believe that to be in a humanitarian
organisation is not the same as being in a p1;vate company.

The latter part of the quote indicates that such a process is far from
unproblematic. Beneath each account of professionalizing communication one detects a more or less articulated attempts at legitimizing
tl1ese changes . This subtext is mainly organized around the opposition
benveen commercial and idealistic intentions and benveen ends and
means. Thus, most directors of communication a.re acutely a·wa.re that
the tools they are recommending differ little from commercial strate gies associated with branding and PR. However, they all insist that these
communicative tools are "neut:J.·al" and that NGOs a.re selling or brand ing an entirely different type of product. One communication director
explains it as the: "Understanding that we are not selling washing powder but that we nevertheless want to use some of the communicative
means employed by those who are also selling washing powder".
However, given the affinities with commercial strategies, and the busi ness language adopted by some communication departments, it is hardly
surprising that some of these measures have caused misgivings within the
organizations. As one head of communication admits: "It has been hurting ( .. . ) and it still hurts a little". Other talks about "extreme hostility"
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when a marked-based approach was introduced in order to counter a
dwindling member base; another director remembers "a huge o utcry"
when it was suggested that the number of key issues should be reduced
to just four in order to engage influential politicians .
At the same time most communication directors claim that there
has been a general acceptance of this professionali zatio n within the
organization:
Actually, everybody has some sort of understanding that the demand from
the media are just so much higher. Today there are a thousand more media
than just four years ago( .. . ) everything is faster and we are versioning everything we produce in, say, seven versions.

Accordingly, the staff is no longer "afraid of journalists th at want to simplify everything, which perhaps was the tendency befo re". Obviously one
has to remember that it is the very same directors who initiate organizational changes that are also making these rather positi ve assessments.
Another picture might have emerged if data also included interviews
with policy planners rather than just communication directors. It nevertheless indicates that most NGOs have undergone profound organizational changes in order to professionalize communicative practices.
The ambivalence towards mediatization found in this study is consistent with research on public organizations. Here we also find that bureaucrats accept the important role of news media while on the other hand
deplore the compromises and simplification of content that also follows
from organizational adjustments to media demands ( Schillemans, 2012;
Thorbjornsrud et al., 2014) .

5.5.3

Organizational changes and identity

A very tangible measure of mediatization is the changes in organizational
structures that follow directly from the professionalization of communication. Almost all organizations relate how the communication department is the only part of the organization that has experienced growth
and received new resources. The general pattern across all interviews is
that the director of communication has developed from a rather minor
position in the organization to being part of the management team.
Moreover, most organizations have hired new social media editors to
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handle the increasin g co mmunication with potential donors through
social media outlets.
Gi ve n the pace of modern journalism and the abundance of communicative platforms it is no longer sufficient for a half-day employee to
take care of communication as it was just a decade ago. It demonstrates
tl1at structural couplings with new media platforms and with changing
news media give rise to systems development such as new positions (we b
editors) and new organizational complexity (technological and semantic
versioning of messages to different media platforms). It also illustrates
how organizations on a structural level are struggling to match the complexity of a changing media environment.
Another strategy mentioned by most organizations is to involve the
communication department from tl1e very beginning of campaign planning and policy discussions: "Today it is increasingly the case ( ... ) tlut
the communication department is involved from the beginning ( ... )
[in order to] consider communicative components in our projects and
programs". It demonstrates how organizations translate communicative pressure from the surroundings into self-regulated organizational
routines and structures. It is a process of "learning" as one organization
puts it, which is obviously a process belonging to the system, not the
environment.
However, systemic changes and developments always have to take into
account the particular identity of an organization. A recurrent metaphor
in the interviews is the notion of DNA, which indicates a concern with
balancing communicative self-renewal and organizational self-preservation. According to some organizations the increasing focus on communication is described as almost natural since "public involvement is part
of our DNA" or because "telling about our organization and what we
do ( .. . ) is simply part of our DNA". For others, it is not quite as simple.
One NGO explains that a branding survey has revealed negative public
assessments of the organization. Altering the image of the organization,
however, will conflict with the organization's self-identity: "right now
there is such a strong believe in our core DNA, so I don't think that will
happen". Once again it indicates that incorporating media strategies and
media logic in the operations of a social system rarely constitute a linear, one-way processes, but is determined by prior structures and values
within a given social system.
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5.6

DISCUSSION

Exploring mediatization from the inside of organi zati o ns produces a
complex picture of how organizations cope with increasing media presence and with new structural couplings in relation to the media system.
However, it is never a tale of surrendering to some abstract media logic,
~ut rather of adjusting organization structures and resource s to a changing environment in which media, and especially new informatio n technology, is seen as representing both a challenge and a strategic resource .
Moreover, these processes of adjustment are experienced differently
depending on both organizational structures and the political, social, or
environmental causes that different organizations are pursuing .
For some organizations gaining media attention is not the problem:
"If we branded us on everything we could, I think people would become
sick of us, since we already have a strong [media ] presence." Other
organizations are struggling with getting media exposure : "We really
have to go all out to get some good stories, that is, to get them published". And yet other organizations find adjustment of organi zational
structures to be the biggest challenge. One organization describes the
difficulties of using materials from its international office: "It is always
too little information it arrives too late, it is never framed, and never
suits [national] dema~ds". Adjusting to media logic is therefore basically
a question of regulating internal organizational structures.
These examples illustrate two conditions. Firstly, that mediatization is
best understood as a somewhat accidental change in the media environment of NGOs, which triggers different organizational responses . Such
an evolutionary perspective regards mediatization as a process. of structural couplings in which the practices and logics of the media system
are translated into context-specific demands, depending on how organizations are structured . For instance, if the member base or important
stakeholders ( e.g ., journalists or politicians) of an organization migrate
to new media platforms ( e.g., Twitter), the organization has to decide
if and how to respond, as well as how many resources to employ in tl1is
process (in terms of e .g., manpower or hiring a new social media editor).
This way mediatization represents a process of self-regulation as adjustment to media changes and media logic is motivated by for instance sustaining contacts with stakeholders, seeking new donors, or protecting
organizational identity.
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Secondly, depending on organizational su-uctures , NGO~ a_re ~fferently equipped to respond to and / or ~a_ke advant~ge of mediatiza uon as
a strategic resource. In terms of tradio_o n~ media expos1:1re, we find a
ratl1er mixed perce ption. Several organ1zatJons fir~d that_it has ~ecome
easier to " sell" their stories to the media, due to increasing 1nedia platforms and increasing time pressure on journalists, who have accordingly
become less critical. At the same time, it has become more difficult to
get attractive media exposure (e .g ., front-page stories). However, soi".e
organizations seem to benefit from these structural changes of tl~e n,ed~a
landscape: "Everybody wants cases. There need to be a case [in every
story], and that is something w~ do a lot ( ... ) Thus, _we _c~n offer tl,:
media what they want ( ... ) Natmally, we are not compromising ( ... ) bu
in many ways we share a comn1on interest".
.
Other organizations pursue a strategy of bypassing traditional mass
media by communicating with potenti~ donors tl,rough new _info~·mation technology. One organization descnbes how they are experiencing a
100% increase in social media users, which soon will allow them to com municate directl y with as many people as there are subscribers to a minor
national dailv. If such a strategy succeeds, the NGO community will be
in possessioi~ of new digital means o~ m?bilization and taking adva1:tage of new forms of protest commumcat1on associated ·w ith "the logic
of connective action" (Bennett & Segerberg, 2013). As such, NGOs are
themselves becoming agents of mediatization, reinforcing tl,e well -estab lished structural couplings between protest movements and tl,e media
system (Gitlin, 1980; Fahl~nb~·ach et al., 2014; Lul:imann, 1997, 862). _
However, not all orgamzaoons find 1:11emselves in such favorable positions . This becomes evident v,rhen looking at the accounts by one of the
more traditional NGOs, ·which appeals to a predonunantly elder mem ber base, but which also belongs to the co-called "late majority" in the~ ries of technological diffusion (Rogers, 2003 ). For them digital media
is looked upon with a certain amount of skepticism, making it difficult
for the organization to take advantage of new communication technol_ogy and media platforms: "In the age group _we are dealing with, e11:ail
addresses are almost as personal as dates of birth; so it is not something
they will easily let you know" . It shows that the potentials of mediatiza tion are not equally distributed among NGOs, but contingent on system
specific conditions such as the technolo?ical resources, member base, and
existing organi zational structures of a given NGO.
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Unlike some recent discussions within mediatization studies, this
paper does not consider media logic a narrow, simplistic concept, which
necessarily leads to a linear or deterministic understanding of the interaction between the operations of the media system and surrounding social
systems. On the contrary, trus paper has demonstrated that the notion of
media logic may actually provide an analytical tool that can be operationalized empirically in studies of mediatization.
At the same time the paper acknowledges that ,ve have to be careful
when applying the concept of media logic to studies of mediatization.
The point is that our theoretical approach and concepts should match
the complexity of mediatization . Thus, the limitation of the concept of
media logic is that it easily risks becoming overtly media centric, which
may then result in linear and mono -causal descriptions as pointed out by
the criticism of media logic. The problem is that media logic primaril y
looks at one side of the equation (the media system), and offers fewer
analytical tools and concepts to describe how the processes of mediatization takes place in the social systems that experience the increasing integration of media in their everyday operations.
Trus paper has argued that the concept of structural coupling offers
an important theoretical tool that modifies and elaborates the concept
of media logic . Drawing on concepts from systems thinking it regards
social systems as autonomous and self-regulated entities, which interacts
wi th media technology and media logic based on system specific structures. By using the example of voluntary organizations, the paper has
also offered examples of how the notion of mediatization as structural
coupling can be operationalized empirically, illustrating the isomorphic
potential of systems thinking in relation to processes ofmediatization .
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CHAPTER 6

Media Technology and Media Logic( s): The
Media Gramn1ar Approach
CaJa Thimm

6 .1

INTRODUCTION

The past years have seen rapid technological advances in all fields of
society. Computers and other machines have moved from our workspaces into our homes and day-to-day lives. They are now part of many
of our personal routines and can be found not only in phones, cars, or
homes, but in our bodies as well. A constantly rising number of digital platforms enable private and professional contacts bet:\1/een friends,
family, or strangers, facilitate digital consumption, or offer services of ·
all kinds. These developments have put the notion of "technology" and
its relation to the social back on the agenda with increasing urgency.
Looking at "media logic" from a technological perspective consequently
entails a view on the interconnectedness of technology, individual and
society. It is not only the artefact-or the "machine"-itself, which
comes into focus, but the independency of daily life and technology,
which has shaped the debate on the "digital society."
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Even though there is more and more research a,·aibble which discusses the dynamics between participatory technology, media cultures,
and society, a clear focus on the relation between empirical findings and
theoretical approaches is still missing. In this paper, it will be suggested
that the functional approach of "media grammar" offers optio ns for theoretical as well as empirical integration into a larger frame,,·o rk o n social
media cultures and media logic.

6.2

DIMENSIO NS OF MEDIA LOGIC A~D TECH:'-;OLOGY

6.2.1

From ((Classical'' to ((Social Media" Logic

Given today's changing media landscape, it see ms reasona bl e to speak
of classical media logic research (Altheide & Snow, 1979, 1992 ), which
at the time entailed solely the media logics of tradi tional media systems
such as television. By introducing this term , Altheide and Snow ( 1979)
developed what was descri bed as "mass media logic." This approac h
was meant to identify the role of the media's powerful di sco urse outside
their institutional boundaries . Altheide and Snow ( 1979 ) defined (mass)
media logic as a set of principles or common sense rationality cultivated
in and by media institutions which penetrate every public domain and
dominate its organizing structures. Their notio n of media logic focused
on an institutional perspective in which th e distributed contents of mass
media and their "bureaucratized media logic" transform and shape "the
meanings of knowledge of social institutions, including politics" ( 24 7).
Until recentl y, the notion of media logic has primaril y been used to
describe the functions of mass media and in particular news media in
relation to the logics of the political institutions, and has stayed in the
Altheide/Snow tradition. But with the changes in the media landscape
the notion of media logics has been expanded and di ve rsified to cover
these new media as well as their influences in other domains than politics, for example in the works of Hjarvard ( 2008 ), who sees media as
reflexively acting institutions tl1at construct (social ) reality. He claims
that in a social environment, in which technologies influence our daily
lives in many respects and in which media have turned into tools for participatory cultures of all kinds, it is necessary to take a close r look on
critical reflections on new media logics in the se nse of interconnected
media and their specific logic(s), or as Hjarvard (2008) puts it: "The
term 'media logic' refers to the institutional and technological modus
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operandi of the media, including the ways in which media distribute
material and symbolic reso urces and operate with the help of formal
and informal ;.ules" (Hjarvard, 2008 : 113 and Hjarvard in this volume ). In this context, assessments on the validity and valence of the term
"technology" have to be reviewed. Are, for example, certain technologies so dominant and pervasive that social interaction and social use do
not influence their role for society? Or is it a mutual process of the social
and the technology that shapes society?
Overall, it can be observed that, finally, technology has started to play
an increasingly important role in the debate, beyo nd all fears of technological determinism (Katzenbach, 2012). More and more, for example, algorithms and their role as technology are regarded as powerful
determinants which control data selection and determine user activities
(Stein er, 201,2). Some even see an "algorithmic tum" (Urrichio, 2011)
or "automated media" (Napoli, 2014). Looking at these seemingly
uncontrollable new powers the question between the social and :11e
technical has come back with new force: is it the social context, which
encourages or discourages the adoption of technology? And when technology is adopted, which effects does it have on people's lives and, vice
versa, which effects do people's actions and their cultures have on the
new technology? These questions have accompanied technology for centuries and are nothing new in the field of, for example, science, and technology studies. But with the introduction of technologies, ·which are not
only closely embedded in politics and economy but also determine daily
actions of millions of individuals on the globe, this question needs to be
reflected on a larger scale . As will be argued, the perspective of social
media logic can be regarded as an important contribution to an understanding of the interconnectedness of individual action, media systems,
and society.
This paper starts from the assumption that there is a dynamic r~lationship between user culture, user behaviour and technology, whi~h
can be described by redefining the concept of "media logics" and situating it into the context of interactive media. When looking at these
developments more closely it becomes clear, that the term "technology"
has turned into a dynamic, unstable, and transient description for a mul titude of objects, concepts, and developments. Consequently, when
assessing media logic from the perspective of technology the term needs
"technology" needs to be reconsidered. Hence, before introducing the
model of media grammar, which is meant to offer a systematic approach
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for the analysis of media logic and media usage, it seems necessary
to briefly reflect on the role of technology from the perspective of
"technological determinism."

6.2.2

Technology and System Logic: Technological Determinism?

When looking at this presumed interrelatedness of technology and social
change, the problem of determinism comes up immediately. Media
scholars have in the past treated technology as a single static phenomenon with a focus on the interplay between society and technology. But
McLuhan's ( 1962) strong point on the power of (media) technology
lay the ground for a perspective on media technology as determining
factor on how individuals in a society think, feel, act, and how society
operates as we move from one technological age to another. Instead of
considering technology as part of a larger spectrum of human activity,
Technological Determinism (TD) sees technology as the basis for all
human activity and disregards human activities as an influencing variable on the development of technology. General ly speaking, technological determinism is often understood as the idea that technology develops
as the sole result of an internal dynamic, and then, unmediated by any
other influence, determines societal developments to fit its patterns.
As Wyatt (2008) points out, technological determinism comes
in various shapes and forms, there are various interpretations of the
"loops" between society, the individual, and technology. The proponents of technological determinism, who see technology as a cause for
social change, conceptualize technology as the driving force itself, disregarding the strong influences of societal need and individual actions
(Bimber, 1994). But critics of TD argue variously that technology itself
is socially determined, that technology and social structures co-evolve in
a non-deterministic, emergent process, or that the effects of any given
technology depend mainly on how it is implemented which is in turn
socially determined.
In order to maintain the causal role of technology, one must reject the
strong social constructionist thesis that would explain technology's overall direction of development by reference to social structures. The Actor
Network Theory (ANT), for one, rejects technological as well as social
determinism. Latour ( 1987), one of the main protagonists of the ANT,
points out that this not only a theoretical position, but also a methodo logical one . He stresses that one should study "science in action and not
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ready made science or technology, to do so we either arrive before the
facts and machines are blackboxed or we follow the controversies that
reopen them" (258, italics in the original) (see also Latour, 1991). This
imperative gives power to the social and societal impact on technology in
the making.
But it has proven difficult for social constructionists to show that the
broad direction of technological change is entirely or mainly a function
of the constellation of social forces. Technological constraints and opportunities weigh too heavily nowadays to be pushed so far into the ba~kground. Taking up Adler's ( 2006) arguments on the social factors which
are shaping technology's effects, it shall be argued in this paper that the
more dominant technology gets in a modern society, the more important
it seems to give both perspectives the necessary attention . Given the pro liferation of new technologies in modern capitalism, the TD debate seem
more necessary than ever, and media logics are increasingly influenced by
media technologies and the subsequent elaboration of media literacy of
the population. To take up the conclusion put forward by Wyatt (2008:
175 ): "Just as we take technology seriously, we must take technological
determinism seriously".
This holds particularly true for the internet and the various platforms it hosts. In the beginning, these platforms had as their main
purpose the idea of the social: connecting people and formation of networks, consequently they were called "social nel:\vorks." Their underly ing functionality ( or system logic) was that of an enabler and facilitator
of social exchange. Along with the increasing number of people using
these networks came a new business model: The collection of data. By
"datafication" in general and data-based services on these platforms in
particular, a new value system was established. By now, data themselves
have become a currency and datafication has turned everyday actions
into hard-money value. This has been observed critically by many
scholars, who question the ethics and accountability of such data analysis: "The rise of analytics presents a significant normative challenge for
scholars, activists and others who seek to understand how humanity,
sociability and experience are represented. The daily practices of grappling with data and with the consequences of data analyses generate ne,v
questions about what and whose power gets exercised through such
practices, and to what degree such exercises of power are satisfactorily
made accountable." (Couldry & Powell, 2014: 2).
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. The collection and compilation of such data has led to a continuous
influx o_f new digital cultures, new platforms and platform services . The
underlymg principle to generate valuable data is based on the business
model of the so called "walled garden system." In the worlds of technology and cyberlaw, the term "walled garden" has become an epithet
to epitomize a proprietary, controlled platform, community, or standard (Mehra, 2011). As inferred by the metaphor, such a "garden" calls
for more "flowers," i.e., attractions, on the platforms in order to make
them a place worth spending time on. But not all walled gardens are
constructed the same way. Zittrain (2008) distinguishes between sterile but safe examples of "information appliances" such as the iPhone
and "networks of control" such as Facebook, and vu lnerable but mal~eable Personal Computers (PCs) and a "generative" Internet, meanmg information technology that fosters greater creativity among users
of these networks. These networks try to generate a "happy" customer
by mostly showing preferred content tl1at corresponds to the interests
and preferences of the customer. The so-called "filter bubble model"
(Pariser, 2011 ) makes the same claim-Pariser detected a selected exposure technique to online content and social contacts based on user performances and users' online history. But the walled garden system is not
only based on blocking others or unfitting information, but also needs to
stay attractive for those already in: all walled garden systems are forced to
constantly offer new and interesting activities in order to keep their customers happy and expand their activity times on the platform. In order
to increase their attractiveness, platforms have consequently started to
expand their services. These services or tools enable specific user activities and have recently discussed as "media affordances" (see below).
For example, as fast news and instant reporting have become of val ue,
Facebook has added functionalities in the users' timelines and became
a news aggregator, while Twitter expanded its services by including
Periscope as a tool for live reporting. And this strategy proved to be successful: A majority of US adults-62%-now get news on social media,
and 18% do so often or even exclusively, according to a survey by Pew
Research Center (PEW, 2016 ).
This brief description is just a small glimpse onto a development,
which describes technology as driven by human demand on the one
hand, but also includes the force of technology itself. For the further discussion on media logic and media cultures, the linkage between human
needs and demands and the rise of technological options both play
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togetl1er. And this is particularly important when looking into the not so-far-away future, where media logic will also have to includ_e the logic
of machines and algorithms: "Because of new breakthroughs Ill the field
of artificial intelligence (AI ), more and more the ' person' ?n the other
end of the connection is a computer" (Hender & MulveluU, 2016: 4).
And in the long run, our new communication partners might also a type
of robot, who might ( or might not ) be a "moral machine" (Wallach &
Allen, 2016 ).

6.2.3

Media Affordances and Polymedia

For a better understandin 0o- of the interplay. between media technology,
.
media usage and societal change, Bucher and Helmond (2017) pornt to
the concept of "media affordance." They see it as "a key ter_m for understanding and analyzing social media interfaces and tl1e relat10ns between
technology and its users". The authors claim tliat tl1e concept of affo~dances is an approach that captures the relationship between t~e maten ality of media and huma n agency, which continues to play an important
role in media studies and social media research specifically. The affordance approach is often used to focus attention not on a1~y ~articular
technology, but on tl1e new dynamics or types of commumcat.!Ve pr_actices and social interactions tl1at various features affordances . Taking
a contextualized perspective, it can also be claimed that it is not only
the interface itself which is relevant for tl1e user, but also tl1e underlying affordances, which are allied 'vvitl1 tl1e functional opportunities of the
platform.
.
The concept goes back to works by Gibson ( 19 82). He descn bed
affordances as the action possibilities which a given environment presents
to an animal: "An affordance is neither an objective property nor a subjective property; or it is both if yo u like ... [it] points both w~ys, t? tl1e
environment and to the observer" (Gibson, 1982: 129). While Gibson
was describing objects in nature, affordance applies equally to _ o~er
objects, including tl1e digital artifacts or products of commumcatl<:>n
technology. For example, communication technologies such ~s so~1~l
media platforms provide users witl1 affordances as option for their activities but also set clear restrictions to their activities. Bucher & Helmond
are 'raking up this double -sided perspective and focus on tl1e relationship
benvee n user performances and technology. They suggest five types of
affordance: relational, perceived, technology, social, and communicative.
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Apart from these types, affordances can also be based upon level of
abstraction along the lines described by Bucher and Helmond as "lowlevel" and "high-level" affordance. While the first category describes
the concrete features, the latter points to the more general implications
of technology, and the dynamics and conditions enabled by technical devices platforms and media. Bucher & Helmond, (29 ) malce clear,
that "a platform-sensitive approach requires a socio -technical se nsibility
towards the distributed agency of humans and nonhumans at play. [ ... ]
Rather than thinking of the affordances of social media platform as oneway relationships whereby either the technology affords something to
users,[ ... ] users afford things to technology, the presence of algorithms
in particular suggests that such unidirectionality does not hold. By clicking and liking end-users fuel the algorithms, which in their turn generate
the information flows fed back to end-users."
One of the affordances, which is central to most of the platforms
which nowadays are the base for participatory online cultures, is the
quality of being "polymedia" in nature . Whereas traditional media were
described as convergent media as they relate to other media platforms
or the traditional media by cross-referencing in one way or the other,
social media combine various functions on one platforms for easy usage.
Some do so by implementing links, others by embedding media content
automatically. They are based on techniques of convergent user cultures, or, as Madianou and Miller (2012) described it, are po(vmedial by
nature. The concept of polymedia is defined as "an emerging environment of communicative opportunities that functions as an 'integrated
structure' within which each individual medium is defined in relational
terms in the context of all other media. In conditions of polymedia the
emphasis shifts from a focus on the qualities of each particular medium
as a discrete technology, to an understanding of new media as an environment of affordances of interconnected media" (Madianou & Miller,
2012: 170). Under these conditions, so their argument goes, the media
themselves change: "The very nature of each individual medium is radically changed by the wider environment of polymedia, since it now
exists in a state of contrast, but also synergy, with all others." They
particularly point out to the social contexts which are implied by such
connected media and argue that "first thing we need to understand
about polymedia is how the media's functional propensities underpin their relational definitions and our understanding of them as an
integrated structure" (p. 183).
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Consequently, social media platforms like Facebook or Twitter need
to be conceptualized as "polymedia," because they no longer demand
users engage in crossmedia activities, such as changing channels or platforms, but rather offer many different media in one.
In order to describe more precisely what the autl1ors term "environment of affordances of interconnected media," it seems necessary to
include both media logic and technical affordances of the media as categories for the analysis of polymedia. Most social media a.re converged
platforms and polymedia by nature, as they combine a group of distinct
media functionalities ("discrete technology") on their user interface and
integrate diverse media, textual as well as visual. In tl1is context we need
to ask, how user perceptions and user cultures are reflected in social
media logics. How this could be done systematically shall be approached
by introducing the concept of media grammar.

6.3

PLATFORMIZATION AND MEDIA GRAMMAR

New participatory usage cultures have resulted in media adoption by
populations worldwide and, as a consequence, technological development of a large and continuously growing number of digital platforms.
With participatory digital media, individuals have the pmver to aggregate
and filter news, post their mvn views online and remix media content,
which can be based on traditional media outlets. With increasing international connectivity enabled by the internet, new civic duties and roles are
emerging. This abundance of platforms has more recently been discussed
as "platformization" ( Helmond, 2015) or even as "platform society"
(van Dijk, 2013 ). Helmond gives a more technical definition of her
understanding of platformization (Helmond, 2015: 1 ): "Platformization
entails the extension of social media platforms into the rest of the web
and their drive to make external web data 'platform ready."' She analyzes
tl1e specific technological architecture and ontological distinctiveness
of platforms by taking their programmability into accow1t. As a consequence, she sees platformization as "a form of platform critique that
inquires into tl1e dynamics of the decentralization of platform features
and the recentralization of 'platform ready' data as a way to examine the
consequences of the programmability of social media platforms for the
web." (8).
This perspective opens up an applicable concept for the changes which
are either caused by the media development itself or are accompanying
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ai:

These changes in media organizations as well as in mass media's techno logical affordances have rendered the explanatory power of media logic
as a legitimizing force even more intriguing. However, while much criti cal work has focused on conceptualizing media as public spaces or spheres,
media logic has remained under-theori zed in communication and media
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studies. The allure of such focus becomes particularly poignant when new
technological and economic mechanisms emerge, transforming the character of the media landscape at large and media logic in particular. (p. 5)
Undoubtedly, online media have not only changed in respect of their
technological affordances, but in respect of their inner system organisation, their powe r in society and their influence on hum a n action. In
order to sys tematize the dimensions, which are critical to understand the
system behind the concept of social media logic, the authors distinguish
four elements of social media logic: programmability, popularity, connec tivity, and datafication. Based on these elements, they contend that social
media logic refers to the processes, principles, and practices through
which these platforms process information, news, and communication,
and more generally, how they channel social traffic. And an important
quality which social media logic and mass media logic have in common
is that social media have the ability to transport their logic outside of the
platforms that generate them, v,,hile their distinctive technological, discursive, economic, and organizational strategies tend to remain implicit
or appear "natural."
Adopting and expanding this approach, Klinger and Svensson (2014)
suggested the concept "network media logic," comparing mass media
and digital media in terms of dimensions of producing content, distributing information and using media . They argue that social media platforms are characterized by a different, though overlapping, logic from
that of ti·aditional mass media, with regard to the inherent order of their
affordances.
In times of a media system in which a continuous stream of new
evolving digital applications influences the individual and society, the
concept of media logics or network media logic can be regarded as an
important approach for a better understanding of the relation between
media affordances, the users activities, and societal consequences. On the
one hand, the "free web" is controlled by algorithms and filter models.
On the otl1er hand, people selectively use media to retrieve information,
to connect with others, and to follow their own agenda. These activi ties are based more and more on social media logic and the polymedia
affordances which come along with these platforms. Overall, a variety of
( overlapping) logics seems to be in effect-especially against the backdrop of digitalization and the ubiquity of the internet. For one, the
internet requires a certain approach to media logics, for it is constructed
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and ruled by algorithms and filters, which are mainly programmed and
controlled by commercial and/or institutional organizations. Besides
t?at, users have the power to use selectively media to retrieve informabon, to connect with peers, and to engage as consumers or politically
active citizens, thereby changing the media environment by means of
their individual actions. The ubiquitous availability of digital media does
not only influence people's communicative practices in their private and
professional lives, but media technology itself is changed, transformed,
and further developed by its adoption in various social and cultural
contexts.
But in order to explain better how exactly the interplay between
media platforms, datafication, and user activities work, there needs to
be a contextualized perspective which integrates media affordances, user
activities and the societal consequences. So far, media affordances have
been described on more general level and have left out platform specifics.
In order to integrate this perspective, t!1e concept of platform logic
should be part of the social media logics. In order to differentiate the
specifics of existing platforms, concept of media grammar shall be introduced and exemplified by an analysis of Twitter.

6.3.1

The Media Grammar Approach

So far the term "media grammar" has been described as a concept drawn
from an analogy with language in relation to patterns structuring form
and content in a particular medium. As Meyrowi tz ( 199 8: 99) points
out:
Another conception of media involves seeing each medium as its own
language. This view of media leads to a focus on the unique 'grammar'
of each medium and the ways in which the production variables of each
medium [ . .. ) interact with content elements. Unlike most content elements, which cross easily from medium to medium and from mediated to
nonmediated interaction, media grammar variables are peculiar to media .

Meyrowitz looks at media grammar from the perspective of media literacy and approaches media grammar systematically through "focusing on
the unique grammar of each medium and the ways in which the produc tion variables of each medium interact with content elements." (p. 100)
In order to successfully interpret media grammar, Meyrowitz claims that
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one must understand "the standard range of production variables within
each medium, as well as recognizing the ways in which variables are
typically used to attempt to shape perception and response to mediated
comm uni cations" ( p. 101 ). This refers to the significance of being able
to dissect media beyond their content. Meyrowitz states that in order
to understand medi~ grammar literacy, it demands that we "have some
understanding of specific workings of individual media", but stays vague
on tl1e expression of "specific workings ." However, it becomes clear, that
media grammar literacy leads to focus on the unique "grammar" of ~ach
medium and the ways in which the production variables of each medium
interact with content elements. Media grammar is complex as it operates
in various ways . Taking, for example, media aesthetics as a part of_ media
grammar, as suggested by Zettl ( 2014 ), it might include the selective use
of camera angles, sound tracks, or font style and size.
On a more general level, two perspectives on media grammar can be
distinguished in a first step:
• Production: In media production, a set of conventions, understood
as rules, governing how content is presented in a given medium: for
example, "film grammar."
• Semiotics: A loose reference to syntagmatic structure in any kind of
media text.
The idea that media are based on distinct languages and are forming
their own grammar in a specific environment suggests the need for me~a
grammar literacy in order for the users to understand the pragm~nc
force of the media in use, that is, understanding the use of production
variables within each medium. The conception of media as environ ments then means that there is relatively fixed set characteristics of each
medium both on individual communications and on social processes
in gener'a!. Relating these qualities of media grammar to "social me~a
grammar," opens up the possibility to describe more clearly, how specific
media affordances of platform media relate to the specific usage patterns
and their social contexts.
To better explain these usage cultures the concept of "platform grammar"
shall be int1·oduced. Social media grammar refers to the within -media
properties and property rules, which shape and constitute the platforms.
Central elements of the concept of media grammar are t\vo different
levels of grammar:
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1. the surface grammar.
2. the constitutive property grammar.
~urfacegrammar is visible and accessible to the users (language, semiotic
signs, sound, and so on) and (for some media) open to the creativity of
th e users (like in mash-ups, language creation, links, and so on). Surface
gr~mmar guides through the digital environment of the platform, determmes the character of the user interface, and is subject to usability and
user acceptance. Surface grammar as such is under constant change.
Although it needs to be stable in order to not confuse users with new
functionalities, it is also necessary to add new functionalities in order to
adapt to changing user demands. Taking up the concept of the "walled
garden" as explained in the beginnjng of this chapter, it is not sufficient
to keep users happy with the same diet. Based on the overall character
and main functions of the platform, new additions spice up interest and
make users more interested in using the new options. There a.re many
examples for these modifications or extensions-algorithmic additions,
changes in user rules or additional services on a platform, from changing
filters, additional games, new information flows, or better and quicker
customization. All of these strategies include a change on the surface
grammar and show that the platform is alive and user focused.
Property grammar on the other hand is constitutive for the medium
itself and deterrrunes the rules and the functional level of the surface
grammar. Property grammar is ruled by algorithms, is not accessible to
the users and cannot be modified by users either. As such, it is the basis
for the "network logics."
\Vhen focusing on network media, media grammar particularly points
to the interplay between the within -media properties, rules, and regulations, which shape and constitute the media as a system on the one hand
and format content (media logic) and communicative practices (agency)
on the other hand . This perspective enables a more analytical assessment
of the affordances and properties of the platforms themselves . When
looking at the media practices, wruch means taking a user perspective,
the approach of the "media grammar" also opens up categories for the
differentiation of media platforms. One of the problems of many of the
models on social media is the overgeneralization of these platforms. By
no means do platforms like Snapchat, Twitter, or Instagram work on the
level of the same functionalities, rules or mechanism. On the contrary,
the more diverse the platform landscape gets, the more diverse are the
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user options regarding the respective platforms. Consequently, platform
media determine content and communicative practices via their specific logic, which can be understood as the implementation of a specific
platform grammar. Communicative practices are performed within the
framework of this specific grammar tl1at allows for using functions and
affordances, enabling certain communicative practices while constrairung
others .
Analyzing the options which are given in tl1e property grammar
it becomes evident that the role of many platforms and their powerful
owners, be it Google or Facebook, relies on a non-transparent amalgamation of surface and property grammar. The allure, or rather illusion, of media literacy is often based on mastering the surface grammar
and neglecting the lack of access to tl1e underlying property grammar.
Therefore, the call for more transparency would have to include a more
differentiated view on digital literacy.
But mastering media grammar is not easily done. Taking Twitter as an
example, it shall be explained briefly how media afforda.nces and media
logics are shaped by property and surface grammar alike.

6.3.2

Media G'r ammat·: The Example Twitter

Technological affordances are initially expressions of human considerations and decisions, but those in charge are rarely able to predict all of
the different uses of communication technologies. Depending on the
overlap of the requirements and needs of the users and the technologi cal affordances determines the success of a technology. As media lustory
shows, many technological devices and concepts ·were not accepted by
the groups they were meant for (for examples, see Chapman, 2005).
With social media like Facebook or Twitter, ,;ve have seen new forms
of appropriation and adoption. Some media platforms, for example,
"export" their grammar to other media or even to non-mediated contexts. This is often due to the competitive social media market in which
Facebook aggressively protects its superior role against smalle;. startups,
but also to user preferences and accustomed habits. When for example, the affordances offered by vVhatsApp or Instagram competed with
Facebook tools, they were bought and integrated into the "walled garden" system of Facebook. If they cannot be bought, like in the case of
Snapchat, the particular affordances are copied and integrated into the
Facebook grammar.
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A. different develo pment can be o bserved with
• the Twitter
•
g rammar,
particularly o~e signifier: the hashtag . Initially, hashtags expressed as the
# or pound sign, were not part of the original Twitter design but in
2007 , early m
· T w1tter
·
, s existence,
·
there was no convention for ' "group
talk"
T
·
·
·
. techn ology expert, is now cred.
~n Witter. Chns Messina, a social
ited with having come up vvith the very first hashtag on Twitter. He first
P0st e~ th~ hashtag #barcamp in August 2007 . His tweet focused on one
func • onahty of the hash tag. The tweet appeared like this:
how do you frel about using# (pound ) for groups. As in #barcamp [msg] ?

~essina came up with the hashtag with the purpose of gathering discus sions and online exchanges regarding Barcamp, a technology unconference gathering activity that spans worldwide. The hashtag, so it seems
f?rm the start, was suggested as a way to accommodate group conversa~ons around a topic. And although it was just a suggestion, the prac t:J.ce was picked up among Twitter users and eventually became a very
central affordance of Twitter (Scott, 2015 ). But the hashtag has by
now turned into a semiotic sign with a much wider functionality than
in the beginning on Twitter, due to intense user cultures. Taking
Instagram for example, the hashtag has been integrated into its media
grammar very productively. Hashtags as elements of the surface media
grammar of Instagram consist of complex, contextualized word formations, without the hashtag itself losing its basic function as an operator
for discourse structuring. In their research on mourning on I nstagram,
Thimm and Nehls (2017) show that the German hashtag #beerdigung
(funeral ) gives a clear indication of the context of the post and serves as
a contextualisation cue (Dang-Anh, Einspanner, & Thirnrn, 2013). But
this basic functionality gets expanded to hashtag storytelling patterns,
such as in the example below:
#grandma #why #did #you #leave #us #I #miss #you #so #much #why
#are #you #not #here #with #us #anymore #funeral.

Although this sequence of hashtags is put together in correct syntactical order, it does not appear as a simple phrase : the marking of every
single word as a hashtag symbolizes a heightened intensity and expresses
an emotional state. The hashtagged terms are not all referring to an
o bject (#so #are #much ), only the "#funeral" and "#grandma" give clear
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subject reference to the circumstances. Here the hashtag can be seen as
an example for the development of cross-platform grammar. But in most
cases, the media platforms are characterized by their very specific grammar. Regarding Twitter as a polymedia, which is based on the convergence of discrete technologies, does not, however, out rule the fact that
polymedi a environments can be dominated by a single media logic, s~1ch
as in the case of Twitter, with its specific algorithms and technological
options and limitations.
One of the most important aspects of the relation between polymedia, medi a logics, and digital discourse is the fact that the logics of the
technology in qu estion can have formatting influences on the discourse
itself. On Twitter, the introduction of a hashtag can be regarded as
the beginning of the formation of a discourse pattern. If the topic ~ets
attention from a ·wider audience, the phenomenon of the formauon
of a hashtag family can be observed frequently. In the case of the P_aris
murders of Charlie Hebda journalists in January 2015, a large van~ty
of hashtags was created, such as #CharlieHebdo, #vVeAreAllCharhe,
#NousSommesCharlie, #JeSuisCharlie, and others.
Apart from the hashtag, which is as semiotic sign and functional operator, an element of both surface and property grammar, there are other
elements of the media grammar of Twitter, which in total describe the
media affordances of this social network . Twitter allows tl1e combination
of text, image and film in one tweet-the 140-character const:J.·aint does
not foreclose a complex semiotic system. One can, for example, insert
hyperlinks in a t\'leet in order to expand tl1e 140-character limit, or add
multi-modal content (photos, videos, and links to otl1er websites). The
user is able to substantiate statements by, for example, uploading a picture of proof of a particular newsworthy situation. Inserted hyperlinks
to online articles or biog postings can provide additional background
information. Hyperlinks are visually stimulating and can be seen as narrative elements within a discussion on Twitter. The function of embedding
hyperlinks is one of four specific processes that contribute to tl1e concep tualization of Twitter as a "discourse universe" (Thimm, Dang-Anh, &
Einspanner 2011) .
In order to malce use of the affordances of Twitter, the user needs
to be experienced on the media grammar of Twitter, which is based on
four signifiers: @ for addressing or mentioning; # for tagging; http:/ /
for linking; and RT for republishing, as depicted in the "Functional
Operator Model of Twitter" below (Fig. 6.1 ).
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Functional operator model of twitter

Depending on the frequency of use of these operators for certain contexts such as political communication, users can engage in specific styles .
Thimm, Frame, Einspanner-Pflock, Leclercq, and Anastasiadis (2016)
showed, for example, how differently politicians in France and Germany
used these features for their campaigning strategies during the European
election . Here the term grammar offers explanator y value to user behavior-based on the given grammar structures, there are still a variety of
performative options, which can be used within the grammatical system.
Apart from the basic synta,x of Twitter depicted in the operator model,
there are elements of the property grammar, which are only partly transparent and are beyond user control. Whereas the surface grammar sign
of the "verified account" is a contribution to transparency of user iden tity, follower recommendations, trending topics, commercial Tweets, and
parts of the timeline stays does not get explained and stays out of the
reach for the users.
Due to its very specific media grammar, Twitter affordances are limited. Communicative practices are performed within the framework of its
platform -centered social media grammar that allows using functions and
affordances, enabling certain communicative practices while constraining others. Th.is can be seen as one of the reasons, why Twitter has a
very clear functionality as a diffusion medium and has until today only
attracted very specific user groups.
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CONCLUSION

In the discussion of the understanding and conceptualization of media
logic it has been pointed out that media logic needs to focus more clea rly
on the technological frameworks, which form the digital media system .
Particula rly the fact that technology and u ser cultures have become
interwoven, that datafication has led to new business models, and that,
\Vith data as n ew currency new economic and political po,:vers have con1e
into existence seem conv/ncing arguments to ,,ri den the scope of n1edia
logic .
This leads back to longstanding traditions in science and technology
studies, which have critically reflected on processes of adoption and integration of tec hno logy in society. Media studies, it seems, have to find
their own perspectives of integrating culture, technology, and society.
As suggested, d eveloping a contextualized approach tm:vards technology
beyond determinism could open up important insights for digital cultures in modern societies. A less general and more contextualized concept of technology in its relation social construction might be a helpful
step on this path. It does seem, however, also important to develop a
methodo logical approach to grasp the dynamic relationship bet\:veen
technology, power, and user cultures.
Often technological frameworks are either not included or oversimplified in their role for social change, and often enough, there is an underlying fear of being technologically determined (Katzenbach, 2012) . This
is particularly true for social media usage and its effects on the individual
participants as well as on the role of politics and net\vorks. Having discussed concepts for polymedia, media logic(s), and media grammar in
the context of platform media, it seems fairly obvious that media logic
has become more complex compared to the age of traditional mass
media. If societal change can be redirected to the changes in single
media logics or, more convincingly, to network logics, the question a rises
if there is a plurality of m edia logics or if we can discover one underlying
logic fo r all. Likewise, Couldry (2014: 55) asks:
First, do all media have a logic? Is it the same
media platforms and outlets change over time,
new media logic [ . .. ]? Third, if we li1nit tl1e
media formats, does that capuire enough of
social>

logic? [ . . . ] Second, when
do they acquire a wholly
notion of media logic to
how media influence the
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Such an approach towards media logic ( s ) allows an understanding of
creative appropriations such as mash-ups or cross-linking . Additionally,
changes in media organizations as well as in mass media's technological affordances have rendered the explanatory power of medi a logic as a
legitimizing force even more intriguing.
Linking this back to the question whether or not the term and the
concept of media logic holds analytical and explanatory val uc as doubted
by Krotz (this volume), it could b e argued that we ne e d to consider the
pragmatics of technologies as a b aseline in order to underst a nd their culture, impact, and societal role. The allure of such focus becomes particularly poignant when new technological and economic m ec h anisms
emerge, which have the power to transform the cha racte r of the societal
landscape at large.
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CHAPTER 7

Media Logic as (Inter)Action LogicInteraction Interdependency as an
Integrative Meta-Perspective
ICatrin Dijveling and Charlotte ICn orr

7 .1

I NTRODUCTION

Given today's digital network society (Castell s & Cardoso, 2005 ), it
seems reasonable to speak of classical media logic research (first Altheide
& Snow, 1979, 1988, 1992; recently Altheide, 2013). Diverse media are
considered as reflexively acti ng institutions that construct (social) reality.
Within this process, recent research highlights a multitude of different
angles. Meyen, Thieroff, and Strenger argue for a mass media logic "as
a driving force for social change [ . .. ] and highly com.plex construct of
interacting structures" (2 014, 271). Klinger and Svensson conceptualize
a network media logi c, comparing mass media and digital niedia in terms
of dimensions of "producing content, distri buting information and using
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m_eclia" (2014, 6-7). Van Dijk and Poe!! observe a social 1-nedia logic
1th
:"'
four grounding principles: Programmability, popularity, connectiv'.ty, and datafication (2013, 4ff. ). And Chadwick explores hybrid logics
'.n a ~ybrid media system when he illustrates " [a] hybrid m edia system
10
~ntain and the United States by focusing on th e changing nature of
~u~iences, shifting patterns of media use, the salient st ructural characterIStlcs of broadcasting, newspaper, and online medi a, and the emergence
of new hybrid forms of mediality" (2013, 1 ). These are just a few exam~les that highlight the diversity of angles in this d omai n. Yet, the question still remains if there is a plurality of media logics o r if we can discover
one underlying logic for all. Likewise, Couldry takes asks:
First, do all media have a logic? Is it the same
media platforms and outlets change over time,
new media logic [ .. . ]? Third, if we limit tl1e
media formats, does mat capture enough of
social? (2014a, 55)

logic ? [ ... ] Second, when
do they acquire a wholly
notion of media logic to
how media influence tl1e

Researching meclia logic in institutional contexts, viewing the produsers
~Bruns, 2008) acting as shared social realities has certainly lost none of
Its relevance, when it comes to studying "counterbalancing from system
specific logic(s)" (Eskj~r, in this volume). Following the illustrated societal and media changes, we thus address three questions:
1. How can media logic be conceptualized in a network society?
2. How can interactivity be grasped in inter- and intra-sys temic
spaces?
3. Which theoretical and empirical consequences arise from this
perspective?

In cligitally connected networks ( esp. SNS ) and in the context of self
mass communication (Castells, 2009), social media are as ubiquitous as
the information they present (Hjarvard, 2008 ). In this vein, the anticipated reaction is "one of the cornerstones on which the concept of medialization is founded" (Asp, 1990, 48). Consequently, and in line with
Couldry's argument (2014a), we state that when considering media formats and their underlying institutions as mutually interacting subsystems,
the inherent interaction processes need to be considered.
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As Altheide highlights, the roles of producer, user, and consumer can
be conceptualized as networlud interactions, embedded in social contexts
(Altheide, 2013 ). In this vein, the underlying frame we propose is that
communication itself is mediated and bound to reciprocal action processes. We conceptualize these interaction processes as mutual references
and interdependencies which are:
l. intra-systemic ( e.g., articles in a press product) and
2 . inter-systemic (e .g., online and offline products) . Structural coupling between systems enables and affects communication as well
as related interaction generates meaning ( cf. Luhmann, 2000).
Likewise, we note that media logic as originally conceived by Althei_de
and Snow ( 1979 ) is still applicable today, especially when it is considered in regards to different media formats and their interactivity pot~ntial. Yet, we argue that when taking into account recent technological
advances, the interdependency between different media environ~1ent
needs to be scrutinized as well. As "media logic reflexively shapes mteraction processes routines and institutional orders" (Altheide, 2013,
'
'
d
224 ), the ways in which media systems themselves distribute materi~l an
symbolic resources and make use of formal and informal rules is mtermixed to a social construction of reality and institutional orders. Thus, as
Hjarvard notices:
[T]he task before us is [ ... ] to try to gain an understanding of tl1e ways
in which social institutions and cultural processes have changed character,
function and strucnire in response to tl1e omnipresence of media . (2008,
106 )

Correspondingly, interaction can be conceptualized as the "key component of mediatized environments" (Papacharissi, 2002, 650; also Lundby,
2009). Moreover, we note that in the process of mediatization, especially
through digital media, interaction spaces on both levels, intra-systerr:,ic
and inter-systemic spaces are continuously increasing. The relationshi~s
between media formats (inter-systematic), the content, and the opportumties of interactions reflexively shape routines and institutional orders ( intr_asystemic ), which in return shape media logic. In addition, as "(s}ocial
interaction consists of communication and action" (Hjarvard, 2008, 120)
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i(.tWhiis~ot only the actors who should be focused on, but rather their actions
te, 2008).
B This chapter first elaborates different concepts of media logic(s).
T~sed on this (meta)analysis, interactivity is considered as luy category.
~ ~o~cept of interaction logic allows us both to scrutinize: (a) similanties
m. the vanous
·
. and ( b ) differences
.
I
proposed logics;
between them.
th
n i~ context, the term modus operandi is utilized , as it refers to
communication as action. With this concept of interaction as modus
~iera nd i, we suggest an integrative, not dissociative perspective as it ena_es an examination of various concepts of media logics an d their under1ymg heuristics.

7.2

MEDIA LoG1c (s). WHY I NTERACTIO N Is K EY !

An inherent (inter)action logic within media itself can be found in
( every~ media logic, as parallel "social interactions [are] going at the
same um
.
. thus
. e " (H.Jarvard, 2008). The mterdependency
of subsyste ms 1s
r~cogmzable through the communicative act in mediati zed everyday rou?n_es and in this vein, as preservation routines. Consequently, interaction
is i?~erent in the system and recognizable between differ~nt actors in
tl1 e1r mstitutional constellations. In this light,
~e~a are not independent or dependent variables, nor are they separated
in interaction with other instin1tions in a self regulated syste m .
~1.ther, media constitute a form or process through which experience is
interpreted and phenomena are presented. (Al theide & Snow, 1992, 466)

1115tJ tutions

As a result, interactivity is primarily tied to social and technological
contexts, not to the media per se. The comprehension of material performativity occurs delocalized as well as localized, digital and analogous,
nonetheless always structurally coupled with other systems, institutional
?r p~rsonal . However, considering actors' constellations, time and social
'.mphcations in which interactivity takes place, the degree of interactivity depends on the medium's perceived affordances (Gibson, 1979).
!'-1oreover, interaction seems to rely ( directly and indirectly) on the recipients' perception of a medium's affordances. In this context, an (inter)
action logic can be seen benveen the recipients, as well as between different types of media. The actions of the recipient tlrns specify various
logics that are bound to the media. Moreover, media itself can be stated
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as phenomenon, referring to "a set of tools, practices, and ideologies"
(Boyd, 2015, 1).
Anv action with and in media has to be scrutinized on different levels,
in which differe nt media logics appear. Likewise, Altl1eide states that logics are
cxamin[ing] in more detail the nature of media culture , social power [ · •·]
and specific institutional effects on journalism, and social conn·ol. (2 013 ,
225; Altheide & Coyle, 2006; Altheide & DeVriese, 2007; Altheide &
Grimes, 2005)

Hence, a classification of existmg approaches seems necessary.
Considering logics as heuristics that disclose action patterns, their ~mmanent structures of temporalit:y and intersubjectivity are recogmzable.
Moreover, understanding media logic as a "shared way of appr~het1 d ing the world" (Dryzek, 2005, 9), different concepts of ~1edia l~g1cs cai~
be categorized according to their concepts of temporahty, tl1eir use 0
theoretical approaches and their methodological designs (Toepfl, 2016,
1532).
Furthermore, different concepts of media logics illuminate:
1. different types of media and tl1e resulting transactions (cf. Bennett

& Seger berg, 2012).
.
2. dissociative acts of media users in various media logics ( cf. Klinger
& Svensson, 2014).
Moreover, "much of tl1e published work concerning media logic ~uring the past three decades has been informed by a symbolic interacu~nist perspective on the nature of meaning and the social const1·uct1on
of reality" (Altheide, 2013; according to Berger & Luclcmann, 19~7;
Blumer 1962· Couch Maines, & Chen, 1996). Therefore, the ident1fication ~f the heuristic 'potential of the different concepts of media logics
seems crucial. Different concepts of interactions focus on different selfpreservations through a u·ansactional moment as reciprocal generation
of meaning between actors as much and benveen their subjective understanding of reality. Thus, it is at this point, that the concept of transactions (Fri.ih, 1991; Fri.ih & Schonbach, 1982; Fri.ih & Schonbach, 2005 )
needs to be integrated and explored in interaction processes, especially in
regards to the reciprocal interaction patterns.
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~r~nsactions illustrate a common, permanently successive relative
~aracipating (reciprocal) and generation of meaning. The act of transactlon can be analytically divided as
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Interdependency of Systems =
Degree of Connectivity

Networked Media=
Paral lel Systems

Interaction Interdependency

• (nter-systemically ( between actors) or
• mtra-systemically (within the actor ).
To
. illustrate t11·1s.· P u bi.1s h.mg news on 1·me an d o ff!.me occurs in transactions
·
al 1st
. _a_n d me d 1a
. 1o~·mat
c
·
base bet:wee l1 JOUrn
(mter:systemically
) as ,.veil as
~ on the presuppos1aons of the iournahst (mtra -svs temicall)') . An)'
m~ ia 1ogic
· 1s
· h ence less a question of solely format · affo rdanc es but
ra:her a question of how they are used as a result of joint interrela,tionships b~tween producers, technologies, and perceptions . Examining
tr~sacaonal moments of interactions in inter- and intra-svstemic mediatlzed
spac es an d mter
·
d epen d enc1es-we
·
argue-reveals · the underly.
mg ?~ound in media logics and a joint point for botl1 theoretical and
empmcal communication and media science (see also Doveling & Knorr
2015).
'

7 ·3

Networked Communication=
Permanent Feedback

Fig. 7.1

_ _ _ _ Interdependency Communication=
Degree of Connectivity

Interaction interdependency

media, which are overlapping, interdependent systems . The common
reciprocal generation of meaning is therefore to be regarded on multiple,
~onnected levels. Following Ziegele, Breiner, and Quiring (2014, 1113 ),
mteractivity can be operationalized in three dimensions, based on tl1e
specific characteristics of
- technical media systems ( e.g., Sundar, 2004 ),
- of tl1e communication process ( e.g., Rafaeli & Sudweeks, 1997),
of the perceptions of users. (e.g., Quiring, 2009, 901)

INTERACTIO N INTERDEPENDENCY-CHARACTElUSTICS
AND DIMENSIO NS

Viewing interaction from a technology -, situational-, or individual -oriented view, "communication and meaning has become more and more
reflexive" (Altheide, 2013 ). Their reflexivity can be stated, for example
as a result of political interests and mechanisms of publicity or individ~
uaJ habits in context of "mechanism[s] of cultural control" (Altheide
19 95) or as a result of digital content and the underlying principles of
n~tworked communicative processes. Therefore, interactivity is to be
~irectly linked to interconnectivity as a result of technological opportunitles
·· 1·mg & Kn orr, 2015). Interconnect1v1ty
· · thus engenders interac. (D
. ove
tlon mterdependency ( see Fig. 7 . 1) .
~oreover, d ifferent systems are interconnected through mediatized
( 0 n:me) communication, which also leads to wide -reaching effects in
s~ciety, seen both in functionally overlapping and in interconnected
differentiation. In addition, net\vorked communication is to be understood-in abstract terms-as a permanent interactive feedback -flow.
Furthermore, networked communication takes place in networked

In this light, interactivity is ( de )located in permanent communication
processes, mainly driven by the users within technical systems. Hence,
interactive perceptions are "disentangled benveen mode and medium"
(Sidoni, 2013, 36).
Follo,ving our concept of interaction interdependencies, the notion
of hybrid media technologies becomes vital. As noted by Svensson: "We
are disciplined to self-negotiation [ .. . ] by tl1e gazes that our social media
connections direct toward us" (Svensson, 2014, 352 ). Consequently,
media content is selected and presented on different hybrid spaces in
continuous interconnected actions. Furthermore, new action spaces are
fluid and shaped by transactional communicative settings. Any conceptualization of media logic should furtl1er illuminate temporality in hybrid
spaces of communication.
The logic of media as a social force is not static; it has been changing over
time, and continues to do so, as changes occur in the nature of organization, including firnding and commercialism, technology, control and audiences. (Altheide & Snow, 1992, 467)
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Interaction interdependencies are bound to (more or less short-term)
moments of reciprocal communication. Correspondingly, interaction
interdependencies need to be conceptualized first as processes, 1 second as
structurally coupled (Eskjxr, in this volume), third as influenced by the
ctimension of orthogonality in inter-systemic relations.
As mectia, understood as purposeful and purpose -fulfilling social systems, transport utterances over spatial, temporal, and spatial-temporal
distances and are regarded as complex systems (Saxer, 1980 ), we find it
necessary to clarify interaction possibilities within the medi a itself. It is
here where the modus operandi as "social-theoretic key -category" (Laux,
2014, 38) outlines transactional resources and, likewise, highlights
underlying logics of different media, and reveals their interconnections as
well as implications for interaction interdependencies.
Our modus operandi thus determines the interaction in inter-systemic related connections that arise in the way produsers deal with the
mectia, which presuppositions ( Fri.ih, 1991) tl1ey have, which correspond
to the mectium's perceived affordances. The exchange of communicative meaning, which is inter- and intra-systemic, takes place witl1 respec tive situation evaluation of self and others. However, meanings are not
"automatically" spread, but are subject to interpretational mechanisms.
Similarly, the modus operandi is thus bound to the moment of "entering
into a situation/relationship" .
Accorctingly, heterogeneous (1) actors', (2 ) network and ( 3) relational
concepts (i .e., triadic fitting; Fri.ih, 1991 ) act in interaction interdependencies, linked to actions in (partially) overlapping media environments
(both private and public). The previous concepts can correspondingly
be structured to the extent that they construct constellations of actors
within a triadic fitting .

7.4
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to an audience, while on the other hand , how the audience member's
expectations, preferences and expe1;ences with such logic informs other
actiYities and involve ments . (1979, 467)

In the past decade, Altheide's and Snow's ( 1979) concept of a media
logic has been applied to newer media environments such as online
media . These concepts can be systematized based on our perspective of
interaction interdependencies as this allows mapping their heuristic value.
The intended categories to systematize are temporality, and theoretical as well as empirical approaches, as outlined in the following:
Temporality is provided as a dialectic of past and future, with a relationship component based on interaction interdependencies. Two analytical
dimensions can be found in:
1. "mode and style of communication" (Altheide & Snow, 1992,

p.476)and
2. "activities and involve ments of the audience members" (ibid.).
As noted previously, the theoretical and methodological approaches that
are used to conceptuali ze media logic(s) refer to establishment of possible media logical perspectives. Using the Communication and Mass
Media Complete (CMMC) database, 14 media logic-concepts can be
found. 2 According to the three categories mentioned above, n:vo blocks
can be systematized, namely Interaction Interdependencies betiveen
Journalism and Parliamentary System and between Mass Media and
Cultural (political) Participation online (see Table 7 .1 ). 3
A significant share of concepts has been published in the last five to
ten years. All authors are drawn from the northern part of Europe. The
contribution of Mazzoleni ( 1987) certainly is an exception here.

I NTER.ACTION LOGIC-AN INTEGRATIVE MODEL

Altheide and Snow define, referring to mass media, media logic as a:
concept, [that] reflects, on the one hand, how the nature, mode and
style of communication influence what is actually selected and presented

1

7

Likewise, Lundby (2009) argues to focus more on interaction p rocesses ( especially
social interaction), less on the formats and their linearity.

2 The

selectio n criteria are, first , that the authors refer to the construct of medi a logic

to Altheide and Snow ( 1992 ) for further develop ments, accordi ngly, that they propose an

extension. In several publications of the sam e authors with the same d esign , the latter 15
used.
'See also Svensson ( 2014 ), who divided political participatio n on three Ievels--depe nd_ing o n the origin and directionality of the communicated message. Pnrlimnentm·y pm·ti_cipation comes from the government and is addressed to the citizens. Activist participation
comes from the citizens and is ad dressed to the governme nt. The third type, popular cultural participation, me ans an aligned communication from citizens to citizens (Svensso n ,
2014, 347-348).
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(continued)
Central issues
(set of principles)

Mass Media & Cultural

• Connective/collective action

Methodological approaches

• Content anal ysis, e.g., SNS
(Ben nett & Seegerbcrg,
2012)
• Social media platform analysis, c.: sp. t\vi rrer and facebook
(Van Dijk & Poc.:11, 2013)

Methodological approaches

0

( (OI1tint1L d)

• Rational choice (Asp, 2014)
• Content analysis, esp. news
• Political discourse theory,
media coverage (Meyen et al.,
2014) or confcrcnce protodeliberative approaches
cols (Ha/\ler et al., 2014)
(Kluver, 2002), audience participation (Witschge, 2014)
• Historical portray of media
• Approaches from political
landscape ( Kluver, 2002)
communication (Ha/\ler er al., • Multivariate content analysis
2014; Lrnderer, 2013)
of election campaigns (television and news media cova• (New) Institutional
Approaches (Asp, 2014)
age; Van Aelst, 2008)

Theoretical approaches

• Journalism as professionalized
institution (Asp, 2014)
• Mediatized political communication to gain news
media attention (Esser, 2013;
HaIller et al., 2014; Kluver,
2002; Witschge, 2014)
• Normative logic and audience
market logic to understand
behavior of political actors
( Landerer, 2013)
• Mass Media Logic (Meyen
et al., 2014; Striimb:ick &
Esser, 2009, 2014)
• i'vkdia 's interest as consequence of media or party
logic (Mazzoleni, 1987; Van
Aelst, 2008 )

Theoretical approaches

- - - - - - - - - - - - - · - - - - · - ·- - • Social movement research
•
(political) Participation online logic: high and low level levels Sociological network
approaches ( Klinger &
of organizational resources
Svensson, 2014)
(Bennett & Segerberg, 2012)
• Network media logic between • Computer linguistic and economic perspectives (Van Dijk
mass and new media in pro& Pocll , 2013)
ducing content, distributing
information and using media
(Klinger & Svensson, 2014)
• Hybrid Media Logic
(Chadwick, 2013)
• Social Media Logic with
4 grounding principles:
programmability, popularity,
connectivity and datafication
(Van Dijk & Poell, 2013)

Intcmction interdependencies

Table 7.1

Journalism & Parliamentary
System

Central issues
(set of principles)

Media logics. Perspectives, issues, and focal points

Interaction interdependencies

Table 7.1
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On a meta-level, the different theoretical approac hes reveal a close
connection between media logic and the concept of mcdiatization.
Mediatization is examined on the one hand as meta -process, especially
for the political subsystem (cf. Strom back & Esser, 2014 ). On the
?ther hand, Asp (2014) states "media logic as the key to understandmg mediatization and its driving forces" (p. 256 ). Klinger and Svensson
summarize:

7

(IJ Logic of Journalism
(cf. Asp. :!014: tv1aLrnl c ni. 1987)

(2) Moss Medin Logic
td. Mi:yi.:n

i.:t

1. Logic of journalism (see Table 7 .1) within the formation and differentiation of journalism to politics as professionalized, independent institution (Asp, 2014 ). The mode of communication is then
established by standards and rules "for the production of news
[ ... ] based on values independence and objectivity" (Asp, 2014,
261 ). Likewise, Mazzolen.i ( 1987) focuses on both the journalistic
and political system from a horizontal perspective as independent

(4) Network ll'ledia Logic
(cf. Klinger & Svcnsso n.
20 14)

(5) Social Medin logic
,·nn Dijk & Pocll. 2013)

(cf.

(6) Conncctiw & Collccti,·c
Action Logic
(d. Althi.:i(k. 20(.)..l: Esser. 2009: Ha13kr
Cl al.. :!01-l)

(cf. Benne tt & Segcrbc rg . 20 12)

(7) H yb rid Medin Logic
(cf.

Economic Logic

Fig. 7.2

In terms of outcomes, apart from differences between mediatization and
media logic gaining more resonance in the last ten years, the discussion of meclia logic "as analytical concept" ( Landerer, 2013, 243) and
the concept of mediatization as meta-process seems to result in a hybrid
heuristic. Moreover, various social subsystems are framed under this heuristic, which are then conceptualized by the individual authors as connected, parallel systems (see Table 7.1).
Ten out of 14 articles highlight what we refer to as transactional interaction processes between journalistic and political subsystem; four focus
primarily on social sections and their coupling with the political agenda.
Interaction interdependencies are thus seen between several interconnected subsystems. Similarly, the various concepts can be found both at
the institutional level as well as at the producer's level. This led to the
following model (see Fig. 7.2 "Interaction Interdependency as key in
Media Logics", Doveling & Knorr, 2015):
Thus, interaction interdependency, especially temporality, is recog nized within the:
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ul. 20 14)

(3) Politico! Logic

The theory of media logics is different from mediati zation in that the the ory of mediatization refers to a general tendency in which almost all parts
of society are affected by the media, whereas the theor v of med ia logics
attempts to uncover to what in media platforms, their organization and
practices, the institutions of society are adapting. (2 014, 3)

MEDIA LOGIC AS (INT ER)ACTION LOGIC...

Chadwick. 20 13)

Technological Logic

Interaction interdependency as key in media logics

(rather in a normative view) and outlines tl1.at especially a necessary
emancipation of the journalistic system is needed (p. 81 ).
2 . Mass media logic: Meyen et al. (2014) illustrate a mass media logic,
refe rring primarily to political communication. However, even
more than in a conflict context, different conceptions of meclia
logic give evidence for tl1.e suggested integrative approach, here
of journalistic and political action. Consequently, both Altl1.eide
( 2013) and Meyen et al. ( 2014) refer to context-dependence to
explain actions in mass media system (both digital and analogue).
Based on concepts in political communication literature,
Landerer ( 2013) illustrates a normative logic and an audience marfut logic "to understand behavior of political actors" (Landerer,
2013, see Table 7 .1 ). Referring to the figure above, Landerer
( 2013) tlms is placed on both ( 1) logic of journalism and ( 2) mass
media logic. Witl1. regard to ( 1) mass media in particular, Landerer
outlines a "language of self-interested maximization" (2013, 248)
because here "news\.vo rthiness" is firmly attached in how "certain
issues are selected, organized, and presented, using particular formats" (ibid.). In contrast, he notes v.rithin the normative logic a
"language of societal problem-solving" (248). In this sphere, issues
would be selected and structured according to democratic tl1.eory
assumptions (ibid.).
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3. Correspondingly, the concept of political logic refers to the
viewpoint of a more or less short-term "news media attention" (HaG!er, Maurer, & Oschatz, 2014 ). The authors searched
for principles that determine the relevance of journalistic attention to political issues. In their study of news medi a coverage of
the Climate Change Conferences in 2011 and 2012 both online
and offline, they found five aspects of media logic: ( 1) the absence
of policy issues; (2) personalization; (3 ) negativity; (4) topicality; and finally (5) the absence of ambiguity (HaG!e r et al., 2014,
328-330). Here, the constellation between journalistic and political actors is measured with regard to the logic of a permanent
re-actualization of public relevance. Hence, here also interaction
interdependencies exist in the joint political and journalistic staging
in self-preservation. Consequently, the interaction as modus operandi reveals itself in the systemic action primarily as an adaptation
to the other system and is as such a result of various inter-systemic
transactions. In fact, mediatized political communication reveals
both inclusive and exclusive practices of news media attention.
In total, concepts within the first block of the model above are
viewed both from a macro perspective, as vvell as on a micro level as
dissociative acts of media users in various medi a logics .
Political and journalistic actors interact:
• intra-systemic in terms of their action rules (Asp, 2014; Meyen
et al, 2014.) and
• inter-systemic with respect to their degrees of adaptation and processes of structuration in terms of connectivity and interactivity
examined ( cf. Esser, 2013 ).
Like the other authors, Esser (2013 ) mainly refers to sociological
approaches, psychological concepts are hardly used until rare (see
Fig. 7.2). Methodological approaches are found primarily in the
field of media content research, particularly to content analysis
used precisely for those "formats and principles of representation"
(Altheide & Snow, 1992 ) to investigate (see Table 7.1 ). Those
concepts that deal with (se mi -) public expression -formation processes within social organizations online and offline can thus all be
identified.
While processes of adaptation between and by intra - and intersystemic transactions were focused upon in blocli one of our figure
(see Fig. 7.2), concepts from the second block on the right wing deal
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with "personalization through the spreading of digital connections"
(Bennett & Segerberg, 2012, 744). Those processes of scatteri1:1g
personalized information are primarily identified in online media.
Moreover, any hybrid space generated by single producers seen:is t?
be proceeded through modularization ( Chadwick, 2013 ) of 111d1 vid ual political communication processes and their interconnection of indivi dual realities as small publics. In other words, through
modularization "large tasks (such as political mobilization) [can
be] broken down into smaller tasks to which individuals and small
groups can contribute" (Co uldry, 2014b, 610) .
.
.
Furthermore, communicative action can further be differentiated
in between online and offline worlds-as communication always
takes place in relation to both worlds ( Castells, 2009).
4 . As visualized in the above model, Klinger and Svensson illustrate
a netivorli media logic "[b]y conceiving of social media plat!or~s
as inter-twined with the rise of a network media logic, a logic distinctly different from - though overlapping with - that of the m~ss
media" (2014, 5 ). Moreover, Klinger and Svensson (2014) attnbute to social media platforms the characteristics of constant updating, speed, and connectivity and compare mass media logic _and
net\-vork media logic based on tl1e criteria production, distribuoo~:;
and media usage (ibid. ). They provide "different modi operandi
(4) which coexist with each other by dyna1nic interactions and
.
"
complex interdependencies along various levels and dimensions
(Stromback & Esser, 2009, 220; cited by Klinger & Svensson,
2014, 4)
5 . In a similar manner, but more of a computational linguistic perspective, Van Dijk and Poe!! (2013) describe interaction processes
within social media logic to four grounding principles: programmability; popularity; connectivity; and datafication. In consequence,
any cultural, political participation is detected in spaces tha: a'.·e
self-selected by tl1e producer. Hence, temporality arises w1~n
social organizations tl1rough botl1 passive and active intervention
of different actors at different points of their interacting processes.
6 . Conceiving processes of interactivity in terms of their interdepend encies seems vital. Likewise, Bennett and Segerberg (2012) outline high and low levels of organizational resources in differe1:t
social movement group constellations during the world economic
crisis (beginning 2008 ). Employing a frame analysis of political
')
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messages on mass media and social network sites (SNS), they distinguish between the logic of collective action and the logic of connective action (Bennett & Segerberg, 2012 )-and a third kind as a
fused version of these two. Accordingly, they investigate the informal mobilization group 15 M, as a group that follows the logic of
connective action. Their participants communicated a collective
identity of being leaderless, using practically only social media. As
a result, they highlight a different type of membership compared
to other organizations, which had listed memberships for instance.
Hence:
[t]he logic of collective action is associated with high leve ls of organizational resources, and the less familiar logic of connective action is based
on personalized content sharing across media networks. (Be nnett &
Segerberg, 2012, 739)

Consequently, different forms of demonstration groups enablewhat we refer to as-varying degrees of interaction interdependencies. It equally becomes evident in t11e above that the degree of
connectivity interrelates with the degree of the communication
structures online and offline . The usage of online media seems to
function as driving force. Networked producers as highlighted in
Fig. 7.2 can disclose these communication structures in the context
of globalized communication.
7. Hybrid media logic (Chadwick, 2013): The question arises, to what
extent is the concept of interaction interdependencies applicable for
studies outside the media logic tradition? To answer this question,
t11e study by Sumiala and Tikka (2010) is insightful. The authors
investigate how events online and offline collaborate into a spiral
of self-acceleration. Applying content analysis of the communication on 11 websites regarding to two school shootings from 2007
and 2009, t11ey conclude that these shootings were media disasters
through online communication, namely as dissemination which:
focuses on communication as a clispersing and spreacling of messages
in different communication networks. [ ... ] In the school shootings,
the Internet presented itself as the primary context of communication.
Messages and images of the school shootings were rarely mediated in

7
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one-way communication from sender to recipient. (Sum.iala & Tikka,
2010,20)

The interactive interdependencies, linked in this case to the permanent
update and reinterpretation of fear, sustains systemic relationships by
the maintenance of communicative roles. For instance, the role of a victim was linked to the 011line discourse, creating fear (S umiala & Tikka,
2010). In contrast, the roles are clearly connected to the particular
offline event. Thus, globalized commw1ication arises as networked communication online and offline (see Fig. 7.2). The role of a victim was
framed by the events in the school, by the messages and by the senders
themselves. Operationally, the unit of measure is the transactional attribute, such as combining factors, their interrelation, and also the context
variables within a triadic fitting. The degree of interactivity is therefore
bound to the hierarchy of levels of meaning. Van Dijk exemplified this
with the following illustration:
A journalist writing an editorial - an institutional genre formulating the
opinion of the newspaper about a recent news event - at the same time
may engage in criticizing the government and persuading the public.
(2009,79)

Based on the perspective of transaction the hierarchy of levels is highlighted in the combination of different interaction processes of producers at the same time (parallel feedback). Hybrid media logic (Chadwick,
2013), therefore, can be conceptualized as result of globalized paral lel systems. In consequence, "interactivity is not a characteristic of the
medium. It is a process-related construct about communication" (Rafaeli
& Sudweeks, 1997).
Additionally to the aforementioned aspects, we integrate two dimensions into the complex interdependent relationship: These are the
technological logic and the economic logic (see Fig. 7.2). We consider
both vital in the analysis of the complex interrelationship and reciprocal interaction interdependencies laid out above, as they influence to a
high degree how communication is shaped, in what time-period, to what
extent and amount, and by whom. Today, through networked communication, journalists, as well as any communicating actor, are constantly
confronted with new information. This leads to tl1e challenge of information pressure. Through technological advancements, journalists need
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t? select, interpret, and convey messages in a rapidly growing informatlon society. This leads to challenges for the journalist as well as for the
political system, it also challenges the credibility of jo urnalistic products, and political actions, as all informational actions is interconnected
in a globalized communicative network . This complex relati o nship and
hybridization is interwoven in the above model together with the economic dimension that is directly linked to it. Through rap idly changing
technological advancements, economically diverse effects and interrelations arise. Actors in "classic" mass media are in constant competition
with actors using devices such as cell phones that take pictures that can
be placed on the internet within seco nds.
This competition needs to be seen from technol ogical , eco nomic,
and social angles. It changes how we formerly perceived media . A current example is the shooting attack in a mall in Munich in July 2016,
where videos take from a cell phone camera were posted o nline and
spread through news channels and online media alike. Additionally, the
police called the public to help in the investigation by n o t placing videos online but sending them to the officials .4 As this example illustrates,
these diverse interrelated interdependent interaction logics thus highlight
an interactive "orientation frame" (Lundby, 2009 ) w hich will challenge
research in the coming years.

7.5

CONCLUSION-VA1U0US LOGICS, O NE PARADIGM

We conclude: The term of media logic is not to be replaced, nor to be
rejected it as we find it highly useful. Yet, we extend it to the nenvorking potential of the producers of communication as mutu ally successive
relating actors, operating within orthogonal subsystems ( e.g., hyperlinks ). These permanently shift within different constellations of actors
and their differing abilities to define power (Altheide, 2013 ). The respective actor currently defines the situation of presentation and reception of
content. Interactive interdependency thus cannot be determined institutionally, but as a nenvorked transactive-communication unit. In this vein,
the question is less whether different logics challenge one concept. It is
more a question, of how various interaction processes can be exemplified

4
https:/ / .co m / Mai!Online/status/75 6552313616101376 / photo/ l, and https://.
com /Ma i!Online/status/756552313616101376/ photo/l, both ret rieved 7/27/20 16.
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on various inter- and inu·a-systemic levels. Likewise, the concept of
interaction interdependencies is-tl1ough not n amed but-recognj zed by
Landerer, who summarizes:
The objective is to point out the fundamentally different goals of the two
logics . This difference in goals leads to two different, but internally coherent and linear lo gical systems ( or logics) that guide individual or collective
actors' behavior to different degrees. (2013, 248; emphasis in the original)
Likewise, Witschge (2014) explores different kinds of logics within
mediatized political communjcation and refers to Livingstone (2009 ),
summing up the relatio nship between media logic and mediatization as
follm-vs:
At stal,e is why and how this matters, as Livingstone (2009, 10 ) states:
'whether the mediation of rnicroprocesses of social interaction influences
macrohistorical shifts in institutional relations of power'. (2014, 352 )
The different logics arise esp. at macro -level processes as adaptation in
the context of globalized communication (see Fig. 7.2). From tl1e micro
perspective, different logics highlight system-immanent dynamics of the
(permanent) personalization of information and their common generating of meaning in the respective situation of reception . Accordingly,
interactive interdependency as modus operandi in media logics can b e
sketched as a modus digitali, based on concepts of (online) commw1ica tions in a networked society, especially for concepts of tl1e second block
resulting from the meta -analysis. We thus do take into account that not
all media have the same logic (Couldry, 2014a), yet the analysis in virtualized network society (Castells & Gardoso, 2005) acquires a new
frame within and in addition to the current concepts as the changing
communicative environments have wide raging social implications on
the indi vidual as well as systems. The conceptualization of interaction
interdependencies as a key variable in the ongoing communjcative pat tern enables us to grasp ner.vorked communication as a permanent feedback in parallel systems and measure tl1e degree of connectivity. We thus
conceptualize an inherent interaction logic in mediatized environments
as an interactive interdependency that links actions of the individual
actors within systemic interrelated processes in different (partly) overlapping media environments (botl1 private and public, for implications on
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meditization processes and digital emotion culture see Doveling / Harju
~Ol~a; Doveling/ Harju 2017b ). Referring to the perspective of mediat1zat1on (e.g., Esser, 2013; Stromback, 2008; Su·omback & Esser, 2014;
also Hepp & Krotz, 2014 ), we hold that withjn mediatized environments'. individual as well as systemic actors and actions are interdependently l'.nke~ in producing, using, and receiving mediated messages.
Seemg mteraction logic both on individual and systemic perspectives
enables understanding of new action spaces in social networks, which are
?ermanently shaped by tl1e prosumers' different modi operandi, dependm_g 0 ? the media content itself and their interacting and interconnecting
WI~ It. The interconnectivity of social action is connected with others
onlme and offline in generating, consuming, and disseminating con~ent. Seeing both interactivity and connectivity as gradual concepts, the
mt~r~ependency of Communication stresses out the degree of interacuv,ty and the interdependency of systems stresses out the degree of
connectivity.
Mediatized everyday realities therefore arise in reciprocally (co)
constructed information exchange systems
(Vorderer,
2015 ).
~onceptualizing media logic as an inherent interdependent interaction logic provides possible solutions for both theoretical and empirical
~pproaches. It provides a global framework in understanding the diverse
'?terconnectivities in networked communication. At the same time, it
lmks actions of the individual actors with systematic interrelated processes in different (partly) overlapping media environments (both private
and public), thus providing fruitfu l perspectives as well as new challenges
for both theoretical as well as empirical works in this highly relevant
domain.
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PART II

Media Logic in Context: Politics,
Journalism, Institutions

CHAPTER 8

On the Media Logic of the State
Jens Schriiter

8 .1

INTRODUCTION

Although it may seem strange-and in fact it is strange-in Germany
there is a gap between the two disciplinary fields of communication
studies on the one side and media studies on the other. In Germany
there are two societies, the Deutsche Gesellschaft fiir Publizistill and
Kommunilzationsivissenscha.ft (DGPuk) and
the
Gesellschaft fur
Medienwissenschaft (Gfi\t1). I am member of the latter-representing the highly diverse field of Medienlzultunvissenscha.ft. Of course this
separation in Kommunikationswissenschaft ( communication studies)
and Medienkulturwissenschaft (media studies) is in a way artificial , even
absurd, but anyway: it exists. Symptomatic for the difference between
these two fields is that I, while studying media studies, had never heard
of Altheide's and Snow's book on media logic.
Where is the difference betvveen these two fields: Kommunikationswissenschaft ( communication studies) and Medienkulturwissenschaft
(media studies)? This is a difficult question, especially given the numerous overlaps and links between them. It is beyond the scope of this paper
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to go into the history of this differentiation and the factual overlaps and
links. But speaking very broadly there seem to be the following differences: Communication studies stands more in the tradition of sociological approaches, emphasizing the use of media by people-"media"
mostly understood as classical mass media (and nowadays the internet)-and therefore uses qualitative and quantitative methodologies and
focuses on present practices. Media studies on the other hand is rooted
in philosophy and the philological disciplines, emphasizes more historical
research, especially on how media came into existence and why they are
tl1e way they are, and therefore focuses on aesthetic and technological
form. From this historical focus follow basic philosophical questions on
the role of media ( understood as the potential mediality of everything),
sometimes verging on the idea that media theory is a new fundamental
approach, stressing the constitutive role of media as such ( observed by
communication studies this is sometimes called "medium theory").
While reading Media Logic by Altheide and Snmv, I was very
impressed by their explicit call for a "mediacentric" perspective (Altheide
& Snow, 1979, 13). This is a gesture very well -known and welcome in
Medienkulturwissenschaft, because, as the name "media studies" already
shows, "media" and their effects should be at the center of its research
(and not, e.g., the usages people make of media etc .) . Ironically enough,
while the present book, given its closeness to the field of communication studies, discusses an explicitly "mediacentric" approach, no,.,vadays
in media studies some factions prefer "non-media-centric media studies"
(cf. Krajina & Morley, 2014) ... but I cannot go deeper into this disciplinary conundrum here. These might be signs of convergence, but also
simply of sub -differentiation.
Anyway, another sentence from Altheide and Snow ( 1979, 14-15)
that I found very convincing, was:
In eras throughout history, various media have been used to present and
interpret the characteristics of the dominant institutions . While media
during these periods appeared to have an objective nature, the y were in
fact part of the institutions they represented. Unfortunately, this method
of analyzing media has carried over the present day; some observers and
critics still see media as handmaidens of behind -the-scenes power, and this
approach misses the real importance of media in contemporary society media are the dominant force to which other institutions conform.
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I could not agree more and this (besides other things, namely that they
quote McLuhan, who is a saint for media studies) shows tl1at tl1eir book
does not quite fit into the division between communication and media
studies and that is its strengtl1 and brilliance.
The present essay wants to elaborate on Altheide's and Snow's formulation, that "me.dia are tl1e dominant force to which other institutions conform"-and, if you allow, in a typical, radical mediacenu-ic,
Medienkulturwissenschaft-fashion, to radicalize it a little bit: This important statement presupposes tl1at social forms, institutions, are external to
media. The institutions do only then in a second step conform to the
power of media. Altl1ough this is of course correct from e.g., a systemstl1eoretical perspective in which "mass media" form one subsystem of
society-to the merciless gaze of German Medienkulturwissenschaft,
taught by Friedrich Kittler and others, this is not mediacentric enough.
Because institutions, as regulated organizations of people, exist of
course only as always already mediatized. But Altheide and Snow say
also explicitly, tl1at "media [ ... ] were in fact part of the institutions they
represented." vVhile the first statement seems to show a typical communication-studies bias for mass media like radio and television, that then
influence institutions-as if institutions could exist ,vitl1out medial infrastructures-the second underlines the primordial role of mediality.
Medienkulturwissenschaft at least some forms of it, would argue,
admittedly idiosyncratic in i~s radical media-centrism, that there can be
no sociality, no society, no institutions, no history, not even mankind as
such without media and mediatization-and this argument is not reducible to basic media as speech or images.
What I find really remarkable is, that (as far as I know) some of the
most basic media formats are not mentioned normally in communication studies-the media formats that produce "us" as subjects and persons in the first place-beyond language, tl1ese are of course m ane! and
identification documents. Especially identification documents are interesting. Of course, tl1ey did not exist in all cultures and in all times, but
at least in modernity tl1ey became in very different contexts and fo~ms,
the condition of being a "person." Individuals are not the last umt of
analysis, because to be a "person" requires having addresses, let us say,
a place where you live, a telephone number, and a bank a~count . Your
name does not stick to you on your body, it is ,vritten do,..,n 111 your passport and other documents connected to you. Being an individual, mean ing you can be differentiated from other bodies, means that you have
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different addresses from other bodies . There is no society or social order
or institutions, which then is influenced by media-yo u are an individual,
and you can only exist as such in differe~ce to a society, only by inserting your naked body into a network of documents and medial links . Or
more precisely: From the very beginning as a baby you are inserted into
media to become a human being. Although much more could be said
on identity documents, I just point to the important work of Valentin
Gro~bner (2004) or John Torpey (2000), I just want to focus_ on their
media logic. I want to discuss in the following part the med1ality of the
state as such.

8.2

THE MEDIALITY OF THE STATE

'.'A certificate is a piece of writing that gains credibility as a legally bindmg document through its formal layout and design ." (Werner, 2009,
93 4) Documents in the form of certificates are a key medium of the state
and economic order-for example, they define claims of ownership and
also specify individuals' identity, as in the case of personal documents ( cf.
Torpey, 2000; also cf. Higgs, 2007). Because of their central importance
f~r what Christoph Engemann has aptly termed "governemedialit_y"
( Gouvernemedialitdt''), drawing on Michel Foucault ( cf. Engemann,
2 0l3), it has to be possible to ensure the authenticity of these docu ments. It has to be certain that an official document really is official, tl1at
th e information it contains is accurate and reliable. 1 Viewed in this light,
ive have a media monopoly that corresponds to the state)s power monopoly.
Certain types of documents are only allowed to be produced by the
au_thorities responsible and forgeries are severely punished (with fines or
pn~o~ sentences of up to ten years according to A.rt. 267 of the German
Cnmm~l Code). However, forgeries first need to be recognized if those
~roducmg them are to be penalized. Accordingly, the mediality of certificates and other state documents such as bank notes, which are the
medi~ of the state and the economy,' is a complex one. "Only the specific
combmation of the document text and the document medium consti ~utes the document's validity; a mere copy of a given document's wordmg on a new text vehicle has no legal validity (unless the copy is itself

1

On the ri se in " identity th eft:", which constitutes a seriou s problem , particularly for
finance (cf. H oofnagle, 2007; cf. also Wisse, 2007).
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certified)." (Werner, 2009, 936) Accordingly, the "document medium"
must be designed in such a way that it cannot be easily imitated by unauthorized persons, or alternatively it must be easy to identify whetl1er a
given certificate possesses the correct mediality ( otherwise it is a counterfeit). "The characteristics of certain media prompted the development of
anti-forgery techniques." (lbid.) 2
Against this background, the question of the "shifting media of statehood" arises (Engemann, 2013, 212)-not only in the sense tl1at, following the "digital revolution", states need to produce and control new
digital documents ("£-Government") (cf. Engemann, 2011), but also in
the sense that tl1e spread of new media technologies repeatedly tl1reatens the criteria governing the authenticity of documents and thus causes
counter reactions. Media monopoly is not given once and for all, but
needs to be defended constantly-and military imagery is used in doing
so. Three "lines of defense" are mentioned (in regard to tl1e autl1enticity
of money). The first consists of procedures that aim to make it possible
for normal citizens to recognize a forgery at first glance. However, if tl1e
forgeries are good enough tl1is may no longer work. Here the second
line of defense comes into play. It is made up of people that work ·w ith
money in a professional capacity (e.g., bank clerks or traders) and use
special devices ( such as money counting machines). If tl1ey are not able
to detect the forgery either, tl1en tl1ere is still the tlurd, last and highest
line of defense of the state's media monopoly-the professional forensic
analysis of the suspicious document in a laboratory. The complex mediality of bank notes, for example, serves all three lines of defense; bank
notes have features that are tailored specifically to the perceptions and
habits of normal citizens, then professional traders and finally counterfeit
specialists (cf. Schell, 2007, 219).
In the following, the historical development of the fight for the
media monopoly of the state will be highlighted using tl,e examples of
two radical changes in terms of media history. The first of tl1ese is the
spread of photocopiers and above all color copiers from the 1960s and

2 This also includes interesting information on historical techniques for ensuring authenticity, such as tallies. Also cf. Vogtherr (2002, 154) on the fact that the "standardization
of the appearanc e" of certificates was "a safeguard aga inst the falsificatio n of documents".
He notes on p. 157 that "modern diplomatics, th e academic study of documents, emerged
around 1700"; "the fundamental question both then and now is discrimen veri n c fnlsi, the
distinction between what is real and what is false" .
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then the 1980s onwards. These technologies made increasingly efficient
techniques for creating copies available. As much as the photocopier
was an instrument of increased efficiency and speed in the circulation of
files in state and economic bureaucracy on the o ne hand, on the other
hand it represented a potential threat to documents as it made copying
them significantly easier. One reaction to this was the increased usage of
optical document security measures, that is, markings-for example on
bank notes, which cannot be copied by photocopiers, o r only in such a
:vay that users of the three lines of defense are able to reco g nize at least
111 the last instance that the copies do not have th e correct "document
medium".
The second shift, from the 1990s onwards, is the move towards personal computers and the peripheral devices associated with them, such as
s~anners and color printers, which also made reproduction possible on a
~itherto unknown scale. The specific optical markers on documents datrng from the historical defense against photocopiers still exist, but digital
data processing by computers both requires and enables new, additional
security features.

8.2.1

Xerography and the Optical Lines of Defense

The struggle between counterfeiters and specialists goes back a long way;
early authenticity features such a watermarks were used as early as the
fourteenth century ( cf. ibid., 198-204; also cf. Strasser, 2007). However,
the twentieth century, in the words of Walter Benjamin, is the age of
t~chnical reproducibility. Benjamin himself already highlighted that tech11Ical reproducibility by no means affects art alone ( cf. Benjamin, 2006 ).
However, Benjamin firstly did not focus on the reproducibility of money
and other documents, and secondly-naturally-did not consider the rise
0
~ xerography. Although the first successful experiments with this tech11Ique were carried out by Chester Carlson as early as 1938, it only developed slowly (and after Benjamin's death ) due to a range of technical and
financial problems. From tl1e beginning of the 1960s onwards this tech~ology became increasingly common in offices, which now cannot be
imagined without it.3 One of Carlson's main motivations for devoting

3

0n the details of this development, cf. Mort ( 1989 ). On th e fou nding of Xerox and the
growing accep tance of photocopiers, cf. ibid., part. 59 and 62-69.
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himself to automatic copying techniques, if not the most important, was
easing the tedious and laborious process involved in reproducing written
fil es in the bureaucratic context ( cf. Mort, 1989, 49; cf. Owen, 2004,
70, 82). Indeed, speeding up paper-based administrative processes was of
key interest . Companies that owned photocopiers were able to accelerate
their work processes and hoped that this would give t!1em an adv~ntage
over tl1eir competitors in the market. This situation acted as a kind_of
catalyst, a "supervening social necessity" ( cf. Winston 1998, 6 ), leadmg
to tl1e acceptance of the photocopier-and soon Xerox had become a
major corporation (cf. Owen, 2004, 180-181, 192, 222-225, & 239243). There is a media logic of the photocopying machine central to
every bureaucratic organization nowadays.
However, this oft-celebrated myth of the visionary inventor, whose
ideas are initially thought to be crazy but then earn him a fortune ai:d
change the world, suffers from the flaw of all linear histories of _medi~:
It ignores the fact that new technologies not only can be described 111
terms of success but also create entirely new problems. For xerography
casts the shadm~ of threat to the media monopoly of the state: "Fr~m
the 1960s until the late 1970s, the copiers reproduced in black and white
were neither threatening graphic arts and printers nor its niche of se_curity printers. That threat changed when colour copying and l~ser printing arrived". (Schell, 2007, 217) One of the defense measures 1s tl1at the
color copiers' color gamut is limited (Fig. 8.1).
.
The figure shows that the color space that copiers are able to depict
( tl1e irregular hexagon with the words "W Colar Copier") only r_ep~·esents a section of the possible color spectrum: "So in order t? optmuze
the effectiveness of the use of color against color reproduction, a person has to choose a color outside of the RGB gamut and outside the
color copier hexagon, which is why ~e US d?llar is green, ~1e_~uro ten
is stone red, while the Euro twenty 1s blue violet, etcetera. (ibid.) The
mystery of why bank notes have the colors they do, which ca~rnot be
explained by any aesthetic theory, is thus quite easy to solve: Their colorfulness was and is a line of defense of the media monopoly of the state.
Or to put it otherwise: Their color is part of their media logic.
.
However this was soon to change: On the one hand, the quality of
color copie;s improved; thus Schell ( cf. ibid .) cites 1980 as the time
that color laser copiers began to spread. On the other hand, another
much more serious factor is that normal users ( tl1at is, the "first line of
defense") possibly failed to notice discoloration (as one needs to know
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Fig. B.l The CIE 1931, 2 ' observer chromaticity diagram showing the color
gamut of a color copin·, standard RGB and the gamut of the combination of a
HeNe laser (633 nm), an Argon laser (514 nm), and a HeCd laser (442 nm)

the color space depicted in Fig. 8.1 to do this)-and thus it seemed wise
not to rely on color alone.
As early as the 1970s, there were nervous reactions to the new technologies an_d international working groups were formed (cf. ibid., 200).
New techrnques able to offer new, increased resistance to the copiers
were needed . Since then, the repertoire of optical document security
!~as grown drastically. 4 "The dramatic shifts in reproduction technology
smce the 1970s [ ... ) brought issuers and producers of security documents to the point of strengthening their potential. They expanded inho~ise research and development groups; outsourced dedicated research
assignments; and united to share efforts . The history of the development
of holography runs more or less parallel with this growing awareness."
(S cheLI,2007,231 )
4

For the best, most comp rehensive overview currently avai lable, cf. van Renesse ( 2005 ).
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This is where holography comes into play; document security needs
played a key role in the development and spread of this technology.
Of course the history of holography is more complex than this (cf.
Johnston, 2006 ), but it remains undisputed that one of its most important fields of application since the 1980s has been document security:
"In 1983 MasterCard International, Inc. launched the first credit cards
carrying embossed holograms that were produced by the American Bank
Note Company in New York. The MC holograms were the widest distribution of holography in the world at that time ." (Schell, 2007, 231)
Today just about every bank note ( cf. Lancaster & Mitchell, 2004 ),
credit card or identity card 5 contains a hologram or at least uses techniques similar to holography. 6 Holography is not an exotic special technology; rather, there is a veritable everyday holographic culture that
exists to defend the state's media monopoly. Holographic imagessuch as the three-dimensional representation of a small white sculpture
of a dove on a VISA card-cannot be reproduced by photocopiers, as
holography is based on wave optics and the information it conveys cannot be transferred using the geometric, optical system of a photocopier
( cf. Schroter, 2009) .7 In everyday life-the first line of defense-normal
citizens can see this in the fact that holographic markers' shimmering,
angle-dependent and often three-dimensional appearance disappears
when photocopied . This kind of optical marker guarantees the authenticity of the document medium-and defends it even against the best color
copiers ( or scanners). 8

5 German identity cards, for example, use the so-called "identigram" technique, cf.
Bundesdruckerei (2014 ).
6 Such as "kinegrams" or security holograms (Wik.ipedia, 2014 ). Often these techniques are collectively referred to using the umbrella term "holography" or "holograms",
although strictly speaking this is not correct. Thus "dot matri.., holography" , which is often
used in security appliances (cf. Johnston, 2006, 220) does not record interference patterns
between object waves and reference waves; instead, an interference between two beams is
used to draw pixels that constitute diffraction gratings, thus digitally assembling an image .
Cf. Andrulevicius, Tamulevicius, and Tamu\evicius (2007).
7 Cf. Jens Schroter, "Das holographische Wissen und die Nicht-R.eproduz.ierbarkeit," in
Das hologmphische Wissen, ed. Stefan R.ieger and Jens Schroter (Berlin: diaphanes, 2009 )·.
77-86 .
8 0f course there has been no shortage of attempts to forge holograms , but the results
were seldom convincing; cf. Piz.z.anelli (1998).
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secunty eatures can not b e repro d uced by scanners (a nd the computers
t h ey are attached t
•
.
o, e.g. usmg Adobe Photoshop ), as described above
th e fu nction 0 f
·
al
.
optic security features-at least in the first line of'
d e fiense-rehes on th b·1 ·
ea 1 1ty o f average users of documents such as passports an d .money to 1.ecog111ze
. t h at the secun. ty markmgs
.
on the docu ment
medium
do
n
t
I
k
I
th
.
. cducaaon
.
.
o oo t 1e way ey ought. Thus 111tens1ve
aims to provide
use.1s w1.th th 1s
" k now Ie d ge, sue h as the (see mingly now
"
d e fu net ) Euro forge ·
·
nes o·amer " on w,-vw.po 1·1ze1· -b eratung.de which
teac h es users how t o 1ecog111ze
.
. w h ether a document 1s
. authenac
. ' step by
~t~ P (see also Bundesbank, 2016 ). However, this education can of course
a1 1' as users
may not m ak e use o f t I1e ava1·1a bi e resources and not even
kn
h
ow ; _at ma_rkings are supposed to look like; they may not be ab le to
sethe we m a given situation due to poor li ght, or may be distracted for
0
er. reasons · User -pra ct.ices, as commumcaaon
· ·
stu d.1es l<:n0 \\'S very well ,
can t1 ansgress prescribed uses.
Thus it stands to reason to try and eliminate the human factor from
at ! edast . th e first line of defense 9 and to delegate protection to techni. poss1'bi e at I east 111
. pnnc,ple
. .
ca . ev1ces
. . to a greater extent, w h",c I1 1s
~smg digital technology. Schell (2007, 224 ) summarizes this succinctly:
Instead of add mg
·
fieatures that are clifficult
.
to reproduce codes are
em_bedded that thwart reproduction ." That is: "Another ide'a might be
to mcorporate features that locate copier type and serial number or that
hamper the copier mechanism itself." (ibid ., 222 ) One of th e first ideas
th us ~ere. so-called "tracers", which refer to the fact that modern pho toc?piers _mclude a code made up of dots invisible to the human eye in
th e'.r copies_, whjch makes it possible to identify exactl y which copier at
whJCh location made the copy in question (cf. ibid ., 223 ).
. Rosen~art specifies that these dots are able to secretly write up to 512
bits, tl1at IS 64 bytes, onto a color copy. "This even makes it possible to

9

T his does no t pose a problem for the second and third line of ddense as the second
line consists of persons working professionally with mone y, who are likely 'more aware of
fo rg~nes and also have devices at t heir disposal ab le to recognize forgeries (e.g. the counterfeit detectors produced by the company Safescan (cf. Safescan, 2014). The third line of
defense are already specialists in counterfeit detectio n .
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mark each copy individually or at least note the current time/ date on the
copy". ( Rosengart, 2005, 21) While this may seem reasonable from the
point of vievv of tl1ose tracking down counterfeiters, there are however
alarming side effects: "vVould anyone still dare to uncover bribe scandals and pass on the pertinent evidence, for example to the press, if they
knew that the anonymity of a photocopy is no longer guaranteed, but
that, for example their employer as the maclune's owner is able to trace a
document back to a specific depai·tment, a specific office?" (Big-BrotherAward-Jury, cit. in ibid.) The reproduction of unwelcome political writ ings could also be traced, an option that would probably be of interest in
authoritai·ian and totalitarian states. IO
The website \\!\VW.polizei -beratung.de (meaning "police consulting")
notes that "many criminals react surprisingly flexibly to the developments
of the technology market. By now, most col or copiers are equipped with
coding systems that enable color copies to be matched exactly to the
copier in question. Thus an increasing number of perpetrators use computer scanners when producing tl1eir forged banknotes." (Polizeiliche
Kriminalpravention der Lander und des Bundes, 2014) The fight for
the media monopoly continues-and the use of home computers and
tl1eir peripheral devices was also a response to ilie technical delegation
used by copiers to make tl1eir copies locatable. However, tl1e spread of
threatening (cf. van Renesse, 2005, xiv) digital technology to ilie domes tic sphere means tl1at the frontline of the fight has advanced iliere, too:
"According to some producers of printers, in tl1e near future every inkjet
printer and every color laser printer for domestic use will leave an individual marking on the paper." (Rosengart, 2005, 21)
Anotl1er approach is to prevent the copying process completely. This
cannot be done using analogue technology, but it is possible wiili digital technology. Certain patterns are built into the templates, so-called
taggants ( Schell, 2007, 223-224 ), 11 iliat can be recognized boili by
10

The governments of authoritarian states were not overly fond of photocopiers, as
they m ade the unco ntrolled reproduction of information possible (such as the USSR, cf.
Steinschaden, 20 12 , 112 ). However, the new options for marking copies make them inter·
esting for dictatorships again.
11
One of the best-known examples of such a taggant is the so-called EU Ri o n constel·
lation, a cloud of dots found o n Euro banknotes that can b e recognized by copiers and
the like . The algorithm CDS (Counterfeit Deterrence System) d eveloped by the Central
Banks Counterfeit Deterrence Group (Rules fo r Use, 2014), a working group of27 central
banks and other institutio ns that pro duce bank note s, is implemented in softw,ue such as
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CHAPTER 9

Media Logic Revisited. The Concept
of Social Media Logic as Alternative
Framework to Study Politicians' Usage
of Social Media During Election Times
Evelien D)heer

9 .1

INTRODUCTION

Since the mid-90s, the advent and spread of the internet has been
discussed in terms of its capacity to reshape political communication and
its potential for the inclusion of citizens in their campaigns in novel ways
(Coleman, 2005; Gibson & Cantijoch, 2011; Norris, 2000; StromerGalley, 2000). In a similar manner, social media have been understood
and empirically studied with respect to the possibilities for politicians to
interact with citizens directly (Graham, Broersma, & Hazelhoff, 2013;
Klinger, 2014; Larsson & Ihlen, 2015; Ross & Bi.irger, 2014). Overall,
the findings show direct dialogue between politicians and citizens is limited, despite the affordances of social media to do so.
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KJ~n this paper, we present the concept of "network media logic"
( mger -~ Svensson, 2014 ) as an alternative framework to co nceptualize
nd
a_
e'.11pmca1ly investigate politicians' usage of social media during electi~n times. The concept of network media logic describes the specificities
0
co~tent production and distribution on social media . It serves as an
a_ctuahzation of the concept of media logic, originally understood in relation to mass me d.ra ( cf. Al therde
.
.
& Snow, 1979 ).
h T~e concept of media logic is already used to conceptualize and assess
~e mter~ependencies between politics and mass media ( Esser, 2013 ;
azzoleru & Schulz, 1999; Stromback, 2008; Stromback & Esser, 2014).
~~~ever, tl1e 1:1e~ia landscape is profoundly changing. As Chadwick
(- ~) has convmcmgly argued, media systems to date are "hybrid", char~~enzed by the interplay of traditional media and newer, online media.
e conc~ptual framework presented in tl1is paper outlines a number of
:elevant _dimensions with respect to the logic of social media, including
mtersections witl1 as we JI as d.rstmctions
· ·
firom tra d 1t1ona
' ·
J news me d.1a.
Following, we empirically assess politicians' usage of social medi a to
present a favorable and attractive image towards voters . In doing so, 'vve
~ake _an actor-centric perspective on media influence (Schulz, 2014). This
implies that politicians anticipate and adapt to the workings of media in
0rd
er to use them for their own benefit. As we account for the hybrid
~haract~r of contemporary media systems, we study social media usage
111
_relation to the workings of social media and mass media. Politicians
mig~t use social media to get attention from journalists and retrieve m ass
media coverage.
Via _in-depth interviews and a content analysis of politicians' behavior
11
~ . T~itter and Face book during election times, we investigate ( 1) politiciai:s perceived need to integrate the workings of mass and/or social
me?ia and_(2) politicians' understanding of the workings of mass and/or
social media.

9.2

THE CO-EVOLUTION OF OLDER AND NEWER MEDIA
LOGICS

Sti·omback and Van Aelst (2013 ) argue tl1at politicians are more likely
to adapt to the logic of mass media in "the electoral arena" (Sjoblom ,
1968 ). During elections, politicians wish to reach and convince as many
voters as possibl e. Both social media and mass media provide possibilities
to do so. More so, both platforms, and their logics interact.
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Mass news media logic

Social media logic

Virality
Social curation of news

Jou rnali stic news selection

and presentation
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Visible, explicit audiences
Self-selected audiences

A continuum from mass news media logic to social media logic

In Fig . 9 .1 below, we account for the co-evolution of older and
newer logics in contemporary hybrid news ecology (Chadwick, 2013).
The continuum presents dimensions tl1at are predominantly linked
to traditional media ( e.g., journalistic news selection) or social media
( e.g., self-selected audiences) , as well as intersections ( e.g., virality) .
Our conceptual framework provides a non-exhaustive, yet relevant
number of dimensions of mass news media and social media regarding
politicians' aims to reach voters and obtain a favorable image. Below, we
discuss how the respective dimensions can influence politicians' usage of
social media. Our outline serves to structure the empirical work presented
in this paper. With respect to the logic of social media, we mainly draw
from KJinger's and Svensson's (2014) "network media logic", but we also
extend tl1eir work and integrate related literature. We refer to tl1e logic of
social media, using tl1e term "social media logic" as it fits witl1 om empirical analysis on the social media platforms Twitter and Facebook.

9.2.1

Negotiating Newsworthiness

Since politicians wish to reach large audiences during election times,
we can assume that they will tailor some of their social media activity
towards journalists. This coincides witl1 the changing nature of journalism and the integration of social media, and Twitter in particular, in the
newsroom. Research has shown political journalists incorporate the usage
of Twitter in tl1eir routines to keep up witl1 campaign developments during elections (Parmelee, 2013; Rogstad, 2013). Broersma and Graham
(2012) studied UK and Dutch nev,,spapers' usage of Twitter as a source
during election times . The findings indicate British newspapers cover
politicians' "bad practices" on Twitter and messages that fit tl1e conflict
frame ( e.g., whereby one politician attacks anotl1er). In addition, coverage in the Netherlands shows most attention goes to the more prominent politicians (i .e., political elites) . Furthermore, Parmelee (2013 )
found "punchy" and "plainspoken" tweets are appealing for political
journalists (because of their entertainment value).
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9.2.2

Going Viral

Get~~g attenti~n on social media is distinct from getting attention in
traditional n:ied1~. Klinger and Svensson (2014 ) argue that politicians
need to go v1ral 111 order to retrieve visibi li ty on the platform. This entails
dependency on their online connections (and their connections' connections). _It is users' collective endeavor (of likes, shares, or retweets) that
det~rmmes how communication flows and what is consid ered popular
(Klmger & Svensson, 2014). In addition, storytelling on social media
does ~ot take the form of neutral and objective reporting, but contains
affective and emotional elements (Papacharissi & de Fatima Oliveira
2012 ) · .H ence, po 1·1t1c1ans
· ·
· have to present their messages accordingly.'
will
In Fig. 9.1 above, virality is situated in between mass media and social
media l_ogic, because it also affects journalists' nevvs selection practices.
In particular, Twitter's Trending Topics feature is used by i· ournalists
to sense w h at users are talking about on the platform (Tandoc
·
& Vos
2015)
F
h
·
·
·
.
· urt er, onhne populanty ( 111 the form of shares, likes, or other)'
1s used b Y JOUrn
·
al 1sts
.
to account for the significance of social media
events or users (Paulussen & Harder, 2014). In addition, viral content
can be boosted onJjne once again, if it is covered by mass media ( Klinger
and Svensson, 2014).

9.2.3

The Social Curation of Traditional News Content

~et

Re~earch has shown news is increasingly consumed and distributed via
networks (Hermida, Fletcher, Karell, & Logan, 2012) . Social
e a users judge what traditional media content is valuable interesting
or ~ntertaining for themselves as well as the users they are c~nnected to
it~m?er & ~vensson, 2014; Singer, 2014; Villi, 2012 ). In this respect,
_is situated 111 between mass news media logic and social media logic in
Fig. 9.1.
"Yilli (2012 ) presents the concept of "social curation ", as reflective of
~oc'.al media users' endeavors to engage with traditional media content
nl'.~e: Whereas the concept is reflective of changing audience practices,
pholi?c 1ans can equally employ social media to curate news content by
.
.
I's armg , re di str1'b uting,
or reassessmg
traditional news media content in
ine wit!: -~eir strategic motives . En li and Skogerb0 (2013 : 767) found
t~at polit1c1ans use social media to share their interpretations of tradi tional news content, providing "a personal angle" to the story. Further,
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politicians also use social media to redjstribute news items in w hich they
are covered (En li & Skogerb0, 2013; Klinger, 2014).
9.2.4

Visible, Explicit Audiences

Whereas mass media auru ences a.re invisible and dispersed, social merua
messages are addressed to a network of users tl1at is explicit and visible (Schmid t, 2014). In particular, we refer to explicit and visible audience feedback. Feedback comes in tl1e form of aggregated auruence
metrics ( such as shares, likes or re tweets) as well as comments, replies
or questions that are rurectly and publically addressed to politicians,
e.g., through the usage of @reply messages on Twitter.
Social media are "fi lled with numbers" (Grosser, 2014). Both
Facebook and Tvvitter quantify audience behavior and provide politicians with personalized popularity reports . vVe argue that met1-ics as message reach, shares, or retweets can serve as a guide for future behavior.
These metrics teach politicians what content and presentation techniques
"work" online, hence, allow them to retrieve visibility and likeability.
Furth er, audiences become visible tl1rough the comments and questions tl1ey address to politicians. Unlike mass media, social media allow
users to send messages rurectly to politicians. In tl1is respect, social media
have been understood and assessed witl1 regards to their potential for
a dialogue between politicians and citizens ( e.g., Graham, Broersma,
& Hazelhoff, 2013; Klinger, 2014; Ross & Burger, 2014). However,
it does not necessarily mal<e sense for politicians to respond directly to
individual comments, as during election times, tl1ey are required to reach
the wider public.

9.2.5

Audience Selectivity and R each

As Klinger and Svensson (2 014 ) argue, social merua content is subject
to selective exposure and fragmented audiences, inclurung like-minded
peers. In this respect and compared to mass merua, audience reach is limited and fragmented on social media. Further, politicians do not control
their own audiences. Users tl1emselves decide w hetl1er or not they want
to follow a politician on Twitter or like a politician's page on Facebook .
This implies that politicians are more likely to interact with their network
of supporters, rather than addressing undecided voters. Research has
shown politicians mainly in interact with tl1eir own follower base, ratl1er
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than beyond their personal network ( Larsson & I hlen, 2015). On the
othe~ hand, we can argue politicians' support network can be put into
practice, e.g. to share or spread particular content.

9.3

METHODOLOGY

As outlined below, we take a "small data" approach (Ste phansen &
Couldry, 2014) to Twitter and Facebook, using qualitati ve interviews
and a close reacling of politicians' online behavior.

9.3.1

Pa'rticipant Selection

!his study includes 19 politicians running for the 2014 federal elections
m B~lgium. Since the late 1960s, Belgian political parties and traditional
?1edr~ are organized along regional lines, i.e ., Flanders ( c. 6 million
inhabitants) and Wallonia (c. 4 million inhabitants ). Consequently,
fede_ral elections result in two separate electoral campaigns. In this study,
we include Dutch speaking candidates (i.e., from Flanders). Based on
~e n:iodels of media and politics that Hallin and Mancini (2004 ) dis tmg~sh, Belgium represents a democratic corporatist model. Moreover,
Bel~i~m's party system is highly fragmented, which inevitably leads to
coalition governments . Hence, competitors are also potential coalition
partners. In this respect, it significantly differs from the liberal models
of the USA and Britain which are often discussed in political commu nication research (S ti·o~back & Dimitrova, 2011). Further, in line with
international research traciitional meclia still take an important role
in th~ Flemish electio'n campaign ( Lilleker, Tenscher & Stetka, 2014).
In this respect, the Flemish case seems suitable to investigate tl1e contri~ution of social media to the (in)dependency of politicians upon
mamsti·eam media.
Vo?ng is mandatory in Belgium and is based on candidate lists,
orgaruzed per electoral district ( of which Flanders counts six). This
implies that, per party, citizens can vote for the list (and agree with the
sequence of names ) or vote for specific candidates on the list (and poten tially alter the sequence of names). Six Flemish parties are represented in
all six electoral districts in Flanders. The party names and respective ide ologies are the following; CD&V (the Christian Democrats ), GROEN
(the Green party), N-VA (the Flemish nationalist party ), Open VLD
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(the Liberal party), Sp.a (the Social Democrats), and Vlaams Belang (the
right-wing extI"emist party).
By means of "purposive sampling" (Patton, 2002), we defined owselection of participants. In total, 58 candidates were contacted, . of
which 19 agreed for the collection of their social media data and mdeptl1 interviews . First, we selected candidates with a Facebook an~
.· ·
Twitter account . It is wortl1 noticing that th ese po I1t1C1ans
manage tl1e1r
.
own social media presence, albeit with encouragement and some gwdance from the party. The usage of Facebook is well established amongS t
political candidates whereas for Twitter this is less the case. Survey
research has shown 89% of the candidates intended to use Facebook as
a campaigning tool, whereas for Twitter this ·was 46% (Van Ael~t, van
·
· 1 poplu_
· 1atio~
1s very
Erke!, D'heer & Harder, 2015). Related, the Flem1s1
active on Facebook (i .e. 70%), whereas for Twitter, adoption 1_s up to
30% (iMinds-iLab.o, 2014). These reasonable adoption rates, 111 co~ibination with the importance of ti·aditional media, make the Fle 1:11~h
context an interesting one to study the role and value of social media 111
political campaigning.
Second, the selection of our political candidates accounts for party
affiliation. More specifically, the parties and districts are represented relative to tl1eir respective sizes· N-VA (4), Open VLD (4), S.pa (4), CD&V
(3), Vlaams Belang (2), and Groen (2). Third, in terms of political func.
.
fi1 e can d"d
the sample includes both higher-pro
1 ates (e.g., former
tlon,
ministers and members of the Flemish parliament) and lower-pr~file
· · al councils)
· "al an d ~1untctp
candidates (e.g., members of the ~rovmc1
.
d d.
Related, both incumbent and non -mcumbent candidates are mclu _e ·
They all occupy places ranging from one to four on the candidate hsts.
Last, we opted for diversity in age (ranging from 30 to 59,_ average 43 )
and gender ( 13 males and 6 females), which proved challengmg. .
.. ,
The variety in participants' profiles does not imply the generalizabiht)
of the findings, but serves to obtain diversity in interpretations a~1d practices . We include participants' age, gender and party membership when
using their quotes in the results section .

9.3.2

In-Depth Interviews with Politicians

The 19 semi-structured interviews were conducted in April 2014, as
politicians were no longer available during the final ·weeks of tl1e ca'.11 paign up to Election Day, May 25, 2014. The interviews started with
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questions concerning politicians' interest in and usage of social media
as part of the communication mix employed during election times .
Subsequently, we elaborate on the incentives and evaluation of social
media as tools to reach a wide audience and present a favorab le image of
th e sel~. We interpret what politicians describe as "appropriate" behavior
on ;oci~ me~ia and to what extent they adapt or why they do not.
he mterviews lasted about one hour and were executed face to face,
except
·· ·
.. _fcor three po 11tJc1ans
who were unable to meet in person. For these
1
polit1c ~s, we conducted interviews via Skype, with the additional benefit
?f ~nablmg the visual in the interview setting as wel l as text messaging elicIta?on material. The interviews were analyzed using NVivo, a computerassist e d qu al1tat1ve
· ·
d ata analysis software (CAQDAS ). We assessed and
coded the data in an iterative fashion, reflecting the interplay of inductive
and deductive coding (Strauss & Corbin, 1998 ). We used our conceptual
~York ~:>n media logic, social media logic and political logic to analyse the
'.nterviews. Below we discuss the analysis of politicians' social media behav·
1or, , vhi c h mai·n1y fu ncoons
to support the interview data.

9.3.3

Social Media Data Collection and Analysis

;ocial media data collection is "~ctor-based" (Stieglitz & Dang-Xuan,
012 ), as we start from the candidates' Twitter and Face book accounts
to collect messages. In line with our research focus, data collection took
~lace _during the election ca_mpaign (i.e., approximately four weeks before
lect1on Day) . More specifically, data was collected from April 23 to
May 28, witl1 Election Day being May 25.
Twitter and Facebook data collection is based on the platforms'
respective application programming interfaces (APls). For Twitter,
the Streaming API allm-vs us to capture tweets from our sample of 19
politicians using the open-source tool yourTwapperkeeper (yTK)
(B runs, 2012 ). Following this procedure, we collected a corpus of 1273
tweets. For Facebook, two applications were used to collect data, i.e.,
Digital Footprints ( http:/ / digitalfootprints.dk/) and Netvizz (Rieder,
2013). This is related to Facebook's restrictions on data collection,
and related, the restrictions these applications apply. Via the Digital
Footprints website, we were able to retrieve data from politicians' personal profiles with their consent. Since Digital Footprints limits the
number of participants we can track, we used Netvizz to collect data
from politicians' public pages. In the case of multiple Facebook profiles
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and/or pages (which was often the case), politicians provided their most
used channel to communicate with tl1e broader public . In total, we collected 977 Facebook posts and comments.
Both T"vitter and Facebook combined, we collected 2250 messages
(i.e., tweets, posts, and comments). There is great variation between
candidates' level of activity on social media, as tl1e average number _of
messages sent is 118 (ranging from 24 to 381), ,:vith a standard devi~tion of 100 messages. Given our small sample size and the great vanation in activity between the participants, the data mainly support and
enrich the interview data. In general, social media data complicate tl~e
existing boundaries between quantitative and qualitative methods. 1:his
has resulted in studies tl1at draw from big samples, but apply a qualitative analysis (e.g., Meraz & Papacharissi, 2013), as well as small sample
approaches that apply quantitative a nd mixed approaches, as is the case
here (e.g., Mar-wick & Boyd, 2011; Stephansen & Couldry, 2014).
Based on an iterative coding process, departing from the literatw-e
(e.g ., Graham et al., 2013; Klinger, 2014; Larsson, 2015; Parmelee &
Bichard, 2012) as ·well as the data, we defined the following eight overarching content codes: ( 1) Campaigning activities; ( 2) Policy-relate?
material; (3) Diso·ibuting traditional media content (in which the p~h tician/ party is covered); ( 4) Criticizing traditional media, rival parues
or other; ( 5) Replies to criticizers; ( 6) Thanking voters/supports; ( 7 )
Practical news about the elections (i.e., non -ideological content); and (8)
non -political content. Further, we assessed the usage "functional operators" on Twitter: addressing/mentioning (via @), indexing (via#) a nd
hyperlinking (via http ://) (Thimm, Dang-Anh & Einspanner, 2014 ).
On Facebook, we distinguished between posts and comments and
measured the usage of hyperlink.s.

9 .4
9.4.1

THE HYPERMEDIA CAMPAIGN

Anticipating Mass Media Coverage: Balancing Controversy

Our participants are well aware that journalists are among their Twitter
audience. Literature has shown that Twitter influences journalistic sourc ing and selection practices (Broersma & Graham, 2012; Parmelee, 20~ 3 ;
Ross & Burger, 2014). Politicians anticipate news coverage by adap?ng
the content and style of their T,vitter messages to appeal to journalists.
More specifically, tl1ey argue that some level of "conu·oversy or confron tation" is needed to reach the media .
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and/ or pages (which ,.,vas often the case), politicians provided their most
used channel to communicate witl1 the broader public. In total, we collected 977 Facebook posts and comments .
Both Twitter and Facebook combined, ,ve collected 2250 messages
(i.e., tweets, posts, and comments). There is great variation between
candidates' level of activity on social media, as tl1e average number _of
messages sent is 118 ( ranging from 24 to 381 ), ,vith a standard devi~ tion of 100 messages. Given our small sample size and the great vanation in activity between tl1e participants, tl1e data mainly supfort a nd
enrich the interview data. In general, social media data complicate th_e
existing boundaries between quantitative and qualitative methods. ~his
has resulted in studies tl1at drav., from big samples, but apply a qualitative analysis (e.g., Meraz & Papacharissi, 2013), as well as sn'.all sample
approaches that apply quantitative and mixed approaches, as 1s the case
here (e.g., Marwick & Boyd, 2011; Stephansen & Couldry, 201~)Based on an iterative coding process, departing from tl1e literature
(e .g., Graham et al., 2013; Klinger, 2014; Larsson, 2015; Parmelee &
Bichard, 2012) as well as the data, we defined the following ~ight overarching content codes: ( 1) Campaigning activities; (2) Pohcy-relate~
material; ( 3) Distributing traditional media content (in which the p~litician/party is covered); (4) Criticizing traditional media, rival parues
or other; ( 5) Replies to criticizers; ( 6) Thanking voters/ supports; (7)
Practical news about the elections (i.e., non-ideological content); and (8 )
non -political content. Furtl1er, we assessed the usage "functional operators" on Twitter: addressing/mentioning (via @), indexing (via#) a11d
hyperlinking (via http:// ) (Thimm, Dang-Anh & Einspanner, 2014 ).
On Facebook, we distinguished between posts and comments and
measured the usage of hyperlinks.

questions concerning politicians' interest in and usage of social media
as part of the communication mix employed during election times.
Subsequently, we elaborate on the incentives and evaluation of social
media as tools to reach a wide audience and present a favorable image of
the self. We interpret what politicians describe as "appropriate" behaYior
on soci~ media and to what extent they adapt or why they do not .
The mterviews lasted about one hour and were executed face to face,
except for three politicians who were unable to meet in person. For tl1ese
politicians, we conducted interviews via Skype, with the additional benefit
of ~nabling the visual in the interview setting as well as text messaging elicita~on material. The interviews were analyzed using NVivo, a computerassisted qualitative data analysis software (CAQDAS) . We assessed and
coded the data in an iterative fashion, reflecting the interplay of inductive
and deductive coding (Strauss & Corbin, 1998) . We used our conceptual
:vork ?n media logic, social media logic and political logic to analyse the
mterv1ews. Below we discuss the analysis of politicians' social media behavior, which mainly functions to support the interview data.

9.3.3
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Social Media Data Collection and Analysis

Social media data collection is "actor-based" (Stieglitz & Dang-Xuan,
2012 ), as we start from the candidates' Twitter and Face book accounts
to collect messages. In line with our research focus, data collection took
place during tl1e election campaign (i .e., approximately four weeks before
Election Day). More specifically, data was collected from April 23 to
May 28, with Election Day being May 25 .
Twitter and Facebook data collection is based on the platforms'
respective application programming interfaces (APis). For Twitter,
the Streaming API allows us to capture tweets from our sample of 19
politicians using the open-source tool yourTwapperkeeper (yTK)
(Bruns, 2012 ). Following this procedure, we collected a corpus of 1273
tweets. For Facebook, two applications were used to collect data, i.e.,
Digital Footprints (http:/ /digitalfootprints.dk/) and Netvizz (Rieder,
2013 ). This is related to Facebook's restrictions on data collection,
and related, the restrictions these applications apply. Via the Digi ta!
Footprints website, we were able to retrieve data from politicians' personal profiles witl1 their consent. Since Digital Footprints limits the
number of participants we can track, we used Netvizz to collect data
from politicians' public pages. In the case of multiple Facebook profiles

9 .4
9.4.1

THE HYPERMEDIA CAMPAIGN

Anticipating Mass Media Coverage: Balancing Controversy

Our participants are well aware that journalists are among th~ir_ Twitter
audience. Literature has shown that Twitter influences journahsuc sourcing and selection practices (Broersma & Graham, 2012; Parmelee, 20~3;
Ross & Bi.irger, 2014). Politicians anticipate news coverage b!' adap~ng
tl1e content and style of their Twitter messages to appeal to Journalists.
More specifically, tl1ey argue that some level of "controversy or confron tation" is needed to reach the media .
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The content analysis 1
··
.
.
s 1ows cntique and response to critique 1s common on Twitter (363/c)
1
· •
0
, w 1ereas 1t 1s less present on Face book ( 11 %) ( see
··
·
d
·
·
also Larsson , 2015) · Furth er, cntique
1s mostly uttere at nval parties
73
~ %) and _refle~ts ideological aspects as well as other parties' campaignstr
mg
ategies. Simultaneously, politicians wish to refrain from too strin gent statements. As a female candidate ( 42 the Christian Democrats)
argued· "I
d
b
·
.
'
.
·
ne~ to e a little bit blunter and outspoken on Twitter,
th
wi out a~tacking or insulting people. Formulating captivating and witty
me_ssages is hard for me. That is a copy writer's job . Those people are
tram~d for that. Some politicians do manage to one-liners as if it were
nothing, but I don't."
Politicians want to critically address the viewpoints of tl1e political
op~onents, but they do not want to insult potential coalition partners
: . 111 par_ty-centered systems because in Belgium, competitors become
bes . Thi~ shows in the ways they use the platform. Talcing a closer look
at the Twitter message, we find replies (63.5%) and retweets ( 17.3%) to
be most common. Politicians re-distribute critique on opponents tl1at
com~s fro_m higher-profile party members, opinion leaders, or mass
media (as 111dependent watchdogs). In addition to these "indirect" forms
of criticism, politicians use reply messages to debate witl1 rival candidates
as ~replies move the conversation "to the more intimate micro layer" of
Twitter (Bruns & Moe, 2014, 21). Reply messages have lower visibility
a_nd are more difficult to interpret independently form the larger discussion. In turn, this decreases potential controversy and bad publicity (in
traditional media) which might follow these online discussions.
9.4.2

Anticipating Mass Media Coverage: Virality as an Alternative

Politicians understand virality as means to retrieve mass media coverage.
As the quote below shows, "going viral" is considered an alternative
route to retrieve coverage in traditional mass media.
You need to be somewhat well-known to get your message across. When
you are ranked number four on the election list, you know it's unlikely
your tweets get picked up by journalists. Unless of course, you can go
viral by being original and innovative on Twitter. (M, 33, the Flemish
nationalist party)
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Politicians argue that virality can compensate for their lower profil~ (and
related their lack of attention in traditional mass media). Research 111 the
Nether'lands has shown that journalists often select the same politicians'
nveets, whereas others are only covered once or twice (Broersma &
Graham, 2012 ). Since higher-profile politicians are newsworthy beca~se
they are elites, lower-profile politicians can rely on platform populant:y
to get media coverage. The reference to "original or innovative" co~tent is further explained as the usage of a humorous tone. On social media,
information and news sharing often contains affective elements, such as
humor (Papacharissi & de Fatima Oliveira, 2012). It can interact ~'.ith
criticism as well, as irony is a humorous, entertaining \.vay of contestmg
other politicians' messages (J ungherr, 2014).
As argued in the quote above, humorous and witty comments c_an
also attract journalists because they allow for a punning and entertaming headline (Harcup & O'Neill, 2001 ). Humor is not linked to political
coverage in the same way that negativity or controversy is, but it is
deemed relevant by our participants to retrieve coverage in mass media in
conjunction with platform popularity.
Platform popularity is a product of the message content and social
media users' engagement with the content. In this respect, another
participant (M, 37) argued for the collective usage of dedicated hashtags
during offline events (e.g., party congresses) amongst party members.
This collective effort is aimed at making the hashtag trending which in
turn raises awareness about the event. This participant is a member of
the right-wing extremist party "Vlaams Belang." During the interview he denounced the party's lack of attention in traditional media.
More specifically, traditional news media in Belgium limit the party's
media presence, applying a cordon mediatique, which is an extension of
the other parties' agreement not to cooperate with "Vlaams Belang"
(cordon sanitaire) (De Cleen, 2010). In this respect, the politician argues
the party congress might get coverage as journalists rely on Twitter's
Trending Topics do get an idea of what users talk about on the platform
(Tandoc & Vos, 2015).
9.4.3

The Social Media-Mass Media Cycle: The Social Curation of
Content

In addition to the usage of Twitter to retrieve media coverage, politicians
also redistribute and discuss existing mass media content. Based on the
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content analysis we fi
d
share
.'
oun that both Twitter and Facebook are used to
mas~ '.11ed1a content (T: 14%, F: 14%).
In addiaon tak.in
cians'
'
g a c1oser 1ook at the hyperlinks shared in politimessages we find h
d
.
content (T- 31 % F· ,.. 0 t ree ommant categories; that is, mass media
4
F· 260,)
d.
' · ::iYo), party/personal social media content (T: 24%,
10
•
an party/p
al
b •
p
b k
erson we sites (T: 23%, F: 30%) . Both T,vitter and
ace oo are used a "h b "
.
s u s to connect with other social media content
( e.g., YouTube campai
1· ) d
.
h
] 'nJ
gn c ips an articles on the party websites. These
yper I cs are related t 0
.
f
.
a variety o content categories such as campaign
reports or pohcv re] t d . fi
.
.
, - a e 111 ormaaon. Hence, we do not only encounter
th e curaaon
of mass
d'
me 1a content, but also the curation of social media
content and arti I
·
w·1th
c es commg from party/personal websites.
, d res~~ct to mass media content in particular we find politicians
exten trad1t1onal
'
coverage about themselves or party members.
F urther they wish news
to sh •
th
1·
•
at a 1gns with the party program and
1'd eo1ogy' or as pre · 1are news
·
vious Y menaoned, use mass media content to contest
statements from rival politicians.
Politicians' social med 1'a co mments an d 111terpretaaons
·
·
o f mass me d'1a
content might be rele
fi ·
al'
.
.
vant or JOurn 1sts to produce follow -up stories.
:,n ~articular, one of the participants (M, 59, the Green party) ar·gued
quick comments closely linked to the political news of the day" might
be relevant for journalists to cover: "I received calls from journalists
quite oft_en based on tweets I sent out. No later than the day after, I am
covered 111 the newspaper. The circle is complete."
. Since news needs to be recent and topical, timing is considered an
important aspect (in addition to the previously discussed styling elements
s~1c? as humor or conu·oversy) . Whereas politicians can proactively use
t.J.mmg in their favor, they are equally susceptible to the intensified and
accelerated political communication cycle (Serazio, 2015) . This is well
prese~t_ed in the quote below, coming from a lower-profile politician
who JOmed Twitter a few months before the elections and was amongst
the least active users in our sample:
Sometimes I think it can't get any more intense. My fear is that communication gets very ephemeral. That we basically don't remember what hap pened in the morning. I am a little bit cautious about tl1e impact on the
political debate and political action. (M, 51 , tl1e Flemi sh nationalist party)
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Visible, Explicit Audiences: Negotiating the Goldfish and
Justifying the Lack of Interactivi'ty

Politicians report that social media allow them to present an accessible
and "ordinary" self. However, most of our participants were reluctant to
reveal their private lives. The close reading of their messages shmved very
little evidence of their non -professional lives ( e.g ., pictures of friends and
family) . On Face book, 10% of the messages were non-political ~~d- on
Twitter, only 6% of the messages were non-political. However, politiCJans
do acknowledge that personal content generates more feedback ( e.g.,
likes, shares, or comments) . This is exemplified by the quote below:
Most of my Facebook posts are about politics. I avoid posting person~
stuff. I'll share a picture of a gold fish, but that is about it. It is a bit
strange that posting a gold fish generates so much comments and_ ~kes . I
guess it makes me more human or something. On the other hand, 1f I only
look at message reach, you are very limited in what you can share. After all ,
I am a politician, and although some posts are indeed playful and ~o~ular, it does not mean you can't post anything else. (F, 42, the Chnsnan
Democrats)

Politicians can rely on popularity meti·ics to guide future behavior, b~t
do not feel as if they have to. In order to appear more familiar and 111
touch with voters (cf. "Humanization", Holtz-Bacha, 2004), politicians
use social media for campaigning updates, including "peeks behind ~e
scenes" . The latter tell the story of the life of a politician during election
times, often supported by picture material ( e.g., the preparation of particular offline campaign events) (see also Larsson, 2015) Visual content
is considered to be preferred over textual content, "as photo posts generate more likes and comments" (M, 37, the right-wing exti·emist party).
Campaign updates is a content category that is abundant ?n Twitter
(22.6%) and even more so on Facebook (32.8%), although 1t acknowledged to generate less ti·action tl1an "the goldfish" and related personal
stories.
In addition to audience feedback in terms of aggregates, politicians
are equally confronted with critique, comments, or questions from
individual users. Whereas politicians do not always feel like responding, they spontaneously justify their lack of interaction on social me~ia,
thereby confirming it defines as "appropriated and expected" behav1or.
Overall, politicians agree that they can ignore citizen comments if they
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are _insulting. Participants do make an effort to respond to substantial
policy-related issues, campaigning practicalities, and acknowledgements
of supporters or voters.
On Twitter, discussions with citizens often include other actors,
such _as opinion leaders or journalists (via a multi -turn @reply chain).
The inclusion of these established actors provides an extra incentive
fi
r··
or po itic'.ans to interact. Further, it was argued that responding to
st
non-e abbshed users that have a lot of followers is more productive,
compared to users that have limited visibility. However, not all politicians
are th at strategic. Some participants state they try to respond some messages ( e .g., one out of two) . This reduces the load but still allows them
to p~esent an accessible image. The more enthusiastic and active social
media users find it less cumbersome to debate with their follower and
engage in what can be defined as an "animated discussion" (F, 35, the
Flemish nationalist party).

9.4.5

Audience Selectivity and Targetability

Social media content is subject to selective exposure and fragmented audiences, and in particular; like-minded peers ( Klinger &
Svensson, 2014). Our participants indeed acknowledge that their networks of friends and followers on Twitter and Facebook contain a lot
of colleague-politicians. More so, 34% of the Twitter messages that
cover campaigning updates, contains mentions to party members (see
also Plotkowiak & Stanoevska-Slabeva, 2013; Thimm, Dang-Anh, &
Einspanner, 2014). On Facebook, 23% of the campaign updates contained references to party members. Party members rely on each other to
increase their visibility on social media.
In addition to party members, politicians' netvvorks also include
sympathizers and supporters. As one of the interviewees stated: "Social
media are for a large part in-crowd" (F, 35, the Flemish nationalist
party). For Twitter in particular, "in-crowd" reflects the type of users
that are present. Twitter is conceived as a political arena in which politicians (both colleagues and rivals), journalists, pundits, and experts have
their place. In short, politicians argue these people already know ,vho to
vote for.
In comparison, Facebook networks are more diverse and closer to
w hat politicians define as "common people" (i.e., non -elite and non expert ). Related, Face book is understood as a "friendly space" ( Enli
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& Skogerb0, 2013 ), due to its usage as a campaigning tool as well as
a platform for personal contact with friends and family. In this res_pect,
even more so than Twitter, it contains supporters and sympathizers.
Simultaneously, a large network of supporters can assist i~ the spread
of politicians' messages. As one interviev.,ee (M, 36, the Liberal party)
stated: "On Face book, you can 'rally the base'. If at least some of the
1000 users that read your post, tell their friends, the friends of yo ur
friends might start following your activity. That ·way you can reach a
quite substantial amount of people."
.
Facebook, as a company, equally provides politicians with means to
get beyond their first circle of friends. Politicians that own a_ Facebook
Fan page can "boost posts" so they become visible beyond their personal
fan base , based on self-defined audience characteristics. 1 Fan pages are
..
distinct from personal profiles, as they are provide insights on page visitors ( such as demographics) and the posted messages ( such as reach and
shares). 2 Audience demographics are a valuable addition to the beh~vioral statistics social media provide. Our participants particularly pomt
to the geographical demarcation of the audience, which is related to
the organization of the elections in Belgium via voting districts. Hence,
politicians tap into the quantification and commercialization of user
behavior on Facebook to target very specific audiences that go beyon~
their personal fan base. These are very modest signs of what Tufekci
(2014) defines as "computational politics", which opens a new range of
questions on data access, surveillance and privacy.

9.5

DISCUSSION

9.5.1
Findings and Contributions
. stu d y mterprete
·
d po 1·1t1c1ans
· ·
, usage o f soc1·al m edia from a media
T h1s
1
logic perspective. As Klinger and Svensson (2014: 1242) argue, _t1e
concept of "netvvork media logic" allows us to understand transfot i:iations in political communication without resorting to either technological

your posts https: //www.facebook.com/business/ help/54744821S 6 5SOl 2 /
(accessed June 3, 2015 ).
2 Page Post Metrics, https: //www.face b ook.com / help/336 143376466063/
(accessed
June 3, 2015).
1 Boosting
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determinism or normalization. Our conceptual framework ( see Fig. 9 .1)
outlined a number of dimensions that are reflective of the logic of mass
media and social media, as well as intersections between them. Based on
our interview data and a close reading of politicians' messages, we were
able to assess to what extent politicians acknowledge and act upon these
dimensions in line with their own goals.
The results show politicians predominantly tailor to the logic of mass
media and the intersections of mass and social media logic, whereas they
acknowledge but not necessarily adopt the workings of social media.
Hence, it is not social media or mass media, but the interaction between
both we need to account for.
In order to retrieve mass media coverage, politicians rel y on conventional mechanism such as controversy and contest. Furtl1er, the intersecting dimensions of mass and social media are considered as alternative
means for politicians to retrieve coverage. In particular, platform popularity (i .e., virality ) makes up for tl1e fact that politicians themselves
might not be relevant enough for journalists. Jungherr's (2014: 254)
analysis of political tweets confirms that popular retweets shoiv evidence of
a hybrid media logic, meaning that conventional news values as "contest"
interact with irony and playfulness . However, not all politicians are
skilled to write captivating, witty, and humorous messages that engage
a wide number of users. Hence, they might acknowledge these possibilities, but are not necessarily able to perform them.
Journalists and politicians watch each other on social media.
Politicians' social media usage shows references to the news of the day.
Using both Twitter and Facebook, politicians share, comment and reuse
mass media content according to their personal preferences. These activities are reactive and proactive in the sense they might result in news
coverage once again. Further, politicians curate their own and colleague politicians' online presence as well (see also Graham et al., 2013 ), malcing reference to other social media platforms or webpages. Social media's
possibilities for networked content curation, in addition to content
creation, are embraced and employed.
With respect to social media usage, audience feedback in terms of
metrics as well as individual comments are recognized but integrated
only to a limited extent. This is expressive of the relative importance of
social media (i.e., when their workings do not intersect with mass media).
A picture showing politicians' personal life is acknowledged to be
more popular than another campaign update . Yet, it is the latter that is
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chosen over the former. \i\Tith respect to Facebook, studies have shown
politicians do embrace the platform to provide some insight in their
personal lives ( Enli & Skogerb0, 2013; Larsson, 2015 ), \>Vhereas other
studies provide mixed evidence (Ross & Burger, 2014). Concerning
Twitter, our findings resonate ,vith a UK study, showing only 6% of the
tweets were personal (Graham, Broersma, & Hazelhoff, 2013). Furth_er,
our participants acknowledge, but not necessarily embrace dialogue ':1th
citizens. As Enli and Skogerb0 (2013: 770) found, "idealistic moovations" of dialogue are higher than what politicians "manage to maneuver
in practice".
In Belgium, the fairly small electoral diso·icts offer incentives for personal contact and local relations as ,veil. In addition, we also acknowl edge traditional modes of communication (such as television _or
newspapers ) are still important in Belgium, which is in accordance with
a cross -national EU study on election campaigns (Lilleker, Tenscher
& Stetka, 2014 ). Further, politicians' search for controversy and con test is tempered by Belgian's multi -party system and a political cult~re
characterized by compromise. In addition, news media coverage dunng
elections in Belgium, a couno·y with a well-funded public service ?'.·oadcaster, shows a balance between substantial information and poh • cs as
conflict and confrontation (Stromback & Van Aelst, 2010).
9.5.2

Limitations and Future Avenues

In closing, ,ve mention a number of limitations of our study in c~mbination with the presentation of future avenues for research. First '
we acknowledge the findings presented here are not generalizable to
(Belgian) politicians and are tied to the media and political context of
Belgium (which is very different from the UK and the USA, for exa 1: 1ple) . Further, ,,ve gauged the perceived need and impact of social me~a,
but we cannot say to what extent politicians' activities tov,,ards journahS t s
and/or voters had an effect on the election results.
Our conceptual framework built on the work of Klinger and Svensson
(2014), who argue that social media content is created and shared based
on personal relevance (rather than journalistic values) and is di~tribute_d
via like -minded networks with selective exposure . However, soCial media
equally have specific techno-economic dimensions. As briefly touched
upon in the results section, platforms as Facebook allow politicians to
buy user data for •political advertising. In this respect, van Dijck and
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Poell (2013) defi
"d
fi
. ,,
.
.
ne
ata cation as a key principle of social media. The
quant.1ficat1on and comm
·al·
•
.
. .
erc1 1zat.1on of user data allows for personalized
d
a vert.1s1ng. Further th
th
.
. .
.
,
ey argue
at platform popularity ( or viral1ty) 1s
not solely a product of
' ·
·
·
·
•
·
b
.
users mteract.1ons with social media messages,
1
~t ~ ~qually influenced by the platforms' algorithms. The latter actively
pnontize some use 1•s
.
or messages over others, ma.long popular content
even more popula Th
.
.
.
.
r.
e economic aspects of soCial media need to be
mtegrated in the fr
k
.
.
.
amewor , especially 1f we evolve tO\vards more strategic and target-driven usage of social media by politicians.
b Where~s so11:e of o~r participants were very active and quite confident
out th ei~ social media activity, others showed very limited activity and
ess (perceived) savviness. In this respect, we argue for the inclusion of
1
atfor~. related variables to understand politicians' social media usage,
m addition to ideology, candidate rank, party size (and other). With
respect to Twitter for example, experience on the platform (rather than
p~rty age or personal variables as gender) is found to be a relevant predictor of activity (Vergeer & Hermans, 2013).
L~ st , and as Jungherr (2014: 255) argues: the mapping of the emerging
hybri d media systems is still in its very early stages. More empirical work is
needed on the intersections between media and social media to understand the evolving dynamics of the relation between politics and media.
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CHAPTER 10

Perceived Media Logic: A Point
of Reference for Mediatization
Daniel Niilleke and Andreas M. Scheu
10.1

INTRODUCTION

With their well-known contribution to the study of media logic, Altheide
and Snow ( 1979) triggered a lively debate about the actuality and specific shape of media logic that has only intensified in the years that have
followed. In particular, the advent of digital media ,vas repeatedly co~ceived as a reason to question the concept of any unifying media logic
(e.g., Klinger & Svensson, 2015; Schulz, 2014), a debate that ~as
become increasingly important in research on mediatization. Therem,
the concept of media logic is crucial as the point of reference for accommodations (Marcinkowski, 2014); whereas studies on media logic(s)
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can forgo relatedness to the concept of mediatization, contributions to
mediatization need to refer to media logic(s) and thus situate themselves
within the aforementioned debate .
Following Lunt and Livingstone (2 016, 15 ), we define mediatization "as a high -level metaprocess concerned with the [ . .. ] appropriation
of media logics by institutions and cultural practices," as well as assume
that understanding media logic is necessary for understanding mediatization (Stro mback & Esser, 2009). Such a perspective is di sp utabl e, however. Critics have claimed that a unifying concept of media logic fails
to acknowledge the relevance of various media formats and individual
characteristics concerning media reception or social interaction . Some
authors have alternatively suggested the differentiation of various logics of media outlets and genres ( Dahlgren, 1996, 63 ), while others such
as Hepp (2012, 24 ) have completely rejected the concept: "the interrelation between media-communicative and socio-cultural change is too
complex to be reduced to the supposition of a 'logic' of (institutional ized ) media." Nevertheless, this study argues that the concept of media
logic is crucial as point of reference for accommodations in the course of
mediatization.
To begin, it seems appropriate to relate mediatizatio n to actors'
(i.e., organizations and individuals) need for publicity. In mediatization, accommodations serve to improve access to publicity, primarily
generated by the same force that manages public discourse: journalistic
mass media (Kohring, 2004 ). Despite changes in the media landscape
(e .g., Briiggemann, Loosen, & Neuberger, 2014 ) and certain differences among media outlets, genres, and formats, as various scholars
have suggested, there are "great similarities across different news media"
(Stromback & Esser, 20146, 12) whose sum is greater than their parts
(cf. Altheide, 2013, 225; Stromback & Esser, 2009, 209 ; Stromback
et al., 2011, 162; Takens, van Atteveldt, van Hoof, & Kleinnijenhuis,
2013) .
At the same time, although we support the notion of a lowest common denominator (LCD ) of media logic as summarized above, our
conceptualization of media logic as a point of reference for mediatization differs in one important aspect: that it is constituted not by any
actual logic(s) of mass media, but by the perceptions of media logic
held by individual and collective actors . Accordingly, we conceptualize
media logic as the result of a constructive process performed by indi vidual actors in their roles as members of organizations in social systems
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(e.g ., politicians, ph ysicians, and scientists). Similarly to Lundby (2009),
we conceive that people's interactions and experiences with different
media shape their understandings of media logic(s). However, we do not
agree that this interactional or constructivist perspective automatically
implies the denial of a unifying media logic. Instead, whether social actors
perceive similar characteristics as constituting a unifying media logic or
have developed entirely different perceptions about the "modus operandi
oftl1e media" (Hjarvard, 2008, 113) needs to be tested empirically.
In response, in this chapter we address perceived media lo?ic
empirically, yet also theoretically. In terms of theory, we conceptualize
mediatization as a pull process that is homemade in every respect. We
introduce the perception of media logic as a crucial facet of the concept
of self-mediatization (Stromback & Esser, 2014a; 20146; 2014c). In ~e
process, we build upon approaches to mediatization derived from _differentiation tl1eory, particularly regarding what Hepp (2013) descnbes
as the "institutionalist u·adition" of mediatization research. We argue
tl1at decision makers' perceptions about the shape of media logic can be
conceived as the horizon for orienting media-related measures in various fields of action. As for our empirical approach, ·we present the results
of 36 in-depth interviews with experts in politics, science, and health to
show what they perceive to be the chief characteristics of the media. We
moreover investigate whether actors within different fields of action have
developed different perceptions of the media's operational logic.

10.2

MEDIATIZATION AS A PULL PROCESS

Our understanding of mediatization stems from differentiatio? the~ry,
which generally holds that different social fields or systems, mcludmg
those of politics, science, sports, economics, and religion, fulfil! exclusive functions for society (Luhmann, 1995) . The fields manage such
functions by orienting all of their operations toward a specific logic . In
response to environmental irritation, social fields stick to tl~eir speci~c
modus operandi. Moreover, individual and collective actors (1.e., orga111 zations) rely only on the services of other social fields, as long as those
services offer the potential to improve performance or at least fend off
detrimental external influences. Put differently, social systems maintain
relations to their environment only for their own sake, and mediatization describes a specific kind of relationship between social systems and
the media, which Hepp (2013) classifies as part of tl1e "institutionalist
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tradition" of mediatization research. In that sense, mediatization refers
to the institutionalization, transformation, and expansion of structures that serve to improve actors' access to the primarv service of
mass media: publicity. However, that conceptualization do~s not entail
the institutionalization of media logic within other systems, but struc tural accommodations oriented toward what actors perceive to be
m~dia logic (Birkner & Nolleke, 2015 ). As such, that concept of mediatization rejects the notion that media colonize other social or cultural
domains (Hepp, Hjarvard, & Lundby, 2015) . Mediatization is not willfully caused by the media (Stromback & Esser, 2014a ), forced upon
~ocia] syste~s, organizations, or individuals, or simply happens for them
~~yen, Th1eroff, & Strenger, 2014) . On the contrary, it is an "active
Ubhzation of media services" (Marcinkowski & Steiner, 2014, 74) in
~;;;er _to improve how the respective social system fulfills its functions
arcmkowski, 2014). Consequently, mediatization can be described
as a pull process (Esser & Stromback, 2014 ), in vvhich accommodations
to ~edia logic need to be understood as the consequences of such selfi11ediatization (Stromback & Esser, 2014a). In a sense, as Marcinkowski
and S ·
bo . tei?~r (2014, 88) write, they are '"summoned' ghosts and not diahcal v1s1tations."
~owever, our understanding of self-mediatization applies not only to
~edia-related accommodations. By contrast, we argue that motivations
; take such measures and their specific designs are homemade as well.
ti s ~onges and Jarren (2014, 189) put it, "[T)he first aspect of mediais perception." On the one hand, that idea applies to presumed
\ a mfluences, particularly as a catalyst of accommodations ( cf. Scheu,
20 5
); on the other, it applies to the perception of media logic as a hori2
f~~ for the ?esign and implementation of accommodations. In what
_ows, we discuss the implications of both of those aspects for mediati2
ation theory.

1112:01:
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that they do, then the crucial prerequisite for such reasoning is a belief
that media can actually contribute to achieving tl1ose goals (Birkner &
Nolleke, 2015 ). In that sense, research on mediatization mostly refers
to the different needs of social systems and actors for public attention
(Marcinkowski & Steiner, 2014) and mass media's (perceived) potential to generate such attention. To implement accommodations to
media logic, those accommodations have to be regarded as beneficial,
while media of course has to be regarded as influential. In that light,
mediatizatio;1 can be ;xplained as a response to what actors "perceive
as a powerful media environment" (Esser & Matthes, 2013, 199). On
the contrary if actors did not believe that media had relevant effects,
'
"then the idea
of adaptations to the mass media logic could not wor'~
(Meyen, Thieroff, & Strenger, 2014, 282). Fundamentally, it is generally
irrelevant \.vhether the perceived influence of mass media corresponds to
reality or whether actors misinterpret their social environment (Donges
·
ki , 2014) , 1c0 1· "if
& Jarren, 2014; Gunther & Storey, 2003; Marcmows
people think the media are powerful, they will behave as if the media__ are
powerful regardless of whether the perception is correct" (Strom_back,
2011, 427). Only when stakeholders ascribe media the power of mfluencing the public in a way that is relevant to their performance are
actions and structures adjusted accordingly. Empirical evidence suggeS t S
that media-related efforts are indeed initiated or at least affected by th e
influences that social actors ascribe to the media (Amann, Doble, & RaB,
2012· Cohen Tsfati & Sheafer 2008· Tsfati, Cohen, & Gunther, 2011;
'
,
,
'
'
van Aelst et al., 2008). As Allgaier, Dunwoody, Brossard, Lo, and Peters
(2013), Amann, Doble, and RaG (2012), and van Aelst et al. (200 8 )
have shown actors ascribe different media with different influences on
public attention, which could in turn affect their understanding of me_di,a
logic . Simply put, it is likely that they will especially consider medi~ s
logic( s) that they perceive to be relevant for functions in their respective
fields of action.

Presumed Media Influences

~ecent research on mediatization processes increasingly referred to the
r~ncept of presumed media influences ( e.g., Strom back, 2011 ), while
thsearch on presumed media influences has increasingly integrated
1' ~ ~oncept of mediatization (Amann, Doble, & RaB, 2012; Cohen,
tes ati, & Sheafer, 2008). If social actors and organizations pursue sysi11 -specific goals when taking media-related measures, which we argue

10.2.2

Perception of Media Logic

This assumption points to anotl1er facet of self-mediatization tl1at has
interestingly attracted only slight scholarly attention: tl1e perception of
media logic (Maurer & Pfetsch, 2014). We conceive mediatization as the
accommodation of social systems, organizations, and individuals towards
media logic. Accordingly, literature on mediatization intensely discusses
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this term and tries to define the elements constituting it. However, as
argued above, such efforts are limited in their potential to explain the
processes of mediatization, largely because the reference point for any
kind of accommodation is always one's perception of the respective
matter. Or, as concerns mediatization processes, "[A]ctors can obvi ously only orientate themselves towards what they consider to be the
logic of the media" (Marcinkowski, 2014, 8)-that is, actors' mediarelated behavior is guided by their considerations ( Landerer, 2014)
and "knowledge of how media produce[ ... ] news" (Sporer-Wagner &
Marcinkowski, 2010, 11 ). Accordingly, research on medi atization processes should examine stakeholders' understanding of the media rather
than the actual media. Following that line of thought, Marcinkowski
(2014, 217) recognizes "the primacy of anticipation over content."
Likewise, albeit from a different angle, Meyen, Thieroff, and Strenger
(2014, 274) refer to Thomas's theorem, that if situations are defined as
real, then they are real in their consequences as well. In order to deduce
internal rules and demands of mass media, stalceholders draw upon their
own experiences with the media, upon their systematic observation of
media outlets, and upon their expertise from science or public relations
(~arcinkowski, 2014; Scheu, Volpers, Summ & Blobaum, 2014, 719).
Smee social systems differ in their specific needs for public attention, the
urge to mediatize among actors in different social fields should differ as
well (Marcinkowski & Steiner, 2014). We therefore assume that actors
from systems with a greater need for public attention develop a more
sophisticated picture about media logic than actors in social fields with a
lesser need. In other words, the more actors depend on public attention,
the more thoroughly they should reflect upon the mechanisms of "the
attention industry" (Marcinkowski & Kohring, 2014, 4, original emphasis ). In our study, we accordingly investigate whether stakeholders in different systems indeed perceive media logic(s) differently or whether their
commonalities prevail.
The focus on perceived instead of actual media logic poses important consequences for understandings of structural changes as facets
of mediatization. Only by relating changes within organizations-for
instance, structural changes-or among individuals to their respective
perceptions of media logic can we legitimately describe accommodations as consequences of mediatization, as opposed to accommodations
to otl1er points of reference, such as the economy (i.e., economization ), politics (i.e., politicization), or the sciences (i.e., scientification ).
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Knowledge about perceived media logic protects researchers against
inappropriately understanding all changes as media related. The concept
of perceived media logic thereby improves the operationalizatio_n -~f tl1e
concept of mediatization for empirical research and offers a poss1b1ltty to
consider structural changes in various social fields as part of a compl_e x
dynamical process influenced by perceptions of diverse external logics
that either complement or compete with each otl1er. Sue~ an ar~umer:t
entails that even accommodations that apparently contradict media logic
have to be described as media-related accommodations if they refer to
any perception of media logic, whetl1er appropriate or otherwise . By ~e
· me d 1a's
same token, accommodations that, for example, per fiec tl y suit
presentation routines-say, an increased number of passes during_f~otball games (Meyen, 2014)-should not only be attributed to me_diat1za-_
tion lightl y, but also be considered as consequences of otl1er logics-fol
instance, as a strategy to increase the chances of winning games, per the
logic of sports.
.
f
Unlike presumed media influences, studies on tl1e perception
media logic remain rather scarce in research on mediatization. Among
them, Sporer-vVagner and Marcinkowski's (2010, 15) study sh?ws tl1at
actors engaged in political bargaining have quite a "detailed picture of
the media environment." In the same vein, Maurer and Pfetsch's (20_ 14 )
results indicate that politicians across different media systems behe:"e
that news coverage is guided b y media logic instead of political . logic.
Most recently, Birkner and Nolleke (2015) find that when referring to
the media's logic, German and English football players mostly ta!~ abou~
tabloid media, which expresses a highly negative image of journah sts an
their work routines. By contrast, Elmelund-Praestekaer, Hopmann, a nd
Norgaard (2011) demonstrate that Danish parliamentarians have become
more satisfied with media coverage, and Landerer (2014) confiri:1s th e
theoretical assumption that audience-oriented actors give attention _to
mass media with the broadest possible reach. Apparently, effor~s to a~t1cipate media logic depend on respective actors' audience onent_ations.
Actors moreover especially anticipate the requirements of media tl1at
they presume to have the greatest impact on public attenti01:.
,,
In sum, we argue that mediatization relies on the "self-111volvement
( Marcinkmvsk.i, 2014, 17) of actors at three levels. First, :11e need for
mediatization depends on actors' demands for public attention and m as~
media coverage. Second, the urge for mediatization depends on actors
perceptions of news media's relevance (i.e., presumed media influences)

°
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within their respective constellations. Third and lastl y, the implementation and design of accommodations depend on actors' perceptions
of media logic. Among these contingencies, the study at hand focuses
on the last: actors' perception of media logic. Research on mediati zation needs to investigate what stakeholders perceive as elements of
media logic. Irrespective of actual media outlets, such a focus can also
address the debate over singular versus plural versus no media lo gic, as
mentioned in this chapter's introduction . Research on perceived media
logic(s) can moreover answer tl1e question about whether actors themselves perceive differences among various media outlets or stress commonalities regarding the media and even whether the perceptions of
stakeholders with different demands for public attention perceive media
logic differently. These possibilities lead to two research questi ons:
RQl:
RQ2:

How do decision makers in different social fields perceive
media logic?
What commonalities and differences characterize those decision
makers' perceptions of media logic?

Accordingly, we first expect to identi/)1 an LCD of perceived media logic
that is shared by stakeholders. Second, we also assume that differences in
considering the perceptions of media logics exist according to stakeholders' primary affiliations with different social fields.

10.3

MEDIA LOGI C AS RESEARCH CATEGORY

Although we are interested in the perception and not the actual shape
of media logic, we nevertheless have to define the "dazzling term" mass
media logic (Meyen, Thieroff & Strenger, 2014, 274), not in order to
describe media reality, as many authors have, but to develop categories
that can operationalize the concept of media logic in our interview guide
and to structure our qualitative analysis.
To use the concept of media logic as an analytical tool, we refer to
contributions that presume "a basic underlying conceptual logic"
(Altheide, 2013, 225) that guides practices within the media. Although
such approaches widely acknowledge that one medium can differ from
another, they also assume a "lowest common denominator of media
logic" (Scheu et al., 2014, 5). Accordingly, "[T]he rules and norms that
govern the news media as a whole are considered more important than
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what distinguishes one news media company, outlet, type, e_tc., fro~1
another" ( Strom back & Esser, 2014c, 245 ). That overarchrng logic
is described as the "modus operandi of mass media" (Hjarvard, 2008,
113 ), as an "institutional rule" or media's "operating logic" (Esser &
Matthes 2013 177) as "medial calculi" (Marcinkowski, 2014, 6), as
"regular' patter:1s" (S ~brer-Wagner & Marcinkowski, 2010, 9) that the
media follow, or as a "logic of appropriateness." As Deacon and Stany~r
(2 014, 1033) point out, those concepts indeed emphasize '"big' me~a
organizations," since they refer primarily to the logics of news media.
However, research on the perception of media logic that does not f~cus
on big media organizations can still benefit from those approaches,_ srnce
"traditional news media and their logic [ ... ] act as the central pornt ~f
orientation" (Marcinkowski, 2014, 8) and since traditional news media
generate public attention and provide publicity. We assume that ~ew and
alternative media formats, outlets, and technologies share that aim to a
certain degree. Research on traditional news media therefore helps to
systemize relevant elements of perceived media logic.
For Mazzoleni (2008 2931) the term media logic "captures t 11e
'
whole of such processes ' that eventually
shape and frame me di a con
d. tent." According to Altheide and Snow (1979), the concept of_me 1~
logic encompasses characteristics of distinct media formats, r?~tines 0
production selection presentation and disti·i bution, in addition to a
general gr;mmar of ;11edia comm~nication ( cf. Altheide, 2013, 2
More specifically, Esser ( 2013) differentiates professional, comm er c_i '
· ' s O perating
and technological production rules that constitute tl1e me dia
d
.
logic, whereas Landerer (2013) proposes to distinguish normative an
market logic. More recently, Marcinkowski (2014, 6) names "the .gen1
· · o f attention,
·
·
·
eral cntena
se 1·ection
an d presentation
us ed bv; profess1ona
tl
1
ose
news media" and furtl1er introduces consti·aints that influence
rules including "cultural symbol systems," "the specific technology",
·
" , and
"the ' organizational form" "tl1e norms of appropnateness
. the
.
'
.
·
M
en
Th1eroff
"self-understandrng of media-actors ." By extension,
ey ,
.
'
and Strenger (2014) focus on the terms selection, presentation, aD d interpretation of media content and relate tl1em to actors' interests, resources,
and strategies.
d I f
For our research, we wanted to use a comparatively broad mo e 0
media logic in order to not overlook ai1y relevant aspects. Our reseai·c_h
categories should also enable us to investigate perceptions of ~ew media
(Klinger & Svensson, 2015; Schulz, 2014) that might differ from

!~-
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Table 10.1 An aIy u·ca1 categones
· an d t he systemati zation of media logic for
secondary data analysis

Table 10.2
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Sample of organizations and interviewees

O1;gn.niz n.tiu,1s

Inten 1ie11>ees

Operative routines (i.e., progmms):
Research, production, selection, and presentati;-;;Individual actors (i.e., 1·0/es):
Expertise, education, and political attitudes
Organizations (i.e., structures):
External influences, organizati o nal structures, technological constraints, and internal
influences (e .g., editorial decision -making processes, work conditions, and political bias)

Politics

Science
Health

perc~ptions of news media logic. Since the categories remain as open as
possible and have been inductively altered, differenti ated, and complemented, we can propose a model that takes into account all of the abovementioned aspects. Similarly to Birkner and Noll eke ( 2 O15 ), we refer to
~he model of the structure of journalism (Noll eke, 2013 ), which includes
Journalistic organizations facing legal, technological, and especiallv economic constraints, roles of journalists in terms of their sociodemog~·aphic
fe~tures, education, and _self-understanding, and media routines as operational procedures ranging from news gathering via ne\YS selection to
news presentation (Table 10.1) .
To investigate the perceptions of media logic held by different actors
we first examine perceptions of the inner workings (i.e., operative rou~
tines ) of news and media production. For instance, \Vhat do actors know
or believe about what is going on behind the curtain of news production, particularly in terms of the research, selection, and presentation
processes of various media outlets? Second, we investigate perceptions
of media logic as they concern notions about characteristics of individual journalists like their expertise, education, and political attitudes.
Third and lastly, perceptions of media logic also encompass perceptions
of media organizations: of their internal structures, dependencies, and
external demands.

10.4

METHOD

To investigate our research questions and assumptions, we analyzed
interviews with decision makers from three social fields: health, politics, and the sciences. Our selection was based on the theoretical

15 members of the Christlich
D emolimtische Union ( CDU),
Die Gt·iinen , Die Linke, Freie
D emofratische Pn.rtci (FDP),
Pirn.tenpn.rtei, and Sozin.ldemoh·n. tisc/Jc
Partei D c11tschlrmd ( SPD)
Universities and non-academic research 12 presidents and vice presidents
institutes
Hospitals
9 doctors and heads of departments,
public relations managers, and senior
managers

Political parties

considerations summarized above-in short, that these fields differ in
the _wa~s. in which they interact with the public and mass media given
their dis?nct ~~e~s f~r publicity. For example, politicians depend heavily
on _pu~ltc leg1t1m1zat1on (Marcinkowski 2014, 11) and therefore should
mamtam a far more symbiotic relation with mass media than that of
actors in health and the sciences, although a recognition of a su-onger
need for public legitimization has increasingly emerged in the sciences
(Scheu et al., 2014) and probably in health as well. Nevertheless, the
need for mediatization should be more intense in politics considering the
nature of the field and less so in health, while actors in the sciences can
be placed in between. Based on that assumption, the depth of reflection
about media logic as a point of reference for adaptations in the course of
mediatization among the fields should differ as well.
To maintain comparability among respondents, we interviewed decision makers from relevant organizations in the selected fields: members
of political parties, presidents of universities, and non-academic research
institutes, doctors, and heads or managers of departments in hospitals,
as well as their representatives with similar roles in the organizations.
Table 10.2
We conducted semi-su-uctured interviews as part of a research pro ject funded by the German Federal Ministi·y of Education and Research
(BMBF) in 2012, as well as a part of a research seminar conducted at the
University of Muenster in 2013. This chapter provides a secondary anal ysis of those interviews from a new perspective. All interviews included
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highly similar explorative questions and passages that served to answer
our research questions, most importantly about inter viewees' perceptions
of how public attention is generated by various mass media and their
evaluations of different kinds of media. 1 At the same time, the analytical
categories that served to structure the interviews and aided in the devel opment of interview questions also covered aspects of media logic specified in Table 10.1. The interviews are available as transcripts in German.
Data analysis and interpretation were conducted using Atlas .ti. The
process of data analysis contained a deductive part-namely, the identification of relevant citations within interview transcripts according to our
systematization of the concept media logic (Table 10 .1 )-as well as an
inductive part that considered the interpretation of answers and inductive differentiation, agreement, or merging of categories. The comparison and identification of commonalities and differences was performed
at the level of individual decision makers. All interviews were analyzed by
both authors, and tl1e data were interpreted in discu ssions with the entire
research team.

10.5
10.5.1
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tabloid media, television, radio, and new media. They also referred to
common tre nds instead of subtle differences, as made clear considering
that most respondents differentiated various media outlets only whe_n
explicitly asked about differences . By contrast, when asked about publ'.c
attention in general, they mostly referred to trends across various media
outlets. Most respondents also considered ongoing changes within tl~e
media landscape, including the increasing popularity of social m~dia
and non-journalistic media outlets tl1at also influence their perceptions
of media logic. However, at least for tl1e time being, such media outlets
were not regarded by interviewees to be nearly as important as journalistic media. As the head of public relations at one hospital stated, "The
relevance of Face book and Twitter, as separate media and not in respect
of journalistic media using them as platforms-I don't think that they're
very important at the moment."
.
Nevertheless, most aspects of perceived media logic reported an~ discussed in what follows do not necessarily refer to news media exclusively,
but can be extended to describe the logic of tl1e attention industi·y as a
whole.

RESULTS

News Media as Major Point of Reference

The results of our analysis of the interview transcripts suggest that
respondents indeed share an LCD of perceived media logic. A basic
characteristic of the LCD of perceived media logic is constituted by the
fact that all our respondents emphasized the crucial role of professional
journalism in light of its generation of public attention. Although they
referred to tabloid media as well, respondents stated that quality and
local media (e.g., newspapers, television, and radio ) are most important
to them because such media reach relevant stakeholders in other social
fields. Accordingly, all respondents emphasized the mechanics and characteristics of journalistic media outlets when reflecting upon media logic.
According to our assumption, when discussing the functionality and
demands of media, respondents differentiated high -quality newspapers,

1 For example, two ex plorative questions asked, "vVh at are your strategies to increase
public attention for your organization?" and "What does a story need to get covered by
medi a or be liked on social media?".

10.5.2

The LCD of Perceived Media Logic

In terms of the LCD of perceived media logic, a closer examination clarified that respondents especially reflected on operative journalistic
tines. To some extent, respondents commented on aspects of journah sti c
research and production; hO\.vever, tl1eir focus more often fell on pro. .
cesses of news selection and presentation.
Above all, respondents referred to news values such as negaovity,
conflict, competition, personalization, and controversy, which, at l~aS t
from _the perspective of respondents, serve to _increase public atte_ntio:f
Perceived news values were also reported to mfluence the select!Ol1
issues. A university president stated, "Journalists need drama; they have
to tell a story." The inner workings of the media were also tl1ought to
foster sensationalism and negativity, as a politician confirmed: "ScaD d als
. They don't want, 'Everytl1111g
. ' s fi 11 ~·I"'
are what people are interested 111.
Further common criteria among respondents were simplicity, visualization, and narrative potential. Comprehensive, simplistic summarie~, as
well as visual material, were thought to increase prospects of publicati~n.
Interviewees observed similar ti·ends concerning the presentation
of information in the media. They expressed that most media outlets

1:0L~-
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scandalize issues, by "twisting everything around until it comes across
as a sensation," as the vice president of a disciplinary association put it.
A decision maker in a political party even reported conversations with
journalists who admitted that
News is being planned like crime thrillers. They've got an issue , they're
looking for suitable people fi-om different parties, and then they write a
screenplay. First, there's a shallow introduction, then the plot progresses
until it's on the verge of escalation. That's how you do news broadcasts.

Respondents expressed that bias toward negative news values during
selection processes is intensified by certain routines of presentation . To
the respondents, media professionals stress negative aspects of stories and
simplify some issues while exaggerating others . Examples included that
media outlets unduly characterize actors in events as protagonists and
antagonists, exaggerate conflicts, and dramatize decision -making pro cesses in order to heighten the narrative potential of news stories.
Considering research and production, respondents also observed the
expedited nature of media production processes, as the president of a
departmental research organization articulated ,veil:
Time pressure leads to problems. Research intensity, particularly in online
journalism, has decreased dramatically. The result is that articles get pub lished that otherwise, taking quality as a benchmark, should never have
been printed.

Such thinking entails the idea that journalists, now more than in tl1e
past, are forced to choose the path of least resistance when covering a
topic or event. In the eyes of our interviewees, journalists increasingly
tend to look for information that confirms their positions, to consult
with experts that are easily accessed, and to use readily availab le research
tools. Respondents reported adapting to that situation in order to com pensate the perceived loss of quality due to external pressures. As a poli tician in SPD stated, "That's why we try to write most pieces ourselves."
In such a context, it becomes increasingly important for inter viewees to
cultivate personal contacts with media professionals whom they can trust,
as a university president concluded.
Otl1er aspects of perceived media logic among interviewees concerned
the inner workings of media organizations and media professionals
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(mostly journalists ) in those organizations. On that topic, responde1~ts
mentioned the dependence of journalists on publishing houses, the difference in quality between national and regional media outlets, and a
decrease in journalistic quality that tl1ey associated with modified staffi~g
policies . Interviewees also reported tl1at, associated witl1 financial cuts_ 10
media organizations, they often have to work with freelance journahst s
who are not appropriatelv familiar with issues in their fields. As the head
of communications at a l;ospital put it, "Fewer and fewer reporters h~ve
to cover more and more topics ." Interviewees expressed c?nc~rn wi th
such trends in media organizations and referred to tl1em to iusnfy adaptations in their own organizations . Therefore, we suggest adding tliose
aspects to the LCD of perceived media logic.
10.5.3

External Influences

· g the
Based on an inductive data analysis, we suggest complemennn
ts
concept of media logic ,vith the social context of media. Many aspec
.
. logic
. shared by all respon d ents can be conof a perceived
media
d.
.
. fl uences on 111 ass meth 1a.
nected to societal
developments and extern al 111
•r
Respondents also reflected on tl1e context of mass me d'1a as Part of .eig
logic and took contextual developments into account when plamun
adaptations in the process of mediatization.
. . ·011
Above all interviewees referred to processes of commercializaod· a
that from tl~eir perspectives change the work processes of mass medi~a
'
They also acknmvledge d th a t me. ig
and ' the mechanisms of publicity.
··
acceleratll
organizations have to survive in a highly competitive,
market:
.
. tl fu
The mass
The media's structural problems will only mcrease m 1e ture .
·ourmedia market is getting narrower and narrower, and tl1e pressure _on l )
· mcreasmg.
·
·
(U 1u·versity president
nalists to prov1'd e news that sells we II 1s

·
· zations, as
Respondents tl1erefore expressed that mass media organ,
ds of
well as individual journalists, more often have to adapt to th_e ~ie~d als
. · al iourna
·
hstic 1 .ft
e .'
their audiences and in turn neglect more trad 1tion
111
sh1
'
'
.
·
·
.
·
d
at least to some extent. Such recognitions mdicate a perce,~e
cmedia logic from a focus on normative ideals ( e.g., deliberative dedm~ _
. . .
.
. .
( cf · Lan erer,
racy and partiC1pation)
to one on commerc1·a1 1mperaav~s
2013). As the president of a research association summarized,
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It is obvious that mass media, under the pressure to sell their products,
have developed in a direction that is less about the communication of
information and more about the communication of sensations, narrations,
and viewpoints.

A side effect of that trend is that decision makers increasingly perceive
the ?eed to know and learn about mass media and the generation of
i-ubhc at:ention, not only because they want to increase or control pubic attention, but also because they feel the urge to compensate for the
shortcomings and structural problems of mass media journalism and
publicity:
'
'
Today, you no longer cooperate with the same journalist over 1 O years.
Ev~ry two or three months, you have to work with a new freelance journalist, to whom you have to explain everything from the start. That means
way more effort than before. (University president)

A hea~ physician put it more critically: "At the local newspaper, they
have high employee turnover. Most of the time, the y send st ud ents or
freelancers. You can't develop mutual trust like that."

IO
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By contrast, stakeholders in the sciences more often than others high lighted the negative aspects of media logic. For example, they seemed
to be disappointed in the media's citing inadequate experts, simplifying
scientific findings, and distorting information (cf. Peters, 2008). A university president summarized h er perspective by saying, "They simply cut
facts and report the facts wrong . That happens a lot."
Decision makers in health also expressed a somewhat unique approach
to media logic. Contrary to stakeholders in politics and the sciences,
their perceptions of media logic went beyond news media; they also
referred to popular culture, especially to medical dramas on television,
which from their perspective constitute a point of reference that they
have to take into account v,,hen arranging publicity and navigating public
attention . That trend was exemplified in a statement of the head of public relations in a hospital, who complained that popular culture continues to provide an "infuriating" anachronistic image of hospitals and their
social hierarchies in particular. At the same time, data analyzed clearly
suggest that the abovementioned differences hardly outweigh the commonalities previously summarized.

10.6
10.5.4

Beyond the LCD: Perceptions of Various Media Logics

Although commonalities in the perceptions of media logic summarized
above prevail, various peculiarities draw attention . We assumed that differences in the perceptions of media logic by diverse stake holders are
linked to their primary affiliations with different social fields . Indeed, it is
possible to find distinctions among actors from politics, the sciences, and
health.
Political actors' perceptions of media logic stand out as the most distinct. Our data strongly suggest that actors who frequently deal "vith
media reflect upon media logic most intensely. Moreover, political actors
also seemed to be most pragmatic about the demands of mass media
meaning that they seemed to wi llingly accept that mass media work i1~
specific ways and that information and messages have to be prepared
accordingly in order to increase the prospects of generating public attention . As a politician of Die Griinen put it, "After all , that's just how the
media works."
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CONCLUSION

I~ this chapter, we have argued that in mediatization processes, percep tions of media logic serve as the point of reference for media-related
measures. As such, research on mediatization should investigate actors'
anticipations of media logic, not its actual design. With our study, we
aimed to identify what decision makers in various social fields perceive
to be core elements of media logic. To that end we analyzed interviews
with individual decision makers from three diffe/ent social fields in order
to identify about how they perceive media logic (RQl) and to elaborate
up?n the differenc~s and commonalities of their perceptions (RQ2 ). I_n
domg so, we exammed whether some kind of LCD of perceived media
logic can serve as a point of reference for processes of mediatization.
Our research supports the assumption of an LCD across perceptions of media logic held by different decision makers. In that regard,
the ~o~cel?t of media logic indeed matters as a point of reference for
mediat1zat1on processes. Respondents referred to that point of refere_nce_ when describing and justifying structural adaptations in mediat1zat1on processes. Furthermore, although different media outlets, as
well as journalistic and non-journalistic media, might work in different
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ways, our interviewees did not distinguish logics of different media or
media outlets in their considerations. All in all, they instead took into
account more general mechanisms of publicity and the production of
public attention that, from their perspectives, guide most media outlets.
Lastly, we detected only marginal differences among decision makers in
the different social fields. That finding leads us to conclude that the concept of media logic as introduced by Altheide and Snow ( 1979 ) and further developed in various studies (e.g., Altheide, 2013; H jarvard, 2008;
~anderer, 2013; Meyen, Thieroff, & Strenger, 2014; Scheu et al., 2014)
is relevant in order to explain mediatization, even in a changing media
landscape in which alternative and new forms of professional and nonprofessional media outlets have become more important.
At the same time, our study proposes a shift in focus from the logic( s)
of actual media outlets, which might vary, as several critics have suggest~d, to the perception of tl1e logic of the media or a perceived logic of
public attention. From the perspective of decision makers in our sample
SU h 1 .
'
c og1c as a point of reference for adaptation processes in the wake
?f mediatization remains dominated by the routines and structures of
JOU~nalistic mass media. However, other status groups or decision mak e_rs 111 other national or social contexts might differ in their interpretatJ_ons of what is necessary to gain public attention and influence others
via media. By extension, it would also be interesting to study influences
0
~ the perceptions of media logic. Along those lines, one question to ask
might be whether people witl1 different media repertoires have different
perceptions of media logic. Another focus of future researc h could consi~er repercussions between perceived medi a logic and elements of medi~tiza?on processes, including presumed media influences ( cf. Cohen,
b sfati,_ & Sheafer, 2008; Tsfati, Cohen, & Gunther, 2011 ), media -related
ehav1or, and sti·uctural adaptations.
. Altogether, though the perceived logic of mass media plays a crncia] role in mediatization processes, the actual logic( s) of diverse media
should be considered in future research as well. On the one hand actors
wh ose perceptions
·
'
are close to the actual demands of mass media
are
probably more successful in drawing public attention than those with less
realistic perceptions. As our explorative results suggest, that trend might
even pose consequences at tl1e macro-level of society, since actors in certain social fields reflect medi a logic(s) more intensely than others. As a
resu lt, advantages and disadvantages of mediatization could therefore
be unequally distributed over different social fields. On the other hand,
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a comparison of actual and perceived media logic considering ?1e
broader population could be helpful in answering questions concermng
the loss of trust in professional journalism-the keyword here is manipulation-that ,ve currently witness.
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CHAPTER 11

News Media Logic 2.0-Assessing
Commercial News Media Logic in
Cross-Temporal and Cross-Channel
Analysis
Maria l(aridi

11.1

INTRODUCTION

The present study deals with changes in news media reality construction,
which result from both new actor constellations and altering media system structures. Using the example of German news media and following Schimank's approach of actor-structure dynamics (2010) it can be
assumed that the introduction of private TV consolidated commercial
news media logic by involving additional actors-a trend that has been
reinforced in the internet era . This chapter therefore examines how news
media logic has changed in Germany since the 1980s and asks for differences and commonalities in media reality representations across
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different channels (print, television, and online media) . For this purpose, a quantitative content analysis has been conducted by analyzing
a total of 5361 news items across all regular news beats. The research
design is twofold: In a first step, newspapers ( Si.iddeutsche Zei tung, Bild,
Milnchner Merkur) and the main PBS news program (Tagesschau) are
compared between 1984/1989 and 2014. In a second step, the present
data is contrasted with content from leading news websites (Bild.de,
Spiegel.de, Tagesschau.de ).
As in many other Western European countries at a similar time, the
Federal Republic of Germany started commercial broadcasting on a regular basis in 1984. This media policy decision brought about far-reaching
changes in the German media system accompanied by intensive public
debates on its effects on media quality, democratic order, and everyday
life ( e.g., Pfetsch, 1996; Schu lz, 1997). A few years later, it was especially feared that the quality press was going to adapt to tabloid news
( tabloidization) and that nevvs will become infotainment, reporting for
example on human -interest stories or focusing on scandals ( e.g ., Brants,
1998; Esser, 1999; Norris, 2000). Furthermore, after the triumph of the
internet in the late 1990s, an ongoing discussion on media reforms was
launched against the backdrop of future challenges for journalism and the
functioning of democracy (Levy & Nielsen, 2010). Scholars referred to
the fact that due to commercial pressure and technological development
the "media landscape changed from a stable supply to a volatile demand
market" (Brants & Van Praag, 2006, 38) and assumed that (news) media
logic shifted from normative to market logic ( Landerer, 2013 )-a shift
towards a market driven journalism that could endanger democracy
( e.g., Fallows, 1997). Since the internet in particular enhanced competition on the news market (Dimmick, Chen, & Li, 2004; Gaskins & Jeret,
2012 ), online media are expected to accelerate this shift.
In 1992, Altheide and Snow ( 1992, 467) described media logic as
a "rather simple concept" that influences how news content is actually
selected and presented, while important drivers are the "nature, mode
and style of communication" as well as the audience expectations and
experience. Today most definitions at least suggest that media logic is a
way of doing things or rather the operational mode in mass media ( e.g.,
Asp, 2014; Hjarvard, 2008; Stromback & Esser, 2009). In this line,
Mazzoleni (2008), sees media logic as a dominant production "frame
of reference" and desc1ibes it as a construct that "captures the whole of
such processes that eventually shape or frame media content". Scholars
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who deal with news coverage and political communication recently
coined the term "news media logic", as proposed for example by Esser
(2013), to distinguish the concept from definitions tl1at investigate the
logic of distinct media channels and, tl1erefore, use the term in plural
(e .g., Chadwick, 2013; Cushion, Aalberg, & Thomas, 2014; Klinger &
Svensson, 2015). In this light, Dahlgren, for example, speaks of "multimedia logics of cyber-journalism" ( 1996, 64 ), as well as tl1e "cyberspace's
media logic" ( 1996, 66 ), and isolates five key elements of cyber-journalism that will shape journalist formats in the future . Accordingly, cybercommunication is multimedia, hypertextual, interactional, archival, and
figurational. The present article uses the conception of a "basic underlying conceptual logic" (Altheide, 2013, 225) that is highly contextual, but
at the same time highlights the commonalities between different channels
such as public service and commercial TV (Esser, 2013).
In recent years communication researchers also draw tl1eir attention
to changes in (news) media logic. Hallin and Mancini (2004, 290), for
example, argue that today's media logic on the one hand roots in tl1e
growth of critical professionalism, and on the other hand in tl1e rise of
commercialization . According to Mazzoleni (2008), media logic consists
of a technological, a cultural, and a commercial component. However,
journalistic routines especially align with the "(commercial) logic in the
construction of reality worked out by the news indusu·y" (Mazzoleni,
2008). Through an institutional perspective, Esser (2013) makes a distinction between three sub-concepts (i.e., professionalization, commerciali zation, and technological change) that influence news production
and enforce a su·onger differentiation of tl1e media system. Landerer
(2013, 248) differentiates between a market logic, which is intended to
maximize publicity, and a normative logic, which aims for societal problem solving. In sum, there is a consistent hybridity in media logic that is,
furthermore, also supported by empirical results, which point to certain
market-driven (i.e., commercial) content characteristics such as personalization, sensationalism and strategic frames ( e .g., Aalberg & Curran,
2012; Hallin & Macini, 2004; Mazzoleni & Schulz, 1999).
Going beyond these first empirical findings, tl1e present study
conceives news media logic as an analytical concept that builds on
Schimank's integrative social theory and focuses on mass media com munication in general and on news media in particular. Integrating tl1e
idea of media logic as frame of reference for the consu·uction of real ity (Mazzoleni, 2008) into the approach of actor-su·ucture dynamics
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(Schimank, 2010), this chapter develops a tool for the systematic analysis
of media reality representations. Therefore, it brings together both different strands of news theory ( cf. Shoemaker & Reese, 2 O14) and media
content research ( e.g., Pfetsch, 1996, Brants, 1998 ).
To mal<:e this line of reasoning comprehensible, the article first introduces Schimank to the media logic concept (Sect. 2 of this chapter).
According to the approach of actor-structure d ynamics, media content
is shaped by both journalists' actions and the structures of the media
system. Therefore, conclusions on news media logic can be drawn from
news content. On this basis, hypotheses are derived from literature on
media logic and mediatization as well as from media content research.
It is thus possible to use quantitative content analysis for a cross-temporal and a cross-channel comparison that examines how nevvs content is selected, presented and interpreted ( Sect. 3) . Sections 4 and 5
are devoted to findings and discussion. Finally, the study demonstrates
that news media logic shifted closer to the commercial pole over time.
Compared to the past, German news media construct a different reality
in 2014 and work according to a different news media logic . But also
cross-channel analysis reveals differences: Here, clear evidence can be
found that nowadays online news media operate differently from offline
media and therefore, accelerate the mass media's commercial shift by
shaping the orientation frame of action inside the media system.

11.2

NEWS MEDIA LOGIC AS .ANALYTICAL CONCEPT

Although there are different understandings of media logic, the concept is currently in vogue. Conceptual differentiations range from system
and institutional theory to social constructivism ( e.g., Asp, 2014; Hepp,
2012; Hjarvard, 2008; Kunelius & Reunanen, 2012; Marcinkowski &
Steiner, 2014 ). This chapter uses Schimank's approach of actor-structure
dynamics (2010 ), which combines system and action theory and allows
an integral perspective including influences on different analytical levels.
For the purpose of media logic analysis, Meyen, Thieroff, and Strenger
(2014, 274) applied the concept to the media system and proposed the
following conceptualization: Here, media logic is a complex construct
that is shaped by actor constellations and social structures ( structures
of interpretation, expectation and constellation). Whereas structures of
interpretation determine what actors want to do ( e.g., a specific role perception), structures of expectation prearrange what actors should do (i .e.,
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laid down in media law ). Structures of constellation are based on different actors' actions (o bservation, affection, negotiation) and depend on
channel characteristics. Finally, they define what media actors could dowhat they publish and what tl1ey report on, for example.
In other words, structures and actors' actions are interdependent and
influence how media actors construct media reality (operating according
to a specific news media logic), what in turn is reflected in news media
content. Because of its multi-dimensionality, this approach avoids any
kind of linearity and allows investigating how media structures shape
news coverage . Access to news media logic is therefore provided via content analysis.
Following this theoretical approach, news media logic should have
changed in the last decades because of several tremendous changes in
different levels of society ( e.g., globalization). In Germany, however, two
crucial developments on tl1e macro level must be mentioned that ~ave
triggered new actor-structure dynamics inside the media system: First,
the introduction of commercial broadcasting in 1984 and second, the
triumph of the internet in tl1e late 1990s. In both cases, nev,, (media)
actors with both new expectations and interpretations entered the field
and modified tl1e existing structures and constellations. In order to gain
insights into possible changes in news media content, which a.re caused
by altered actor-structure dynan1ics, at least t\vo points in time shoul~
be examined. The same would be true for differences and commonalities between different media channels. In the light of tl1e above, it can
be assumed that there are channel-specific expectations and interpretations as well as different power constellations tl1roughout the years. Even
though the strategies developed in tl1e media system are supposed to be
similar at a specific point in time and at a specific place, each channel has
its features and peculiarities. Hence, it can be expected that tabloids, for
example, require large appealing headlines, strong pictures and a mo_re ~r
less informal language, while leading national dailies need critical ed1tonals and an excellent writing style in order to reach and attract audience.
It is also obvious tlrnt online and broadcasting media (v. hich, for exam ple, both work with audiovisual components) have to operate differently
from their printed counterparts, assuming tl1at they go for publicity.
According to tl1is, the present study aims to investigate core aspects
of commercial news media logic tl1at show how mass media represent
reality and how news content is selected, presented and interpreted in
a cross-temporal and cross-channel perspective . For this purpose, the
1
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analysis includes both news values and formal characteristics. This operationalization should also illustrate that news media logic goes beyo nd
news selection theory, and in principle encompasses every resea rch concept engaged in explaining changes in news content-although the list of
indicators used in this study is not exhaustive.
11.2.1

Media Logic on the Shift

There is consensus on the fact, that selection, prese ntati o n and interpretation criteria intended to secure publicity refer to mass media's market
and audience 01ientation ( e.g., Brants, 1998; Benson, 2004; Mazzoleni
& Schulz, 1999; McManus, 1994) . Following Landerer (2 013 ) it can
be further differentiated between normative criteria, which result from
the media's role in society and commercial ones, w hich primarily refer
to audience needs. Against the backdrop of the concern for an increased
market-driven journalism ( e.g., Bourdieu, 1998; McChesney, 1999 ), it
can be assumed that on t.l1e one hand an increasing commercialization
(that is also enforced by processes such as deregulation , globalization,
and digitalization) tends to shift news media logic toward a "commercial
pole" that benefits commercial criteria in order to maximize circulation
and audience orientation while reducing the costs of news production. On the other hand, t.l1e normative pole is undermined vvhich aims
for societal problem solving referring to the media's social or public
responsibility.
Present studies that focus on patterns of media reality construction usually relate to political news content in Western d emocracies and
assume that mass media are increasingly geared to a commercial logic
(e.g., Hallin & Mancini, 2004; Landerer, 2013; Umbricht, 2014).
Accordingly, journalists focus, for example, on (political ) scandals and
media stars, while t.l1ey emphasize stories and perspectives of ordinary
citizens (Hallin & Mancini, 2004, 277-279). They also prefer episodic
and concrete frames over thematic and abstract ones or report on politics as a game or a horse race rather than on substantial political issues
(Aalberg & Curran, 2012). This empirical evidence is also related with
the idea of an increasing depoliticization of the news. At the very latest since the mid-1990s-especially in terms of tabloidization-there is
a widespread concern that news media report less on politics and that
politics are replaced by soft news ( e.g., Pfetsch, 1996; Norris, 2000;
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Esser, 2013 ). In additio n, content analysis of political news coverage
reveals a higher number of news sources as well as opinion-related 1:ews
practices like opposing different viewpoints, using expert sources, d~rect
or indirect speech, and t.l1e preference of hard facts (Esser & Umbncht,
2014). Furthermore, the commercial shift is reflected in the use of c~nflicts (Vliegent.l1art, Boomgaarden, & Boumans, 2011) and storytell_mg
techniques such as personalization, simplification, polarization, or visualization (Stromback & Esser, 2009) . Content analysis from newspapers
in Western countries also shows an increase in the use of popularization
techniques in political coverage over time as well as cross-organizational
differences (Umbricht & Esser, 2015). Comparing television and n~ws paper coverage of five Dutch national election campaigns ove'. time,
however, reveals that personalized, contest, and negative reportmg are
indicators of a single logic that is shared by different media (Takens, van
Atteveldt, van Hoof, & Kleinnijenhuis, 2013).
For the German case, content analyses demonstrate an increase of
scandal reporting both for newspapers (Kepplinger, 1998) and for public and private broadcasters (Donsbach & Bi.ittner, 2005 ), t.l1e increasing use of conflicts and negativity as well as the tendency to more
personalization in news reporting ( e.g., Reinema1m & Wilke, 2007;
Zeh & Hopmann, 2013). Furthermore, communication scholars also
prove a stronger emotionalization ( e.g., Knobloch, Sti.irzebecher,
Schonbach, & Eggert, 1997; Donsbach & Bi.ittner, 2005) and visualization ( e.g., Pfetsch, 1996; Wilke, 2004) in German news coverage and
show that there is an increased incidence of interpretative and opinionated reporting style over time (e.g., Esser & Umbricht, 2014). Conti·ary
to expectations, however, researchers provide no clear evidence for the
depoliticization of news in Germany ( e.g., Bruns & Marcinkowski, 1996;
Donsbach & Bi.ittner, 2005; for an overview see Reinemann, Stanyer,
Scherr, & Legnante, 2012 ). Nonet.l1eless, it must be noted that most of
t.l1e literature refers exclusively to results from political news coverage as
politics is considered to be the most important news beat when it comes
to public opinion forming and subsequently when it comes to t.l1e proper
functioning of democracy. Since the present definition of media logic is
far more comprehensive, it immediately suggests that media reality construction and t.l1ereby media logic does not spare specific news topics. In
ot.l1er words, underlying considerations should be also applied to other
thematic sections. Hence, the following hypothesis is proposed:
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Commercial news media logic characteristics have increased
German news coverage over time.

11.2.2

111

Media Logic in the Internet Age

Media policy decisions on deregulation and digitalization were promoted, and only made possible by technological change. Back in 1996,
Dahlgren discusses that there was a popular anxiety regarding the internet and above all regarding "newer emerging social and power relations" as well as the development of a "techno-elite" (Dahlgren, 1996,
59). As the internet took shape, however, not only has the mass media
~nvironment seen a profound change ( e.g., Fortunati, 2005 ), but also
Journalism has been redefined on the basis of new possibilities provided
by the web ( e.g., hypertext, multimedia, interactivity, unlimited capacity
of transmission and storage· Dahlgren 1996· Deuze & Dimoudi 2002·
S~hulz, 2004 ). Therefore, ;cholars ex~ected' that online journali~m will
differ from its offline equivalent. But, hitherto, present content analyses
show hardly any differences benveen offline and online news, neither in
regard to the issues and actors selected nor in regard to the amount of
background information (e.g., van der Wurff et al., 2008; Gerhards &
Schafer, 2010; Oschatz, Maurer, & HaGler, 2014). Likewise, research
found marginal differences in the use of (commercial ) media logic indicators such as negativity, personalization, depoliticization, topicality, and
frames (Gerhards & Schafer, 2010; HaG!er, Maurer, & Oschatz, 2014;
Hoffman, 2006; Quandt, 2008). However, studies comparing online
and offline media content are rare, since related research is still in its
infancy. Therefore, the following research question is formulated .
RQ:

Does the use of commercial news media logic characteristics differ between online and offline news content?

11.3

METHOD, OPERATIONALIZATI0N AND DATA

In order to test the hypothesis and to answer the research question,
quantitative content analysis has been conducted. The study's research
design is twofold, incorporating a cross-temporal and a cross -channel
comparison. In both analyses, all journalistic news items are included
regardless of topic and news beat. In a first step, newspapers ( Siiddeutsche
Zeitung, Bild, Miinchner Merkur) and the main PBS news program
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(Tagesschau ) are compared between 1984 (1989) and 2014. The rationale of the media sample is to represent a wide range of the German
market, differing in reach and selling strategy. Therefore, Germany's
leading tabloid newspaper (Bild), two subscription newspapers (the
leading national daily Siiddetttsche Zeitung and a regional newspaper
Munchn er M erlwr) as well as Germany's biggest peak-time newscast
from the Public Broadcaster ( Tagesschau) are examined. 1984 is chosen
as the dawn of commercial broadcasting in Germany. Back then, West
German newspapers had a high circulation rate and hardly any commercial competition, due in part to the monopolistic position of the public broadcasting and the absence of viable private broadcasters. Whereas
2014 is marked by increased digital and online competition, with new
actors entering the market on a daily basis. Due to data availability the
newscasts date back to 1989 and respectively to 2014. For each outlet
the first two weeks (beginning from Monday) of March of the year in
question are selected, preventing event phases to bias tl1e results of the
study. For the newspaper analysis every second news item is investigated.
To avoid losing standard columns, which are constantly presented in the
same place, the sample has been systematically varied starting counting alternately "item one" and "item two" of tl1e outlet. From the PBS
newscast all news items are included, except weatl1er reports.
In a second step, offline news content is compared to online content from the leading German news websites Bild.de, Spieg el.de, and
Tagesschau.de. Here, the rational is to select Germany's leading news
outlets offline and online. Therefore, again ail news items from tl1e leading national daily Siiddeutsche Zeitimg, from the leading tabloid Bild
and from Germany's most important PBS bulletins Tagesschait and
Tagesthernen are included and compared to their online counterparts.
Siiddeutsche Zeitung is compared to Germany's leading news website
Spiegel.de, because tl1is turned out to be a more suitable match in terms
of audience reach. Data was derived from nvo periods on two consecutive days in December 2013. The online content has been stored by
means of snapshots, which were taken at 7 :45 pm on tl1e specific day.
The time was adapted to the editorial deadlines.
For the purpose of the analysis, seven core aspects of commercial news
media logic are examined. All characteristics are studied on item level. In
particular, it is investigated whetl1er scandals, conflicts, and celebrities are
used in the respective news content and whether tl1e news stories are personalized or include negative reporting. Furthermore, the frequency of
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soft news is analyzed and it is looked for interpretative journalistic style.
!hes_e indicators are not mutually exclusive. The relevant concepts used
m th1s study are operationalized as follows:

Scandal.

A scandal is coded as present, ,.vhen the news item
refers to a violation of norms, values, or moral codes
that is publicly condemned ( cf. Kepp linger, 1998).
Usually such violations are also labeled as scandal or
affair. This indicator is measured on a three-point scale
and has been recoded for the purpose of the analysis
into a binary variable.
Conflict. A conflict is coded as present when a conflict, a dispute, an argument, a contest, a debate, or rivalr y is of
central importance for the news story. Initially, it is
distinguished between "implicit" and "explici t" ( e.g.,
Donsbach & Buttner, 2005 ), but for the present analysis the variable has been recoded into a binary one.
Celebrities. Celebrities are defined as persons that are well known
outside their functional social system. The use of celebrities in news stories is coded using a three-point scale
that has been recoded into a dichotomous variable
afterwards. In this way it is ascertained, whether celebrities are covered in the specific news item or not.
Personalization. A review of the literature shows that there are various ways to operationalize personalization ( e.g.,
Reinemann & Wilke, 2007; Talcens et al., 2013 ; Zeh
& Hopmann, 2013 ). In this study personalization
refers to the representation of actors and is defined as
the shift from the social-institutional to the individualprivate level. Here, the individual -private level points
to issues or news topics, which are not associated with
the actor's profession ( e.g., his family or hobbies) . In
other words, when the news item focuses on a specific
actor at the expense of facts, the coders code personalization as present .
Negativity.
In order to investigate the tone of the news content,
the tenor and the valence of each story is measured.
To display negativity, a news item will show either a
negative tenor or a pessimistic valence or both . On this

Soft NeJJ)s.

Interpretative
reporting.
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basis, a binary variable is calculated from the ~1e_asu_res
for valence and tenor. This operationalization 1s 111 lrne
with existing content analysis in the field ( cf. Lengauer,
Esser, & Berganza, 2012).
In order to examine soft news, in the first step, the
coders have to determine the main topic of the n~,vs
item. The codebook includes the following categones:
politics, business, humanity and environment, humaninterest, service, society, fear topics, health, sports,
culture and science. In the second step, these catego· secnons,
·
namely
ries are' subsumed to three thematlC
.
politics and business, soft news, and fear and service
news. The rational for putting fear stories and s~rvice news together is that crime reporting and servJ.Ce
·
news have more in common than cnme
st 01·ies and
·
· g enersoft news. In German news content, cnme is
ally covered as information that assists citizens to cope
with insecurity.
In order to analyze whether the news content is .
interpretative, the journalistic style is assess~d. It is
distinguished between straight news, narrat1~e news,
opinionated news, and interviews. A story will be .
interpretative ifit includes opinions_ and/~r narranves.
For this the coders have to determme which style
predominates in the news coverage. While sn·_aight
ne,vs is fact-based and generally includes the mverted
pyramid, narrative news stories (e.g., features) mostly
work with an anecdotal lead as well as otl1er storytelling techniques. Typical opinionated news items are
editorials and columns, whereas interviews normally
take the form of conversation.

Thus a total of 5361 news items 1 has been coded by student coders,
who we;·e intensively trained and supervised during the coding process.
1 N = 4446 for the cross-temporal design; N = 915 for the cross-channel comparison·
I would like to thank my colleague Markus Thieroff for providing the data for the crosschannel comparison that finally form part of his PhD project on German o nline nc::ws
coverage.
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Fig. 11.1 Comparing commercial News media logic characteristics over time
and between offline and online channels. Note: Number of news items in percent. 19~4( 1989 : conflicts: n = 2454, celebrities: n = 2454, sca ndals: 11 = 2454,
personal.1zat1on: n = 2454, negativity: n = 2430. 2014: conflicts: 11 = 1990
~elebrities: n = 1990, scandals: n = 1990, perso nali zatio n : n = 1991, negati/
11:)1: ~i = 197~; offline: n = 408; Online: n = 507. *, **,***indicate statistically
s1g111ficant clifferences at the 0.05, 0 .01, and 0.001 level respectively, using chisquare comparisons

In the meantime, successive pretests were conducted until the team
showed satisfying levels of coding agreement. For testing intercoder
~greement, Holsti's reliability coefficient was used (cf. Holsti, 1969 ).
he average coefficients were calculated separately for the cross -temporal
and for the cross-channel analysis. The average level of agreement for the
temporal analysis ranged from 0 .8 to 1.0, for the cross -c hannel analysis it
ra~ged from 0 .7 to 1.0. All in all, the average levels of agreement were
satisfactory (cf. Lombard, Snyder-Duch, & Bracken, 2002).

11.4

FINDINGS

Whil~ the hypothesis assumes that commercial news media logic charact
· I1ave mcreased
·
. _ensues
throughout German news content over time
It is a dd'1t1ona
.
Ily asked, if there are differences in the use of commercial'
news media logic characteristics between offline and online news . To test
the h ypo th es1s
· and to answer the research question, seven core aspects of
c?mmercial news media logic are investigated : scandals, conflicts, celebrities, personalization, negativity, soft news, and interpretative reporting.
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First, it is examined whether scandals, conflicts, celebrities, personalization, and negativity are present (see Fig. 11.1). Highly significant
differences are found both in the cross-temporal analysis and in the
offline-online comparison. To begin with the differences over time, the
results demonstrate that the use of all five characteristics which indi'
cate the manifestation of commercial news logic, increased in the last
30 years. Hitherto, chi-square comparison shows that the hypothesis
is supported. German offline news coverage includes more conflicts in
2014 ( 16 .6 %) than in 1984/1989 ( 10.4%). Likewise, celebrities almost
quadruple (from 2.7 to 9.6%) in the last decades, but there is also a
growth by 3.5 points in news items that cover scandals. These differences
are all statistically significant (p < 0.001). Furthermore, there is a slight
increase of personalized news stories from 2.6% in 1984/ 1989 to 3.8%
of all examined ne'vvs items in 2014 (y/ = 5.245, p = 0.022, df= 1).
Regarding the tone of the news, the findings display a significant increase
of negativity at the 0 .001 level by 7.4 points, although there is already
a high share of negativity in 1984/ 1989 (38.2%). The results therefore
suggest that in 2014 both German newspapers and PBS news needed
conflicts, celebrities, scandals, personalization and negative reporting in
order to maximize media attention.
This should become all the more important, when it comes to click
counts. From a theoretical point of view, online news websites are situated closer to the commercial pole, because-similarly to tabloid newspapers-they face the challenge to gain audience attention on a daily basis.
However, the cross-channel analysis reveals that online media use less of
the mentioned commercial news media logic characteristics than offline
medi~, e~cept for scandals (see Fig. 11.1 ). Conflicts, celebrities and personalization occur less frequently in online news than in offline news.
These differences are statistically significant at tl1e 0.01 level. Negativity
in fact displays a lower percentage share onJine, but tl1is difference only
approaches statistical significance (p = 0.085). The findings tl1erefore
suggest that stories, which include conflicts, celebrities or personalization, are first and foremost a model of offline news . This also infers that
online media follmv a different st1·ategy of att1·acting the audience than
their offline counterparts.
Following _tl1e assump?on tl1at news media logic is shifting towards
the commercial pole, this sh_o uld also be reflected in the quantity of
soft news. !n or~er t? examme the topic-dimension, in the first step,
each news item 1s assigned to a pre-defined thematic section. Here, it
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distin_g uished between t~pics such . politics, bu~iness, cultui:e, sports,
uman-mterest, health, soence, society, humarnty and environment
service, and fear topics. In the second step, it is further differentiated
b~tween hard and soft news to ensure the significance of the results.
Smee there is no consensus about the definition and operationalization
of "h
·
et al ., 2012), it was
. ar d news " versus " so ft news " ( c.f Rememann
d~c1de~ to disti~?uish between the following three types of news topic
dimensions: polibcs and busmess news, soft news (including sports, culture, huma.n-i_nte~est stories, heal_th, environmental ne,vs, and science),
and other topics like fear and service . As shown in Fig. 11.2, news stories
on politics and business as well as fear and service news decrease over
time, while soft news were more common in 2014 as they increase from
42 3 to 56.3%. Hence, the results again show support for the hypothesis
( x 2=91.477, p<0.001, df=2). The cross-temporal analysis suggests
that offline news stories on politics and business are not only differently
sel~cted (by including more scandals, celebrities, conflicts, and personaliZabon ), they also decrease by 9 .2 percent points .
. Comparing offline and online news there is a higher share of polit1Cs and business news offline (49 .2% ), while the higher percentage
share of soft news_ in online media (?1.5%) is mainly attributed to a bigg_er amount of science and human-mterest news online. Especially service news seems to be an important component of online news content

4.9%
off\ine

40.0%

13.5%

1.8%
online

8.2%

straight news

opinionated

GJ

narrative

21.3%

•

Interview

Fig. 11.3 Comparing journalistic style over time and between offline
and on line channels . Note: Number of News items in percent. 1984/ 1989:
n = 2452, 2014: n = 1987, 7 missing; x2 = 134.178 , p < 0 .001, df= 3.
Offline : n = 407, online : n = 489, 19 missing; x. 2 = 67 .868, p < 0.001, df= 3

(see Fig. 11.2 ). Interestingly, only 2.5% of tl1e examined offline news
items include service or fear topics, while as much as 10.3% oftl1e online
items can be assigned to this very same section. Therefore, especially service topics seem to devolve on online news websites, not least because
of the enhancing properties of tl1e internet to store unlimited content as
well as to provide content at any time. Furthermore, this indicates differences in online journalists' role performance-pointing to a conception
of journalists as service providers on the web .
In terms of interpretative reporting, the last indicator of commercial news media logic examined in this study, the findings demonstrate
changes in journalistic style over time. For the purpose of tl1e analysis it
was coded whether a news story predominantly includes straight news,
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opinioned news, narrative news, or intervi ews. As predicted , opinionated
and narrative stories are more important in German news coverage in
2014 than in 1984/ 1989 (see Fig. 11.3 ). But whi le opinions and narratives increase (from 12 .5 to 19 .9% and from 6.2 to 12 . 1% respec tive ly),
straight news shrinks to a total of 65 .6%. In o ther words, the results indi cate that nowadays offline news reporting is about tellin g a story and
finding a new twist rather than producing news and facts ( x 2 = 134.178,
p < 0 .001, df = 3) . Differences also emerge in the frequency of use of
interviews, what also points to co mmercial news media logic, since the
production of interviews is very cost -effective in general.
Comparing offline and online news there is clear evidence, however,
that straight news stories (and-most probab ly-especiall y breaking
news) are primarily produced by online news websites today (in total
68 .7% )-a result that is supported by the fact that online media have a
start on topicality due to their publicati o n beats . Online media, in turn,
show high percentages of narrative stories ( 40%), what substantiates the
widespread assumption that (background) reports are in the hands of
traditional news media-presumably above all in the hands of th e quality press . These differences are also statistically significant ( x2 = 67 .868,
p < 0 .001, df = 3).

11.5

DISCUSSIO N AND CONCLUSION

The goal of this study was to examine differences in media reality constructions over time, as well as benveen online and offline channels. The
results of the analysis are twofold. First, it is shown that German news
media represent a different reality in 2014 compared to 1984/ 1989 and
therefore work according to a different news media logic. This is constituted by the intensifying use of commercial news media logic characteristics through which mass media aim to attract the largest possible
audience. Second, online media appear to operate differently from offline
media. But as the examined leading news websites can simultaneously
be considered as subsidiaries of established German news outlets, online
media rather seem to complement their offline counterparts instead of
competing with each other.
The cross-temporal comparison strongly indicates a shift towards a
commercial pole stressed by the increased incidence of commercial news
media logic characteristics across the examined media content. Through
the lens of Schimank's actor-structures dynamics, this shift is rooted in
the change of social structures and actor constellations . According to
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this, it can be assumed that compared to the past, a higher amount _of
actors is located at the commercial pole nowadays . These commer~ial
actors influence the structures of interpretation (i.e ., what journaliS t s
want to do ), the structures of expectation (i.e ., what journalists should
do ), and the structure of constellation (i.e., what journalists can do) and
·
·
fi·ame o f action.
·
Th ere b y a mor·e marketshape the general onentat1on
driven journalism is promoted. Moreover, the study undoubtedly unde~lines that these changes have led to an altered news media logic that is
employed also by long-established media actors. Today t1·aditional news
media select more conflicts, celebrities, scandals, negativity, and personalization than in 1984/ 1989 . Further, it can be demonStl·ated that soft
news increased while both hard and service news are reported less frequently in 2014. vVhen it comes to interpretative reporting the findings
from the time comparison display a clear decrease of st1·aight news ~tories erstwhile being the core business area of German news product1on.
In ~tl1er words traditional news content is indeed more opinionated and
narrative today.'
. .
The assessed media logic characteristics were derived from eXIStl~g
research in tl1e context of Western democracies. Here, media compames
are driven by economic pressures and news content "is adapted [ · · ·) t?,
the expected preferences of the audience in a cost-benefit calculaoon
(Landerer, 2013, 243 ). In otl1er contexts (e .g., non-democratic sta~es),
scandals or conflicts might not be assigned to tl1e commercial pole, smce
such characteristics may emerge in journalism in tl1e course of democratization processes. Autl1oritarian regimes, for example, might ban scandal
reporting and tlrns reStl·ict media freedom ( e.g., Zaghami, 2016 ).
Comparing offline and online news, the present study shows firs~y,
that online media do not use commercial new media logic characteristics employed by "old" media. Furthermore, the findings sugges~ that
compared to offline media, news websites follow different Stl·ategies to
attract audience attention. On tl1e one hand, tl1is can be attributed to the
extended technical possibilities online ( e.g., multimedia, hypertext, or
storage space) . On the other hand, 011line media are shaped by differei~t
news consumption habits and styles ( e .g., Mitchelstein & Boczkowski ,
2010; Tewksbury, 2003), as tl1e world wide web adds, for example, ne~v
dimensions to topicality, or as reading long texts on screen does not suit
the news consumer. Therefore, online news demands for shorter coverage (cf. Barnhurst, 2013), although it is technically most suitable to offer
Jong stories such as features and background information. However,
reporting scandals see m s to be tl1e only characteristic that persists also
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in online news. The last point calls for a cl ose r examination, but the
quantitative content anal ysis is stretched to its limits si nce the incidence
of content characteristics t hat have not been o perationali zed cannot be
determined or tested. This could indeed be a further reason for contrasts
in the current state of research.
Secondly, against offline news, 011.line medi a report o n different news
topics. Their core business apparentl y does not lie o n soft news as the
ass umption of commercial news medi a logic suggests . Instead, o nlin e
we bsites focus on service news-the news section which is dimini shing in
German print and PBS news . Th irdl y, there is clear evidence that online
news take on the role of the inform ation di sse minato r since this suits
online media's properties .
According to Schimank's theory, the differences can be attributed to
new (mostly commercially oriented ) actors who intend to benefit from
the advantages afforded by both "old" and "new" medi a in order to
maximize reach and circulation, as well as to reduce production costs.
In sum, the study highlights that o nline news media o perate differe ntly
from offline media. Yet, they enforce the commercial shift in news media
logic by changing the orientation frame of action in the media system ,
enhancmg for example the urge for topicality. In this way, new actor con stel_lations infuse str ucture dynamics that construct, maintain, or change
SOCi al structures. These structures form what jou rnali sts are eager to do,
what they sho uld do and what they are able to do. That means, differences could be even stronger in the future .
All in all, the present study refers to long-ter m consequences which
result from altered (media ) structures and constellations. Finally, the
results are likely to have a broader application, si nce they could prove
to h~ve consequences for the opinion-forming process in G ermany.
J?rawmg on the importance of the mass media for constituting the pub lic sphere, this shift would be significant for social change and demo cratic theory.
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CHAPTER 12

New( s) Challenges!-Old Patterns?
Structural Transformation and TV News
in a Mediatized World
Mirco Liefke

12.1

NEW CHALLENGES

In times of asymmetric, multilateral, and complex conflicts in Syria or
Ukraine, ne"vspapers question whether good and evil still exist or not_, 1
This highlights the importance of what Sacks calls membership categor~es
( 1972) for the news coverage of international conflicts. The _m or~ social
media makes information available from different points of view, mcluding different conflict parties, the more difficult it is to define clearly who
is friend and who is foe. Traditional categorization is challenged by what
could be called another structural transformation of the public sphere
( Haber mas, 1990).
.
Professional journalism in general and the production of TV new_s 111
particular are under the pressure of such a new structural transformaoon.
1 Verstehen
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To understand the implicated changes like an increasing acceleration
a_nd ongoing fragmentation, it is worth taking a close look at the institutlons of established mass media and the people whose daily business is to
~ormalize the abnormal ( Luhmann, 2009, 34 ). Those actors may give
impetus for political positions as well as exploit them for media coverage. This applies for example to newsrooms that are utterly affected by
an increasing mediatization of the public sphere . :---Jc\\·s journalists have
to face extreme and unknown challenges when web based platforms like
the Twitter add-on Periscope publishes news in real time. Expressions like
produser, pro-am, or citizen journalists can give a first impressi o n of a
fundamental change in the relation between journalists and those "people formerly known as the audience" ( Rosen, 2006, 1). If news are predomi_nantly no longer consumed but co -produced , basic strategies and
working methods of journalism ,viii change, and with them, interaction
between, for example, politicians and journalists and the mode of news
cov_erage. If Twitter enables potentially everyone to publish any kind
of mformation offering unlimited and cost-neutral space, the demand
for ~ews updates and real time coverage will increase. Established mass
media face the expectation to offer a huge amount of information not
only at a given time in tl1e evening when they broadcast their major news
program but within seconds after a certain incident has become public.
~t the same time crowd sourcing makes it extremely easy to find mistakes
111 ~ny published information from a short caption to a 400 -page dissertat1on . This anticipated usage of communicative products changes the
production of news as any published bit and piece can be subject of a
later verification. Consequently, journalists are faced with the dilemma
to publish more plausible information within a decreasing time span. As
non-professionals can publish more and more information, the pressure
to select certain content is shifted from journalists, whose role as gatekeeper is marginalized, to recipients. As validity of news sources becomes
especially important facing an overwhelming flood of accessible data,
established institutions of journalism become an influential indicator
for the public. A comparable transformation takes place in the field of
agen da setting. TV news m ay no longer launch topics but nevertheless
utterly contribute to a wide spreading of it.
What once has been an oral transmission of reports on wars and
other meaningful information later became a regular exchange of mails
on predominantly commercial data. The regular mail service served
as a basis for the first newspapers publishing stock exchange rates and
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later contained other news and also comments (Habermas, 1990, 69).
Today products of journalistic work reach from Twitter live ticker reports
of so~cer games to printed, essayistic background stories of a ref~gee:s
odyssey from Syria to Munich. Diversification of modes o~ reportmg is
not the only development transforming journalistic pracoces . Equally
influential are changes in the possibilities of publication connected to
new technical inventions. Although news can be edited as well as consumed almost everywhere via mobile phone and tablets, many people still
enjoy morning rituals like reading a paper-version newsp aper or magazines. Despite all changes and transformation in technology and formats,
basic logics or st1·ategies of accounting or storytelling can still be found
in all kinds of nevvs. To explore and exemplif)r these working methods
offers a promising insight in the world of news media. That m ay help to
understand how established mass media faces challenges in the context of
what could, in respect to Habermas, be called a new st1·uctural transformation of the public sphere. These challenges are:
1. Loss of information-or news-monopoly.
2. Ongoing fragmentation of the public/different overhearing audiences.
3 . Loss of a universally applicable recipient design.

12.2

MEMBERSHIP CATEGOlUZATION ANALYSIS

As people verbally interact in everyday life using language, it is worth
having a look on how they identif)r people as members of certain groups
or categories as well as how this recognizability is achieved. How far are
these procedures connected to common sense, culture, and other factors? Doing so, we have to keep in mind that the method underlying
the analysis is implicitly used also in everyday life when it comes to the
process of making sense of ordinary situations. This is exactly the aim
of Harvey Sacks' Membership Categorization Analysis, a device closely
connected to the toolkit of ethnomethodology and conversation analysis
(EMCA) (Day, 1998, 2006, 2012; Garfinkel, 1967; Garfinkel & Sacks,
1970; Sacks 1992a, 19926 ).
Inspired by stories told by young children aged between two and
three years, Harvey Sacks established this method as a way of analyzing conversation. His starting points are two apparently t1·ivial sentences
"The baby cried. The morn my picked it up." In this context, he inter
alia raises the question how a storyteller manages to create a coherent
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story, including the undeniable impression that it is the mother's baby
who is crying although there is no grammatical connection between the
two sentences. To explain this phenomenon, Sacks invents an apparatus
based on the idea that conducting a conversation everybody makes use
of so-called categorization devices. That means, a collection of possible
categories as well as a set of rules that define under which circumstance
one becomes a member of a certain category (e.g ., the collection "sex"
with its categories "male" and "female"). In our example, the first relevant category would be "baby" that could either belong to the collection "family" or "state of life". The second sentence contains "mother"
as well belonging to the collection "family". He furthermore points out
that a single category may be "referentially adequate" ( Sacks, 1972, 333)
to identify a certain member of a given population . In addition to this
economy rule, he introduces a constancy rule, stating that whenever a person is categorized by a specific collection, all other members of the same
population may be categorized from the very same collection . Sacks
completes this theoretic construction with so called hearer's rnaxims that
must be understood as an instruction for the preferred interpretation
of a given message. One of those maxims says that in case two or more
categories are used to categorize two or more members of a population
and those categories can be heard as categories from the same collection,
they should be heard that way. In our example the rule suggests understanding "baby" as a member of the family collection. A second hearer's
maxim is only applicable to so-called duplicately organized devices. That
means that certain collections usually contain categories that form teams
in the widest possible sense, regularly consisting of one member of each
category. If a hearer has the possibility to build such teams, or in our case
a family, he is ought to do so. That answers our opening question, how
one creates a coherent story of a mother picking up her baby. The story
becomes especially coherent considering one last element from Sacks'
apparatus-the category bound activity. Those activities are not exclusively but at least typically and primarily connected to a certain, specific
category. It strengthens and approves the impression that a given category belongs to one and not the other collection. Our example contains
clearly crying as something a baby usually does (Sacks, 1972, 325-345).
In the second step, it is my aim to use this apparatus to examine the
news coverage of a major German public 1V channel. Doing so, our
focus shall be on the following questions:
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1. How do news journalists make use of membership catego1ization
in order to tell coherent news stories?
2 . From which collections are these categories taken?
3. Can one identify patterns in and reasons for the usage of membership categorizations?
Sacks' method deriving from conversation analysis was first used to analyze everyday conversation between physically present persons as the
example with the story-telling children's shows . Nevertheless, I would
like to transfer it to the field of mass media that is structurally dependent on the absence of the audience (Luhmann, 2009, 10) I am encouraged to apply this method to the understanding of media logic by the
further d evelopment of J\tlCA that Sacks has also used to examine a news
interview vvith a Vietnam-War Navy pilot (Sacks, 1992a, 19926). Here
as well basic strategies of communication are at work and so the MC~
might enable a better understanding of the construction of TV news a_s it
has helped to understand the pilot's interview. In particular, the question
of how a proper description can be achieved makes the MCA applicable
in this case of particularly inference-rich communication. It can bring to
light background expectations of viewers that contribute to the understanding of news and work like Sacks' hearers' maxim and exemplify th_e
quality of categories to concent.1·ate a huge amount of information. Tl11s
perfectly suits to the journalists' notorious lack of time for the coverage.
The material I am working with in the following has been obtained in
the course of a participant observation in t.l1e newsroom of the reporting
TV channel. During four weeks of ethnographic field work in the headqu arters of t.l1e biggest German public broadcasting company in 2014,
I ,vas able to experience the daily routines of jomnalistic practices and
attend all kinds of meeting dealing wit.11 t.l1e selection, organization, and
evaluation of the ne,vs. The coverage that will be analysed in t.l-1-is chapter
has been broadcasted during my research, which enabled a rare insight
in the ongoing, day-to-day development of t.l1e story. Although most of
the analysis is based on the final product, the obtained background information help to gain a deeper understanding of the whole process. The
second source of data has been the channel's publicly accessible media
library. 2
2 T he transcripts of news texts that will be referred to later have been taken from the
channel 's online m edi a librar y. Unfortunately due to legal changes the m entio ned episodes
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12.2.1

Membership Categories as Narrative Accounts in TV News

J:Iow _do journalists deal with the problem of limited time to explain a
situation that from day to day requires more and mo re information to
be understood? Especially when assuming that not every viewer has been
~egularly following the ne,vs . Under these circumstances, how exactly do
JOurn~ists create the impression of a developing and still cohe rent s·tory
(_Althe1de, 1976; Tuchman, 1973)? Answering these questi o ns, I would
l~ke to start with a short digression on some general thoughts about stones ~s the glue that could, not must, keep society together and their connection to news.
St~ries are not only entertaining vicarious experiences, they also have
a ~~c1al function that must not be underestimated . Although there are
1ll10ns of stories, a great number of them follows a universal grammar
highly connected to moral values exemplified in the presented events.
At the core it is often good against evil and usually good triumphs in
the end. So stories unite people and give them common values. That is
?ne of the reasons why you can find a corpus of shared myths and tales
1.11 _more or less every society throughout history. But as I would like to
pomt out, not only fiction has this power to unite people. Following the
ideas of Benedict Anderson ( 1983 ), I refer to the audience of a news
P 1~ogr~m as the imagined (news) community. They are united by a certam view on the world, a more or less elaborated idea of good and evil.
They are united by the awareness of knowing what you have to know to
b~ considered a competent member of your group or society. It is constituent for this effect that selected contents do not appear as selected
but self-explaining relevant to the audience . This impression is also to be
found within the newsroom where a journalist stated: "We are just portraying the news day". 3
(N~ws) stories impose an emotional and psychic unity on those
watch1.11g the program . United by a general belief in justice (in the end
good overcomes evil), fiction stories help society to function properly.
Although a study of the German psychologist Markus Appel (2008)

n:
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shows that viewers of drama and comedy on TV have a substantially
stronger "just-world" belief than heavy viewers of news programs,
I would argue that news as well helps to establish this feeling among society. (Gottschall, 2012). Of course, everyday news shows that the world
in many cases is unjust, bad things happen to good people, thousands of
children starve in South Sudan-news like that makes it hard to believe
in justice. On the one hand, news journalists normalize these events that
are their daily business but on the other hand, they seldom fail to brand
war, catast1·ophes, and misery as deviant and dismissible cases of reality.
And that definitely contributes to ow- (partly) fictionalized view of the
world. In addition, so-called constructive news become more and more
important as ZDF vice editor-in-chief Elmar TheveGen states in a ZEIT
interview.4 That kind of news does not only show problems but also suggests possible solutions. However, journalists turn events into stories and
that is why you can find tl1e general grammar of storytelling also in tl1e
logic of TV news and other media. So, beside otl1er considerations, news
journalists are looking for and creating good stories that are touching
people and make them watch the program. A common and widely spread
rule tells that a good story consists of: ( 1) Character ( 2) Predicament
(3 ) Attempted Extrication (Gotschall, 2012, 52).
In this chapter, I would like to take a closer look only on the first
component, the character, in order to show in what way characterization or, according to Harvey Sacks, membership categorization plays an
important role in news. To establish a character, news shows do not have
the time that novelists or movie directors have. On tl1e contrary, imposed
rules of scarcity cause decontextualization as a usual side effect of presenting events as news. To put as much information as possible in a contribution no longer than 3 minutes is therefore one of the main tasks of
news journalists (Altheide, 1976).
At this point, Harvey Sacks' membership categorization becomes an
important tool that journalists frequently make use of and that has been
capable for our analysis. Membership categories are inference-rich, compressed packages of information that can be used to compensate the lack
of context that news necessarily suffers. With the help of membership
categorization analysis you can-either implicitly in daily life or explicitly

concerning the OSCE in cident are no lon ge r retrievable . They are still available for scien tifi c research via the chann el's rights management department.
~Trans latio n of a conversation to be found in field notes from a newsroom ethnography
conducted by the auth or in 2014. To be found in the appendix ofLiefke (2014 ).
·

4
"Die Leute !assen sich lieber unterhalten" Interview with Elnur TheveBen DIE ZEIT,
29/2015.
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necessanly guarantee that the viewer receives an accurate impression of
th
e event itself but it enables him to follow the news story and to appear
as a competent member of an imagined news community.· This particular
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·
•
of a structural transformation
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ways of ~ommunication. Multiple groups emerge and/or are imagined
b~ establis~ed mass media what may lead to a change in traditional coverage practices, as I wi1l point out.
12.2.2

The OSCE Incident

I would now like to apply Sacks' membership categorization analysis
to th_e coverage of a "kidnapping" of an international group in Eastern
_Ukrame. This may on the one hand exemplify how categorization is used
m news accounting and on the other hand might show the consequences
of a possible transformation of the public sphere. The analyzed episodes
have been broadcasted in the evening news of a major German public
TV channel.
Aft~r extensive protests in Ukraine in winter 2013-2014, an ongoing
~scalation of violence took place between Ukrainian military forces and
mhabitants of several towns and regions in the eastern part of the country. Their main aim was to gain independence from the central government in Kiev. In the course of events, a hard-to -define group of people
occupied police and intelligence stations as well as administi·ation and
media buildings. The specific name given to the group mentioned before
depended utterly on the news show or newspaper you choose. Russia
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Today, 5 for example, called them "freedom fighters", the most frequently
·
(S epara ti. s t en )" .6
used expression in German mass me di a was " separatists
Since protests on the Maidan, a centi·al square in Kiev, this conflict
was a constant part of major German news platforms including newspapers . In the folio-wing, Group A "kidnapped" a group of OSCE
observers (Group B). The expression "kidnapped" is one of the mentioned category-bound activities so I will use this word only in quotes,
as it already suggests a certain view on what I will refer to as the OSCE
incident.

12.3

ANALYSIS

vVhat I would like to do is to bring to light, to make explicit, the implicit
analysis done by news journalists in their coverage of tl1e OSCE incident. Journalists in their daily business answer the question that is as
well of major interest to Harvey Sacks: What are the criteria for a proper
description? In particular tlus analysis deals with tl1e different names
given to Group A and B by German TV journalists of a major eve111ng
news program during nine days of coverage. These names can be read
as membership categorizations that are connected to certain categorybound activities structuring the news in a specific way tl1at shall be analyzed now.
Figure 12 . l depicts tl1e news program-a schedule for the newsindicating news coverage of the Ukraine conflict. As the time code in the
upper right corner shows, it is the 11:22 version of the news schedule
that already consists of a Ukraine template. Figure 12.2 is a screenshot
of the AFP brealcing news report that consists of tl1e first information
concerning the kidnapped OSCE officials had reached the newsroom.
The corresponding time code in tl1e headline proves that it was published at 18:06, almost seven hours after the news journalists integrated
the Ukraine topic into the schedule.

5 Russia Today is a Russian government-funded media comp,my that publishes news
via interne t and TV in different languages often criticized for spread ing disinformation or
being a propaganda outlet for the Russian government.
6 T he author tried to translate the German expressions used in the quoted media as preci se as possible. As connotations may vary, the original German expression(s ) is (a re) always
added in brackets.
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Fig. 12.1 News Program. Scan of the original schedule , collec ted during fieldwork in the news room

f~ 25.04.2014, 18:04 afp - Agence France Presse
UkrainefOSZE/RusslandfEntfiihrungen
EILMELDUNG
Kiew: Aufsta.ndl sche in Slawjansk halten sieben OSZE -Beobachter fest
K iew , 25. April (AFP) - Die prorussischen Aufstandischen im O sten der Ukraine haben sieben
Beobachter der O rganisation fOrSicherheit und Zusammenarbeit in Europa (OSZE) in ihre
Kontrolle gebracht Das tente das ukrainische lnnenministeriu m am Freitag mit. Demnach werden
d ie M ilitarbeobachter der OSZE. v on den Aufstandischen in der Stadt Slawjansk festgeha llen.

ao/uvs
AFP
251806 APR 14

Fig. 12.2 First news report concerning OSCE incident in . Scan of the OI-iginal
AFP news feed , collected during fieldwork in the news room

This kind of scheduling and the connected temporal distortion supports the observation of Golding and Elliott, who state that daily work
in new srooms is "based on the knowledge that events will occur, not on
observation of them unfolding" ([1979] 1999, 113 ). This is necessary
due to the journalists' task to fill the news show with contributions in
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order to produce a show of the same length every single day. In contrast to m y first expectations, I learned, during my first research in the
newsroom in 2014, that journalists do not find it hard to select these
contributions from an overwhelming number of possible stories (more
than 1000 every day) but to find enough adequate material for the show.
If yo u co nsider journalistic practice to be a recursive and relatively stable process of textual organization and coordination as van Hout (2015 )
does , it is vvorth having a closer look on how exactly this process works
and how far membership categorization influences the selection of news
stories.
The first element that caught m y attention was the abbreviation
OSZE ( or in English, OSCE) . The first news episode explained it briefly
as the "Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe". That is
the organization the "kidnapped" observers belonged to. No other news
episode ever after repeated this particular information, so I conclude that
news must consist of certain parts that need to be knO\vn by the audience. News journalists obviously believe in some form of public memory
containing knowledge that is obligatory for the average viewer. TV news
still d emands that everyone knows how to watch them.
Following this first element, I recognized that the whole news story is
constructed around two different groups. On the one hand the so-called
"OSZE Beobachter" (observe rs) and on the other hand a group that did
not receive a particular name dw-ing the nine days of coverage . On the
first table yo u can see all names given to the group that was said to have
"kidnapped" the other.
As you can see, the labelling covers different categories from demon strators to separatists a nd even kidnappers and terrorists (Table 12.1) .
On the second table yo u can find the names given to Group B
(Table 12.2):

Categorization of group A

3

east- Ukrainian
Separatists
(ostukrainische
Separatisten)
pn l-russian
men with
demonstrators
machine guns
(Manner mit
(pro-russischc
Dcmonstrantcn) Maschinenpistolen)
Separatist
Separatist
(Separatistcn)
(Separatistcn)

Separatists
( Separatistcn)

2

pro -nrssian
separatists
(pro-russisc hc
Scparatisten)

Kidnapper
(Enrflihrcr)

4

B

-

-

---•---

military
observer
(Militar
Beobachter)

OSCE
employees
(OSZE
Mitarbciter)
hostages
(Geiseln)
prisoners
( Gcfangene)

foreign
military
observer
( entflihrte
Militar
Beobachter)
hostages
(Geiscln)

hostages
(Geiseln)

-----

5

----

-- -

4

---

- - --

3

--------

---

OSCE
observer
(OSZE
Beobachter)
foreign
hostages
( auslandischc
Geiseln)
kidnapped
OSCE
observers
military
observer
ofOSCE
observer
(Beobachter (OSZE
Beobachtcr) ( entfiihrte
derOSZE
Militar
Beobachter)
Members
kidnapped
ofa mission
OSCE
(Teilnehmer
observer
ciner Mission)
(cntfi.ihrte
OSZE
Beobachter)

observer
observer
(OSZE
(OSZE
Beobachter) Beobachter)

- - - - - - - - -2
Day 1
-----·
OSCE
OSCE
A

Categorization of group B

---- ---

Table 12.2 Categorization of group B

A= anchor speaking; B = rnrresondcnt report; C = Interview; Qj,orc; Multiple Uscagc

C

pro-russian
government critics
( pro-russischc
Rcsrierungsgegncr )
pro-russian activ ists ( pro-russische
Aktivisten)

Terl"Orist
(Terrorist)

Government
Critics
( Rcgierungsgegner)

B

----

Separatists
(Separatisten )

A

-

Day 1

Categorization of group A

Table 12.1

- - - · - --

OSCE
military
consultants
(OSZE
Militar
Bcrater)

military
observer
(Militar
Beobachter)

detained
military
observer
( festgehaltcnc
Militar
Bcobachter)

6

-----

pro-russian
separatists
( pro-russisc hc
Separatisten)

5

-- - -kidnapped
military
observc.:r
( entfi.ihrtc
Militar
Beobachter)

-

7

-·

--

(continued)

military
observer
(Militar
Beobachter)

German
hostages
(deutsche
Geiscln)

military
observer
(cnrfi.ihrte
Militar
Beobachter)

9

Separatists
(Scpar,1tisrrn

Sepa1~1tists
(Scpa1~1tistcn )

Slawiasnk
sepa1~1tists
(Scpa1~1tistc.:n
von Slawiansk)

pro-russian
activists
(pro-russische
Aktivistcn)

7 8 9

kidnappc.:d
military
observer
(c.:ntfi.ihrtc
Militar
Bcobachter)

8

pro-russian
dc11Hmst1~1t<lrs
(pro -russischc
Dcmonstr~rntcn)

pro-russian
militia men
(pro -russischc
Mili zen)

6
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Here as well the names differ in the course of the coverage but not
a comparable huge variety as in the first case. The labelling is all in all
rat he r asymmetric but neve rtheless accessible for MCA.
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Analyzing the used categori es, the first step is to identify categorizat.Jon d evices, generic terms under which the labels can be organized. At
first glance, it appears that not all names are take n from the same device
but belong to at least 3 different ones. The easiest to recognize is probably "kidnapper" (Entfuhrer) as a category of the duplicately organized
device "persons involved in a kidnapping" connected with the corresponding category "hostage" (Geisel). This device is always applicable
when party B is under unlawful custody of par ty A.
The second possible device could be called "combatants" or "people invo lved in war" with its categories " militia men", "men with
machine guns", and "separatists" for group A and "prisoners ( of war)
( Kriegsgefangene)" for group B . These categories are usually used for all
persons taking part directly in violent conflicts.
The tl1ird group of devices that one could identify is "political
actors" like "demonstrators" (Demonstranten), "government critics" (Regierungsgegner), and "activists" (Aktivisten) used for Group A
and "military observers/consultants" (M.ilitarbeobachter/-berater) and
"OSCE observers/employees" (OSZE Beobachter/M.itarbeiter) for
group B. Those labels can be given to people pursuing political aims,
which do not necessarily exclude the use of violence.
All three devices cannot be distinguished clearly from each otl1er,
what can be exemplified with the label "terrorists" given to Group A by
a Ukrainian official. This category could be assigned to all three devices
if you take the first comprehensively as "persons involved in crime." Also
most other categories include dimensions of all tl1ree devices, which make
the next tool from Sacks' apparatus especially important (Fig. 12.3).
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12.3.2

Separatist and/or Demonstrator-Application of Economy
and Consistency Rule and Its Corollary

Although some multidimensional membership categorizations are
at work in the TV coverage of the OSCE incident, there is rarely any
doubt about which particular group is being referred to. Either because
both categories of a duplicative organized device are used or because
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ews show from April 26, 2014

The self proclaimed mayo1· of Slaiviansll ad,nits that OSCE observers a rc 1t11der the control of separatists, [ ... ). (Der selbsternannte

Governm ent critics

Bi.irgermeister von Slawiansk gibt zu, dass die OSZE Beobachter in
der Gewalt der Separatisten seien, [ ... )).

OSCE employees
Demonstrators

News show from April 27, 2014
77-Jc pn:ss conference today ivhere east Uln-ainian separatists from
SlaJJJians/1 brought in their fo1·eign hostages seem ed to be macabre. (Die
Pressekonferenz, auf der die ost-ukrain.ischen Sepa.ratisten in Slawiansk
heute ihre a.uslandischen Geiseln vorfuhrten, wirkte ma.kaber).

OSCE obse rvers

POLITICS

Militia Men

Hostages

WAR
prisoners
(of war)
Men with machine gun s

Fig. 12.3

CRIME
Kidnapper

Organization of category devices in partly overlapping word fields

the corresponding category bound activity that will be analyzed later on
( 4.3) suggests the proper interpretation of the mentioned category. In
any case, the reg uirement of Sacks' economy rule is met.
To verify the application of Sacks' second rule, the rule of consistency,
we have to place the membership categories in the context of the specific
news show or even the sentence they are used in . Analyzing the transcribed
news text, one can identify three different cases that can be exemplified by
these quotes from different "episodes" of the OSCE incident coverage.
News show from April 27, 2014

Prisoners obviously unscathed. Militia Men bring in OSCE observers in
Uk raine (Gefangene offenbar unversehrt. Milizionare fi.ihren OSZE
Beobachter in der Ukraine vor) .

In the first case, both categories are in conformity with Sacks' rule
taken from the "war" device lea.ding to an unambiguous description of
what has happened. Although "prisoners" occur as ·well in the field of
"crime", in combination with militiamen, the interpretation as an incident taking place in the context of war is quite obvious. The following
two examples show how an ambiguous membership category that we
have already identified as consistent with at least two devices, can be
interpreted properly with the help of the other group's description . The
second description can be assigned in both cases to a specific device,
which suggests a certain understanding of the first group's categorization device. Both examples use the ambiguous expression "separatist"
that can be understood either in a political or in a criminal sense. In
the first case, the combined membership category is "OSCE observers"
suggesting a political context for both expressions. In the second case,
however, the term "hostages" places the whole story clearly in the field
of crime.
The consistency rule's corollary, the hearer's maxim, that we can
also call the viewer's maxim, asks the viewer of the analyzed news sho\ov
to understand the coverage in the described way. But as the one and
only overhearing audience as a single entity with universal rules of
interpretation no longer exists in times of global online communication and an ongoing fragmentation of the public sphere, also the hearer's maxims change . They become more complex and as a number of
possible overhearing audiences can and must be differentiated analytically, news journalists have to anticipate them in their practical, everyday work.
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12.3.3

Demonstrators Do not Shoot-the Importance of Category
Bound Activities and Predicates

Similar to the rule of consistency, category bound activities play an
important role either in the creation of a proper descripti o n or in the
practical interpretation of communication in everyday life. Once again
three examples shall exemplify the possible consequences of the use of
category bound activities.
News show from April 26, 2014

Still separatists hold OSCE observers hostage in eastern Uleraine. Under
German leadership their task was to scout out the situation there.
(Noch immer halten Separatisten im Osten der Ukraine di e OSZE
Beobachter gefangen, die unter deutsche Fiihrung don eigentlich die
Lage erkunden sollten).
News show from May 3, 2014

The hug was probably not as friendly as it appears. Colonel Axel
Schneider and the other German hostages say goodbye to W_jatscheslaw
Ponimari.fow, leader of the Slawiansle separatists. (So freundlich wie
sie wirkt, war die Umarmung wahrscheinlich nicht. Oberst Axel
Schneider und die anderen deutschen Geiseln verabschieden sich von
Wjatscheslaw Ponimarijow, Fuhrer der Separatisten von Slawiansk).
News show from April 30, 2014

For several days pro-Russian demonstrators haJJe detained seJJen military observers and their Uki-ainian company somewhere here in
Slawiansk. (Seit Tagen halten pro-russische Demonstraten irgendwo
bier in Slawiansk die sieben Militarbeobachter und ihre ukrainischen
Beglei ter fest).
In the first example we can see how a corresponding category-bound
activity contributes to the understanding of a given membership category. As "to hold somebody hostage" is an action that can be attributed
to separatists, the description in the news texts appears plausible and congruent with the viewer's expectations .
The second case shows the irritating result of using an activity that
neith er suits the group it is attributed to nor meets the expectations of
those who are ought to understand the message. "Saying goodbye"
to their kidnappers and hugging them is quite an unusual behavior for
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hostages, although it might occur in context with the so-called Stockholm
Svndrome or capture-bonding. Such a combination challenges the unders~a nding of the description and forces the viewer to have a closer look
o n the message. The first sentence can help to understand why the ne':s
journalist has chosen this specific combination of action and membership
category. He suggests that what is to be seen, namely indeed a seen~ of
saying goodbye, should not be taken seriously as it might be deceptive .
\,Ye can conclude that it has taken place under force or as a part of the
agreement leadi ng to the release of the hostages . Under these circumstances we can identif\1 the second sentence as an ironic statement supporting the impressio~ that things are not as they might appear.
The last example also combines two elements that are not congrue~t
on the first glance. Demonst1·ators should not detain somebod!'- But 111
contrast to the second case, we do not have any hints that might suggest an ironic context. Instead we can identify the combination as a further device to express the multidimensionality of the conflict. We h_ave
seen this effect already concerning the usage of different category devices
( 3 .1). Activists kidnapping others imply that vvhat might have started as a
political action meanwhile includes criminal and military elements.
A last observation that can be made in all three examples concerns
important att1·ibutes that have not yet been mentioned. Expressio1:s _lik~
"German", "pro- Russian", and to some degree "eastern Ukrairuan
are what can be called category-bound predicates. Those extensions of
category-bound activities deliver additional information that can be
attributed to incumbents of specific membership categories, we expect
mommies not only to pick up their babies, but, for example, to have a
certain knowledge concerning childcare (Watson, 1978).
In our case, the OSCE incident, as in the coverage of many other
international conflicts a certain group of viewers, is used to and expects
a party they can identif), with and at the same time antagoni~ts t1:ey
can condemn. The most frequently used way to establish such 1dent1fication in German TV news is to mention tl1e involvement of Germans
as we find it several times usually in the opening of tl1e news shows.
Consequently the antagonists are as well attributed witl1 a predicate indicating a national affiliation-"pro-Russian" or "east Ukrainian" tl1at can
either be understood as a plain regional assignment or as a political one
if the viewer knows tl1e context of the historic east Ukrainian separatist movement. It often makes use of widely spread prejudices and t1·aditional concepts of enemies. In any case, such predicates can be used
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to do proper news storytelling that fits the expectations of those who
are used to the traditional black-and-white scheme of international con ~ict coverage. It seems that the journalists jumped back and forth n::un '.ng Group A differently all the time, as we do not recognize a simple
increase of more and more drastic expressions. Taking into consideration
to what kind of actions the subjects have been connected, it becomes
clear that certain activities suggest certain actors. A woman picking up
a child would just as little be categorized as an east Ukrainian separatist
but as the child's mother, as two guys with the Russian flag on a tank
as cattle farmers. Although the former might be a glowing supporter of
the east Ukrainian separatist movement and the latter caring cattle farm~rs, the context suggests certain categories as proper descriptions while
it makes otl1ers appear unfitting or even disconcerting. So the selected
categ_ory usually fits the pictures shown and the presented activities. By
that it suggests a certain frame that the ne,vs should be placed in and
that is associated with expectations and ideas (Johnson-Cartee, 2005 ). It
also reflects the accounts within the news, as categories can characterize
groups in one way or the other depending on the story you want to tell.
~.re the people on the tank freedom fighters or criminal separatists? This
is, last but not least, a question of the journalistic perspective as yo u can
see looking at news headlines taken from different Internet sources (4 ).

12.4
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defines a case as controversial? Since an increasing number of people
around the world publish their impression of and opinions on international conflicts online, the internet and especially social media become a
more important tool to increase the sensibility for the choice of words as
Froben Hom burger, DPA news director, states (Niggemeier, 2016).
Concerning the OSCE incident, another observation coul~ lead .t?
the suspect tliat membership categorization can express cer_tam_ polm cal interpretations of a conflict. Looking at news platforms 111 different
countries, one can easily recognize that certain cow1tries seem to h~ve
preferences for different membership categories that nevertheless denve
from the same device. The following two screenshots show news headlines from homepages of Russia Today (RT), a government-funded
Russian television network, and the private international daily ne,vspaper
.
Financial Times (FT) (Fig. 12.4 and 12.5 ).
Both headlines concern the OSCE incident and have been published
,vithin 2 days of the incident. Group A is qualified as "rebels" and as
"self-defense forces"-both categories are taken from the combatants'

Self-defense forces detain intl military observers in eastern Ukraine

BIASED NEWS

Our knowledge of society and the whole world is predominantly transmitted by mass media-this applies to historic facts, famous stories, and
people as well as scientific findings or wars and conflicts ( Luhmann,
2009). Since no other ways of gathering information are available, mass
media is an influential tool of manipulating the audience. A specific
selection of membership categorizations can be the expression of news
that give biased accounts as the German media critic Stefan Niggemeier
explains. He suspects established print and TV media to act politically
when using this or that expression that we have already qualified as membership categorization. He furthermore investigates that none of the big
news companies except DPA (Deutsche Presse Agentur) has strict and
elaborated rules for the usage of terms like ruler (Machthaber) or head
of state ( Staatschef). That means it is primarily the particular journalist's
decision which expression he prefers. Guidelines are given by the editor or the responsible institutions only in controversial cases. But who

Fedorallzation oupportel9 on guard at lhe checlq)oinl near Byt,y,;hovlca village In the Stnw,nsk viclnlty.(RIA Ncwstl I Mll<haU
Voskresenskly) / RIA NCMISII

Fig. 12.4

Russia Today
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Last updatec· Aor-l 27 2014 9 30 a-n

Pro-Russia rebels hold German-led
observers hostage
By John Reed in Slavyansk

.

-,.. ,.,,.,,. •,

Fig. 12.5

Financial Times

device. Group B is called "observers" in both headlines but combined
with different category-bound predicates. Financial Times replaces "military" by "German-led". Finally, the two ne\vs texts also make use of different category-bound activities that suggest different interpretations
of what has happened in Eastern Ukraine. FT takes the expression "to
hold hostage" connected to the device crime that has also been used by
the quoted German public TV channel. RT chases exactly the contrary
device "law" using "to detain" which qualifies group A's behavior as a
lawful action in contrast to the criminal act that FT's coverage implies .
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Coverage of conflicts in former decades clearly suggested a certain,
often biased, and polarizing view on tl1e topic as Ralf Godde ( 1992)
shows concerning the First Gulf ·war. But meanwhile new information
and communication technology caused a much broader, uncensored
exchange of viewpoints and opinions around tl1e world. The public
sphere clearly has changed, which makes it hard to describe conflicts in
traditional black-and-white schemes. Furthermore, mass media has to
accept that it has lost its information monopoly, since an increasing number of people use multiple sources to gain the knowledge tl1ey need for
the construction of reality (Luhmann, 2009, 95 ). This diversification of
sources leads to an ongoing fragmentation of the public as the specific
choice of information unites certain people and necessarily excludes others . The result is a differentiation of imagined news commw1ities and
consequently overhearing audiences and tl1e media's logic itself.
At the same time, news rooms anticipate or imagine this structural
change that no longer allows a one-sided framing of news. They adopt
their recipient design to guarantee inference-rich news for the greatest
possible number of viewers. This can be achieved by opening up for different imaginations or reality constructions-commw1ities multiply and
so do the accounts. This fundamentally changes also the role of professional journalists from gatekeeping to skilled and informed advisers
that help tl1eir audience( s) navigate through tl1e content being published every day via all kinds of media. The described multiplication of
accounts is reflected and finds an expression in the variety of the analvzed membership categorizations. In our case, tl1e OSCE incident, news
~ffers inferences for political, military, and criminal interpretations of tl1e
conflict tl1at does not only meet tl1e expectations of different news communities imagined either by tl1e journalists or the audience. It also, as a
whole, reflects the multidimensionality of the conflict itself. By using tl1e
described category bound predicates (4.3-German/pro-Russian), the
coverage remains open even for inferences of tl1ose who are used to and
expect the traditional black-and-white scheme of international conflicts.

12.6
12.5

CONCLUSION-MULTIPLE VERSIONS OF REALITY

Answering the opening question of this text-the question raised by a
newspaper aslcing if good and evil do still exist in the context of armed
conflicts-one has to admit that, whetl1er good and bad exist or not,
they are for sure much harder to be identified.
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SUMMARY

The way people in Germany are talking and writing about war is last
but not least influenced by main, established mass media institutions
like big newspapers or public television. The coverage mirrors tl1e structural change of the public sphere and shows all kinds of w1eertainties,
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prejudices, definitions, and rules of application. Media in general and
the TV news in particular are to a vast extend more responsible for the
created impression of conflicts than politics. They provide viewers with
t?ols to differentiate conflicts from \Vars, soldiers from civilians, aggression from defense, or lawful actions from crime-the one who defines
the conflict parties wins the war. So it is worth taking a close look on
the coverage of foreign affairs to analyze their production. This may
also help to understand how social media and web-based news platforms
ch~lenge_ traditional, established mass media and change the role of professional Journalists from gate watchers to navigators.
. With the help of Harvey Sacks' membership categorization analy sis we have been able to identif)r three different category devices in
the coverage of the OSCE incident having taken place in Ukraine in
2~1~. The described devices are representing the political, military, and
cnm111a.l dimensions or implications of the so-called Ukraine conflict.
~orresponding category-bound activities and predicates, in combinatJon with what Sacks calls economy and consistency rule, contributed to
a _pro~er description of the conflict for German TV news . Unfitting com~111atJo~s sometimes challenged the understanding or caused the impression of ironic comments on the incident .
The analyzed qualities of the coverage could be interpreted in the
context of news storytelling where the accounting of actions to characters plays an important role. Furthermore, we have seen how far membership categorization can be used to produce biased news that reflects
the interests and expectations of certain groups. Finally, the coverage
has been placed in the context of a new structural change of the public
sphere, which allows to identify certain elements as reactions to the challenges mass media has to face in this regards. An ongoing fragmentation
of rl:e public, a multiplicity of information sources, and the emergence
of different news communities lead to a multiplicity of inference -rich
accounts anticipating or imagining these communities and their expectations and vice versa.
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CHAPTER 13

Algorithms and Digital Media: Measuren1ent
and Control in the Mathen1atical Projection
of the Real
Tales Tomaz

13.1

INTRODUCTION

The media scenario is more complex than the one that existed 30 years
ago. Informatics has advanced enormously, the internet has emerged,
and no,v experts foresee even the so-called internet of things, that is, a
near future in which there will be no specific device for internet access,
but all things in themselves-including our bodies-will be connected to
it. In other words, a future in which the internet will be as present as the
air, the very basic infrastructure in which we move and have our being.
No doubt, these predictions have mystical connotations, the mystical
element in the very rationalization process, as Horkheimer and Adorno
(2006) long ago identified. Even so, such futuristic scenarios are valuable for theoretical discussion, not so much because they anticipate a
future that comes ahead-which almost always has been an impossible
task-but because they demonstrate the understanding in this particular
T. Tomaz (~ )
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epoch of what is the real. Any media phenomenon interacts in some way
with the current understanding of the real. The question turns out to be:
What is this understanding of the reaP How do the contemporary media
relate to it? How does this understanding of the real help to inform current media logics?
The concept of media logic was introduced by AJtheide and Snow
(1979) in the late 1970s, with which they intended to grasp the rules,
norms, strategies, and mechanisms that media entailed. Since the emergence of the internet and especially of social media, several efforts have
been made to rethink their original conceptualization in the new context
(see for instance: van Dijck and Poell 2013; Klinger and Svensson 2014).
This text intends to show that reflection on the role of algorithms sheds
~ignificant light on this issue. The current discussions on technology are
mdeed reasonably informed in respect of algorithms and the impacts they
have caused since the emergence of big data on the internet. But only
'.ew discussions have advanced to the question about the understandmg of the real that they imply or enhance . As Gillespie (2014 ) stated,
algorithms are not only computational issues, but a mode of knowledge.
Algorithms have to do with the question about how we know things
and understand them as things. To contribute to this effort, this text disc_usses Heidegger's concept of technology and its mathematical projec tion of the real. For him, technology should not be reduced to an object
or an instrument, but should be understood as a mode of Being in that a
mathematical projection of the real is at stake . By relating that reasoning
t? the role that algorithms play nowadays, we hope to offer new perspec tJves for thinking the current media logic(s ).

13.2

fuGOIUTHMS AND THE MEDIA

A computer is a machine that runs algorithms. Because computers are
everywhere, algorithms are more present in our daily life than we used
to be aware. A basic definition of algorithms is "a set of steps to accom plish a task", proposes the computer scientist Tom Carmen (2013, 1 ).
Similarly, another computer scientist who is concerned \.Vith this ques tion, John MacCormick (2012, 2), defines algorithms as "a precise
recipe that specifies the exact sequence of steps required to solve a problem ." With minor variations, this is how most of the scholars define what
an algorithm is.
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Such definitions, however, can lead someone to ask what is special in
that word; after all , it seems that since humans are understood as such,
th ev use " a set of steps to accomplish a task" and attempt to create
"pr~cise recipes to solve problems. " A frugal example of algorithm that
has been used for thousands of years is addition. In order to add a number to another, one must simply. follow a certain sequence of steps, which
anyone can do. In fact, computer scientists themselves are clear in saying
th~t the execution of algorithms is not an exclusive property of computers . Humans execute them as well. Therefore, algorithms are not only an
issue of the computational world.
However, algorithms operated by computers have specific characteristics. Humans can tolerate inaccurate explanations regarding a procedure. They can interpret the order, identify inconsistencies and make
correct decisions even if the procedure has not been accurately described.
Here the algorithm operated by computers must be differentiated from
the one operated by humans. Inside the computer, "each of the steps
must be absolutely precise, requiring no human intuition or guesswork"
( MacCormick, 2012, 3). This is necessary because a computer does not
have the ability to interpret. It has no intuition and cannot imagine what
humans really want when they give a specific order. The human beings
are the ones ~vho ti·ansfer their own interests and desires to the machine.
Therefore, each algorithm operated by a computer must be described as
precisely as possible.
Today there are several computer algorithms to perform various tasks.
There are algorithms to encrypt information exchange, to encode and
decode audio, to display certain messages on the timeline according to
the user's taste, and so on. However, these are more sophisticated algorithms. They can only be executed because in the operating system of a
computer there are already more basic algorithms to convert electric current into bits, these in numbers or letters, and so on. That is, everything
that occurs in a computer is indeed running algorithms.
Therefore, algorithms are crucial in informatics and computer science.
At the same time, computers and informatics provided the necessary
conditions for the algorithms to develop to levels never imagined before .
This will become clearer in the next topic of this chapter. Before that,
it is necessary to deal more specifically with another question: What do
algorithms have to do with the media? Why should they be a subject of
discussion and reflection in the media and communication studies?
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Computers are becoming the infrastructure in which all the typi cal media activities work. The classic newspaper is printed on paper.
However, it is made from the work of dozens of people who use a kind
of digital device in each stage of the production process. Journalists
research themes from computers connected to the internet. They go to
the streets to interview people and drive cars guided by a GPS -device
to take them to the correct address. They record their interviews with
digital recorders, the files of ,vhich are transferred to a computer as soon
as the reporters go back to the office. The newspaper is diagrammed on
the screen of a computer by means of a publishing software and is sent
through the internet to the printing office, which receives the order also
through a computer. This, in turn, already has the appropriate program ming to relay the order to the machines that ultimately transform all this
work mediated by computers into a printed product. Obviously there is
even the newspaper distribution, which occurs by means of a database
registered in a computer that is used by couriers to assign each copy
to the correct residence . Definitely the printed newspaper is, from the
beginning until the end, a product based on computer and informatics.
And if the main activity of a computer is running algorithms, the printed
newspaper that the citizen reads at home during the brealcfast was
produced with the massive use of algorithms .
An example like this would be enough to emphasize the importance
of the reflection on algorithms when thinking about media logics. After
all, a number of editorial decisions at the newspaper are taken based on
the possibilities and limitations of the particular context and, as seen,
these are ail the time mediated by computer and thus by algorithms . This
does not mean that computer technology and algorithms determine the
newspaper. But, at the very least, it means that this is conditioned by the
former.
So far there is no big news. All human activities have always had to
deal with possibilities and limitations given by a specific context, possibilities and limitations which vary depending on the epoch, the geo graphical location, and the technologies available that condition the
achievement of the specific goal. However, algorithms are even more
entangled with media. Tarleton Gillespie (2014) explains that media
have relied for decades on the credibility of their editorial choices in
respect of each subject. However, they must compete now with other
sources of information, the social media and search engines, whose credibility lies in the claim of objectivity of their algorithms . Their argument
is: no subjective filters, no bias, straightforward contact with the source
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13.3

FORMAL SYSTEMS Ai"-!D .ALGORITHMS

This text proposed initially to discuss the understanding of the real
entailed in the media algorithms. That algoritl1ms play such a role seems
now to be confirmed by Gillespie's hypotl1eses. However, tl1e the~e may
have an additional deepening and more definite form by advancmg to
an exploration of the relation between algorithms and formal syS t ems .
·
d what was at
According to Bamme et al. (1983), who alrea d y g 11mpse
80
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Formal systems are a simplification of reality, a simulation . Thev are
always closed systems without any other influ~nce than its own previ ously defined rules. It is like a game that follows certain rules ( Bamme
et al., 1?83, 144) . For the same reason, a simple definition of formal
sy st e~1 is. also a set of rules . The fact that formal systems have been
evolvmg m the last centuries means that the abilitv to formulate rules
that can be followed without interpretation has · evolved ever since
(Hofstadter, 1979).
That is why the development of formal systems is so important to
b~~ld machines. In a game played by humans, there is always the possi ?1hty that a new situation raises doubts . In this case, players can discuss,
interpret, and judge. They can even set new rules from that single epis?de. The machine does not have this capability. It must receive instructions and apply them exactly as they came . These instructions must
~perate on logics, i.e., correspond to "true" or "false." These instruc tions-the sequence of steps-are what we call algorithms. And the
algorithm that the machine runs, unlike that which the human being
performs, must operate within a clear logic.
Therefore, the development of formal systems is crucial for the devel opment of machines. Formal systems are the medium of algorithms
(Bamme etal., 1983, 146 ). They are a kind of language, the language
th~t the _machine speaks in order to put instructions into practice. By
usmg this language there is no need of interpreting an instruction, what
makes a machine gain in relevance in daily life. After all, humans have
always being transforming everything around them. However, their
very constitution limits the outreach of their actions. A human bodv for
example, can exert some strength, and this can change the positio1~ of a
piece of wood, but not of a mountain. At the same time, humans learned
soon that they could extend their power by deploying dead matter to
help them change the surroundings . As dead matter cannot interpret
orders, it must follow precise instructions-the algorithms-with which
it can perform the intended process . This is how a machine works, an
odd description indeed, but the purpose of which is to underline how it
depends on very precise rules and consequently on tl1e language of formal systems.
The more the language of dead matter-the ability to formulate
rules that can be performed without any interpretation-evolves, the
greater is the ability to produce more complex procedures, algorithms,
provoking more significant changes in the surroundings. That is to say,
1
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important .
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Res uming this point, algorithms are tl1e way to proceed: a precise _prescription of a process. The formal system is the language, tl1e m~diu~.
. language ena bi es tl1e d eve Iopmei1t of mfimte
Once discovered,
tl11s
.
algorithms. That is why, as MacCormick (2012) explains, algonthm}
have taken a huge leap in the twentietl1 century. This was tl1e centfi~ ~ _
the development of the language they speak, tl1e formal system O
gi
ea\ postulates "vhose peak can be seen in tl1e forging of the computer,
t
something th~t can run anv algoritlm1 that can be made, as Turing's teS
.
. they
proved. Then, although algoritl1ms are much older than computers, .
•
·
only had the proper development w1-tl1 tl1e invention
o f these·, that 1s,
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13.4

MACHINE A.J."ID TECHNOLOGY AS A MODE OF BEING

This understanding about algoritl1ms and formal systems points _out
,. · rn a certain
· sense, th e o Id machmes
to a broader concept of macrnnes.
correspond to the simple materialization of a specific algorithm. The_y
.
.
. •
· al
·th m. _Thus ' 1t
physically
mcorporate
the performmg
o f a certain
c gon
is difficult to see the existing machine beyond tl1e material obiect_- F~r
111
·
h as b een common 1y 1"d entl·fi e d as the device
that reason, the machme
.
· tl1in
· ki
itself. But the appearance of the computer permits
' ng o tl1erw1se
· · A.
computer is a machine that runs algoritl1ms. In this respect, a computer
device is the materialization of a formal system (Bamme et al., 19 83 ,
145-148). Insofar as formal systems operate independently of content, a
single computer is able to deal v,,ith completely different problems_- The~
the material constitution of the machine turns out to be less impm
tant what makes clearer the need for a redefinition of the concept of
machine disengaging it from a material approach to relate it m~re to
'
.
·1
the procedure,
to the behav1or.
The procedure, the a1gonum,
is tl1e
.
really decisive in tl1e machine. After all, as seen before, any action which
can be described by an algoritlm1 can be performed by a machine. T~at
is to say that inventing an algoritl1m is already inventing the machine,
the absu-act machine which can be applied physically, bodily in different
ways. In this sense, Bamme et al. ( 1983, 145) argue that the algorithm
is the machine itself The computer is, therefore, tl1e machine tl1at runs
machines.
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Nevertheless, it is clearly visible that a significant part of the discussion
on technology still understands the machine in an obsolete ,vay where
the decisive is the device itself and what we do with it. Such a red,uctionist understanding of machines does not take into account the scientific
discoveries of the twentieth century, especially in the context of logics
and formal systems. Heidegger (2000) calls it instrumental conception
of technology. For this conception, essential in machines is the fact that
the~ are objects themselves neutral that humans create and manipulate to
ach1 eve t~eir conscious goals. So everything comes down to how to use
the ma~hmes, the algorithms. But Heidegger explains that the decisive
aspect m technology is beyond that instrumental use. An instrument is
n~t mere(y an object or a device. It is a mode of relating to things. When
usmg_ an mstrument to achieve an end, there is a certain previous understandmg of how to relate to the real and ultimately of what the real
'
'
itself is.
Seu bold ( 1986) illustrates this very character of the instrument with
the example of the Indians of Taos, New Mexico. When the Spanish
~olonizers introduced the plow to these Indians, the instrument was
immediately refused, because according to the Indians it would hurt the
earth breast. Similarly, the Indians of Taos withdrew the horseshoes of
the horses during the spring so as not to hurt the pregnant earth. What
does this simple example point to? Both the Spanish colonizers and
the Indians of Taos sought to achieve the same end, that is, to cultivat~ the land. However, for the Indians of Taos the earth ,vas a living
ent1ty, which would need care and respect. It could not be injured or
torn_open. So the plow could not be considered an appropriate means of
relat1ng to the earth. Similarly, for the mystic, the correct way to relate
to the _earth is to make offerings and to say prayers; after all, the earth is
a creat1on of the gods-or even part of the gods themselves-and if they
are angry or unhappy, they will not allow the earth to give the fruit that
humans need. The Spanish colonizers in turn understood the earth as
' It would be enough to
a set of minerals available for use and ' handling.
develop the proper techniques to extract more and more resources from
within
. There was no problem ' for instance ' in using the plow, as accord.
mg to the knowledge available so far, it was the best way to force the
land to provide its resources. In other words, the instrument is a specific
mode of relating to the real which reveals what the things are themselves
for the user of the instrument.
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But that is not only the case with the plow. Heidegger argues that the
common trace in every technological equipment is the implicit idea that
things are available f~r use, at disposal. If properly understood, things
can be used and manipulated for the achievement of the desired ends.
Thus, the way that technology succeeds in dealing with the real-which
turned out to be evident since Industrial Revolution-leads us to see
disponibility as the very "thingness" of real things. Disponibility is a possible translation of Bestand in the original German (Heidegger, 2000, 20),
what has been often t1·anslated into English also as standing-reserve.
What does it mean to be disposable, or standing-reserve? It means that
the thing is available to be exploited by the very technological mode of
knowing. It is a raw material at disposal. The river is a set of forces that
can be used to provide energy. The energy is a set of forces that can be
used to put in motion machines. Machines are a set of forces that can be
used to produce a ne,:vspaper. And so on. In recent decades, even human
genetic material came to be considered disposable, which was demonstrated by the statement that DNA is "Universal Heritage" as well.
Baudrilla,:d (2002, 67) questions: What does that mean but to say that
DNA belongs to us, "as if it v,1ere our biological capital"? The thingness
of things seems to be converted to disponibility. When one approaches
the real technologically, the meaning of being a thing becomes being at
disposal to be used and manipulated as the reason finds it reasonable.
Therefore, the decisive aspect in technology is not the object itself.
Technology is actually a mode of approaching the real, of relating to
things. And we only establish relationships with things from what we
believe they are, as the example of the Indians of Ta.as demonstrate. That
is, a mode of relating is also a mode of understanding what we and the
things are, a mode of Being. Technology is a mode of Being that und~rstands the real as disponibility, or as a set of forces available and at dis posal for use and handling by reason.
Heidegger's point reinforces the previous argument that the real
machine is the procedure, the algorithm, not the device. One can deal
with the real in many ways, and one of them is the algorithmic procedure. The point is that only this one is adequate to ensure that dead
matter behaves in the intended way. This procedure can be materialized
in a mechanical device or not, remaining restricted to the human body.
Either in a device or performed by the very person, the machine is always
first and foremost a behavior, a procedure. Technology is a mode of relat ing to the real by means of algorithmic procedures, an algorithmic mode
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of relating to the r~al. As one can easily notice, since modernity we tend
to relate t? everythmg primarily in a technological way thanks to the succes_s of this procedure. That is the decisi ve aspect of the technological
obiect.
Ho~vever, Heidegger's concept of technology goes even further.
What is often overlooked by his commentators is his idea that the mod ern Western thought has its essence in the mathematical projection of
~e-real. Fo_r Trish Glazebrook. (2000 ), this means that technology for
eidegger 1s also a mathematical projection of the real. Glaze brook
(200_0, 14) explicitly affirms: "Heidegger's account of science can be
concisely expressed by the thesis that modern natural science consists
in the '.11athematical projection of nature." She completes the reasoning
by stating that "Heidegger argues that science and technology belong
together essentially, such that the modern epoch is the age of science
and techno_logy." (Glazebrook, 2000, 251-252) If this is right, technology accordmg to Heidegger is a mathematical projection of tl1e real as
well as the science . Now it is necessar y to understand what he intends
by speaking of "mathematical projection ." And here we are nearing to a
broader understanding of algorithms. Then it is necessary to deal more
profoundly with the meaning of tl1e "mathematical" before anticipating
an answer about the algorithms.

13.5

MATHEMATICAL PROJECTION OF THE REAL IN MOD ERN
THOUGHT

What is the "mathematical" in Heidegger's argument? This theme
a~pears _in many works of the German philosopher. Nonetheless, he deals
with this question fundamentally in Die frage nach dem Ding ( 1984 ).
The word mathematics comes from the Greek ta µa0~µcna which
Heidegger ( 1984, 53) ti·anslates as "das Lernbare", the learnable . For
the Greeks, things can be known in many different aspects. The math ·
ematical is one of them. Heidegger the1~ explains that in the original
Greek meaning things are "mathematical" insofar as we learn them, as
we can learn them .
This definition alone, however, does not take us very far. It must be
better explained. For the Greeks, learning did not mean learning some thing completely new. Learning is being aware of something that we
already bring with us somehow, but we do not notice. In other words,
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we can only learn something if we already know it somehow. Folio-wing
this reasoning, Heidegger ( 1984, 5 7) says that the mathematical is the
learnable aspect of the tl1.ing, what we already know in advance about
things: "The ~w0i]µcn:a, the mathematical, is that 'about' things ,~hich
we reallv already know. Therefore, we do not first get it out of tl1111gs,
but, in~ certain way, we bring it already witl1 us ."
The mathematical character is that "about" the thing that we already
know tl1at we do not seek in the thing itself, but somehow already
bring' along when relating to it. Put another way, in order to enter into
a mathematical relationship with something, we project what we know
befo rehand about it as its very "tlungness." We take the thingness of the
thing as what ·we already know about it, so tl1at reason determines _wha,;
will be found in dealing witl1 tl1ings. Talking about "tl1ingness of ?ungs
might sound strange, but is here intended as a parallel to tl1e "be1ngness
of bein_gs," the lan_guage that ~eidegger m~st often u_ses. As we_ll knm;,
his marn concern 1s the question of the Be111g. In Sein und Zett (1?7_ ),
he says tl1at if we did not have a prior understanding of what being is, 1.e:
of the beingness of tl1e beings we encow1ter, these beings would nevei
appear for us as beings. This "beingness" is what is often wrnslated ~s
"Being" witl1 uppercase . Similarly in Grundprobleme der Phanom~nologie
( 1975) perceiving something as a being occurs because the b~mgness
·
·
111 eludes
of the 'beings is beforehand unconcealed. Perception
o f b e111gs
.
necessarily tlus openness prior to any knmvledge or understanding. Tlus
is a central aspect of Heidegger's broader thought.
.
.
As Glazebrook (2000, 47) summarizes, for Heidegger "Bemg_ is
found in experience only because it is first brought to it. Hence Bemg
.
.
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to tlungs
nor to th oug h t b ut to th e re Ia tJ·on between the
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f tl
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.
.
.
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worth questioning vvhy the mathematical is the fundamental character of
modern science and technology. This can be understood by contrasting
how ancient and modern sciences understand the nature of things, the
basis of which comes fundamentally from physics .
Both ancient and modern physics agree that a fund amental aspect of
the nature of things is that they are in movement. The difference lies in
the explanation of what movement is and why things move. In Aristotle's
science, the reason of the movem ent of the bodies is in the bodies themse~ves. That is even the original meanjng of the word physical: nature,
things that have in themselves the appearing and disappearing . To the
question "what is the essence of natural things", Aristotle answers that
"things belonging to nature are those that have in themselves the move ment toward a place" ( Heidegger, 1984, 64 ). The way a body moves,
how_ it relates to a place, and to which place it relates-all this has its rea ~on 10 the very body. In other words, the nature of a thing is in the thing
itself and is somehow hidden to us. Things are then essentially different
fr~m each other. There are also special spaces and times, which is meant
evident by the perceived different behavior of each body.
In contrast, in modern science the movement of bodies is not in the
boilies themselves. All bodies are equal and have no intrinsic reaso n to
behave ilifferently. Space and time are also equal everywhere. Different
behavior comes from additional forces impelled to the bodies . We can
~e~ _thjs more clearly if we analyze how Galileo and Newton, the alleged
mmators of modern science, understood movement. Newton's first law,
th~ law of inertia, states: Every body remains in its state of rest or of
uniform motion in a right line, unless it is compelled to change that
st ate due to the action of forces. A similar procedure occurs in Galileo's
Discourses: " Imagine any particle projected along a horizontal plane
without friction" (Galilei, 1914, 244 ). Botl1 arguments imply that bodies
are equal, and movement comes from elsewhere.
H owever, a question remains: where is a body without any action of
forces? Where is a particle without any friction? Nowhere. There is no
body with no relation to another body. Every body is impelled all tl1e
time by forces. Both Newton and Galileo postulate about something that
is impossible to be seen, experienced, and measured . Yet they were able
to imagine an "as if. .. ," that is, an a priori corroborated by the following
observations and experiments, although it itself cannot be observed or
experience.
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Decisive in modern science is ratl1er the law, the a priori. Under such
a mode of knowledge, to have a nature does not mean to have movement in itself, but to appear in a specific set of laws and ass umptions
which are to be tested. Not tl1e things, but the laws and a prioris ruffer
and must be proved . Exactly contrary to what sometimes is said, modern
science operates the rejection of sense experience "in favor of a theoretical speculation" ( Koyre, 1979, 5 5). In modern science, the tl1eoretical
speculation is what should be tested. Who makes such speculation? Who
asks? Who tests? A subject. Subjectum is what lies at the base of things.
Descartes translated Newton and Galileo's ideas into a metaphysical affirmation by stating: cogito--sum. Since then, it is clear that what lies at the
base of the real is the ego, the one who thinks, the only " thing" that one
must not doubt. For the subject, all things are leveled dmvn to objects,
sometl1ing that can be apprehended, interrogated, measured, defined,
manipulated, and so on. The real appears as object.
Therefore, in modern science tl1ings are insofar as they are for human
reason . They are exclusively in tl1is specific relationship. For the mod ern understanding of the world, the object exists ·when identified by the
subject and approached as such. The subject-object relationship becomes
tl1e only one authorized to check the valiility of the real. For something
to show itself as real, it needs to appear in tl1e value system architected
witl1in this relationship, therefore, be measurable, questionable, responding to experiments. It is the precedence of function over substance. If
sornetl1ing plays the role of object, it ha_s substance. Quantum physics
change nothing essentially in tl1is proceeiling. Max Planck, the father of
quantum physics, used to say: "Real is what can be measured ." Modern
thought places the right of determining the tlungness of things in human
reason, in the only a priori one must no doubt.
That is why Heidegger argues that modern tl1ought is mathematical.
The math~matical is tl1e a priori tl1at we bring to tlun_gs._We know things
mathematically when we concentrate upon. the
.
. a pnon, upon what we
Th
can ~nd~rstand and e1:sure about tl1em. . 1s 1s ~xactly the standard proceedmg 111 modern science and tl1ough~, msofar as ":e elect an aspect of
the thing, tl1e one that we can bring to it-our capacity of perceiving.
. tl
d
.
as
the one that can say what somethmg 1s, 1at etermmes the bein
· 1s
· tl1e meaning o f th e ma th emat1ca
· 1 c l1aracter· of gness
of the beings. TI11s
d
.
1110 ern thought, sCience, and technology.
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13.6

13

LOGIC OF AsSURANCE A.i~D CONTROL IN THE
MATHEMATICAL

Before reaching a conclusion about algorithms and their relation to
the mathematical character of technology, there is one more point in
Heidegger's understanding of modern thought that is extremely valu able to this issue . Why do we tend to view and speak of things no\.vadays
mathematically? It is already clear that things are known mathematically
when we know the learnable aspect of them. It is also clear that in the
modern thought we tend to relate to the real and to the Being of things
considering only the aspect that we, human beings, can apprehend from
them, that we can learn from them. Once again it is time to review the
meaning of learning.
Learning and knowing are procedures by which we come to assure
our relating to things. We look at things mathematically when we want
to learn them fundamentally. Learning them fundamentally means
going to their fundament. At this point, it is interesting to return to
Heidegger's argument about the search for the fundament of things. For
Heidegger ( 1997), this search characterizes Western thought, the very
metaphysics. Summarized in Leibniz's sentence "nihil est sin ratione"
(nothing is without reason), this is the search for the conditions of possi bility of existence. In metaphysics, we follow this path because we believe
that, if we master all the conditions of possibility of something, we can
assure our relation to them completely.
Thus, the learnable aspect of something is precisely what can be
assured about it. What can be assured is that of which one can be sure .
Mathematics is the opposite of letting things show by themselves, as
Aristotle suggested with his doctrine of movement. The mathematical
sets a paradigm for things to show themselves as real. It means elect ing tl1e aspect that we learn in t11e thing as the only really valid, because
it is the one that gives us more certainty. It should be noted, however,
that once tl1ings work as expected under the established paradigm, the
very paradigm is confirmed. Not because the paradigm itself has been
observed in nature, but because things work better under it. In this
sense, tl1e mathematical is certainty, assurance. The aim is to assure the
operation, a certain predictability of the phenomenon.
Through their procedures, both Newton and Galileo have established
a way in which one can assure the functioning of things. By relating to
things as objects, in their matl1ematical aspect, it becomes possible for
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human beings to assure tl1e functioning of the real, count _on _it, and
exploit it to their advantage. We no longer depend on the arb1tranness of
nature. Human reason becomes tl1e measure of all things, and every area
of human life shall respond to tl1e expansion of its domain.
The point now is why tl1e mathematical character of modern tl1ought
is present in technology. Technology is a mode of relati_ng to _the_ real~
not merely a device-by ,vhich tl1ings are approached m their disporubility. Technology means dealing with beings as objects that ~an be
used and manipulated. Such a dealing is only possible if one clmgs t?
the aspects of beings that can be assured and ascertained, that _can ultimately be measured. Only then ,ve can rely on precise instructlo~s a nd
build ·devices that follow them-when we are sure about the execution of
the instructions that is, about tl1e way the concerned beings will behave.
The technologi~al mode of Being is matl1ematical because things appear
as existing only in what can be assured about tl1em. Everything tl1at doe~
not seem measurable, representable, and reproducible loses the character
of objective reality, appearing only as subjective impressions and there fore invalid.
The world of technology is tl1e search for control, for a~sura~1~e,
for certainty. It is the quest to eliminate chance and unpredictability.
· d oes not JUSt
·
11appe11 because
However it is important to note that t111s
of an arbitrary choice of humankind . For Heidegger (1984, 82), "ve
did not matl1ematize the real merely by our own will, but b~ca~se tl:.t
is t11e way things reveal themselves from our search for cert~inty,. '
in Heidegger's words, because of a radical change "of the illununa.
[thi ngness o f t11111gs
·
] •" Not that
tion ( Lichtung) of the Being of bemgs
Galileo Newton Descartes, and all modern science are simply wrong, _as
'
'
·
H e1'd egger ' s th oug11t . I ns tead. , modermty
many commentators
mterpret
gives us no otl1.er choice ratl1er than seeing things mathematically.
In Sein u.nd Zcit, Heidegger makes anotl1er interesting statement:
We do not have a matl1ematical understanding of the real bec~use ?u 1
. Ratl1er, 1t
. ,vas our " on toloo-ical
onentanon
interest casually turned to 1t.
o·
h 't)
ward
Being
as
constant
objective
presence"
(standiger
Vorhanden
etl
to
·
which led us to seek in mathematics tl1.e explanation
o f .tl1e
. rea _
( Heidegger, 1977, 96 ). To understand this important passage, it is n_e c
.
.
.
H e1'd egger·' s ontology· For .111111,
essary to make a brie f mcurs1on
mto
d
human beings are beings tl1rown into tl1e world. We are ahvays a~i ea ~
in the world which means that we ahvays have a prior understanding 0
· our b as1c
· con stitution as human
the world, as' explained above. Th.1s 1s
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beings. At the same time, this basic constitution includes dwelling with
the things _and the others, i.e., with the beings. We ourselves are beings.
However, if there were only beings, we would not understand them as
such. There needs to be the Being, that is, something that permits us to
understand beings as beings and to relate to them, as already indicated
~bove. However, the Being does not appear in the world of things. It
is an event that virtually occurs whenever we enter into relation to the
be!ngs tl:emselves, but the only thing that really appears is in fact the
bei~g (with lower case): "The unhiddenness of being, the clarity granted
to _it, ~arken~ tl1e light of Being. Being evades by unconcealing itself in
bemg. (He1degger, 1977, 310 ) Therefore, Heidegger explains, we
~a:'e th~ ontological tendency to interpret the real exclusivel y from the
emgs, 1.e., ~·om what we can know and ascertain. Hence, the tendency
to mathematical certainty is ontological. That is to say as well that the
te~~ency towards a technological relationship with the real is part of our
ongmal constitution.

13.7

CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN ALGORITHMS AND THE
MATHEMATICAL

Understood the question of the matl1ematical as the basic character of
the Western thought and technology, it is time to go ahead towards the
end of th~ text and question to ,vhat extent, if anyhow, the contempora~y algonthms correspond to tl1is mode of Being according to which
thmgs are approached exclusively from the mathematical point of view.
As we have seen, algorithms have made a big leap with the invention
of the computer. But they are also evolving very fast since the invention
of the web and digitalization of the media and communication practices.
As Shroff (2014) clearly shows, two pillars of contemporary mediated
communication-social networks and search engines-have specific content ?etermined by algorithms. This is the case of PageRank, Google's
algonthm that determines what content will appear above on the screen
after a simple search. Formerly the information reached people especially through the printed newspaper. Today's search engines and social
networks have become the main sources of daily information. They are
themselves mediated-communicational processes in the classical sense of
the term, and they are determined by algorithms.
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As if that were not enough, all the classic media are migrating to the
internet, a process tlrnt tl1e market has been calling media convergence.
We have previo usly mentioned the production process, which is fully
connected to the internet. But there is anotl1er important aspect in this
context. What we are witnessing is a process in which traditional communicational media begin to compete for space on the screen of internet
users and a few seconds of their attention. Then, also the production of
the so-called classical media is becoming digital.
The sum of all these processes has a specific result: me digitalization
of media and communication, what van Dijck and Poe!! (2013) call datafication and clearly point out as a very important principle in curre_nt
media logics . We are increasingly communicating tl1rough digital medi_a.
In this process, an unimaginable amount of data is being accumulated 111
bits and managed by algoritlm1s. This is popularly knO\vn as big data and
is offered and modulated by computer algorithms.
. .
However, this very amount of data coming from me digitalization
process is changing algorimms tl1emselves and tl1eir scope. To use th e
terms of this text, this amount of digitalized data represents me rransl~tion of tl1e various aspects of human life in formal system's language, 10
logics . Formal systems are the language of al gon'th ms. I n tl1er words
algorithms have an unprecedented raw material to develop themselves.
Shroff (2014) describes precisely how many previously untl1inkable a.lg?.
·
·
ntl1ms
are d eve1opmg
t h an k s to tl1e immense
amoun t of raw matenal
.
Tl
diated
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·
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three
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·
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.
•
d
1
·
·
.
·
!)'
efficient
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Th'
eans
tl1at
.
·
·
·
ritl1ms by these corporations and their sCientists.
1s m
. tl1ey
are more and more able to perform tasks efficiently, correspon?rn~ to
.
.
Ob v1ous
• 1y tl11s
· h as se veral implications
tl1e human desires
and mterests.
from the standpoint of politics and logics of power. Who own~ 0bese
. ·
· distr1 ualgorithms? What processes do they favor? Concentiation 01
b
.
.
s
mat
cannot
e
tion of power? These are extremely important question
11
.
tl
·
·
fi
approac
addressed in tl1is essay, but deserve attention (for 11s speci c
'
.
see Klinger and Svensson, 2014).
Anyhow, Shroff (2014) seeks to prove tl1at the internet is ~ecoming an intelligent system, able to read, listen, interpret, an_d leai~- He
explains how algorithms are becoming able to match practically moS t
mathe.
h ff
any goal that one can have. Al gon•t11ms are sets O f logical and
·
·
·
c
d
·t1
·
terpretation.
S ro
111
matical dec1s10ns tl1at can be 1ollowe w1 1out any
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is trying to show how a mathematical uninterpreted understanding of
the real, if not accurate from a philosophical point of view, is at least
extremely functional and efficient to simulate and relate to all our interpreted lives.
People who use the web and whose desires are met at a time more
efficiently by the algorithms do not necessarily think numerically. As
already shown before, numerical is only a manifestation of the mathe matical, it is not the mathematical itself. Anyway, only few scientists are
indeed applying tl1e translation of our reality and desires in mathematical choices. Should we say that people are thinking more mathematically?
The essence of technology does not consist in making the mathematical
aspect of the real more recognizable. Rather, its essence lies precisely in
its concealment. The essence of technology is the mathematical projection, but it is hidden to the extent that the real that it presents is precisely something non mathematical. What You See Is What You Get
(WYSIWYG) defines par excellence tl1is moment-it is paradoxically the
victory of mathematics. WYSIWYG sets a new standard. On the one
hand mathematics must become "what you see." On the other hand,
"what you get" is increasingly translatable into mathematical form. And
th_e fact that, for all practical purposes, this correspondence works, contnbutes to tl1e success of the web, Google, Facebook, and many other
systems that daily gain unrestricted support of the world's populatJOn. This establishes the mathematical correspondence of reality as the
essence of what takes place on the web and in the contemporary technological ,vorld.
The practical character of the algorithmic formatting of tl1e real is evi d_ent when Shroff(2014, 61) says that progress has been enormous precisely because computer science is not concerned with "lofty goals," like
how to understand exactly how the mind works, but simply witl1 selling.
Therefore, the algorithm has only to work, not to be a precise imitation
of human intelligence. But rarely it is noted that, in the mathematization
of the real, which is ongoing is precisely that only ivhat ivories is taleen as
real. We are facing another proof of the precedence of the function over
substance, a metaphysical precedence, since this change, as well as the
scientific discoveries of Galileo and Newton, is founded on the establish ment of the priors. That is, unlike what seems to believe Shroff, computer science is actuall y contributing to an unprecedented shift in the
metaphysical understanding of what is real, and that just by turning to
things from a mathematical perspective.

13
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In other words, what is going on in the process of digitalization of the
media and ultradevelopment of algorithms is not only that algorithms are
becoming even more similar to the real. This comprehension simplifies
human life and the real to algorithmic processes. We tend to reduce what
Being means to what we can assure about things-that can be translated into algorithms. This is exactly tl1e mathematical projection of the
real. According to this mode of Being, gaps in knowledge are gaps only
because we cannot yet technically unravel their mysteries. All that exists
and occurs could be, in tl1eory, apprehended by a mathematical, calculative reason.
That is why our relationship with tl1e possibilities and limitations is
also changing dramatically. If beforehand our possibilities and limitations were considered given facts-whetl1er by God, nature, or any
other reason-tl1ey came to be seen as well as programmable tl1ings. In
a sense, they are in the hands of the human-or, rather, of the r~ason.
In the end, Shroff proposes tl1at tl1e terrific development of algonilims,
enhanced by testing ,vith the vast amount of data available and added
daily on tl1e internet, points out to the possibility of artificial intelligence,
that is, reason created by humans and independent from iliem.
.
Trawny (2015) states that this moment of history is a mathemancaltechnological topology. We have reached the end of history, that is, one
should not expect much else going forward. Many may find strange to
speak of limits of technology; after all, it seems that technological d~~elopment progresses faster and faster. The issue is precisely the defi111n?n
of technology. Using tl1e traditional definition of technology as eqwpment it is obvious that there will be much more technology in the
futur~ ' unimaginable tl1ings today. But as we have seen, this definition
. .
does not capture the decisive of technology, which is its mathemanz111g
character, of \.Vhich tl1e algoritl1111s are the pinnacle . From iliis point of
view, most computer scientists admit that one should not expect gre~t
inventions going forward (MacCormick, 2012, 200). The algorithmic
comprehension of the real would be the end line.

13.8

CONCLUSION

Altheide and Snow ( 1979) suggested tl1at media had principles and stra~egies which would change the way we understand and take part in P?htics, economy, and culture. Time has come when it is necessary to th111k
again their conceptualization in order to understand how the emergence
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of the internet brings forth new logics or even changes the previous
ones. This text assumes that such a task would be misleading if not taken
into account what the algorithms and their development represent.
The media have reached a new level thanks to the relationship with
the algorithms, promoted by digitalization . Digitalized, the mediated
communication began to form a huge database where algorithms are
trained and improved . The new algorithms, in turn, modulate how the
very mediated processes occur in a mutuall y reinforcing logic (Shroff,
2 014 ). However, algorithms do not simply change the order in which
th_e news or search results appear. They are indeed a knowledge logic, as
Gillespie (2014) proposes. This text suggests that the algorithmic logic
carries on and reinforces the mathematical projection of the real. This
deepening of the mathematization of the real occurs by the increasing
c_o rrespondence between communicational decisions taken by algorithms and human communication . The advance of algorithms within
contemporary media is therefore implying that the communication processes also obey mathematical criteria and can be technicall y measured,
controlled, and reproduced .
Of course there are several other aspects that should be analyzed in
contemporary media logics. Elements like programmability, popularity,
con~ectivity, and datafication mentioned by van Dijck and Poell (2013 )
are important to explain the logics in force in social media. There are
specific developments in journalism, advertising, and mediated sociability
as well. Moreover, each algorithm has its specificity and involves different logics in each context. FFT and PageRank are both algorithms, but
th
e impact they have is different . There are algorithms that can favor the
dominant groups in their acquisition of power and there are algorithms
th
at can contribute to a more equitable society, combating inequalities in
t~e economic, educational, cultural, and social spheres. There are algorithms that are available for the scrutiny of society, hence are more dem ocratic (for example, those under the General Public License), and there
are others whose patents generate monopoly to a corporation or specific
People. In other words, the struggles for power also reach the world of
al
·th
gon ms and deserve, more than ever, to be studied .
What this text does suggest is that regardless of the specific impacts
th
at each algorithm cause, regardless of the groups which the algorithms
favor, algorithms are part of the process of mathematization of the real,
?f leveling everything down to a common equivalent. And their capac ity has become more widespread since their entanglement with media

brr
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by means of digitalization, so that they contribute to the deepening
of th e tec hnological mode of Being. The tendency to understand the
b eingness of beings as disponibility and to relate to them as objects that
surely respond to the right techniques comes to be remarkably strong
and ~hapes somehow any logics that media may develop . If one aims_ to
understand the contemporary media logics in order to revise Althe1de
and Snow's approach, it is important to take into account the actual
role of algorithms and, even more important, to consider the knowledge
logic they entail and enhance, i.e., the mathematization of the real in the
search for certainty, measure, and control.
Finally, as more aware computing scientists recognize (.MacCormick,
2012 ), there are things that by definition cannot be computable . That
is, the real cannot be just the mathematizable aspect of things. HO\~rever,
the more and more seductive correspondence between the algorithms
and our m•m behavior makes many of these scientists continue to fuel
the argument that there is nothing that essentially distinguishes the living from the dead, the human and other living beings from the machinery, as MacCormick himself suggests inspired in Turing. Thus, supporte?
by the development of algorithms-among other technological artifices-they continue pursuing the dream of a complete fusion between
man and machine. Then the moment arises on the horizon when our
understanding of the real will consider billions of humans obsolete, the
peak of a millenary trajectory of gradual refusal of alterity.
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